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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to Volume II of F-15 "EAGLE TALK." With this book, MCAIR is con
tinuing its long-standing practice of offering collected copies of articles 
previously published in our PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST. Volume I (published in 
January 1984) contained aircrew articles of general interest, arranged in a 
chronological order and covering the period from 1972 to date. Volume II 
presents the more technical articles from the same period, arranged in a 
"subject" order, as indicated in the Table of Contents. Some of the arti
cles in this volume were written by other than company test pilots, but 
all are relevant to "flying the airplane." Also, in addition to the iden
tified technical articles, we have sprinkled some interesting F-15 trivia 
throughout - like, who were the first 100 Eagle flyers .•. who won the 1974 
Mackay Trophy and what did they win it for .•• what F-15 was the first one 
to fly 1000 hours ••• are the Bitburg Eagles landing or taking off ... ? 

As explained with all previous reprint publications of this nature, there 
has been no attempt made to "up date" any of these articles to reflect the 
latest systems or possible modifications to the airplane. Each article in
cludes its original publication date - if you read something that sounds 
obsolete or conflicts with current DASH ONE coverage, the official manuals 
apply. This book contains good information, but for your information only! 

In case you have not seen Volume I of this series, the introduction to it 
and the table of contents are included on the inside back cover of this 
volume. Copies of both volumes are available from the MCAIR representative 
on base, or by direct request to the address .printed with the 11 restriction 
notices" included herein. Finally, we again apologize for the substandard 
visual appearance of many of the pages in this book - as with other publi
cations of this type, the original text pages and photographs are no longer 
available and reproduction from two-color printed copies is necessary. 

"Be prepared" - read up on the Eagle. As Pat Henry, MCAIR test pilot and 
current Director of Flight Operations, notes in an article published back 
in 1978 and included in this volume of reprints, ... 

" ..• Until they manage to build the 
perfect airplane and engine. remember 

that you don't pick the failures - the 
emergency finds you. If you take this 

bird too much for granted, even the 
world's easiest flying and most forgiving 

airplane may find you unprep.Jred . ... " 
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From time to time the subiect oi 
pilot preflight checks comes up. and 
there seems to be as many techniques 
as there are contestants Theoretically, 
d all goes well on the flight, 1t was a 
waste or time anyway. right' Wrong 1 

Depending on the profile actually 
flown. some control system faults may 
not even be evident. vet are lurking 
there ready to bite the unsuspecting 
pilot who treads too heavily into 
certain areas of the flight envelope So 
what do we recommend for the 
mditarv pdotl 

The minimum checks accomplished 
must be ,n accordance with estab
lished (DASH 1) procedures and local 
guidance Beyond that. I can't ,magme 
any heartburn with add1t1onal checks. 
as<;,ummg you·re 1ust sitting 1n the 
lhocks and not late tor a scheduled 
m1s'>1on To my way of thinking 
add1t1onal checks are like paid-up 
insurance 1t doesn't co<.t anvthmg 
and 1t <. a little hard to get aitE"r the 
tnm1nal illness 

~or !hosp of you who like to 
comparP note':i and techn1Ques. l"m 
oftPrmi,: a ta.riv detailed destr1pt1on of 
the control checks I do here in St 
Louis. and what l"m looking tor 

(PUBLISHED 1980) 

By PAT HENRY/0111·/ t-:.q,rnm,·nt<Jt Tt>st P,l,>t 

Granted these checks may b€' some,
th1ng of an overkill. but as company 
rtlots wE"re dealing with airplanes 
fresh off the production line (1 e. 
untlown), so there's extra incentive to 

make sure everything plavs as adver
t1<,ed Besides the whole thing only 
takes three or four minutes. which still 
leavPs me a spare five to run assorted 
BIT\ while wa1trng for the INS 

The order of accomplishment 1s 
rPallv up to you. part,cularlv in the 
F-15 since it's" all done with mirrors" 
( 1 e . no hand signals required be
tween crew chief and pilot) My 
recommendation is to develop a set 
pattern that 1s logical to you. then any 
.... a,1ance from the pattern. either 1n 
te-chn1que or control response_ 1s 
1mmed1ately obvious Here's my 
.,\~l(•m (\\hilt• r1·ad1n~ tht•<,t• <.ump
.... hat \pngthv notf>~. plec1w rf'mt•mber 
rt s ii. l1JI qu1ckrr l<,r y11u to do the'l.t" 
( hi'< brhan tormPlotalkahoul lht•m) 

1. lnitia.1 Setup 

All (AS on. takeoff trim pos1t1on. 
and anl1•sk1d sw1t< hon 

2. St•bilator Longiludin,al Cycle 
Full leading edge down (l ED). and 
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then up r L E U l Stabdators should 
1mmed1ately go to the tull author!ty 
pos1t1on_ which ,s easily rt>cognazed by 
the 11me you·ve checked out tn the 
a1rcratt The inboard leading edge 
corners of !he stabilators should be 
v1s1ble ftwo to three inches) in the 
mirror<., 1ust above the wtng surface. 
,n thf" l E U (torwdrd stick) position 
This ,s important because this same 
visual reference 1s used m the stack 
force <.ensor and PT( (Pitch 1nm 
ComDt"n~ator) <heck"' a little later on 
in thP proledurr 

3. l•ler•I Aulhorily Check 
From tdlia•oh trim po<,1l1on go to full 

ro.:ht "'tic I.. \/prif\ tull R H aderon up. 
and R H ,;,1ablidlor matches (lari,:e 
l f O d"llect1CJn) Ruddt•r.., will be 
detlt>c!ed tn thP nosf> rn;ht darect,on 
Thf"n. movm1.: the stick full aft wh,lt> 
holdini,: tull r1~ht will do !wo th1n~s -
stahdalor and rudder deflections 
should both in<. reasr. while aileron 
tf'ma1n<. full up As you then movf' the 
<,tick tull forward and lull rti,!ht. the 
..,1abda1or (R HJ and ~udder dellec-
11nm should bolh rf'\•ers.E"" while 1he 
allPron rPma,n-.. at attt>nt1on Rt>peat 
thf" abovr on thf' lt•fl .,,de 

► 



4. Flaps•• ARI 
While holding full left and near 

neutral longitudinal stick, select flaps 
down while watching rudder position 
in the mirror. As the flaps start down, 
the rudders should move more to the 
left because of a shift in the ARI 
schedule.After noting this, there is still 
time to IC)(»( inside the cockpit and 
watch the flap position lights change 
from amber to green. 

5. Roll Ratio Check 
Still holding full left stick. select 

emergency Roll Ratio. Three things 
should happen: ( 1) Roll Ratio and 
Master Caution lights should come 
on; (2) aileron and stabilator deflec~ 
tions should slowly decrease; and (3) 
the rudders should immediately go to 
neutral, verifying that ARI has turned 
oft When the roll ratio switch is 
returned to auto, the rudders should 
return to their original deflected 
pos1t1on in less than a second. This is a 
demonstration of the "Fast ARI Turn
on" portion of the anti-spin control 
modification The original. or slow 
ARI turn~n. takes several seconds. 

6. ARI Cutout 
While m/1 holding full left suck. 

turn anti-skid off. Verify that this turns 
off ARI by again watching the rudders 
go to trail Check that the anti-skid 
warning light 1s on. then if you missed 
it before you can observe the fast ARI 
turn~n when the ant,-skid switch 1s 
returned to normal 

7. Pitch Ri1tio Check 
While stiff holding full left stick 

select emergency Pitch Ratio The ARI 
should again cut out. Then go to full 
aft and center stick and watch both 
stabilators trim out (reduce their 
LED deflection) smoothl-y as the 
indicated pitch ratio motors down to 
0 4 Verif-y Pitch Ratio and Master 
Caution warning lights are on 

8. Stick Fore~ Mftsor Check 
With the Pitch Ratio m the full 

emergency pos1t1on. trim the stick full 
nose up It takes only a few s,econds, 
and vou·n feel the suck bottom out or 
stop mo .... 1ng when you·ve reached the 
limit of trim authority Now hold the 
stick tull fo™'ard and verify you can 
see the stab,lator tips as you did m the 
1nit1dl Stabdator Authonr,,, check 
fWhat has been done by this sequence 
1s to put the mechanical input to the 
stabdators at thE" nose-up end of the 
actuator stroke Then the CAS input 
rrom the to™'ard stick force 1s that 
f'ktra author1t\· y,,h1ch mo .... es thE" stab1-
lators thE" rest of the y,,a\ and allo,.,.,s 
thf' leading edge tips to be seen 
RPpea1 thf' test without pitch CAS. 
and you y,,on·t see the tips Or simply 

by holding the stick full forward by 
pressing below the control stick grip, 
the stick force sensor input/output 
will be zero. and you won·t get full 
stabilator deflection - the CAS author
ity will be missing). 

9. Mechi1nic1il Control Check 
After turning all CAS off, essentially 

repeat the control cycle previously 
done with CAS on The aft stick 
(stabilator L.E.D) should look the 
same as before. The forward St!Ck 
check 1s slightly different. When you 
first reach the forward stick stop, the 
stabilator leading edge tips should not 
be vmble above the wing This 1s 
because the PTC ,s b1asE"d to the full 
nose-up position for maximum stab1-
lator authority during takeoff. As you 
hold the stick forward. the PTC will 
run its little legs off m the nose-down 
direction. It takes several seconds to 
make the full excursion, at which time 
you will be able to see the stabilator 
tips. This check 1s only possible with 
pitch CAS off. because the (AS 
authority masks the movement of the 
PTC m the full up system 

The Lateral Authority check without 
CAS 1s 1ust like the one with CAS on. 
except that stabdator deflections will 
be reduced Remember. roll CAS 
works through d1tterent1al stabilator. 
not the ailerons. so that accounts for 
your reduced stabdator deflection 
with no change in ailerons 

10. Rudder ChKks 
This 1s one of the simpler stE"ps yet 

ironically could be one of the most 
important due to the higher h1storv ot 
problems with rudders than with othe~ 
control surfaces All the CAS 1s still oft 
from the previous steps, so the first 
half of this check 1s with the mechani
cal system only Rudder pedal dis
placement m both directions should 
produce one half rudder. or 15° 
When the pedals arE" released rapidly 
from this displacement. there should 
be no s1gnif1cant residual rudder dis
placement• they should return rap1dl..
and fr~ly to within 1°-2° of neutral 
Next turn all CAS on and repeat 
Rudder displacement should nO¥w- be 
full or approximately 30° 

11. Oth•r St•tic Pr•Hight Chocb 
"Static" as in display - I am still 

tallung about checks done prior to tau 
Many checks are s.eh-explanatory and 
will not be discussed. such as speed 
brake, hook. and IFR door cycles 
Ditto on other standard preflight 
checks such as fuel gauge. v.arnmg 
l1ghu. etc 

(a) Trim Che-ck - Trim the stick and 
the rudder pedals as far as possible 
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from neutral You·11 know you·re there 
when the stick and rudder pedals stop 
moving. Holding the T /0 trim button. 
the stick and rudder pedals should 
return smoothly to neutral in approxi
mately 10 seconds 

(b.) Eddy Current Damper - This 
little .. gee whiz .. check can be done 
with or without electrical and hydrau
l!C power on the bird. smce the 
dampmg 1s s,mply a function of st1c~ 
movement The different 5t1ck re
sponse when displaced and released 
laterally versus long1tudmally 1s a 
graphic demon5trat1on ot damper 
effectiveness To make the compari
son, displace the stick laterally, about 
1/2 travel or beyond. and release The 
stick should return to neutral with 
little or no overshoot· many will look 
totally deadbeat. ret~rnIng smooth!\ 
to neutral Converseb,·. when the stick 
1s d,splaced long1tud1nallv and r€"

lease-d. 1t should take two or thre-€' 
rapid cycles to dampen out 

(c J Emergency Generator - This 1s 
not a control sysrem check. but since 
it may not be fu 11..- understood or 
dtscussed elsewhere. l"ve included 1t 
here As background into. \·Ou should 
know/remembt'r that with the or1g1nal 
des-ign. ,t was possible to 1nadver
tenth leave the emergenC\ generator 
switch 1n the ISOLATE pos1tIon (1t was 
labeled EMERC ON m the ear!,... 
conf1gurat1on) which meant that 
when the emergenc..- generator was 
needed for real. onh, the emergenc;· 
eSsE"nt1al bus would be po .... ered W,th 
the present 1mpro .... ed design. 1t is 
possible to step dov.n to this minimum 
electrical output coni1guration 1t de
sired (e g. electrical foe). but It has to 
be a deliberate sv.1tch action on \·our 

part - not something left over trom the 
previous flight or maintenance 

Here·s a qu1Ck ched for part of that 
mechanization and system logic 
Move the emergency generator sw1tch 
back sw1ttl\ from AUTO to l~LA TE 
(no pause 1n MANUAL pos1t1on_I. and 
hold 1t there Both the boost system 
malfunction (BST SYS MAL) and the 
emergenC\ boost pump output pre-s
sure \tME:.R BST Or,.,;J light~ should 
illuminate because you·re forcing the 
system into an illogical mode '" !hat 
the emE"rgenn boost pump 1s on. but 
1s not r~Cel\nng its po"""er from the 
emergency generator When you re-, 
lease the switch. 1t should spring back 
to the MANUAL pos1t1on. dlustra!lng 
that you cannot inadvertenth, lea••f' 
the switch in ISOLATE Also. the 
BOOST SYS MAL light ..,._,-tll go out 
...,·hen the s .... ·1tch ,s relf'a~ed 'lou can 
e .. ·en sf'lect ISOL .t.. H. from i\-\A'-i:L1.\.l 
.and 1t wdl remain. sh0Yw1ng that you 
can ISOLA H yourse-1t to thf' Erner-



gency Essential Bus once the emer
gency generator is on the line. 

12. Taxi Checks 
There are two systems worth ex

amining while taxiing. 
(a.) Emergency Brakes/Steering -

Pull the emergency brakes/steering 
handle and hold the paddle switch 
down (to ensure that Utility A system 
pressure is blocked and, therefore, the 
nose wheel steering shuttle valve has 
shifted over to the emergency hy
draulic source, the #2 JFS accumu
lator). Verify both normal ( :!: 15°) and 
maneuvering ( ±45°) range steering is 
available, and that nose wheel steer
ing is nor cut out with paddle switch 
actuation. 

Also, check the feel of the brakes 
for familiarization, and make sure 
nothing's dragging - that could indi
cate residual pressure at the wheel 
which could blow a tire if the handle 
was pulled at high speed. Besides 
exercising the system, it's just good 
practice to reach for and pull the 
handle. P.S. - the handle should reset 
easily with a light push force. 

(b.) Departure Warning Tone - The 
yaw rate warning tone that's heard 
when the T /0 trim button is held 
down is generated by a false signal to 
the roll/yaw computer, telling it the 
aircraft is yawing to the right at about 
40°/sec. So, while taxiing around a 
corner, or during mild S-turns, hold 
the T /0 trim button and you should 
hear the interrupt frequency increase 
when turning right (higher rate spin) 

and decrease when turning left. This 
always gives me a little more confi
dence that the anti-spin mods are 
installed and working. 

13. Post-flight Checks 
These additional checks are dis

cussed for your general interest; they 
are more appropriate for demonstra
tion or full FCF purposes. 

{a.) Emergency Generator - After 
switching generators off individually 
to ensure that either picks up the 
entire load, switch them both off to 
put the essential bus load on the 
emergency generator. Time it for 10 
seconds to ensure it'sgomg to stay on 
line. 

(b.) Hook Cycle and Aileron Sched
ule - I've lumped these dissimilar 
checks together because they should 
be done at about the same time; one 
is a test, the other is more of a 
demonstration. With only the emer
gency generator supplying power, 
switch to ISOLA TE to drop everything 
except the emergency essential bus. 
When you do this, try to limit 
operation to 10 seconds or Jess be
cause the primary heat exchanger 
doors will close; and the ECS will get 
Quite warm, as indicated by smoke 
and an oil smell in the cockpit. in 
ISOLA TE, you must be able to drop 
and raise the tail hook. This needs to 
be coordinated with the ground crew, 
of course, for safety and confirmation 
of at least the hook release - retract is 
not significant. in my opinion. Also 
while in ISOLATE, the ailerons will 

follow their normal inflight schedule, 
in which they are reduced proportion
ally to longitudinal stick position, 
either fore or aft. This is the only way 
to see this very important control 
logic during pilot checks. 

(c.} Fire Warning Light Shutdown -
Terminate the above check/demon
stration by bringing either the emer
gency generator out of ISOLATE, or 
one of the mains back on line. Then, 
when ready to shut down, depress the 
fire warning light/button for that 
engine. Indicated fuel flow should go 
to zero, followed by a flameout sound 
(it actually goes "poof") and engine 
unwind a few seconds later. Some 
residual fuel (between the firewall 
shutoff valve and the engine) may try 
to reignite, so go ahead and chop the 
throttle shortly after the "flameout." 
Then, of course, reset the fire warning 
light so the next guy can get the 
engine started. 

Much of the above is inappropriate 
for routine flight operations. However, 
it happens to be our thing, and we do 
go to extremes to uncover anomalies. 
If you've found any strange or une,
plained aircraft behavior during your 
checks, please let us hear from you. 
We have lots of system experts to tum 
loose on the problems. Furthermore, 
since most of what we fly are brand 
new .1irplanes {it's a rough job, but 
someone's got to do it), we really 
don't know all the quirks and prob
lems that age may bring on. ■ 

Three Famous Fighters 

R,·,,•nf phofu,:?ruplt ,,f:hrc1· McDnnni·/1 ti>:ht('f u,rp/uni·., tu.l:,•n ut },J,.,uJ.i AFH prunJ,•~ p1,·ti.r,··l,·,"1" 1" diul!J.!ln~• u1r, ru/1 J,·.,i.:11 ,·,.n,,·rt• '" •· 
rh,• pusl 2~ _1·,.ur.~. S1d,··hy·s1Je Vuvd110. Phuntum. <Jnd Lutl,· pr•n·1J,· ,nt,•,,·~1,n!,! unJ r,•q•u/in).! n•nrpurnnn., 111 """'.I! fi,"·lui.:,·. 111/, I l,1nJ111}.! ~••<J 

and tud J,·"A!" runccph Euch}i/t!hto•r ""'<IS d,·-"t"•·J ,.,, ,t, 11mc, .inJ ,•<J<"li li<1., ,·.in ,·J If.\""" pl<J,,· in tli,· ,r,//.i,r,f.,/,1,ni.: li1,fuf\ 0 1 nu/11.in uu, ruff 
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(PUBLISHED 1975) ~OMETHING OLD, 
~OMETHING 'NEW .. 

§omething borrowed, &Jmething (Air~uperiority) blue! 

DonSludthasbeen keePinl DIGEST 
laden up to dale on F-15 statm ia tbe 
Cat I ftqht lest propun and other in
tereslins a,pects of lhe Eaale- Now tlaat 
tbe airplane is into Cat II and squadron 
oenice.he"s tumod his atlenlioa in thil 
illuc to the future throup a look at 
tbe put. We hope that Don 01 dilcusliaa 
hen of F-1 S pound handlilq cbanc
leristic:o with ..,ference to the F-4 will 
be t1,e lint ofsnenil such "'pilot point
en from a past pilot ... 

Being an old. bold, pilot (old bald 
pilot is probably more appropriate), 
I can ·1 help hanging around the Fleigen• 

By DON STUCKtcd,.llffli' [)nip P>o;«t En/lfn«r 

werke; and some of the F-1S conver
sation I overhear is mighty interesting 
(manor of fact, 11/I of it is interesting. 
but much is either not printable or not 
pertinent to what I want to discuss 
here!). What particularly strikes me in 
a lot of this hangar flying is the simi
larity 10 and continued relevance of a 
lot of lessons learned in earlier jet pro
grams. Since I was preny involved in 
some of those old programs• the F -10 I 
and the F-4 for example • 1 thought 
I'd toke a trip back through a lot of 
personal Voodoo and Phantom flight 
hour> and DIGEST ··Ready Room'" 
articles to see if there might be any
thing wonh restalins for the Eagle. 
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Sure. there are scads of brand-new 
tips. techniques. and tricks of the ' IS 
flying trade - and you ·11 be learning 
about all of them in upcoming pages of 
this magazine. from 1he guys who are 
out 1here doing 1he aclual pole work. 
But my research has also reveJ.led some 
things which seem to be just as irue 
and appropriate today as they were 
two airplanes ago. And since 1 believe 
that the good fighter pilot is (to borrow 
another :1dage much older than 3.ny of 
us)'" . . among the Fint to adopt the 
new and the last to Jiscard rhe <. 1Jd.. .• •• 
lei me share my resurch into S>Jme of 
1he .. old"" 10 see if it m,glu be of 
interest 10 you. 

MCDONPri:'ELL AIF:CR'1FT CQM,OANY 



Even after 25 years of driving var
ious types of airplanes, I haven't 
changed my basic philosophy, which 
is that a pilot should have a good 
understanding of the general laws af
fecting how all airplanes .. do their 
thing," supported by an equally good 
understanding of the specific systems 
of his particular aircraft. From this 
point it is merely a matter of making 
the airplane do what you want it to do. 
I do not mean to imply that all air
planes handle alike • just that the same 
rules of .. law & order" apply to all of 
them. Again philosophically, I wonder 
how much really new learning is re
quired for a new aircraft? There is 
nothing new or magic about controlling 
any new airplane - just relearning, 
understanding, and proper application. 
For an example, let's look at ground 
control techniques. as analyzed for the 
Phantom back when we both were 
younger. 

·'Wheels, Brakes, & Tires . . . or 
Tired Wheels Break" was an article I 
wrote for the DIGEST about a hundred 
years ago and concerned itself with 
taxi techniques for the F-4A/B aircraft 
as they affected wheels, brakes, bear
ings, and tires. It brought up the short
comings of required test criteria (which 
incidentally haven't improved one little 
bit since way back then), and it out
lined the basic laws of physics as they 
applied to taxing aeroplanes. Now a 
few years have rolled by; the aircraft is 
a different size, weight, and color but 
that article could just as well have been 
written for the Eagle as for the Phan
tom. (It could also just as well have 
been written for the Hawk in 1939, if 
anybody besides me goes back that 
far. because the basic ground handling 
peculiarities associated with the narrow 
landing gear on the P40 can certainly 
be applied to any other nanow-tread 
aircraft such as ... you guessed it . 
the F-15.) Energy is still (and forever) 
a function of mass and velocity; brakes 
still convert kinetic energy into heat; 
side loads during cornering still vary as 
an inverse function of changing tum 
radius and as a square of changing 
speed. Therefore, taxiing/turning/stop
ping experience gained in the F-101, 
F-4 (and other vintages) certainly ap
plies in some degree to your new 
Blue Beauty. 

The aluminum wheel is still affected 
by heat in the same way, and as far as 
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I can determine the same unrealistic 
MIL-Spec applies to wheel manufacture 
and testing. The F-15 brake works on 
the same basic principle as its prede
cessors • converting kinetic energy to 
heat energy. Therefore, abnormal heat
ing of the wheel through brake heat 
dissipation will adversely affect the 
F-15 wheel just as it did the F-4. While 
the F-15 brake has greatly improved 
energy absorption and heat dissipation 
characteristics compared to other air
craft, everything has its limits so good 
basic handling practices still apply to 
preclude abusing the hardware. 

Permanent change in wheel strength 
value will occur if heating is applied 
for extended periods of time - here are 
some numbers from that old article 
which are still valid: An aluminum 
wheel loses 33% of its allowable design 
stress and 60% of its potential fatigue 
life under operating conditions of 
400°F;the same wheel loses 85% of its 
operating stress when heated to 
600°F. 

Short periods of heating to low 
levels do not permanently affect the 
strength factor. However, heating to 
the higher levels for prolonged periods 
adversely affects strength .even after 
the wheel has cooled. A wheel heated 
to 300° loses 18% of its allowable 
stress at that temperature but is back 
to normal strength when returned to 
normal temperature. The same wheel 
heated to 600°F for 30 minutes will 
suffer a permanent 55% loss of allow
able stress after being returned to 
normal temperature. 

These test conditions aren't too far 
from real life when considering that the 
fusible tire plugs on the F-4/F-IS are 
both set for over 400°F, and that after 
heavy braking the wheel and tire reach 
their max temperatures approximately 
15 minutes after the braking applica
tion. I don't mean to say you11 sud
denly find yourself sitting in a pile of 
melted rubber and wheel aluminum if 
your ground control actions induce ab
normally high temperatures; but keep 
in mind that the less heat you put into 
the wheel, the more longevity you11 
get from it.Therefore,while the follow
ing common sense items were laid out 
for the F-4, they should be applicable 
with minor modifications to the F-1S: 

• Don't fly an aircraft you suspect 
has a dragging brake 
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• Don't taxi faster than necessary 
(requires more than normal use of 
brakes). 

• Don't pump the brakes - use 
steadily increasing pressure to the a
mount needed for as long as needed. 
then get off the pedals. 

• Use steering for directional con
trol. 

• Plan ahead. Make as few stops 
as possible. 

Landing gear side loads were also 
discussed in that old article and several 
points are relevant today. An obvious 
effect of excessive side loads is tire 
wear during taxi. A more insidious 
(and more hazard_ous) impact is wheel 
and bearing fatigue. It's obvious we 
can't stop making turns, but we do 
have control over how we make them. 
Therefore, for a given number of turns 
required through a given taxi course 
the pilot and the pilot alone dictates 
the amount of side load applied to the 
aircraft. Again we go back to basics, 
since it is centrifugal force which gets 
into the act to cause side loads around 
the comers. Actually the narrow tread 
on the F-15 should help hold down 
cornering speeds since I would think 
there'd be an inherent fear of falling 
over and '"dragging a wing tip .. if you 
cornered too fast. 

Since side load is directly affected 
as an inverse proportion to radius and 
as a square of speed increase, it is 
obvious that the wider and, more im
portantly, the slower we corner the 
better. Weight also gets into the act, so 
it follows that taxi out at heavy gross 
weights is more critical than taxi back. 

I stated in that old F4 article that 
by my estimate, pilots of F4's and 
F-101 's taxied at about twice the 
ground speed they thought they were 
using. In talking with Irv Burrows and 
his F-15 pilots I get the feeling that 
this estimate is even greater in the 
F-15 since the high idle thrust, better 
visibility, and long straight taxi dis
tances encourage even higher taxi 
speeds. Bearings, wheels, struts, brakes, 
and structure all feel the side loads of 
cornering and the heat of braking. 
They're built to take it, but you can 
help by applying the same good com
mon sense rules you used in past air
craft. 

Take it easy on the ground - save 
that Eagle's speed for after you get the 
gear up! 
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P/TP-15A Takeoff T,im 
By PERRY HOFFMAN/Se"ior Engineer, Flight Control Section, Avionies Enginuring Laborarorie:r 

We've gotten reports, following pro
duction acceptance flights of the 
F/TF-15, that the Eagle has a tendency 
to roll right wing down immediately 
after liftoff with takeoff trim selected. 
Though the roll rates are reported as 
being in the order of 5 to 8 degrees per 
second, pilots have indicated that an 
untrimmed aircraft is uncomfortable 
at this point of a flight. 

Normally it takes only two short 
"beeps" to correct the situation, well 
within the trim authority provided for 
this purpose. The "rub" comes when 
pilots observe ailerons deflected with 
a clean aircraft. Experience with previ
ous aircraft tells us that "if differential 
aileron is required to maintain straight 
and level flight, do not perform high 
angle-of-attack maneuvers." 

But the story is somewhat ditterent 
with the F-15. In the words of McDon
nell Chief Test Pilot Jack Krings (the 
Eagle spin pilot): "The F-15 doesn't 
want to depart at maximum angle-of
attack, even when full lateral stick i1r 
puts are applied." This characteristic 
is obtained through a blend of good 
aerodynamic design plus a generous 
amount of help from a sophisticated 
control system. 

However, gening back to our orig
inal concern: why would the F-15 
want to roll on takeoff. and particu-

larly, why does the aircraft always roll 
right wing down? Our aerodynamics 
group indicates that the unbalanced 
weight of a gun mounted in the right 
wing root is the cause. According to 
their calculations, it would require 
about one-half a degree of ditterential 
aileron or stabilator to counteract this 
slight off-center gun weight. 

Now what? Should we add 1200 
pounds to the left wing root as well? 
That's no more practical than removal 
of the gun. We find ourselves, there
fore, faced with two alternatives. First, 
we could use the twenty percent of 
manual trim assigned to this sort of 
task. Second, we could b,as the differ
ential stabilators sufficiently to yield 
as near a trimmed airframe as possible 
with takeoff trim selected. 

The second choice has more appeal 
to U.S. Air Force acceptance pilots as 
well as pilots within operational units. 
In addition, the small amount of bias 
does not affect aircraft performance. 

Changes to the applicable technical 
orders are now in work. In an effort to 
minimize errors, the method selected 
to set stabilator bias is to vary the 
neutral setting by 0.4 degrees. Main
tenance personnel will find new 
F/iF-1S's already have the bias instal
led, plus a variation in stabilator pos,-

tion when takeoff trim is selected The 
neutral stabdator position should be 
verified pnoi to ind1v1dual stab1iator 
power cvl1nder replacement. (To do 
this, pin the Pitch PRCA and place the 
Pitch Ratio switch to EMERGENCY.) 
Then set the new power cylinder to 
the old neutral point. 

The use of differential stabilator 
bias settings will minimize the Eagle's 
unruly tendencies in takeoff trim, but 
will not insure a perfectly-neutral flv• 
ing aircraft every time. Takeoff tnm 
was designed to be used as a method 
of getting surf ace controls to some pre
selected starting point, thus removing 
any trim retained within the airframe 
because of corrections for things like 
asymmetric loading due to external 
stores or trapped internal fuel. Takeoff 
trim was not designed to be used in 
flight except m an en,ersencv where 
pilot disorientation makes normal 
trimming seem impossible 

We hope this short article answers 
some of the questions that have been 
asked about f /TF• 15 takeoff trim, and 
clarifies the solution to the problem. 
Operational pilots won't notice any 
change 1f the adjustments have been 
properly performed, but in the event 
d1screpanci~ are noted, ,.,ou·11 ha••e 
some sort of an idea ot what might 
cause them 
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Takeoff Abort Speeds 
Another letter - this one con

cerning some seeming con
tradictions In the Air Force 
Dash One-Dash One data on 
abort speeds: 

In T.O. l F-4C-1-1, would 
you please compare Figure B2-3 
MAXIMUM ABORT SPEED/Max
imum ThrustfNithout Drag Chute 
with Figure 82-4 MAXIMUM 
ABORT SPEED/Military ThrusU 
Without Drag Chute? And when 
you do, please see if yOL.! 
generate the same fire drill 
among the jocks in St. Louis as 
occurred here! The gross weight 
curves plotted on 82-3 indicate 
that the higher the gross weight 
of the aircraft, the higher the 
maximum abort speed can be!? 

· I'm sure these figures are 
plotted wrong as the gross weight 
figures should be just the op
posite or reversed with the lower 
gross weights clotted on the 
curve which would allow higher 
maximum abort speeds. I need in
formation confirming same, or if 
the chart is correct, can you 
please exolain why? .. " 

Here are the subject USAF 
curves, but we Invite our other 
servtce readers to come along 
also, because If the USN/UK 
curves for MAXIMUM REFUSAL 
SPEED were superimposed on 
each other Instead of being 
separately plotted for gross 

*sv I RV BURROWS/ Chief Experimental Test Pilot 

weight, you'd see the same 
phenomena as our Air Force 
friends went Into fire drill about -

The question is - "Why does a 
60.000 pound aircraft have a 
higher abort speed than a 40,000 
pound airplane? 

Your first reaction is that the 
curves on Flight Manual Figure 
82-3 are erroneously labeled -
anyone knows that a light 
airplane can successfully abort at 
higher speeds than a heavy! The 
hooker, though, is pilot decision 
and reaction time. If aborts were 
accomplished truly instan
taneously. the above theory 
would hold water. But now let's 
add some time for decision (three 
seconds), and for getting engines 
to idle and brakes on and effec
tive (five seconds). During this 
eight second period. the light 
airplane accelerates more than 
the heavy one. So the increment 
of velocity (.6.VL in Figure 1) that 
the light aircraft picks up during 
that time is considerably more 
than that generated by the loaded 
p!ane (t.VH), As you can see, the 
t.V is created partially by ac
celeration due to MIL (or MAX) 
thrl!st, and partially by "residual" 
acceleration during the period of 
time required for thrust to decay 
to idle and brakes to be applied 
and effective. 

lf we plot velocity against run
way distance we'll have 
something like Figure 2. (0~ 

viously, these are generalized 
curves with the sole intent to 
display the relationship of speeds 
involved.) Here the chert abort 
speed for the light aircraft CVtl is 
seen to be lower than that for the 
heavy 0/2), but by adding the 
eight-second .&V's an actual 
abort speed for the light bird 
that's higher is produced. That 
should put the whole situation in 
proper perspective. 

Now that you're convinced (?) 
that what looks wrong is actually 
right, you'll ask - "OK sman guy, 
I just looked in the book at the 
portions of the curves that 
weren't included with this article, 
and haw come the lines cross in 
Figure 82-3 MAX THRUST with 
drag chute, and 82-4 MIL 
THRUST without drag chute, but 
look ·normal' in B2-4 MIL 
THRUST with drag chute?" 
Again, these charts are 
generated from accel/decel 
curves like Figure 1, including the 

effect of three second and five 
second time increments. Dif
ferent thrust levels, plus or minus 
the drag chute, will alter the 
shapes of these curves so that v1 
will be above V2 at times and 
below at other times. 

You may question the eight 
second delay, as I did. because it 
seems like excessive time. But 
there is some finite time involved 
and the eight second delay is 
simply an arbitrary, conservative, 
mutually (us and the customer) 
agreed-upon figure which is used 
to generate the charts. 

Seems like a tot of words and 
music. but I hope it has cleared 
up this question. Incidentally. the 
information currently presented 
in the charts has not changed -
only the format (Air Force charts 
used to be plotted in same man
ner as Navy). Just goes to show 
that format changes don·t always 
eliminate questions - sometimes 
generate them' 

* Editor's Note: We have chosen to reprint this article exactly as it 
originally appeared in 1971 because both the general subject and the 
specific point with respect to decision/response times are still valid tr> 
day. However, don't try to look up some of the references in the discus
sion! T.O. 1F-4C-1-1 (Performance Data Manual) doesn't exist today; 
information therein was absorbed into the F4 Dash One and the -1-1 
discontinued back in 1975. Also. there are references lo "maximum 
refusal speed" and different arrangements of data with respect to 
USN/(UK) flight manuals: the F-4J/S NATOPS abort charts have since 
been condensed to the same format used by USAF. And finally, 
Irv Burrows, the author of this 1971 article. is no longer Chief Ex
perimental Test Pilot. His name now appears at the top of the 
masthead of this magazine. as Vice President of Product Support, but if 
you continue reading, you will note that his successor in the cockpit 
also has something to say on this topic. 

Ttie Abort Speed charts in the Takeoff 
Performance section of the pilot's 
manual can be quite contusing. At least 
once in the life of every fighter aircraft, 
we can count on receiving a letter taking 
our flight handbook writers to task for 
misprinting, misplotting, or otherwise 

messing up the "Maximum Abort 
Speed" graphs. 

In essence, the letters all say the 
same thing - the gross weight curves 
on these charts "must" be wrong 
because they show a heavily loaded 
airplane able to abort at a higher speed 

than a more lightly loaded one. Can't 
be .. noway! Well, there isa way, and it 
results from a factor inserted in the 
mathematics used to create abort speed 
charts that is pretty obscure to most of 
us. That factor is "time" - the number 
of seconds allotted in the calculations 
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tor the pilot to recognize and react to an 
abort situation and for the aircraft to re
spond to his inputs. We first discussed 
abort speed charts and reaction times 
back in 1971, in the Product Support 
Digest article reprinted at left. That 
twelve-year old analysis concerning the 
F-4 Phantom is just as appropriate today 
in response to our latest "no way" letter. 
but this time on the F-15 Eagle. which 
shows the same apparent upside-down 
abort speed-to-gross weight relationship 
{see chart portion at right) as the F-4. 

As Jong as we're taking another look 
at abort speed charts, how about our 
other airplanes? We don't expect any 

letters on the Hornet charts since the 
speed/weight relationships look "nor
mal" on them. While data for the F-4, 

F-15. and F-18 are all based upon tl'"1e 
same thr~e-second p;lot recognIt1on/ 
reaction time. the Hornet charts assum8 
just two seconds for aircraft res.c,onse. 
for a five-second total period in which a 
lighter aircraft will not build up an,1 
significant increment of velocity over a 
heavier one. As for the AV-8. the Harrier 
pilot's manual contains no abort speed 
cha·ts at all - if you can take off 
"straight up." who needs an abort 
speed I 

Since this topic seems to get discuss
ed only once every airplane generati_on. 
we'd like to conclude with just a little 
more on. 

Takeoff Abort Speeds 
At the risk of offering more about 

takeoff abort speeds than you care: to 
know, I'd like to take the discussions at 
left just a step or two further. with a cou
ple of ideas from my own experiences in 
disconnecting airplanes from runways. 
To me. an abort speed chart is either a 
good friend or a waste of time, de
pending on circumstances as presented 
below. 

It is my suspicion that most high per
formance jocks don't spend 2 lot of time 
studying the takeoff abort charts. and I 
can't fault them for that. We don·t exact
ly have an airline type operation in a 
fighter cockpit - can you ;:,icture 
yourself calling out "V1; VR - Rotate?" 
Not exactly applicable. 

Every so often, however, we find 
renewed interest in these Dash 1 charts, 
either as a function of slippery field 
operations, new jocks, or both. We 
welcome the questions that then result; 
it gives us an opportunity to dust off our 
cobwebs and perhaps philosophize a 
little. 

In my opinion, the abort charts are 
part of an overall body of engineering 
knowledge that should be examined and 
compared against actual experience, 
particularly when first transitioning into 
an aircraft. Another time that takeoff and 
abort charts are of more interest is when 
operating conditions change significant
ly, either via higher gross weights or 
shorter runways. Normally, however. 
rather than computing "V1" (deci
sion/abort speed) and splitting your at
tention looking for it to rapidly come and 
go, I see more appropriate uses for your 
attention. With the F-15 for an example, 
let's take them from the beginning: 

• Pre-taxi controt check. If your bird 
passed a thorough check of flight con
trols, including pitch ratio scheduling, 
PTC trimming, and stick force sensor 
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By PAT. HENRY/Chief Experimental Te.sr Pilor 

output, there's a high probability you're 
going to have beaucoup stab authonty 
for rotation. One last check of stabilator 
travel before takeoff is quick, cheap life 
insurance, of course. 

• A/8 verification. If at all possible, an 
AJB check prior to takeoff roll is high!y 
desirable - wash filters have been 
known to clog, or ignitors fail, and that 
additional thrust just might not be 
available and waiting. If you're making a 
max power takeoff, select A/8 im
mediately at brake release, and get the 
good (or bad) news early. After selecting 
AJB, watch or recheck the nozzle for 
some pre-open with throttle movement 
and at least two segments worth of con
secutive opening after A/B light. One 
failure that is popular this semester -
clogged wash filters - will cause the 
nozzle to twitch with each segment's 
quick fill, looking a little like a good A/8 
light at first glance. 
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• Pitch ratio. One last glance at the 
pitch ratio indicator is a good habit pat
tern to form. Of all the things that could 
prolong your stay on the concrete. a 
minimum pitch ratio is probably the most 
dramatic. 

In summary, if you have stab authority 
and thrust, you'll have a hard time not 
flying, even with a poorly serviced nose 
strut. I personally like 1he idea of getting 
airborne, then reducing gross we!gtit 
while sorting out options. A massive 
failure during takeoff. such as engine 
stalls, fire, or flight control jamming are 
obvious candidates for a change of 
plans; and it would be awfully comforting 
to have an abort arresting gear waiting 
just in case. As with most philosophical 
discussions, no decisions are m2de for 
you, so the monkey is still on your back 
to handle any given (soggy) situation. 
That's the responsibility that accom
panies the pride of professional flying. ■ 
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nose wheel liftoff, or. .. 
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LAST OF THE LATE ROTATERS ! 

During the past year, there have been many questions concerning a phenomenon that came t0 be known as F-15 "late 
rotation," i.e., nose wheel liftoff speeds some 10-15 knots higher than normal. Using a service-supplied aircraft that exhibited 
these peculiar characteristics, MCAIR investigated the problem, discovered the cause, and recommended the corrective 
action. This article is presented to report on that problem and also to provide both Eagle and Phantom pilots with a good 
general refresher course on "getting the airplane off the ground." 

Q - What does it take to get the 
Phantom or Eagle nose wheel off the 
runway on takeoff? 

A - The aircraft must rotate about 
the main landing gear. To do this the 
moment created by the stabilator 
must overcome the moment that is 
the result of the weight of the aircraft 
acting through the center of gravity, 
which is ahead of the main landing 
gear. The stabilator will create a down 
force to provide this moment when 1t 
is deflected (aft stick) and the speed 
of the machine is sufficient. 

WAIT A MINUTE! 

If you have a hunch that all sounds 
too simple, your hunch is correct. 
Actually quite a few variables affect 
the nose wheel liftoff speed. Some of 
these are: 

• Aircraft gross weight 
• Aircraft CG location 
• Stabilator position 
• Flap position 
• Aircraft speed at aft stick initia

tion 

By PETE PILCHER/ Experimenral TestPilor 

• Plus one other very interesting 
item that we'll call to your attention a 
little later I 

Since the effects of these variables 
may not be that obvious to all of us, 
let's expound a bit. 

WEIGHT AND CG 

As gross weight increases, the tail
down force required to move this load 
must also increase. You engineers in 
the crowd can sum the moments 
about the main gear to prove this fact. 

This same sum of moments about 
the big tires also shows that if the CC 
moves fol"\rVard, the tail load required 
to rotate will increase and vice versa. 
If the CG were above the wheels, the 
airplane would rotate at any speed, 
even in the chocks. That wouldn't be 
good because it would require a wheel 
or strut at the back of the airplane, but 
we sure wouldn't have a nose wheel 
liftoff problem. 

Seriously, center of gravity is one of 
the most important variables. It is also 
constantly changing as internal fuel is 
used. The CG typically moves for.va:-d 
about 1% MAC (mean aerodvnamic 
chord) for every thousand pounds of 
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JP consumed in the f-4 (the F-15 CG 
moves 1/4% aft in the same sitL:a
t:on). If the F•4's motors run on ~he 
ground for muct-, more than 30 min
utes, the CG can move forw-ard 
enough to cause a five knot increase 
in the nose wheel liftoff speed. Un
usually long ground run time before 
commencing takeoff has caused 
several takeoff aborts in the Phantom 
I also suspect that the CG at engine 
start is not known accurately enough 
to predict a nose wheel liftoff speed 
within a few knots anyway. 

FLIGHT CONTROLS 

Air flow over the tail causes the tail 
to lift downward, provided the angle 
of attack of the horizontal tail is 
correct, i.e., leading edge down (aft 
stick). This makes it easy for us pilot$ 
since the same natural action and 
response occurs inflight; i.e., pull the 
stick back to make the nose come up 
and cars and houses get smaller. This 
applies to both the F-4 and F-15 

Flap position affects the speed at 
which the nose rotates. Flaps down 
inflight causes a nose-down pitching 
moment that is generally trimmed out 



with little thought or effort in the F-4. 
It was this moment that necessitated 
the slotted stabilator on some models 
of the Phantom {not enough horizon
tal tail to trim the aircraft at extreme 
forward CC conditions during full flap 
landings in ground effect). The pitch
ing moment with flaps in the F-15 goes 
essentially unnoticed by the pilot. The 
flap contribution to nose wheel liftoff 
is significant in both fighters. Flaps 
down tends to reduce stabilator effec
tiveness, which actually causes an 
eight knot increase in nose wheel 
liftoff speed in the Eagle and a 12 to 14 
knot increase in the Phantom. Also, 
flaos up during takeoff in the Phantom 
makes the nose rotation rate snappy 
- one of the reasons the handbook 
says to use flaps. 

STICK BACK! 
Another variable that can cause a 

change in nose wheel liftoff is the air
craft speed at aft stick initiation. A 
couple of profound statements can be 
made regarding this matter. An F-4 in 
normal takeoff configuration would 
probably never rotate and fly off the 
runway without pilot-supplied aft 
stick. The F-15, on the other hand, 
flies off the runway at about 165 knots 
without any pilot action other than 
selecting takeoff trim before takeoff 
roll. The nose wheel liftoff speed will 
be increased as much as 12 knots by 
pulling the stick aft at 130 KCAS vs 100 
KCAS in an F-15 at Mil power equip
ped with a full centerline tank. This 
basically means that we are probably 
delaying nose wheel liftoff by 5 or 6 
KCAS by waiting until the handbook 
number of 120 shows up on the 
airspeed indicator. 

WOULD YOU BELIEVE! 
Now for the little item that we 

thought might interest (and surprise) 
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you - another of the variables that 
can affect nose wheel liftoff speed is 
- believe it or not - the nose strut 
servici~g. Nose strut servicing can 
have a significant impact on nose 
wheel liftoff in the F-15 and may have 
a similar effect in the F-4. If the nose 
landing gear strut is properly serviced, 
the nose strut continues to push the 
nose of the aircraft up during strut 
stroke to maximum extension. This 
aids in the nose up rotation of the 
aircraft. If the nose strut is loaded with 
too much oil, and therefore not 
enough air, it does not provide this 
reactive force throughout the strut 
extension and is less of an aid to the 
rotation of the aircraft. The degree of 
strut mis-service is another variable, 
of course. 

Mr. Clarence Mongold, of our f-15 
aerodynamics group, claims that a 
mis-serviced strut can cause a rotation 
speed increase of 10 to 15 knots. He 
supports his claim with the results of 
both simulation mod':!ling and ilight 
tests of a "late rotater'' F-15 that we 
borrowed from Luke AFB this summer. 

During the late rotater tests, we 
conducted routine checks of tiie gross 
weight, center of gravitv, airspeed 
system, and flight control system, 
and 'found everything in order. The 
airplane was first flown as-received 
and gave a very rough ride on the 
ground. It feit as though ~he front 
spring was very stiff. On takeoff the 
nose wheel came off the runway 
approximately 10 knots late. Upon 
inspection, the nose strut was dis
covered to be considerably over
serviced with oil. Doesn't sound impor
tant, and the aircraft had the proper 
attitude on the ground, but a load
stroke test on the nose strut showed 
that the strut gave up most of its 
energy in the first half-inch of travel 
and did not help lift the nose after that 
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ooint. The F-15 n0se must come up 
about a toot before the nose whel:"! 
clears the runway, S(J the strut was nr.,t 
much help in rotating the airplane 
after the first half-mch of travel 

It appears from the load-strokl:' 
curves of the F-4 that th,:;, saml:' 
phenomena applies; the strut aids In 
rotation throughout the two fr...ot 
stroke of the nose strut. 

THOUGHTS ABOUT NOSE WHEEL 
LIFTOFF SPEEDS 

Nose wheel liftoff speeds havf:' 
been a sporadic probiem in the F-4 
and F-15. About once per year per 
aircraft, one of these machines is 
aborted at high speed and high gross 
weight because the nose did not come 
up at the precomputed airspeed. In 
nearly every case. the brakes, wheels 
and tires are consumed in the stop
ping effort When a nose wheel liftoff 
problem is reported, the standard 
variables of CC. flight control svstem 
and airspeed svsterr: are checked 
Rarely is a discrepancv found with anv 
of these variables. The airplane is then 
flight checked and found to be f!1ght
worthy. 

Since stopoing a heavier than nor
mal fighter from a higher than normal 
speed on the ground is not m\ idea of 
a fun time, I believe 1r and follow the 
following guidelines -

• Check the stabilator before take
off in either the F-4 or F-15 for 
freedom from restrictions. for correct
ness of direction (Stick aft = leading 
edge down), and for fo!l travel in both 
directions. If the stabilators pass this 
test and the motors work. the airplane 
will rotate and fly. Mavbe not at the 
nominal published speed. but it ""iil in 
fact rotate unless the laws ot aerer 
dynamics are repealed or the stabila
tors sudden Iv fall off, neither oT which 
is likely. 

• Take the nose whee! liftoff curves 
with a grain of salt, knowing that there 
are many variables im-olved; variables 
that can change between the briefing 
room and the runway and can account 
for as much as 20 KCAS. 

• Bring the stick back earl\' in the 
takeoff roll, except as a section leader 
on a formation go. The F-15 Dash One 
recommends 120 knots for aft stick 
movement for all takeoffs. As we 
indicated earlier. this mav cost 5 to 6 
knots in nose wheel liftoff speed in a 
clean machine. The F-4 Dash One 
allows more pilot judgment in this 
area. For most F-4 takeoffs. the pilot i.s 
merely remi'lded to pull aft stick ,..,ell 
below the nose wheel liftoff speed 

• Make sure the nose gear struc Is 
OK, Qt-:? Looks can be deceiving It 
the ride·s not ~ight. write it LI;) 



I had the o~portunitv recently to ad
dress a meeting of F-15 Flight Safety 
Officers on the subject oi late rotating 
aircraft and I could tell that the story J 

\\as putting out was not one thev had 
heard Defore We were discussing a Julv 
1981 :ncider,t at Bitbi..;rg AB, Germany, 
In relation to interpretation of two 
s~ateme;-ib made in an article titled 

Last of the Late Rotators. writte., bv 
\'.(.\IR test pilot Pete r'ilcher and 
p:...,b/1shed in Issue 5;75 of the DICE ST 
The statements, taken out or context 
v. ere being incorrect Iv interpreted bv 
sc."l"le co mean that the pilot of the Bit
burg aircraft "caused" the !ate rota
:ion bv delaying ait stick until 135 
knots The kev to !.lnderstanding the 
apparent discrepancy is to look at the 
predicted nose wheel liftoff (NWLO) 
speeds for the configurations quoted 
in the DIC EST article vs the Bitburg 
arrcratt 

(not the) 

• Statement 1 - ,\,'ose wheel lift
otf speed .-.,ill increase by as much as 
12 knots by pulling the mck a;t at 130 
KCAS vs 100 KCAS 

This statement from the article was 
referring to the centerline tank conf1g· 
uratzon of the aircraft we had borrow
ed from Luke AFB for flight tests The 
minimum .\JWLO speed ot 122 KCAS 
was achieved by pulling aft stick at 100 
KCAS. If the stick was pulled aft at 130 
KCAS. the r,ose wheel would De off the 
ground In approximately one second at 
136 KCAS. exactlv the kmd of per
formance vou would expect The 12-14 
knot increase Is from the minimum 
nose wheel liftoff speed of 122 KCAS; 
not from the 130 KCAS stick aft speed 

• Statement 2 - '"We are proba!Jfv 
delaying nose whee! liftotf bv 5 or 6 
KCAS b~ waiting until the handbook 

number of 120 shows up en the air
speed indicator " 

This statement from the article is 
referring to a ··clean machine" with a 
nominal CC. This gives us a computed 
min1mum nose wheel liftoff speed of 
118 KCAS For that clean machine 
delaving stick input to 120 knots Is ob
viously going to cause the nose wheel 
to be on the ground a little longer than 
rf it leaped off smartly at 118. For the 
Luke aircraft with centerline tank (a 
normal training configuration), nose 
wheel liftoff should occur at 129 KCAS 
if fuil aft stick were applied at 120 
KCAS. !n this case. we would increase 
NWLO speed by seven knots above the 
minimum NWLO speed of 122 KCAS 

NOSEWHEEL LIFTOFF SPEED 

let's Iump back to Bitburg for a mo
ment and review the incident where 

"last of the late Rotators'' 
By GALEN STAN LEY/Lead Engineer, System:: Safety Er:gineering (PUBLISHED 1982) 

·,o~t' .,,,ee1 11/10/j - m,pr.e,u fJ/ mastery . o.,,; my1·1~ry. Ufl/11 1h1s momenr occurs. you are really doing r:01hi11; -r.iore lhan /an ,:,nreme/y rapid) ro;,:i_ A1".Sundersu1nd-
1,iy r:on11nue1 r:onr:ern,ng re:a11c""lsh1p be1weer. s1•rl< mpu1 speeds and nose wheel /i(lo_ff s~eds. Th1sanicle wkes ono1her look al the variables i11volved 
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the aircraft didn't rotate when aft stick 
was initiated at 135 knots during a 
wing formation takeoff. The computed 
nose wheel liftoff speed was 135 knots 
but the nose still wasn't off at 150 
knots when the abort was initiated. 
Now there are really only four factors 
that affect nose wheel liftoff: gross 
weight (CW). airspeed. stabilator 
deflection, and the upward force ex
erted by the landing gear struts. We 
know the gross weight; the airspeed 
was OK; the flight control system 
checked OK: but the strut servicing 
was incorrect. After reservicing the 
struts. the jet rotated on cue 

Flight tests of the "late rotator" 
from Luke in 1978 demonstrated that 
rotation speed can be delayed 10 to 15 
knots by mis-servicing the nose strut. 
This matches well with both simulation 
modeling and field experience; if the 
nose strut is mis-serviced. it's going to 
take more airspeed or more stabilator 
deflection to rotate the aircraft (nose 
strut servicing has much greater effect 
than main strut servicing). Un
fortunately, neither the static strut 
deflection nor the pressure is a valid 
indication of proper fluid level servic
ing, so it is difficult to tell if the struts 
are properly serviced during preflight. 
MCAIR has just completed evaluation 
of an ultrasonic inspection procedure 
with very favorable results, and this 
procedure is now available in the 
field.• 

Another factor that deserves con
sideration is the accuracy of computed 
nose wheel liftoff speed. Well, the 
charts are pretty good, but they: 

• Are based upon full stabilator 
deflection (nearly full aft stick). 

• Assume that actual takeoff gross 
weight is accurately known. 

• Assume that actual CG location is 
accurately known. 

If you are very far off on any one or 
more of these factors. you could be 
10-20 knots off on predicted nose 
wheel liftoff speed. Some pilots have 
voiced concern that pulling aft early 
can reduce aircraft acceleration 
because of the drag of the deflected 
stabilator. This effect is negligible, par
ticularly when compared with the 
benefits of ensuring the stabilators are 
properly deflected when minimum 
nose wheel liftoff speed is reached. 

One picture is worth a thousand 
words. There is nothing mysterious 
about F-15 takeoff performance. and 

•Note: Procedure is contained in In
terim Operational Supplement 1F-
15[ ]-36S-1 released in May 1981. and 
will be included in next revision of TO 
1F-15[ }-36 {Non-Destructive Inspec
tion) 
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everything we have discussed so far 
can be summarized in Figure 1. As ex
pected. the higher the airspeed at stick 
input. the quicker the aircraft response 
(time between input and nose wheel 
liftoff). However. the minimum nose 
wheel liftoff speed is always achieved 
by applying full aft stick at 100 KCAS: 
delaying aft stick input always in

creases NWLO speed 

TAKEOFF TRIM 

At this point in the meeting. a revela
tion occurred when one of the FSO"s 
volunteered that some pilots take a 
couple clicks of nose down trim just 
before takeoff to avoid having to do it 
immediately after gear and flaps up 

FIGURE 1 
F-15 TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE 

VEL0CITY130 

AT 

NOSE 120 
WHEEL 

LIFTOFF ,o, 

VELOCITY AT AFT STICK INPUT (Q) 

Boy - what we have here is a classic ex
ample of the right hand (pilot) not 
knowing what the left hand (designer) 
is doing! let's take a quick look at this 
part of the Eagle flight control system. 

The pitch trim compensator {PTC) is 
part of the mechanization in the 
mechanical control system that 
minimizes trim changes in flight as the 
aircraft speeds up or slows down. It is 
an energetic device with 7.5° of 
stabilator authority. On the ground 
with the stick centered (trimmed for 
1G). the PTC could be either adding 2° 
to the stabilator position commanded 
by the mechanical system or be sub
tracting 5.5°; but it won't be neutral! 
The F-15 design compensates for this 
by establishing the takeoff trim posi
tion 0.4 inches aft of the centered stick 
position (i.e., commanding slightlv 
more than 1G). This causes the PTC to 
be in the full aircraft nose up position 
during takeoff. With takeoff trim 
selected and the stick at half of full aft 
stick travel. you would normally get 
20° of stabilator leading edge down 
deflection on takeoff (full stabilator 
deflection is 26°) 

If you defeat the takeoff trim design 
feature by either trimming the Strek 
forward or by holding a small amount 
of forward stick during the takeoff roll. 
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you may drive the PTC to the full nos"-' 
down position. In this cas':', vou would 
initially get only 12.5° of stabilator for 
the same half stick input and it would 
take five seconds to get back to :h"-' 
full 20° deflection normally command 
ed by a 50% stick input Five seconds 
at 150 knots would seem like an 1:"tern1-
ty and I guarantee that 1f your PT( 1s 
full nose down when lead rotat~s. 
you'll have a difficult iob comp~n
sating quickly enough to fly off 
anywhere near him 

ABORT OR CONTINUE! 

The decision to abort or continue 
the takeoff following a failure to 
rotate is never simple or easv. If the 
failure to rotate is due to improper 
nose strut servicing or an improper 
estimate of minimum nose wheel lift
off speed. an additional 10-20 knots 
should produce a satisfactory rotation 
rate. If the problem is due to a flight 
control system malfunction (would re
quire at least two major faults). addi
tion of 10-20 knots may or may not pro
vide rotation. The best wav to ensure 
that the flight control system will not 
cause you a problem is to accomplish 
a thorough pre-flight check of the 
flight controls, including a stick force 
sensor check. (I suggest you re-read 
MCAIR Chief Experimental Test Pilot 
Pat Henrv's article on this subiect in 
DIGEST Issue 3/80). Then verify that 
CAS is on, pitch ratio is 1.0. and T.O 
trim is set prior to takeoff. If. however, 
you are 20 knots or more above com· 
puted minimum nose wheel liftoff 
speed with fulf aft stick and the air
craft has not started rotating. your best 
bet is probably to abort. 

You might ask, "Is the Bitburg air
craft finally 'The Last of the late 
Rotators'?" J doubt it. The problem i> 
likely to occur occasionally The prob
lem. by the way. is exactly the same for 
C and D Eagles as for A and B except 
that the nose wheel liftoff speed on the 
CID is noticeably higher due to higher 
gross weight. Pilots transitioning from 
F-15A/8 to F-15(/D aircraft should 
remember that. 

ln conclusion. I hope this article has 
provided some additional understand
ing in how pilot procedures do and do 
not affect nose wheel liftoff speed and 
on the effects of improper nose strut 
servicing. The bottom line is thar the 
technique of applying approximarel~ 
half stick input prior ro ;20 KCAS is a 
good idea for all takeoffs, and especiai
ly during wing formation takeoffs. Thi:
will ease the problem oi matching 
lead's takeoff attitude and minimize 
the effects oi all other aircrart 
variables. including improper strut ser· 
v1cmg. . 
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Optimizing 
the 

LOW Altitude 
Dive Recovery 

Maneuver 

By CLARENCE MONGOLD/Section Chief, Technology 

The outstanding performance of the 
F-15 permits maneuvering in the verti
cal plane for tactical advantage. Air 
Combat Maneuvers have been devel
oped to exploit this performance 
advantage, and much time is devoted 
to training pilots in the performance 
of these maneuvers. The combat may 
be engaged at low altitudes or may 
descend from higher altitudes during 
the maneuvering. It should therefore 
be expected that at one time or 
another the pilot will find himself in a 
steep dive with the ground rapidly 
approaching. He must judge quickly 
the altitude needed for recovery and, 
in some situations, immediately initi
ate the optimum pre-planned recovery 
maneuve:. TO 1F-15A-1 contains three 
dive recovery charts to inform the 
pilot of altitude requirements, and 
little need be added to this informa
tion. Therefore, in this brief presenta
tion, I'd like to discuss dive recovery 
rechniques 

AIRSPEED-LOAD FACTOR TRADEOFF 

Pull-out radius, v.,,hich determines 

altitude lost, is dependent simply on 
airspeed and load factor. High load 
factor combined with low airspeed 
provides a tight turn radius. This 
generic relationship, applicable to all 
air vehicles, is shown by Figure 1, 
which also shows the F-15 operating 
line for full aft stick pull-outs. 

The data represents low altitude 
operation with 10,000 pounds of fuel, 
a centerline tank, and one AIM-9L 
missile - a loading often used for 
ACM training missions. Variations in 
loading will affect the pull-out radius 
but have only secondary effect on the 
optimum airspeed. For the F-15, the 
minimum pull-out radius and there
fore the least altitude loss occurs at 
300KCAS. 

This appears simple and straight
forward, but before you decide to 
make all pull-0uts at 300 KCAS, there 
are some other factors to consider. 
Figure 1 assumes a constant airspeed 
during the maneuver, which is difficult 
to achieve. Also, your airspeed at the 
start of the pull-out may be higher or 
lower than 300 KCAS. So, some 
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relevant questions are -
• Should you delay the pull-Out 

until you have adjusted your speed? 
• Should you change engine thrust? 
• What about the speedbrake? 
Figure 2 has been prepared to 

answer these questions, using the 
same conditions as Figure 1. Note that 
here we are presenting the airspeed 
prior to the pull-out and the -altitude 
loss during the pull-out. 

DON'T WAIT 

The first thing to note from Figure 2 
is that a delay in initiating the pull-up 
in order to allow airspeed to build up 
is very unwise - too much altitude is 
lost during the wait. 

Compare the upper set of three 
curves with the lower set. For the 
upper set, the 70 degree dive wa~ 
continued to allow the airspeed to 
increase by 50 KCAS over the initial 
speed. For the lower set, the pull-up 
began immediately, resulting in signif
icant altitude saving. Altitude loss in 
both cases is measured from the initial 
airspeed condition. 
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" ... atone time or another, the pilot 
will find himself in a steep dive with 
the ground rapidly approaching .... " 

LOW AIRSPEED DIVE RECOVERY 
The second observation from Figure 

2 is that doing a hard pull from a low 
airspeed without sufficient thrust can 
get you in trouble - note the steep 
upturn at low initial airspeed of the 
four curves using idle or military 
power. The cause of this is reduction 
in load factor capability due to 
excessive speed bleed-off. When the 
load factor drops below 1.0, the reduc
tion in flight path angle ceases and 
recovery is precluded. 

This is not the result of abrupt aerer 
dynamic changes since the F-15 high 
angle of attack characteristics are 
smooth and continuous. Nevertheless 
it is a situation which should be 
avoided by using maximum power. 
With maximum power used in the 
pull-<.1p initiated at 50 KCAS, the 
airspeed increased to 150 KCAS even 
though the stick was held full aft. The 
load factor built up to about 2 G 
before dropping back to 1.4 G at 
completion of the recovery, at which 
time the airspeed was 130 KCAS. The 
high thrust level provided this in
creased airspeed but it is essential that 
maximum afterburner be selected at 
the time the stick is moved full aft. 
Incidentally, these conditions are in 
the envelope of highest afterburner 
light reliability. 

Of course, airspeeds and load fac
tors are greater during the higher initial 
airspeed recoveries. A load factor of 2 
G is generally not considered signifi
cant, but at low airspeeds you have 
something else going for you - the 
low speed itself, and a small load 
factor here will work wonders. This 
effect is shown on Figure 3, which 
compares a low airspeed - low G 
recovery with one made at high load 
factor and a higher speed. The high 
load factor in this situation is comfort
ing initially but is no guarantee of 
recovery. 

HIGH AIRSPEED DIVE RECOVERY 
High airspeed dive recovery pre

sents a different situation, a problem 
of high velocity. A look back at Figure 
1 shows that although the aircraft load 
factor capability increases rapidly at 
high airspeeds, the turn radius also 
increases at speeds above 300 KCAS. 
However, the higher load factors still 
produce the tightest turns. TO 1F-15A-1 
recommends load factors up to 10 C 
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FIGURE 1 - AIRSPEED-LOAD FACTOR TRADEOFF 
IN LOW ALTITUDE DIVE RECOVERY 

4 

PULL-OUT RADIUS-1000 FT 

(at a gross weight of 36,0CH) pounds) 
for emergency dive recovery. Obvi
ously a rapid deceleration toward the 
minimum radius airspeed would be 
desirable, but again the_ laws of 
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physics work in a contrary manner. 
The structural load factor limita

tions restrict the angle of attack and 
the induced drag coefficient, limiting 
the aircraft drag increase in the 



pull-up. Because of this and the low 
profile drag of the F-15, more airspeed 
than desired is retained in a high 
airspeed dive recovery. The airspeed 
can best be reduced by immediately 
chopping the throttle to idle and 
pulling high load factor. Figure 2 
shows the altitude loss resulting from 
such maneuvers and the adverse 
effects of military or maximum power 
Figure 3 illustrates the greater altitude 
lost in high airspeed recoveries 
although a much greater load factor is 
available at high airspeeds. The pilot 
is cautioned to consider this carefully. 

SPEEDBRAKE OPERATION 

The speedbrake has very little influ
ence on dive pull-out since its drag is 
small compared to the high angle-of
attack induced drag of the aircraft. 
Also, it will automatically begin to 
retract when the AOA exceeds about 
25 cockpit units. However, if the 
switch is left in the aft detent the 
speedbrake will again extend when 
the AOA is reduced at completion of 
recovery. Therefore, retracted speed
brake should be selected for low 
airspeed recoveries. For high airspeed 
recoveries, good piloting technique 
dictates that advantage be taken of 
the small favorable effect of the 
extended speedbrake. 

EASI~ Y REMEMBERED RULES 

The best recovery technique for 
other dive angles was found to be the 
same as that for the 70 degree dive, 
although with proportionally varying 
altitude loss. Based on this analysis, 
we have developed some "easily re
membered rules" for low altitude dive 
recovery. The techniques vary be-
tween low speed and high speed 
primarily in the thrust used. The 
decision speed is biased to the high 
side to insure that pilots select maxi
mum power for the critical low 
airspeed recoveries. 

RULE NO. 1 - DON'T WAIT 

• At airspeeds below 350 KCAS, select 
full afterburner immediately, while at 
the same time applying full aft stick 
r or the recommended maximum load 
factor) 
• At airspeeds above 350 KCAS, select 
idle power immediately, while at the 
same time applying the recommended 
maximum load factor. 

RULE NO. 2 - DON'T FORGET 
RULE NO. 1 

FIGURE 2 - ALTITUDE LOSS DURING PULL-OUT 
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Pilot to Pilot ... (PUBLISHED 1976) 

Some F-15 Observations 
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By PAT HENRY/Chief Experimental Test Pilot 

Recently promoted to the position of com~ny Chief 
Experimental Test.Pilot, Pat Henry now spends about equal 
time at the controls of neat new airplanes and big steel 
desks. Somehow, he has found time at the ~tter to write 
about experiences in the former; and here iJ the first of 
what we hope will be a long-nanning series on a McDonnell 
airplane some of you may have heard about recently ... the 
F-15 Eagle. 

Mr. Henry took the Eagle to Farnborough a couple 
months ago; has more than 560 hours in the F-1S a.s one of 
the principal flight evaluaton {primarily in the engine test 
progwn); and probably knows as much about flying this 
new machine as any pilot in the rapidly growing list of 
"Eagle Drivers" (on which list he is Driver #4). In this initial 
"pilot-t0-11ilot" presentation., Pat talks first about some new 
boxes and bits effective with Blocks 12 and 13 airplan~, 
and then moves on to a few random thoughts and 
observations about some specific systems. 

After recent air show demo,utnuion flight in F· 15. Chief Erperi· 
ment4l Test Pilot Pa Henry sign.s ar.tograplu for kilts in audience. 

Blocks 12 & 13 Operational Changes 
Some of you may remember "way 

back in the F-4 days" when we started 
reporting in the DIGEST on significant 
changes to the Phantom with respect 
to the "block" of airplanes in which the 
changes were first incorporated. That 
seemed to be pretty helpful informa
tion, so it's about time we took a simi
lar approach to Eagle mods. A quick 
look at page vii of your Dash One will 
tell you that airplanes in Blocks 12 
and 13 are the latest #'s in the field. 
While most of Block 12/13 changes 
are maintenance and reliability ori
ented, a few have operational implica
tions and I'll touch on some of them 
briefly here. 

Yaw Rate Warning - The most sig
nificant change is the Departure Warn
ing and Control modification. You'll 
know it's in your airplane if, when 
holding the takeoff trim button down, 
you hear a 900 Hz tone interrupted at 
approximately 6 cps when trim posi
tion is reached. This is the "departure 
warning tone" that we hope you never 
hear inflight. It's programmed to come 
on when yaw rate reaches 30°/second. 
The interruption rate starts at one cps 
and increases progressively to ten cps 
at a yaw rate of 60° /second. Flight 
tests indicate that if the controls are 
neutralized at the 30° /second yaw 
rate warning, the aircraft will recover 
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from the departure. If you, and/or the 
aircraft, don't change your ways, yaw 
rate can increase to beyond 60°/sec
ond. At this point, full lateral control 
becomes available, regardless of longi
tudinal stick position, thereby enabling 
you to fly out of the worst possible 
out-of-control conditions - even flat 
spins. 

By the way, with this yaw rate warn
ing installed, there is no longer an 
angle-of-attack warning in the gear-up 
configuration. With the gear handle 
down, an aural warning is still presen~. 
starting at approximately 28.4 cockpit 
units AOA. In order to demonstrate 
this landing configuration AOA warn-
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ing without lowering the gear, or to 
test it on a functional check flight, all 
you have to do is pull the landing gear 
circuit breaker and pull into 28-29 
units. Electrically, you have told the 
warning tone logic that the gear han
dle is down {by removing the gear 
handle "up" signal, right?). If you then 
reset the circuit breaker the tone will 
be terminated. If you prefer having an 
AOA tone, say during ACM to give 
you an indication of approaching 30 
units, then pulling the landing gear cir
cuit breaker will do the trick. 

Some Other Warnings - A couple 
of other new warnings are now avail
able to caution the pilot about d~ 
graded control authority; conditions 
which could easily go unnoticed dur
ing certain types of missions, but bite 
vou in other parts of the envelope. At 
high supersonic Mach numbers, roll 
rate should be automatically limited 
to approximately 120°/second. If the 
roll authority is not reduced as pro
grammed when supersonic, the Roll 
Ratio warning light will so advise the 
pilot if he is above 1.5 Mach. 

Similarly, the Pitch Ratio warning 
light is now being used to warn the 
pilot when the pitch ratio versus air
speed is significantly off schedule. 
Two baste situations or conditions will 
trigger this warning. The first one 1s 
pressure altitude below 20K, airspeed 
above 330 KIAS, and pitch ratio above 
0.9. Obviously, this is a pretty gross 
error, thereby suggesting a major pitch 
ratio malfunction. The second case 
addresses the other end of the envel
ope - landing gear down (nose gear) 
and pitch ratio less than 0.9. It is pos
sible to get a brief PITCH RATIO warn
ing with a completely normal system 
if the landing gear is extended above 
approximately 260 KCAS. In this situa
tion, the warning merely invites your 
attention to the pitch ratio indicator, 
which should show the ratio steadily 
increasing as you decel for landing. 
The caution is advisory only - pilot 
response is the same as at present. 

Obviously less critical is the Auto 
PL T caution light. It merely advises 
you that the Attitude Hold and/or 
Altitude Hold modes of the AFCS have 
dropped off the line (along with Head
ing Hold which was dropped off about 
a year before first flight). The light is 
reset through the Master Caution light 
button. 

HUD - For those of you who want 
to take credit for masterful intlight 
movies, the HUD film titler mod now 
allows you to enter your own personal 
pilot code, along with other mundane 
data. on the HUD. If you're carrying 
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multiple reels of HUD film, you might 
want to consider titling them all briefly 
in advance, unless you're an inflight 
whiz at the INS keyboard. 

Radar - Lastly, the radar software 
program has been changed to provide 
improved operational and BIT capa
bility. The new logic should help pre
vent JAM/HOJ indications during track 
at long ranges, during target maneu
vers, and at the gimbal limits with a 
simulated missile in flight. The JAM 

indication in search has been elimin
ated. Also incorporated are minor 
changes to track logic for ECM condi
tions. Most noticeable are the BIT 
changes. 

The BIT matrix can now be read out 
both in the air and on the ground. Air
borne-initiated BIT is nearly identical 
to ground-initiated BIT; only those 
tests which would logically fail in an 
airborne environment(such as antenna 
drift tests and some portions of scan 
and roll rate tests) are bypassed. Dur
ing BIT matrix readout on the ground, 
C-TEST will be displayed for approxi
mately three seconds immediately 
upon selecting standby-initiated BIT. 
This display can also be used for 
weight-on-wheels verification. Three 
new codes will be seen frequently: (1) 
12-D indicates ground BIT was initi
ated; (2) 12-B indicates an airborne 
BIT was initiated; and (3) 12-F shows 
Maintenance that BIT was initiated in 
both situations. 

Emergency Landing Gear System 
We have a lot of confidence in the 

emergency gear extension system here 
in St. Louis; and to verify system per
formance, we exercise it on every pro
duction acceptance test cycle. Our 
procedure is to extend the gear by the 
emergency system with the ·normal 
handle in the gear-up position and the 
circuit breaker in. This demonstrates 
system capability to overcome normal 
hydraulic and electrical gear-up com
mands. 

Extension times average about five 
seconds; anything over 30 seconds is 
indicative of excessive system friction. 
Before resetting the emergency sys
tem and raising the gear through the 
normal system, it is advisable to check 
for a JFS Low warning light. lf it comes 
on and stays, indicating the JFS ac
cumulator is not recharging, you 
wouldn't want to then bring the gear 
up due to lack of hydraulic muscle for 
a later emergency extension if needed. 

The emergency extension system is 
one in which previous aircraft experi
ence, such as in F-4's, could be detri
mental. As you probably know, the r~ 
sponse to an unsafe gear indication in 
the F-4 is to use the emergency system 
as a back-up. If this logic is applied 
directly to the F-15, you could actual
ly be hurting your cause. For example, 
assume you've attempted lowering the 
gear normally and that one gear does 
not indicate down and locked. Your 
wingman reports that all three appear 
down, but to be on the safe side, you 
go ahead and pull the emergency han-
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die as a back-up. What you're actually 
doing is relieving all the hvdraulic 
pressure that is holding the gear in the 
down direction, and, therefore, in
creasing your chances of a gear col
lapsing during landing. Only the down
springs are lento hold the overcenter 
mechanism m place. That is why, in 
fact, in the F-15 we recommend using 
the normal gear system and utility 
pressure to back up an emergency 
extension. 

( If any of vou know of other situa
tions wherein seer..1ngly similar svs
tem designs from ditferent aircraft 
could lead to incorrect or dangerous 
procedures when habit patterns are 
carried over, please write or phone in. 
We'd welcome the opportunity to 
look into them and report findings via 
the DIGEST for the benefit of all.) 



Let me now call your attention to 
the ''infamous" Engine Start Fuel 
panel on the aft right-hand console. 
As promised in an earlier DIGEST arti
cle (Vol. 23, No. 1), the labeling of this 
panel will be changed to a more logi
cal "High," "Auto," and "Low," refer
enced to engine fuel flow. The incor
poration is now scheduled for F-160/ 
TF-26 and up, plus retrofit for earlier 
aircraft. 

In the meantime, it looks like your 
chances for getting some practice 
with the existing panel are increasing. 
We are now seeing that with wear, the 
Unified Fuel Control (UFCJ tends to 
shift its starting fuel schedule to the 
lean side. The good news is that this is 
in a direction away from hot starts. 

Engine Start Fuel 
The bad news is that if allowed to pro
ceed too far, the very lean starting 
schedule might seriously extend air
start spool-up times or even preclude 
getting a light"ff altogether. 

Interim Operational Supplement 
1F-15A-13-32 gives the pilot authority 

to override the automatic starting fuel 
derichment system to clear a hung 
ground start. This is a very practical in
terim solution, but McDonnell and 
Pratt & Whitney agree on one limita
tion to the practice. To help judge just 
how lean a fuel schedule you can live 
with, we recommend limiting the use 
of the "Sea Level" position to 15 sec
onds or until 60% RPM is obtained, 
whichever comes first. Greater than 15 
seconds worth of enrichment to reach 
60% represents a dangerously lean 
fuel schedule and an unacceptable 
impact on air-starting. Data to sub
stantiate and quantify this is being 
collected, and this recommendation 
will probably be modified in the near 
future. 

Emergency Nose Gear Steering 
People tend to believe the first side 

they hear of a given story, and perhaps 
that explains the tenacity of certain er
roneous infonnation. A case in point 
is the F-15 emergency nose gear steer
ing (NGS). The idea that the emer
gency NGS selection locks you into 
the maneuver mode ( ±45°) keeps 
popping up and trying to wriggle its 
way into the Dash One. When the 
Emergency Brake/Steering handle is 
pulled, JFS accumulator pressure is 
ported to one side of the NGS shuttle 
valve. As the valve moves, it first 
blocks off the Utility A flow to the 
nose gear steering, then opens a path 
for JFS accumulator flow to drive the 

NGS. The NGS mode, be it nomial (low 
authority) or maneuver (high author
ity), is selected electrically and has 
nothing to do with the hydraulic 
source. 

If emergency NGS is selected with 
good Utility A pressure, there is no 
way for the pilot to know if the shuttle 
valve has moved and, therefore, which 
hydraulic source is powering the NGS. 
By holding the paddle switch down in 
this situation, you electrically shut off 
Utility A pressure to the shuttle valve, 
thereby eliminating any command 
conflict between utility system pres
sure and the JFS accumulator. This as
sures full travel of the shuttle valve to 
the emergency side, and is the basis 
for the handbook recommendation to 
depress the paddle switch if NGS is not 
regained after pulling the Emergency 
Brake/Steering handle. 

Many pilots like to get much deeper into system design 
and operation than is possible through the Dash One alone, 
In closing, here is a list of pilot orientation manuals that 
can offer significant ch!pth into particular systems, These 
manuals an, available through your local McDonnell Field 
Service representative. 

PS921- F/TF-15ARadarSystem 
PS 926 ...;. F /Tf-1 SA Inertial Navigation System 
PS 929 - F/TF-15A Head-Up Display System 
PS 930 - F /TF-1 SA Armament Control Set 

If other systems are of interest, or if you have particular 
questions about any given system, please let us hear from 
you. Hopefully, we can offer clarification in later DIGEST 
articles. 

PS 931 - F /TF-1 SA Flight Control System 
PS 941 - F/TF-15A Navigation Systems (ADI Mode) 

EAGLE. Eight world-class 
Time-to-Climb records in just 
six flights. Five of the records 
set in a single day. Three of 
the records set in a single 
flight. Previous records 
beaten by as much as 28 per
cent. Such was the perform
ance of the USAF F-15 at 
Grand Forks Air Force Base. 
North Dakota early in 1975. 
The Eagle broke five lower 
altitude records held by the 
Phantom and the 20. 25. and 

30,000 me1er marks set 1n 
1973 by the MiG-25 Foxbat 
Majors Roger Smith and 
Willard Macfarlane each set 
three records and Ma1or 
David Peterson two. The 
30.000 meter climb (98.425 
feet) by Major Smith requ1rec 
just 207.80 seconds. atler ac
celeration 10 Mach 1. 1 1n 56 

seconds I .. PROJECT STREAk: 
EAGLE .. - a perfect blenc 01 
man and macn1ne in demon
stration oi air superiority 
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C/D FUEL SYSTEM CHANGES 

The external tank pressurization 
signal for the F-15 C/Os is gear-handle
up versus weight-off-wheels in the 
F-15 A/8s. Why was this change made, 
and doesn't it create some possible 
operational problems such as inability 
to transfer or dump fuel with the gear 
down? 

The C/D fuel system provides two 
major changes for improved safety. 
The first is a change to the dump and 
vent system; the second is the use of 
the gear handle to initiate/terminate 
external tank pressurization. 

The fuel dump mod now allows fuel 
to be dumped from the R/H wing vent 
only, thereby reserving the l/H wing 
vent for relief of any fuel cell over
pressurizat1on. The dual vent dumping 
(F-15 A/B system) can get you in 
trouble in a hurry if, for example, 
you're cruising along with a stuck
open pressure regulator (which you 
wouldn't know) and then decide to 
dump fuel. The exiting fuel will olmost 
immediately fill up the dump/vent 
lines that were being used to relieve 
the overpressure, and thus the internal 
cell pressure will start to climb faster 
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EAGLE ANSWERS 

By PAT HENRY!ChiefExperimenralTesrPilot 

than a lightweight Eagle. The result 
could be a ruptured fuel cell, as has 
happened once already; obviouslv a 
potentially catastrophic event. You 
can readily see why the decision was 
unanimous to retrofit F-15 A/Bs to this 
configuration. The modest reduction 
in fuel dump rate is a small price to 
pay for this added safety. Single side 
dumping is approximately 900 pounds/ 
minute - still not too shabby 

The other change is also the product 
of safety reviews. but the failure mode 
impact is not as dramatic; and accord
i,1gly, there are no plans for F-15 A/8 
retrofit at present. The reason for 
switching to the landing gear handle is 
to allow depressurization to com
mence well before touchdown, thus 
ensuring external tank pressure is 
completely vented at touchdown. This 
has obvious advantages for the ap
proach-end engagement or unsafe 
landing gear scenario, because tank 
venting is . far from instantaneous. 
However, nothing comes totally with
out strings. The cost of this change (as 
you 110 doubt suspect from the word
ing of your question) is some increased 
operational complexity under certain 
circumstances 
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Without pressure to the external 
tanks, neither transfer nor dump is 
possible. Therefore, if vou're grinding 
around with the gear down 1.for 
example, reported blown t1re on take
off, landing gear retraction problems 
etc.), you·II ha\•e to trick the svstem to 
accomplish either transfer or dump 
Our recommended procedure is to 
pull the emergency landing gear 
handle, which removes hydraulic pres
sure to the landing gear and doors 
The normal gear handle can then be 
raised, satisfying the electrical logic to 
pressurize the tanks, and allowing you 
to transfer/dump as required. 

Once you·ve achieved the desired 
external fuel status, the monkey is on 
your back to first return the normal 
handle to the down position, and then 
reset the emergency handle. Pulling 
the landing gear circuit breaker and 
then raising the gear handle will nor 
do the pressurization trick, because 
that also removes power from the gear 
handle switch 

A closing reminder: in the event 
that you have to, or choose to, land 
with fuel remaining in the external 
tanks, fuel slosh can significantly 
affect hand I mg qualities. There are no 
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baffles in the e)(ternal tanks; so as the 
aircraft is flown to progressively higher 
pitch attitudes (for landing or aero 
braking), the fuel migrating aft can 
cause up to a 2% shift of the e.g. 
position - great for increased pitch 
rate, but not recommended for rock
steady approaches and landings. For 
most situations, the CAS will probably 
mask the potentially varying pitch 
response, but a pitch CAS dropoff will 
probably demand significantly in
creased pilot attention to avoid AOA 
overshoots and/or tail scraping. Worst 
fuel loading for adverse e.g. shift due 
to fuel migration is about half fuel in 
the drops. The worst combination of 
aft e.g. position plus e.g. shift occurs 
with about half fuel in the drops and 
minimum internal fuel, so burning 
down to the very last drop is not going 
to help your cause. 

CONTROL STICK OSCILLATIONS 

During preflight checks, I have 
noticed that the stick wifl oscillate 
about center for several cycles when 
released from near full ah or forward. 
Why is this, and what is considered 
normal with regard to magnitude and 
duration of oscillations? 

There is no damping mechanism in 
the longitudinal (pitch) axis of the 
mechanical control system. An eddy 
current damper was added to the 
lateral axis as a result of flight tests 
that uncovered a tendency for sustain
ed lateral stick oscillations at some 
flight conditions, particularly in two
seater Eagles. Therefore, the control 
stick will oscillate for several cycles 
(approximately 2-3 seconds) if dis
placed and released in the pitch axis, 
but should damp out with only one 
small overshoot in the lateral case. 
This inherent characteristic of the 
control system can be demonstrated 
just as readily inflight; but normally, 
this sort of stick rap input is only done 
during lateral and longitudinal stick
free dynamic stability testing. 

STABILATOR CHATTER 

From time to time, I have noticed 
vibrations through the airplane when 
doing preflight control checks. Is this 
the "stabi/ator chatter" I have heard 
about, and if so, what are considered 
the safe and acceptable limits? 

"Stabilator Chatter" is a phenom~ 
non that is inherent to the F-15 and its 
control system. An understanding of 
its characteristics and causes will 
enable Eagle Drivers to correctly 
distinguish between "chatter'' and 
actual control loop malfunctions, 
thereby eliminating many unnecessary 
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mission aborts and aircraft squawks. 
While the degree of chatter may 

vary widely between aircraft and even 
from day to day on a certain aircraft, 
the frequency of the stabilator oscilla
tions remains approximately 13 hz and 
feels similar to some forms of inflight 
high-AOA buffet. The big difference is 
that in a correctly functioning control 
system, chatter can occur only on the 
ground. Therefore, any abnormal 
inflight vibrations should be reported 
and fully investigated. 

Stabilator chatter develops when 
the control stick is moved fore and aft 
at a certain rate, which, coinciden
tally, is just about the same as the 
drive rate of the longitudinal trim 
motor. System friction resulting from 
this movement generates vibrations 
which are transmitted through the air
frame and picked up by the CAS pitch 
and roll rate sensors. The CAS, in turn, 
amplifies the vibrations and tries to 
drive the control system at that 
frequency, thus forming a complete, 
closed-loop cycle. 
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Since the control system vibrations 
are picked up by both the pitch and 
roll channels of the CAS, either axis 
alone is sufficient to support this 
phenomenon. However, with only one 
channel on the line, the magnitude is 
only about a quarter of that produced 
by both channels together. In view of 
this, MCAIR was able to demonstrate 
an acceptable {not total) fix by instal
ling a 10 hz filter in the roll CAS 
computer. Although the Air Force has 
not accepted this fix, a renewed 
interest in it has recently been shown. 

As with any closed-loop cycle, if 
you break the loop, the cvcle will 
stop. With this in mind, you can stop 
the chatter by one of !Y.·o methods· 
either stop the control stick input or 
turn off the CAS. With either method, 
the vibrations should die out within 
the acceptable limits of 3 to 4 
seconds. If the vibrations persist and 
are self-sustaining, then something is 
definitely amiss and the system should 
be fully investigated before the ma
chine is flown. 



F-15C/D 
(PUBLISHED 1979) 

The Eagles currently rolling off the 
MCA1R assembly line here in St. Louis 
are all C or D models with two basic 
differences from the previous A/8 
models. The changes provide a 2000 
pound internal fuel increase and a 
beefed-up landing gear to handle the 
68,000 pound airplane (new max 
weight with full conformal tanks). 
Early in April we began the Category 1 
test program, which progressed rapidly 
with no rna1or surprises. We com
pleted the program in May, having 
verified the designs, so let us pass on 
what we found with "C Number 1" 
rUSAF 78-0468) during the two months 

perational Changes 

at Edwards AFB. 
The new fue! arrangement in the 

C/0 can really give you long legs. 
With internal fue: only, you should 
see 13,400 pounds on the gage at 
engine start. And when I dropped off 
the tanker in C-1 with three externals, I 
was looking at 25,300 pounds on the 
gage! Add another 10,000 pounds of 
conformal tank fuel, and you can fly 
the Atlantic unrefueled, as was dem
onstrated m 1974. (Provisions for the 
conformal tanks - wiring, plumbing, 
quantity gage, fuel panel switches -
are all in the airplane now, although 
the Air Force has not yet contracted 
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tor manufacture or delivery of those 
tanks) In case you missed it, the 
Block 21 story in the last DIGEST 
described how the engineers squeezed 
al! this extra fuel into the new Eagles. 

Two other changes in the fuel sys
tem are (a) dump now comes out of the 
right mast only, and (bl improved dead
banded fuel shut-off valves in the feed 
tanks should keep internal wing tanks 
within 200 pounds of each other. 

The use of dead-banded fuel shut
off valves will also help the external 
wing tanks to feed more evenly, 
although some mismatch will still 
remain. The dump system change is to 
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By DEE FRANCIS/Chief Production Tesr Pilor and FR ED CHANA/Lead Eni:inec,. Flixlir Test 

< 
(previous page] USAF 78-0468, the first F· ISC, co,rfiguredfor 
the nuuimwn weighl (wirhout conformal tanks) portion of the Category 1 
test p,ogmm. [aboveJ ''C· 1' · corubu:red in flight refaeling to te:st thefael $))Stem operan·on 
('transfer nues, fill-up £imes. seqi,encing. ek); and to · 'top off the tmJ.b "prior to commencing rhefael 
transfe:, vs higl,faeljlqw-rate test. [inset]F·15B 71-291, shOWft dlll"ing i::s 1974 rmrefaeled. 
nonstopjlightfromLoring.AFB. Maine toB~AB. Engwul. In this 
configurazk,n. F-15C/Ds would show JS.JOO pounds on tire gage! 

provide the capability for the tanks to 
vent through the left mast while 
dumping through the right mast, thus 
reducing the posibility of overpressur
izing the internal tanks in the event of 
a pressure regulator failure. Any 
dumping, not just venting, from the 
left mast should be a signal to 
tem1inate dumping. 

One operational change to empha
size is that external fuel tanks are now 
pressurized with the gear handle up, 
not with the weight-off wheels switch 
as in the A/8 models. For the pilot 
that can't get the gear up and puts the 
handle back down, he's now in Sec-
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tion 3 of the Dash One with the 
"external-tank-fails-to-transfer" situa
tion. External fuel will eventually 
transfer when the fuel low light comes 
on, but Steps 5 through 8 still apply. 

The new brakes, tires and wheels 
will give you a few ground handling 
characteristics different from those 
you were familiar with in the A's and 
B's. The main difference is a longer 
break-in period until they are "burned 
in" and an apparent reduction in the 
static (engine run-up) holding ability, 
Which has caused a few flight aborts 
and pilot squawks with the first 15 to 
20 C's and D's. The stopping distance, 
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• 
however. is very similar to the A's and 
B's once the brakes are broken in 
both for wet and dr,.,· runways. 

One last point about C.G and 
handling qualities. More iuel in Tank 1 
should provide vou a slightly more 
forward C.G. (by only 0.~<:'-0) when 
Tank 1 is full. But since the flight 
controls can give you the G you 
command by stick position. \.OU ma\ 
not even detect the change. 

All in aU, we doubt if you.'ll see am 
real differences when mo\·ing from an 
A/B to a CD cockpit, but that great 
big plus oi 2000 more pounds of rue: 
ought to impress vou cons1derabl\ ■ 
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F-15 Spin Tests 
For quite some time, McDonnell 

test pilot Jack Krings has been involv
ed in an exhaustive study of stall and 
spin potentials of the F-15 Eagle. Jack 
presented the results of those studies 
in a paper to the Society of Experi
mental Test Pilots [SETP] at their 19th 
Annual Symposium in Los Angeles in 
September of this year, and portions 
of his paper are being included here in 
the DIGEST. Because of the length of 
Jack's presentation, his material is 
being published in two parts, the first 
covering the program plans, prepara
tions, and test guidelines. In our next 
issue, he will offer results and con
clusions on this major aircraft evalua
tion program. 

The goal of the F-15 High Angle-of
Attack Flight Test Program was to 
explore, understand, and recover from 
any and all out-of-control conditions 
anticipated during service use of the 
airplane. The plan was to progress 
from a 1 g stall to wherever the 
airplane behavior took us in logical, 
conservative steps in which operation
al use and recoverability were primary 
considerations. We made 141 test 

By JACK KR I NG SI Project Experimental Pilot 

flights and conducted some 811 stall/ 
post-stall maneuvers in determining 
that, in its primary role configuration, 
the F-15 has no angle-of-attack limits. 
The recoverability of the Eagle allow
ed us to explore high AOA flight from 
stall to the steady flat spin system
atically, logically . and safely. I 
hope you'll be interested in my brief 
account of how it all went together. 

PROGRAM PLAN 
A number of years ago, we started 

formulating the philosophy for the 
F-15 high angle-of-attack tests. I had 
the unique opportunity to be person
ally involved in all phases of planning 
and testing. Our aero prediction was 
no spins; however, contractually, we 
were committed to specific spin re
covery criteria in the event spins were 
encountered. 

The general philosophy was that we 
would progressively investigate the 
flight characteristics from approach to 
stall, through sustained critical ag
gravated control inputs for up to 15 
seconds. The airpla'1e behavior would 
determine subsequent maneuvers, 
configurations, and recovery require-
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ments. Considerable flexibility was in
corporated to allow exploration of 
parallel areas of interest, should a 
limiting characteristic be encoun
tered. Exploration of variables in flight 
conditions, maneuvers, loadings, and 
airplane configuration was carefullv 
planned. Each test point was subject 
to change, addition, or deletion as 
testing progressed and better planning 
information became available. 

With dominant control to be retain
ed by McDonnell, no military partic
ipation flights were included in the 
Category I phase. Category II (Air 
Force) tests were to be conducted 
during a six week period after con
tractor testing was complete. A back
up contractor pilot and an Air Force 
project pilot were designated and 
each received comparable pre
program training. Simulation was a 
large part of the plan. The tests were 
to be conducted at Edwards AFB using 
elaborate instrumentation and 
tracking. 

Incidentally, during the flying qual
itie5 tests, F-15 Number 1 entered an 
unintentional spin from a full aft stick 
transonic windup turn with speed 
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brake extended Both engines stag
nated. aerodynamic recovery was 
successful, and the "new'' goals of the 
spin program were obvious. Denny 
Behm. the back-up spin pilot, was fly
ing the test. and the training and 
simulator paid off 

PILOT CON SID ERA TIONS 

For a program like this, we knew 
we needed to develop and practice 
various test procedures. Therefore, I 
reacquainted myself with out-of
control and spin maneuvers; we sur
veyed other companies with recent 
high AOA test programs; and a non
MCAIR committee was formed to 
review our test plans and approach. 
Some of the major considerations we 
developed were as follows: 

• Predicted out-of-control and spin 
recovery procedures were established 
analytically and were practiced in the 
MCAIR fixed-base simulator, which 
was configured with a cockpit as 
nearly identical to the flight test 
airplane as possible. 
• Low airspeed engine air start pro
cedures and envelopes were defined 
by flight test on the propulsion system 
test airplane. 
• Engines-out glide procedures and 
the flame-out approach profiles were 
developed in simulated tests with Idle 
power on the test airplane and also on 
the MCAIR simulator. 
• Spin recovery parachute deploy
ment criteria were established based 
on wind tunnel studies of out~f
control flight. Criteria used through-
out the program were: aircraft out-of
control passing through 22,000 feet -
DEPLOY CHUTE. 
• Pilot ejection criteria were estab
lished based on recognized safe mini
mum ejection altitude. Criteria used 
throughout the test program were: 
aircraft out~f-control passing through 
15,000 feet with no recovery trend 
apparent - EJECT. 

SCALE MODEL TESTS 
NASA tested a 3/8 scale F-15 in the 

high angle-of-attack regime (this Re
motely Piloted Research Vehicle was 
discussed in detail in the 3rd Quarter 
1974 DIGEST). Launched from a B-52, 
the scale model was remotely flown 
by a NASA test pilot (usually Einar 
Enevoldson), and was put through a 
series of high angle-of-attack man
euvers, including flat spins. We fol
lowed the program very closely, and 
significant information was transferred 
in both directions. The model program 
was very valuable and was well
conducted. 
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SPIN TEST AIRPLANE 

The eighth F-15 was designated as 
the spin arrplane. and significant mod
ifications were incorporated during 
manufacture. 
Spin Recovery Chute - Though the 
F-15 is not normally equipped with a 
drag chute, our test aircraft was pr<>
vided with an emergency mortar-fired 
spin-recovery parachute. Based on 
previous spin programs, I had three 
goals in addition to the obvious 
rquirements: 

• The chute was to be permanently 
attached to the airplane 
• A control was to be designed that 
could not be improperly operated 
• The number of mechanical parts 
was to be minimized 

We came up with a design that had 
no moving parts except for the con-

trol handle; it was a large "T" handle 
with IN (jettison) and OUT (deploy) 
positions. With the handle in, the 
jettison circuit was armed; pulling the 
"chute handle" deployed the chute 
pyrotechnically. This circuit provided 
for chute jettison should the chute 
container move without the pilot 
selecting OUT, thus solving the acci
dental deployment problem during 
takeoffs and landings. e 

Redundant systems and power sup
plies ensured reliability, and a mortar
deployed "yankee" tractor rocket ex
tracted the chute. The chute was 
jettisoned by rotating the chute 
handle 90 degrees and pushing it back 
in. It appears that we came up with a 
chute control that was impossible to 
operate improperly; it worked during 
the ground and inflight proof tests, 
and once in anger. 
Emergency Power - Pessimistically 
forecasting dual engine losses, we 
installed batteries for instrumentation 
power and a monofuel hydrazine 
power unit for hydraulics and aircraft 
electrical power. The hydrazine unit 
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was replaced by a battery system aft,:,r 
it was found to be more hazardou:, 
than the spin tests The battery system 
performed well throughout the pr,..r 
gram. though it was never actually 
needed for emergeni:y use. The 
emergency power was des1gn<:-d er., 
come on automatically when th<'.• 
second engine (generator) was lost 
Cockpit Displays and Controls - I 
wanted as !1tt!e cockpit instrumenta
tion as possible, to more nearly ap
proximate an operational situat1on 
Along with the previously- described 
"chute handle," we added· 
• Control surface position indicators 
• Angle-of-attack, sideslap, and yaw 
rate indicators 
• Spin direction lights 
• Spin telel1ght pane! - used as a 
checklist (the green lights on the tele
panel constituted the pre-maneuver 

checklist; any significant failure or 
emergency system operation would 
illuminate an amber or red telepanel 
light.) 
• Emergency Power switch 
• Instrumentation controls 
• Emergency Jettison switch for the 
recovery chute. 
Restraints - The program began with 
use of the F-15 production restraint 
system, an F-4 torso harness (a mar
ginally acceptable restraint s',·stem 
at best). The following restraints were 
added later in the program· 
• A torso strap (eyeballs out g re
straint). 
• A crotch strap (negative g restraint) 

TESTS 
After successful ground and inflight 

recovery chute deployment tests, and 
replacement of the monofuel hydra
zine power unit with a battery syste~. 
we got underway with the actual spm 
tests. 
Stalls - Early 1 g stalls produced diver
gent dutch roll. During the battel"\
layup, we modified the wing tips to . 



;--~tc~. the procuction configuration 
v,h1c!i unex~ectedlv eliminated the 
G1\-..rgence 

Stail was arbitrarily defined as trim 
.c>ngle-of-attack at full aft stick. Varia
tio;is 1n rate, control configuration, 
and altitude were systematica:ty ex
o!ored. Adverse control inputs at stall 
'-vere aGded and full pro-spin controls 
were held for nearly a minute. 

Accelerated stalls ( + 7to -2.Sg) were 
svstematicaliv explored in the same 
:nar.ner. Ve:::ical stalls were expiored. 
~ull pro-spin controls maintained in 
backv.ard flight (180°<> 180°t3J pro
duced sor.:e rather sensational man
euvers. I did~'t get quite enough back
·...,,ard f:ight time to learn to "fly 

maneuver at high altitude, full rudder 
was introduced. This was followed by 
full aft stick to stall, then the stick was 
nimbly positioned for full aileron 
deflection 

Classical pro-spin control will not 
produce the necessary aileron deflec
tion since full aileron is only available 
at near-neutral longitudinal stick posi
tions. This is an inherent design in the 
control system to prevent aileron 
deflection at high angle of attack. 

Once I became adept at control 
manipulation (defeating the control 
system anti-spin design), fifty percent 
of the attempts would produce a spin 
at susceptible flight conditions. Later 
on, other entry techniques were per-

The Spin Recovery Chute System was ground rued three times to verify proper operation of 
each :e~uence in parachute deployment and jettison. 

backwards." The airplane wants to 
recover, and I was unable to overcome 
the natural airplane stability. 

Power Approach (PA) stalls were ex
plored including 1 g and accelerated 
stalls with prolonged pro-spin controls. 
Deoartures - These were pursued in all 
configurations with every entry tech
nique we could envision except inten
tional coupled entries. 
Spins - Though we achieved an unin
tenticnal spin, we were able to 
ident:f\. the causes of the incident, 
prove their effects, and reduce the 
;:>otential of operational spins due to 
these factors. We found that the 
airplr1ne was very difficult to spin. 

Our greatest success in developing 
a spin carr.e through use of a tech
nique that was occasionally success
ful in the simulator and on the NASA 
model. While performing a "split-S" 

fected. Four pilots have attempted 
intentional spins and each took prac
tice, coaching, and several tries to get 
a spin. Maximum RPM spins were 
attained and spin RPM was controll
able with aileron deflection. Effects of 
individual, multiple, and sequential 
control application during entries, 
spins, and recoveries were explored. 
Spins were unattainable in any sym
metrical combat configuration below 
35,000 feet even using the most 
probable spin entry technique. Spins 
from rudder rolls 'with prolonged 
F-15 pro-spin unique controls were 
developed. 

Spins were unsuccessfully attempt
ed from vertical stalls, 1 g stalls, and 
abrupt symmetrical pullups. 

Inverted spins were repeatable with 
rudder deflection (rudder pedal or 
lateral stick deflection) at full forward 
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stick stalls. A PA stall produced a PA 
spin during prolonged pro-spin control 
application. 

Auto-Rolls - Sustained rolling motion 
was attainable at angles~f-attack be
low stall. A reasonably elusive tech
nique was evolved to produce sustain
ed auto-rolls. 

Configurations - The aircraft was 
tested in a variety of configurations. 
• Symmetrical external missiles and 
tanks were tested in stalls, departures, 
and spins. Symmetrical external stores 
to maximum allowable gross weight 
were tested th rough departure. 
• Asymmetric configurations proved 
to be an interesting part of the pro
gram. A small difference in internal 
wing fuel will determine which way 
the airplane tends to yaw at stall. 
lateral CG was most important in 
evaluating high angle of attack flight 
characteristics. I don't think we ever 
calculated lateral CG previously 
except for very large external asym
metric configurations. Control of in
ternal wing fuel allowed a thorough 
evaluation of asymmetry. Asymmetric 
configurations up to about 8,(X)() foot
pounds (two AIM-Ts and two AIM-9's 
on one side) were stalled, departed, 
and spun. Stall and departure suscept
ibility was evaluated up to one full 
external wing tank (40,000 foot
pounds). 
• Power approach configuration 
stalls, departures, and spins were 
evaluated. The only use of the emerg
ency recovery chute occurred when a 
PA spin would not recover within the 
altitude limits we placed on the pro
gram. Subsequent tests explained this 
problem. 

Variables • Extensive evaluation was 
made of departure or spin suscept· 
ibility relative to speed brake, engines, 
control system, CG, and flight condi
tions. Here is what was accomplished: 
• A simple, automatic speed brake 
retraction system was designed, devel
oped, and proven. 
• Stalls, departures, and spins were 
performed at Idle power, Military 
power, and maximum A/6. Our pessi
mistic approach to engine operation 
was unwarranted; the engines per
formed exceptionally well, including 
upright and inverted spins. 
• Exhaustive combinations of control 
augmentation configurations were 
tested. Center of Gravity locations 
beyond allowable and static margin 
approaching zero were tested. Flight 
conditions included spin attempts 
from -50 knots to 1.2 IMN and 25,000 
to 50,CXXJ feet. Stalls were performed 
down to 5,000 feet. ■ 
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Spin Test Data Program 
By DEREK WALKER/Group Engineer- F1ight Test 

A month before jack Krings told SETP in Los Angeles about the operational 
aspects of the F-15 spin test program, Mr. Derek Walker appeared before SFTE 
(Society of Flight Test Engineers) in St. Louis to discuss the engineering aspects, 
including the plan for development of program data. Therefore, as with Jack's 
paper to SETP, we have extracted por1ions of Derek's SFTE presentation to give 
you a feel for another side of the spin test pidure with respect to the accumula
tion, reduction, and analysis of flight test data. 

The area utilized for the F-15 spin 
test program was located five miles 
north of Rogers Dry Lake, which af
forded direct acces to an excellent 
emergency landing area. The AFFTC 
Space Positioning Branch (SPORT) 
provided radar vectoring into the spin 
area and also provided television 
monitoring of the test vehicle. SPORT 
was briefed to provide key minimum 
altitude calls during test maneuvers 
and this service was routinely check
ed on each flight during climbout 
after takeoff. High angle-of-attack 
tests were photographed using ground 
tracker 35mm cine cameras with long 
lenses. 

The test airplane was equipped with 
a comprehensive onboard instrumen
tation system which provided analog 
and digital recording capabilities on a 
14-track magnetic tape recorder. A 
PCM time division multiplex system 
(TOMS) and a constant bandwidth 
frequency division multiplex system 
(FDMS) were the primary data acquisi
tion systems. The instrumentation sys
tem as it was configured for the spin 
program included 203 measurands 
which documented all functions of 
the flight control system as well as 
providing data relative to airplane 
motions and flight conditions. 

The instrumentation system was 
control led from a panel located on the 
main instrument panel in the cockpit. 
Over-the-shoulder movie cameras 
were also utilized to monitor cockpit 
displays and to provide pilot's...eye 
footage for use in subsequent training 
films. The aircraft was fitted with a 
long flight test noseboom which in
corporated expanded range angle-of
attack and sideslip sensors as well as 
airspeed and altitude pressure sources. 

Data that described airplane per
formance during selected maneuvers 
was produced overnight using the 
MCAJR F-15 integrated data system 
which featured data pre-processing at 
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EAFB, transmission of raw data to St 
Louis for computer processing, and re
transmission of final data to the test 
site for printing simultaneous with 
availability of the data to technical 
groups in St. Louis. For the most part, 
data was in the form of time history 
presentations using formats designed 
to group significant parameters for 
ready analysis. 

Test flights were also monitored in 
real time using telemetry. All para
meters were transmitted continuously 
from the test airplane to a ground 
station manned by the engineering 
test team. Pilot's voice was also 
transmitted to provide a continuous 
mission narative. All flights were 
chased by AFFTC T-38 aircraft flown 
by a designated group of pilots identi
fied with the F-15 spin program. A 
photographer occupied the rear seat 
on most missions. A MCAIR portable 
telemetry receiver was designed for 
use in the chase airplanes to permit 
the chase pilot to continuously mon
itor telemetry voice. 

-
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Tests were monitored by an engi
neering team that included a test 
director, aerodynamics engineer. 
flight test engineer, data engineer, and 
instrumentation engineer. Other engi
neering personnel were present as 
rquired for special tests, including pro
pulsion and flight control system tests 
The following displays were available 
to the test team in the mission control 
rooms 

• Four &-channel strip chart re
corders. 

• Bargraph display of all PCM 
parameters. 

• X-Yplotterdisplayinglongitudinal 
vs lateral control stick position. 

• Status light panel displaying in
formation regarding control augmen
tation, instrumentation, and emergen
cy power systems. 

• Aural/light alarm system monitor
ing aircraft and engine over-tempera
ture circuits. 

• Dual video display providing a 
visual presentation of aircraft motions 
and a simultaneous display of aircraft 
geographical position and altitude on 
an adjacent screen. Aircraft motion 
display, with telemetry voice dubbed 
in, was recorded on a portable video 
tape recorder for playback in the post
flight debriefings 



(PUBLISHED 1976) 

" ... The One G stall typical
ly exhibits classical buffet and 
non-divergent Dutch roll 
stabilizing at 90 to 100 knots, 
approximately 40° angle of 
attack, ±15° roll, and ± 5° 
sideslip ... " 

Ill 
f-15 Spin Tests 

Results and Conclusions 
The last issue of the DIGEST fea

tured an introduction to the recent 
stall, departure, and spin tests of the 
F-15 at Edwards AFB, California. Hav
ing reviewed the total plan and tests, 
let's take a look no~ at the results and 
conclusions. 

DEFINITIONS & CHARACTERISTICS 

A total of 811 high angle-of-attack 
maneuvers were conducted during 
141 flights in this test program. Testing 
progressed from an initial evaluation 
of one g stall characteristics to the 
performance of simulated air combat 
maneuvers, without losing our air
plane or our composure. Because we 
were specifically trying to get into 
spin situations rather than stay out of 
them (as any normal self-respecting 
pilot would do), there were a few 
physically uncomfortable moments 
and we did resort to the spin recovery 

By JACK KRINGS/ Pro;ect Experimental Pilot 

chute in one safety-first situation 
The program produced approxi

mately 70 developed spins of several 
types as described below, but many of 
our spin attempts were unsuccessful, 
which is a happy thought now that I 
look back at it! Holding pro-spin con
trols aher accelerated stalls at high 
energy produced violent motions 
which would subside immediately 
when controls were neutralized. Early 
unsuccessful spin attempts also pro
duced continuous rolls at less than 
stall angle of attack. Usually, three to 
four full rolls occurred, which would 
subside with neutral controls. When 
first seen, this was initially interpreted 
as a spin. Often, a rolling motion 
accompanies recovery from depar
tures or spins. 

Prolonged unsuccessful spin at
tempts on two occasions resulted in 
unintentional coupled entries. A -5 g 
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couple to an inverted spm resulted tr. 
the onlv dual engine stagnation of the 
program. Sequential shutdown and 
relight precluded emergency svstem 
operation. The lake bed never looked 
so beautiful! A +9 g coupled man
euver also resulted from a 15 seconci 
aggravated pro-spin control attempt 
when the airplane really didn't want '.:o 
spin. 

Since one of the purposes of our 
program was to provide the pilot with 
an understanding of the high angie of 
attack flight capabilities of the F-iS. 
here is a set of definitions regarding 
stall, departure, and spin character
istics. 

Stall-Maximum obtainable angle o! 
attack at full longitudinal stick dis
placement. 

The 1 g stall typically exhibits c!3.ssi· 
cal buffet and non-divergent dutch 
roll stabilizing at 90 to 100 knots. 
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approximately 40 degrees angle of 
attack, and ± 15 degrees roll and ± 5 
degrees s1deslip. Instant full aft stick 
abrupt stalls overshoot at 60 degrees 
angle of attack and 50 knots. Acceler
ated stalls ultimately typify 1 g stalls, 
but higher energy enhances the accel
erations produced by the dutch roll 
Divergence in yaw rate is noticeable 
with lateral asymmetry. Inverted stalls 
were stable at 120 knots and -20 de
grees angle of attack. Accelerated 
inverted stalls can reach -30 degrees 
angle of attack 

Departure - tJncommanded motion 
at high angle of attack. Pick your own 
numbers. 

Dynamic (less than one second to 
the aft stop) accelerated stalls would 
produce yaw and roll rates we termed 
departures. The effects of lateral 
asymmetry were very dominant. De
parture always occurred opposite to 
the asymmetry. We chose to define 
departures as uncommanded maneu
vers up to 30 degrees per second yaw 
rate. Yaw rate alone will maintain 
angle of attack above stall. Required 
yaw rates can only be generated by 
aileron deflection or asymmetric load 
The yaw rate is the key parameter in 
the progression from stall through 
spin. 
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Spin - tJncommanded motion with a 
sustained direction of yaw having a 
yaw rate average in excess of 60 
degrees per second. 

• Oscillatory spins are defined as 
spins with pitch oscillation over ap
proximately 10 degrees. These spins 
were more violent with significant 
yaw rate hesitations. They were al I 
self-recoverable when controls were 
neutralized. There Is an academic line 
somewhere between departures and 
oscillatory spins. Yaw rates spike 
occasionally to 100 degrees per sec
ond and angle of attack can oscillate 
to 70 to 80 degrees. 

• Non-oscillatory, steady spins 
were developed from 65 to 140 degrees 
per second yaw rates. Precise timing 
of entry controls was required when 
laterally symmetrical. Lateral control 
(aileron) was effective to increase or 
decrease yaw rate. This capability 
allowed a step-by-step progress in spins 
to essentially maximum RPM with 
recoverability at each increment of 
spin rate. At lower yaw rates, the spin 
recovery trend with anti-spin aileron 
was sometimes barely discernible, but 
was ultimately effective. This slow
rate recovery was first encountered 
during the power approach (PA) spin 
when the recove:-y chute was deploy
ed. Subsequent tests reproduced this 
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---------
typ':" sµIn c:1nrl -,,u< rr: '.t,11 ,v-;1,,!,,:,,irr,,, 

recover\ 1h~.- lo~~ r,; ,d:_1t1Jl•· ,,,1 r,r,L 
l00(J t1c>et p,c.-r turn, '•'J. ,1' ·-;-, r,r 4r, 
thousand te"'t. th':'r~, ,....,,1,, rIr, 1rr,rr,,c,rl 1 

ate conc':'rn 
Incremental Ir.cr/Sas<:-s IrI '..pIr, F-'f"I, 

allowed E'\aluat1c,n CJ! ',pIn'r"-rr,,'-"r, 
character1st1c•,. ':'fT"'Cts 'Ji r_rJr1·r,,I 
and the tlc'ndenc-, tv rer:rJver 'A Ir
crease RPM with neutral UJntr,_,i· T~,'-" 
high RPM spin-:. (abvvE- 1fJ(Jd':"gr"'':''.-;)~· 
second) produced from 2 tr_, ~ 
(eyeballs out) Thes<-: spins were 
ouslv uncomfortable The trA5'J har 
ness was installed atter th,:_, tIrst !':'·,•, 

2 + g flights. Prolonged pr0-sp:n C"Jr,
trols repeatedly produced rla: 9fJ
degrees angle of attack. 120- oegre<-;.-· 
per second yav,. rate non..,...>scillatvr·, 
spins. At least a dozen "flat. sp1r.: 
v.-ere pertormed. all of which reccA<-:r
ed positivelv and repeatedlv v,.1th f1. . .:li 
anti-spin aileron "'-o other control rJr 
combination ot con~rol deflect10ns 
enhanced reco\er\ r~om r!n\ spIri'. 
Minor variation In spin and rE:CO\er·, 
characteristics were see:1 with s-., rr
metrical tanks ·m,ssiles, CC locat1or 
engine power setting, and ent:-\ tec~
nique variables 

• Inverted spins are still c:1stastefi.;: 
The inverted spin vvas easil,. atta:neci 
and co~ld be progress1velv explored 
It was found to ult1mateh stabilize 2.c 

-35 to -45 degrees angle of attack and 
50 to 55 degrees per second "av. rate 
The airplane Is self-recoverable \\ 1th 
neutral controls rrom zn,. erted spins 

• Power Approach spin tes:s \\ ere 
saved until last. as a result or the 
earlier PA spin chute reco,.er\ .-.. 
valiant attempt by some of the faint 
hearted to retroactivel,. eliminate P~ 
spins from the contract spec1T1cat1on 
was denied. The slN\ reco\eT\ In the 
first PA spin \\as reproduced In the 
dean configuration. The PA spin "as 
revisited successfu!lv 

SUSCEPTIBILITY 
Spin suscept1bilitv is extreme!\ IO\\ 

since stall departure susceptibd1t\ Is 
low and self-recover\' probabilitv Is 
extremely high (all cases tested). e\en 
with lateral asvmmetr\.'. Our tests did 
show however. that lateral asymmetn 
definitely increases departure and 
spin susceptibilit\ _ One Al/\1-'?and one 
AIM-7 on the same side will .:ause de
parture:. from accelerated stalls ,... ith 
full aft stick onh These departures 
are self-recoverable with neutral .:on
trols 

Greater asvmmetr\' will produce 
spins with prolonged full aft st1cl,.; aner 
abrupt accelerated stalls. In pre\ i0us 
spin programs. we \,ere m\St1:-1e.:! as ti.."' 

why it went difterent \\JVS on d,rterent 

i 
I 
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davs. We never had an airplane as 
repeatable, controllable, and recover
able as this one to explore and define 
thi~ sensitive parameter. 

TPe speed brake destabilizes the 
airplane and increases departure/ spin 
susceptibility. It doesn't affect spin 
character or recovery. The Control 
Augmentation System has little or no 
effect on out-of--cont;ol susceptibility; 
and it turns off at 40° /second so is out 
of the picture in spins and during 
recovery 

The cause of the unintentional spin 
encountered in No. 1 F-15 became 
obvious during the program - it had 
1000 pounds of internal wing fuel 
asymmetry and the speed brake 
extended. 

MODiFICATIONS 
Four airplane modifications were 

recommended One of them was 
something I've been trying to sell for 
years - a "Spin Warning Cue" which 
tells the pilot that he has already 
de;::iarted but is still in the "self
recoverv phase." In other words, "let 
go, and it will recover itself!" Depar
ture ;:,revention is great if departures 
are really bad. but let's face it, how do 
you prevent a departure going straight 
up at zero degrees angle of attack 
which instantly changes to 180 de
grees angle of attack? The audio warn
ing in the F-15 tells the pilot that all 
t!iis flopping around the airplane is 
doing can leac! to a spin if he doesn't 
quit_ The audio spin warning starts 
beeping slowly at 30 degrees per 
sec:::ind yaw rate; the interrupt rate in
creases with yaw rate; and when it is 
5teady (at 60 degrees per second), you 
are in Spin City. Now you have to 
figure out which way it is going and 
put in full aileron to ensure recovery. 

Modification Number 2, the "Spin 
Recovery Aid," tells the control sys
tem (at 60 degrees/second yaw rate) 
to give you full aileron at any longitu
dinal stick position (we do the same 
thing with the gear down for better ap
proach handling), essentially remov
ing the anti-spin design of the flight 
contro! system. You have somehow 
out-foxed the anti-spin design (since 
vou are spinning!}, so let's make 
recovery easier. We satisfied ourselves 
t7at this mod will not affect spin 
susceptibility. 

The third modification affects the 
fuel svstem and keeps wing fuel sym
metrical; and the final change auto
retracts the speed brake above 15 
degrees angle of attack. 

Fer an arrplane that is highly resist
ant to departures and spins, we seem 
to be proposing a fair number of out-

of-control oriented modifications. 
However, we must keep in mind that 
the historic ability of early flight tests 
to predict future operational talent to 
depart airplanes has been notoriously 
poor 

RECOVERABILITY 
With the modifications installed, 

stalls and departures up to the spin 
warning tone are permissible in the 
air-to-air configuration. Tests have 
shown airplane self-recoverability in 
any air-to-air configuration if controls 
are neutralized when the spin warning 
tone comes on. 

When that guy comes along with 
the trick we couldn't find and manages 
to spin this airplane, the tone will stay 
on steady; now he must determine 
direction and apply appropriate ailer
on. When the aileron has done its 
thing and the spin breaks, the audio 
stops; now the controls can be neutral
ized and welcome to the club! Fairly 
simple, I'd say. 

CATEGORY II 
The USAF Category II program 

focused on things we didn't do in Cat I 
and three areas were explored: auto
rolls, large lateral asymmetry, and the 
centerline-tank-only configuration. 
Non-self-recoverable auto-rolls were 
generated, and recovery with opposite 
rudder was repeatedly successful. Pete 
Winters flew the Category II Air Force 
program, with Don Wilson directing 
the tests. Pete chased me a lot and 
had a unique talent for "creating" 
chase airplanes when none were 
available. 

Neutral control self-recoverability 
was demonstrated with maximum 
lateral asymmetry in the air-to-air con
figuration. Stall characteristics were 
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evaluated with as much as one full 
(600 gallon) external wing tank. Inves
tigation during Category II of the 
centerline tani< effects indicated that 
it significantly increased departure 
susceptibility but did not affect 
neutral control self-recovery up to 
spin warning tone yaw rates. 

OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION 
One flight was flown with the pro

duction system; all flight test indi
cators were masked; and all mods 
were installed, approximating the pro
duction configuration. Multiple stalls, 
departures, and spins were performed 
and recovered. I would personally 
have no reluctance to repeat such a 
flight without the emergency equip-
ment · 

CONCLUSIONS 
let's start with a prayer of thanks

giving - the airplane is still intact, and 
no irrecoverable mode was found. 

Here are the key discoveries that 
were made: 

• The airplane is essentially un
restricted. 

• The operational pilot has a cue to 
identify how best to recover and con
fidence that it will. 

• All angles of attack and sideslip 
(0 to 180 degrees) were achieved 
without incident. 

• The engines performed beyond 
expectations. 

• I think we fully explored all 
operationally achievable out-of
control maneuvers. 

• We recognize our poor track rec
ord in forecasting spin losses and tried 
to do something about it. 

let's also end with a prayer - that 
your next spin program is as successful 
and enjoyable as mine was in the F-15. 

to Jock Krings 
-··-----·-·--- For the second year in a row. a McDonnell Douglizs 

: .. - .. cert pilot has won the covered lven C Kincheloe A ward 

J!. 
for outstanding professional accomplishment in the 
corr.duce of flight testing. The 1975 Society of Experi-
menllll Test Pilots (SETP} A ward was presented to 
McDonnell Project Experimental Pilot Jack Krings for 
successful completion of the F-15 spin test program 
Jack is also highly regarded for his work in the F-4 
stall. departure, and spin test programs, and Ms a large 
number of PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST articles to 
his crediL 

The 1974 Kincheloe Award was presented to 
McDonnell Chief Test Pilot Irv Bu"ows for his conrri-
butions to the F-15 flight test program. In 1962, 
McDonnell pilot Don McCracken received the aM!llrd 
for work in the F-4 high mach tJnd pre-compressor cool-
ing invesrigatio,u. 
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Whiiierdills, Divergences, 
'1nd ether Roll 

eot1pling Phenomena 

Neariv every fighter pilot has, at 
one time or another. done consecutive 
aileron r'.)lls out of the sheer exuber
ance oi riving, vet suffered no severe 
consequences. And don't flight dem
onstration teams regularly do multiple 
aileron rolls? So, you ask_. v-.hy are full 
.::lerlection rolls bevond 360 degrees 
normally prvh1bited7 Or often, full 
deflection rolls normally res~ricted at 
iess tiian + 1.0g? Let's take a look at 
some roll-ccupiing problems whic.h 
make these restrictions necessary and 
some of the underlying principles 
Y.h1ch cause them 

The origins of roll coupling always 
seemed mysterious to me - after all, 
aren't bullets sprn stabilized? If so, 
then why can't an airplane roll safely 
at maximum rate for as _long as the 
pi lot rnav desire? The answer is that it 
is possible, theoretically, but only if 
the roll rate exceE'ds a certain mini
mum value. But, unfortunately, just 
below this minimum value exists a 
cr,tical roll ~ate which reinforces the 
airplane aerodynamic modes of mo
tion and can cause divergence and 
possible -.tructural disintegration. 
ThE"refore, even if we could roll faster 
,~an this minimum value, we would 
first have to accelerate through the 
critical rate. mak:ng !he maneuver 
e:..tremelv hazardous. Fortunately, 1n 
e:;ost cases and tl;ght cond1t1ons. ~he 
-:1ax1mwm a!ta1nable roll rates are less 
·~an cr;~1<.:al 

THE COUPLING PHENOMENON 
(',_-..;pl1n,;. bv detinition irt ur~ 

·.he'l ,: c:' ~ru•t;Jrice 1c rJne axis t .:,!~t.'' 
,;;,tL.r~.,nce ::-i anothe, .... ,, 

By LARRY WALKEA/£xp.-rime11tal Tesr P:lor 

illustrate, a longitudinal stick input 
excites onlv the pitch axis, producing 
a single-axis, non-coupled response. A 
rudder input, on the other hand. 
excites both the yaw and roll axes. 
producing a two-axis, coupled re
sponse In this case, the coupling 
mechanism 1s aerodynamic - rudder 
yaws the airplane and dihedral eiiect 
rolls it. However, the coupling mecha
nism can also be due to inertia. For 
example, inertial forces at high roll 
rates acting on the airplane can 
disturb rts aerodynamic balance, and 
in extreme cases, completely over
power its natural stability, sometimes 
with catastrophic results However, it 
is an oversimplification to blame 
inertial coupling onlv for roll-coupling 
probiems because in reality roll cou
pling is composed of three inter
related {and inseparable) coupling 
mechanisms - krnematic coupling; 
inertial coupling; and angle oi me,-

dence effects 
The roll-coupling mechanrsms have 

been with aviation from the very fir5t 
but have on!\ become J problem \\.1th 

the advent oi high speeds and ,e: 
aircraft; not because of characteristics 
of the power plants but b~cause oi 
planform~ and mass d1str1but1ons In 
order to achieve the necessarv high 
speeds. fuselages have become Ion~ 
and slender and ...... rngs small. with a 

!ow c.;;pect ratio. This mass distribu
tion 1s ideally suited for hr~h perform
ance and rapid roll capab1l1t1es. but 
has serious coupling problems at hria;.h 
roll rates Since none or :he contr,but
ing mechamsms can be isolated 1n
flrght. I I! trv to lav :hem and tne,r 
interreiat1onsh1ps out ror vou 

KINEMATIC COUPLING 
Kinematic ,ouplrn;,:, as ,..,0\-.r, 1n 

F1gu~e 1. 15 :he ;impiest conr~rbutor to 

roll coc:pi1n~ 

FIGURE 1 
KINEMATIC COUPLING 
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As the airplane is rolled about its 
long1tudiilal axis from an initial posi
tive angle at attack (a), the AOA is 
transformed into sideslip (i5) after a 
quarter roll. As the roll continues, the 
sideslip is transformed into negative 
AOA at the inverted position, then 
into negative sideslip at the three-
quarter point, and finally back to 
positive AOA aiter 360 degrees oi 
rotation. As the roll continues, sideslip 
and AOA vary periodically with roll 
angle. This kinematic effect assumes 
that the airplane rolls around its longi
tudinal axis and neglects pitch and 
yaw stability moments which try to 
align the airplane with its flight path 

INERTIAL COUPLING 
Inertia! coupling may best be under

stood bv first simplifying the airplane 
mass drstribution into four equivalent 
masses - two large masses represent
ing the fuselage and two smaller 
masses representing the wing (Figure2]. 

FIGURE 2 
EQUIVALENT MASSES 

-~-

For anv 5Iven roll rate about the 
fiight path, the fuselage masses are 
acted upon bv centrtiugal force and 
tend to pull away from the roli axis 
(flight path in this case). These forces 
are depicted in Figure 3. 

FIG URE 3 
DESTABILIZING YAW FORCES 

CZ-·--~• -.___jS¼J: 
~,ghtPath ..... _ · 

The magnitude oi this force couple 
increases with the square of the roll 
rate and is highly destabilizing. The 
wing masses similarly form an oppo
site stabilizing iorce couple, but are 
relatively weak in proportion to the 

PROOUCT SUPPORT DIGESC 

destabilizing fuselage-mass force 
couple of our long, slender airplane 
Although it sounds as if our example 
airplane m unsafe to fly, fortunately, 
both longitudinal {pitch) stability and 
directional (yaw) stability, which are 
normally quite high, act upon the 
airplane by trying to keep It heading 
into the relative wind. It is only with 
high roll rates that the destabilizing 
forces can overpower the normal aer<, 
dynamic stability and cause a roll
coupling yaw divergence 

Now that roll coupling Is becoming 
clearer, the astute reader may wonder 
if coupling can be elimrnated bv 
making the wing mass effect (roll 
inertia) greater than fuselage mass 
effect (pitch inertia), as shown in 
Figure 4. The wing-mass force couple 
now can overpower the smaller fuse
lage-mass force couple and prevent 
the nose from yawing away from ~he 
flight path 

FIGURE 4 
STABILIZING YAW FORCES 

This approach does indeed -21lmi
nate the tPndency· ro diven~e m y..1w. 
but unfortunah>iv. no mass ( ot:p:e 
exists above and beiow the .i1rplane 
which would oppose a s.:m:l.1r diver
gence in pitch (Fii;ure 5). 

FIGURE 5 
DESTABILIZING PITCH FORCE 

Actu.illy, airplanes which have 
higher roll inertia than pitch inertia 
have long straight wings {high aspect 
ratio) and a relatively low roll rate 
capabtlrtv Therefore, even though 
their ma~s distribution preciudes yaw 

". . . Even though rolling limitations 
may sometimes seem unnecessary, 
they do have a very firm grounding 
based on some very real problems ... " 

divergence, their roll rate c:apability is 
so low that pitch divergence never 
becomes a problem 

To place the whole mass drstribu
tion issue 1n perspective, a clean 
slatted F-4 has approximate Iv six times 
more pitching InertIa than rolling 
inertia. Even with full external w1m: 
tanks and three 500-pound bombs on 
each inboard wing station. the p1t(h 
inertia is still three times gr~ater. The 
numbers ior the Eagle are onh· slightlv 
less, a clean F-15 has cpprox1matelv 
five times more p1tchini;: inertia than 
rolling inertia Ev~n when loaCed with 
three full external :anks. iour Sid~
w1nders and four Sparrow'-. the ratio rs 
~rdl three times dS :.;reat. Thf'reiore, 
:nert1al coupling can he a ;:,robiem no 
!"natter what the loading 

What of our o,1ginal example - :~e 
bullet? The bullet is spur~ well above 
:he critical roll r.ne so :hat 1t Is ~r,:i 
,tabilized. rr~llini-; about It<; "':.;~f'l,u:e 
.nasse<. ., Th~ menial gvro,;,copIc ior(e<i 
dre h1~hlv predominant and :-tabtlize 
its a.tt!tude-. qrniJar to the ver\· racuC!v 
~<..,ilin~. hvporh~tic,.dly so1n-s:J.t-1i1zed 
..iirpiane of r,:..:,...:re b. 

Occa<.ion.:.iilv ;;ro1ec~iies ha,-e bf'en 
known to tumOit:' :his occur~ ·.·.hen 
:he rnl! rdte decre25es ;::, ::he (01::\·al 
rate which ,,,In1orces .1':'>rod~nam1c 
modes oi ,--:-1ntrcn until d1,-f'r~ence 
C(curs. Th,s d1v!:'n;ence 1<.. 1der-t1(Ji to 
the roll couµ!Ini; divPr~ente (,t d !o~~ 
,;lender roli:n~ ,rnplane e,c~p, ror :!"-. .,, 
direction of .irproach to the c r;t1ul 

roll rate 

PUTTING IT ~LL TOGETHER 
Now that r,)il LOupilnl.!, is aim,,,: 

understandable. how can I, as li~h~t'r 
pilot extraordinaire. do consen;r:\-t=> 
JbO degree aileron rolls safely 1 Ullr 
above discussion ~uggests tnat we cir1 

if we roll at zero g, keeping :he 
fuselage masses centered on the rol I 
axis and their destabilizing forct> 
couple al zero. Wrong - for three 
reasons! 

First, zero g does not insure that 
these fuselage masses are on the flight 
path. {This 1$ the angle-of-incidence 
effect the last of the three cor.trib
utors 'mentioned earlier.; Depe:id1ng 
upon the angle of attack requ1rpd ior 
zero g and upon the fusela',!e rnas,;, 
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FIGURE I 
SPIN ST All LIZED 

distribution, the angle of incidence of 
these fuselage masses can be above or 
below the rolling axis, as seen in 
Figure 7. This may be most easily 
visualized in an airplane with a high 
vertical tail, possibly a high tail
mounted engine, and a low nose. 
Worse, with this hypothetical airplane, 
add in low angle of attack at zero (or 
negative} g and at high speed which 
further aggravates a negative angle of 
incidence below the flight path. These 
are some of the most conducive 
design and flight circumstances for a 
catastrophic roll-coupling departure' 

Second, even if we coutd keep the 
fuselage masses on the roll axis 
longitudinally, it is impossible to keep 
the fuselage aligned directionally with 
the roll axis. Aerodynamic cross
coupling effects such as yaw due to 
aileron, yaw due to roll rate, yaw due 
to rudder, and about a dozen other 
minor lateral-directional aerodynamic 
effects combine to generate some 
sideslip. Further, as the airplane rolls, 
this sideslip becomes angle of attack, 
becomes opposite sideslip, becomes 
opposite angle of attack, etc., as these 
kinematic effects magnify and trans
form these small disturbances. No 
longer are the fuselage masses aligned 
with the roll ax,s, but are diverging 
from the axis, increasing the size of 
their destab1lizmg force couple 

Third, as the roll rate increases, 
these periodic variations of sideslip 
and angle of attack occur at the same 
frequency as the natural airplane 
directional and longitudinal motions 
(most easily seen with stab aug or CAS 
off, these are the "Dutch roll" and the 
"short period" modes of motion), 
reinforcing them until a divergence or 
catastrophic failure occurs. This rein
forcing effect may be best understood 
as a resonance between inertial and 
aerodynamic forces, leading to ever
increasing yaw and pitch excursions 
from the flight path 

SOME SOLUTIONS 
Now that the reasons for roll 

coupling are clear, how can it be 
avoided? Generally, changes of mass 
distribution are impractical, but rate 
dampers in the pitch and yaw axes can 
reduce coupling into the Dutch roll 
and short period modes of motion by 
damping the motions themselv·es, 
thereby raising the critical roll rate for 
divergence. Other preventive meas
ures also are normally required. such 
as limiting roll travel to less than 360 
degrees. This restriction limits the 
time duration that the destabilizing 
forces can reinforce the yawmg and 
pitching modes of motion and thereby 
keeps sideslip and angle of attack 
within acceptable limits 

Other preventive measures involve 
placing restrictions against full deflec
tion rolls at less than one, or less than 
zero g's, in order to limit angle-of
inc1dence problems. Lateral stick stop 
devices have also been used to lower 
maxrmum roll rates in some fighters 
Similarly, (AS and flv-bv-wire control 
systems, employ lowered aileron gains 
and deflections, or use electronic roll 
rate limiters in order to keep roll rates 
less than critical for 3b0-degree rolls 
Such limiters are normally dependent 
upo:1 flrght cond1t1ons to avoid poor 
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FIGURE 7 
ANGLE-OF-INCIDENCE EFFECT 

transient lateral response In low speed 
flight conditions 

:n summarv. today's high perform
ance fighter airplanes are typified bv 
high fuselage densities and little roll
rng inertia In order to attam the hrgh 
speeds and good rolling performance 
required Accordingly_ thev suffer 
from a cross-coupling resonant condi
tion when gvroscop1c and inertial 
forces associated with high roll rates 
overpower normal aerodvnam1c stabi
lizing forces. leading to divergence 
and departure tram controlled flight 
Unlike loss-of-control departures at 
high angles of attack. these cross
coupling departures occur primarilv at 
high speeds and low angles of attack 
where roll rates are h1ghest. Unfortu
nately, if this tvpe of departure does 
occur, the results are usua!lv catas
tropic due to the extremelv high aIr
loads. Even though rolling limitations 
may sometimes seem unnecessar. 
they do have a vet\ 11rm grounding 
based on some verv real problems 
Suitable respect for these i1m1tat1ons 
can go far towards making h1gh 
performance flight safer and more 
en1ovable. So the next :Ime vou hear 
someone grumble about "unnecessaT\ 
rolling restnct1ons. µ0Int out these 
dangers and explain \\·h\ the restric
tions exist After all vou re an expert 
now1 

"THE MORE THINGS CHANGE .•. " 

Whether this uccident in /<JOQ ,., r<lmous 
eurfr uircru(r Jcsij!ncr A. \". Roe·s 1irs1 
tripiane muy hu,-c rt's:.t!teJ(mm u .... -h(t(er.:ii/1. 
mll·co11pling. ur vther dfr<'rg,·,,ce is lust f11 

u1·iution unt1q11ity. Howevc, .. \ff". ¾"..rik.-r·s 
anide lwre r,•m111Js toduy ·s ,/t.'f drn·ers th,u 
the\" urc Jus/ us m11,·h u1 th,· mcrc_v o( the 
im~1u1ubk luws o(physics ,mJ .ierudv11um1cs 
u:. w,·rc th,• ,.,.".\· _1irs1 /~w•rs. bi.: .. -uh rt!s11lts 

u/ie11 nut us ,•usy _fur the pilot 111 rah· us rhis 
(m,· ,·,·iJentl\- was' 

(Phuw u:.eJ c"un(·s,· o/ FLIGHT l.\"T£RA.4· 
TIO/I.Al MAGAZ/.\T 1 
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(PUBLJSHED 1978) F-15 ACCELERATION LIMITATIONS.J 
The rugged F-15 airframe has been certified for a service life span of from 25 to JO years - it's possible that your son could -1 

two decades from now strap into the same Eagle you're flying today! Whether that actually happens however, depends on 
the care and handling you give that airframe in day-to-day operations at the present time. The following two articles 
describe some situations that can cause an Eagle to "age prematurely;" and what you can do to make sure your F-15 is ready 
when your son is .. 

Back in 1972, when we first started 
flying the F-15, it became immediately 
apparent that we had a super-agile 
bird, very well suited to the name 
"Eagle.·· It was forecast at that time 
that a major problem in service use 
would be how to tame the young 
lions - i.e., produce aggressive; max 
performance fighter pilots without 
literally clipping their wings through 
excessive C limitations. Alternatives 
such as placards or administrative 
controls are not too palatable, but 
neither are the end results from over
G's: shortened aircraft service life, or 
worse yet, a build up of structural 
fatigue that brings on the coup de 
grace - structural failure. 

In the Category I test program, 
aircraft loads were measured during 
the structural demonstration flights. 
As a fallout of these test points, stick 
force/G and available load factors 
were determined, essentially through
out the envelope. As should be 
expected for an aircraft with relatively 
high turning capability at low speeds, 
there is sufficient "G" available at 
optimum maneuvering airspeeds to 
literally "pull the wings off." That's 
simply a basic fact of life for a fighter 

airplane with a high lift wing and tail 
power to match. 

For general interest, the maneuver 
used in flight test to set up these 
unsymmetrical acceleration test 
points, hopefully with a high degree of 
control over the variables involved, is 
a Rolling Pull Out (RPO). The RPO is 
basically a bank-to-bank roll at a given 
load factor, lateral stick, airspeed, and 
altitude. Getting these parameters to 
come together simultaneously, and 
stay together during the maneuvers, is 
the tricky part. In an RPO, the test 
pilot establishes a wind-up turn at the 
desired conditions, then comes 
straight across with the stick either 
one-half or full, for the lateral contri· 
bution. if you do it just right (and the 
flight records will tell the story in 
minute detail), you will have intro
duced full lateral stick in less than 0.2 
seconds, while maintaining exactly 
the same longitudinal stick force/ 
position. For some flight conditions, 
this is a relatively simple task -
others are a lot dicier, particularly at 
high airspeed and low altitude, whP.re 
the aircraft is extremely responsive in 
pitch. Roll-to-pitch coupling can also 
be present in varying degrees to help 

you overshoot the target G, so a 
graduated build-up to the desired end 
point is always pursued. It should be 
obvious by now that we treat these 
points with respect, and the reasons 
are twofold - difficulty of hitting the 
test conditions without overshooting 
and the ramifications of overshooting. 

Whether we overstress any given 
aircraft during test flying or it occurs 
out in service use, the end results are 
the same, namely increased costs. 
Short term costs include unscheduled 
maintenance in the form of inspec• 
tions and repairs, plus the inevitable 
reduced aircraft availability. The 
major long term effects will be 
decreased service life for the entire 
airframe, and the accompanying cost 
of premature replacement. 

In care you're skeptical about the 
frequency or magnitude of G over· 
stress, take a close look at the two 
charts that J.T. discusses in Figure 4 of 
the next article; I think you'll be 
shocked! (At least I hope you will be1) 

I can't urge you strongly enough to log 
all excessive G excursions; after 
scrutinizing the charts I'm sure you'll 
agree with me why. Since most 
aircraft don't have Signal Data 

-
F- 15 71-28J was used for Care gory I Load Tesu at Edwards AFB. This was Eagle #4, and the first with raked wing tips. Painted blact lffles 
on wing and verticm fin were photographed from camera mounted in aft cockpit. From thi.s film, wing and fin deflection could be measured.. 
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THE COLD HARD FACTS 
Recorders installed, the burden is on 
us, the pilots, to track these events. 
The burden is also on us to observe 
the limits and minimize the over
shoots. There are ways to do this for us 
through the control system, but most 
pilots find that approach distasteful. 
Program management also finds it 

expensive, so the ball is still in our 
court. 

If projected life cycle costs so 
justify, a mini-computer program may 
eventually be developed to compute 
instantaneous load factor limit, and to 
provide visual and aural warning as 
that limit is approached. That option 

isn't cheap either, so it's still the 
responsibility of each and every one 
of us to know and observe the design 
limits of the aircraft. So much for my 
sennon; Mr. Johnston will now lay on 
some technical support for my 
exhortations. 

r,G,a 
After recently reviewing the load 

factor (nz) levels from F-15 service 
usage and after discussions with sev
eral pilots, we feel it's time for a 
review of the Dash-1 Acceleration 
Limitations and in particular the dif
ference in the symmetrical and un
symmetrical flight limits. For starters, 
Figure 1 is a reproduction of the Sym
metrical and Unsymmetrical Accelera
tion Limitation Charts from the Flight 
Manual. In order to simplify the pilot's 
task of remembering the limits, the 
charts are uncluttered with different 
configurations and speeds. What the 
pi lot can do and cannot do is pretty 
obvious. 

Recapitulation of the number of 
exceedances of acceleration limita
tions, from data available to us, and 
the level of load factors presently 
being experienced with the F-15, gives 
us cause for deep concern. We under
stand the ease with which the aircraft. 
can be maneuvered to extreme load 
factors, but if we expect to keep these 
"Eagles" flying for the next several 
decades, pilots will have to back off 
from these high G's today. So much 
for that. 

Before we look at some of our 
service data, let's define symmetrical 
and unsymmetrical maneuvers -

• Symmetrical: Those flight condi
tions which load the airframe up due 
to angle of attack {AOA) only. That is, 
no lateral stick or roll is involved. A 
typical aircraft wing loading for sym
metrical maneuvers is shown in Figure 
2. 

• Unsymmetrical: Those flight 
conditions where roll or yaw angles 
are generated, such as rolling and 

" ... if we expect to keep these 
"Eagles" flying for the next several 
decades, pilots will have to back off 
from these high G's today ... " 
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FIGURE 1 • ACCELERATION LIMITATIONS 
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FIGURE 2 - TYPICAL SYMMETRICAL WING LOADING 

sideslip maneuvers. When roll is intrer 
duced into the maneuvers, the wing 
loading is a combination of loadings 
from angle of attack, aileron deflec
tion, roll damping, roll acceleration, 
and inertial loads from load factor. All 
of these various loadings are shown 
in Figure 3. 

In defining the structural require
ments, all possible combinations of 

these loadings are investigated for un
symmetrical maneuvers executed 
between a minus 1 and plus 5.86 G's 
(80% symmetrical). The purpose of 
the reduced load factors for unsym
metrical maneuvers is to account for 
"delta" (change in) loading resulting 
from the unsymmetric parameters-de
scribed in Figure 3. This technique has 
proven to produce the optimum air-

frame structural weight. 
As long as the pi lot observes the 

published acceleration limits for sym
metrical and unsymmetrical maneu
vers, aircraft loading will remain with
in design limits. However, numerous 
cases of excessive G, and in particular 
excessive unsymmetrical G limits, 
have been observed. Figure 4 shows 
the results of data reduced from one 
F-15 during 105 flight hours. The facts 
s!iow that the aircraft has exceeded 
both symmetrical and unsymmetrical 
limits at least once every other flight 
(ironically this aircraft never had an 
"over-C" reported). The Symmetrical 
limit Chart shows 59 occurrences of 
the aircraft being over- C'd; the 
Unsymmetrical limit Chart shows 
55 occurrences 

let me explain how this information 
is obtained. One in five F-15s is 
equipped with a Signal Data Recorder 
Set (SDRS). This black box contin
uously records twenty-one measurands 
whenever the aircraft is on internal 
power. The purpose of this recorder is 
to measure the parameters for calcu
lating loads to be used in the service 
life analysis. (For those who may be 
interested, the SDRS and its part in the 
F-15 fatigue tracking program was 
discussed in DIGEST Issue 5/1977.) 

FIGURE 3 - AERODYNAMIC AND INERTIAL WING LOADINGS 

AERODYNAMIC LOADINGS INERTIAL LOADINGS 

""a.'""''o,_, . .,.~ ~ 
~ w~-.o.eroeo,a,.ro, 

"""'''"'ro.-.Defuo~o ~ 
~. ~ . ' Loading Due to Roll Acceleration 

Loading Due to Roll Damping 
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The instrument used by the pilot to 
determine if the acceleration limits 
have been exceeded is the cockpit 
accelerometer (G Meter) shown in 
Figure 5. For simplicity, only two 
posjtive G units are referenced, a 7.3 
at 37,400 pounds and a 5.1 at 53,300 
pounds. The allowable load factors for 
all other weights are found on the 
Acceleration Limitation Chart (Figure 
1). An important point for pilots to 
remember is that for high acceleration 
rates the cockpit accelerometer will 
indicate a lower C force than the 
aircraft is actually undergoing 
{because of the distance from the 
cockpit accelerometer to the aircraft's 
actual center of gravity). With this in 
mind, it is of extreme importance that 
all over-G incidents be reported during 
debriefing. 

For positive load factor exceedance 
there are two types of inspections, a 
simple minimum effort type for 
exceedance between 7 .3 and 8 G's and 
a more detailed inspection for exceed
ance above 8 G's. These acceleration 
limits are for symmetrical maneuvers; 
for unsymmetrical maneuvers, the 
acceleration limits are 80% of the 
symmetrical. 

For ease in determining what type 
inspection will be accomplished when 
the aircraft has been over-C'd, it is 
helpful to maintenance personnel to 
know the approximate weight of the 
aircraft at the time the over-G event 
occurred. This information can save 
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FIGURE 4-SIGNAL DATA RECORDER SET 
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them hours of unnecessary work. 80% symmetrical load factor limit 
when executing roll maneuvers, Eagles 
will be around for a long time to 
come. 

In conclusion, if we keep those load 
factors within limits, particularly at 
supersonic speeds, and observe the 

FIGURE 5- COCKPIT ACCELEROMETER 

+7.36 - MAXIMUM POSITIVE LOAD FACTOR AT 37,400 POUNDS OR BE· 
LOW. 

'5.16 - MAXIMUMPOS!TIVELOAD FACTOR AT 53.300 POUNDS. 

ZERO G - ZERO G EXCEPT TRANSIENT PROHIBITED. 

-Z.O G - MAXIMUM NEGATIVE LOAD W!Tll TANKS OR 
AIR-TO-GROUND STORES. 

-3.0 G - MAXIMUM NEGATIVELOAD FACTOR ATJ7.4IIO POUNDS OR 
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BELOW WITHOUT TANKS OR AIR-TO-GROUND STORES. 

REFER TO ACCELERATION LIMITATIONS 
FOR ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS. 

NOTE 
THE ACCELEROMETER INDICATES UPTO 16 LOW WHEN 
PULL-IN RATES ARE HIGH 11 G /SEC OR MOREi. THE G 
INDICATIONS ON THE HUD ARE ACCURATE. 
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26 October 1984 was a red-letter day 
1 for iv,cDon:ieli Aircraft Company and 
· :::le U:-iite::! Stztes Air Force. It was on 

!:"at brig!l~, sur.shinv dav at Tynda!I Air 
Fcrce Sa5e, Florida. that the F-~ S Eagle 
air superiority ~ighter officially became 
.:.:! "!""'!i1'iiori2ire .. - reached a million 
hcu~:.; in the air! 

1,Vh~r. General Jer0me F. O'Mallev. 
!1€'A commander of the Air Force Tac
t!cai Air Commar.d, and Lieutenant 
Colone! Paui Hester, 94th Tactical 
fighter Squadron operations officer, 
!anded ;:."! 50 S.'f\l 80-057 at Tyndall, 
they were fifteen minutes into the 
second r.:iliion hours. c,.fter a one hour 
fifteen rr'!inute flight from Langley Air 
F-0rce B2se. Virginia. With more than 
800 aircraft operating from 14 loca
tions around the world, Eagle flight 
hour# or,e million could actually have 
oc:tJrreC at anv number of places, but 
what more aporopriate location and 
symbolic situation than Tyndall AFB 
2.nC: the concluding ceremonies for 
''Niliia-r. ..,-e:: ~984"? 

:=--ts·s r.ave been operational at Tyn
dal[ to~ a.pproximately a year, and are 
being flown there by the 325th Tactica: 
lra1ning \'v!ng. F-75's from around the 
w:::::rid w~~e temporarily at Tyndall to 
pa,--:.ic;;:iate for just th~ second time in a 
Williar-: Tel! air-t0-2ir weapons competi
!.ior.. A~!erition cf the entire fighter air
craf: cornmunity was therefore focused 
er: t:"le aerial event underway at this nor
t'":ern Flor1c3 b;:;.se. and on this oarticular 
Cay ail eve~- c.t Tvndall were ~n the big 
re::! aople" painted on the ;arr.p as 
C~r!eac.1 o·.v.adey exper.:ly brought his 

- I .• ,, 

Eagle to a stop at that exact point, for a 
form a I color guard reception. 

It took just one month short of ten 
years of operational service for the F-15 
to reach its millionth flight hour; 
November 1974 saw the airplane 
dedicated to squadron service with the 
555th TFTS at Luke AFB, Arizona. In its 
first decade of utilization, the Eagle 
has become the "safest'' fighter in avia
tion history - only four aircraft have 
been lost per 100,000 flight hours. In 
accepting a plaque from MCAIR in 
recognition of its accomplishments, 
General O'Malley said, "The F-15 a 
super performer. It has exceeded every 
goal we set for the airplane and is the 
safest fighter aircraft we've ever flown 
It is a testament to the high state of Air 
Force readiness today, and a center
piece of american technology and 
know-how." ■ 

General O'Malley accepts "million hour·· p'4que 
from William S. Ross, MCAIR vice president and 
general manager, F-15 program. 
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In the article "P, G, and n2 " (Issue 
1/78 of the DIGEST), I noted that the 
F-15 cockpit accelerometer {G-Meter) 
indicates a different G than the actual 
Gs at the aircraft center of gravity 
(CG) during accelerated maneuvers. 
Since publication of that article, 
inquiries from the field have been 
received, asking why this is so, and if 
the Gs displayed on the Head Up 
Display (HUD} are correct. 

An explanation of the location and 
characteristics of the F-15 acceler
ometers may help in answering these 
questions. As illustrated above, there 
are three devices in the F-15 which 
provide "load factor" information -
the G-Meter (gage/pointer) on the 
cockpit left main panel; a digital 
readout in window #8 of the HUD 
display; and an exceedance counter 
set inside Door 6R. All three operate 
from accelerometers located at var-

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
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ACCEnT on ACCElEROfflETERS 
ious distances from the true aircraft 
center of gravity; and it is this 
"distance" which governs accuracy 
and reliability of the information 
provided. If you could pick up these 
three Eagle instruments at the local 
department store, you might find 
them offered for sale as "Good," 
"Better," and "Best" in terms of the 
value of the acceleration G load data 
offered to pilots and maintenance 
personnel. But before I get into 
details, let me remind you strongly 
that, regardless of the relative accu
racy of the three devices, they all 
provide information that must not be 
ignored for all three are charting the 
"lifestyle" of your F-15 as it progresses 
toward a long (or shorter) life. 

The cockpit accelerometer used in 
the F-15 (and the F-4) is a mechanical 
device, consisting of a pointer 
attached to a spring and mass to 
indicate the level of local accelera
tion. The readings indicated by the 
instrument are fine as long as there are 
no angular accelerations (rotational 
motion of the aircraft about its center 
of gravity resulting from rapid pitch
ing maneuvers). 

The accuracy of the cockpit accel
erometer for high performance aircraft 
has been questioned as far back as the 
early days of the Phantom. This led to 
the caution note in the F-4 Flight 
Manual, explaining that the accel-

erometers may read ½Clow, possibly 
lower when pull-in rates are high. In 
the F-15 Flight Manual, the discrep
ancy is 1C. 

The f-15 cockpit G-Meter is located 
at f .S. 277.4, some 24 feet ahead of 
the aircraft CG, which makes it 
extremely sensitive to any aircraft 
angular accelerations (Figure 1). To 
illustrate the difference between 
G-Meter reading and the CG load 
factor, the graph (figure 2) shows a 
portion of a test run which had high G 
rates (angular acceleration). This dif
ference is principally due to the term 
4 nz = Qr/g where "Q" is the pitching 
acceleration and "r" is the distance 
from the aircraft CG to the instrument 
mass CG. There are other factors 
which will also contribute to the er
roneous readings given by production 
cockpit accelerometers, such as static 
friction in the pointer and drag of the 
maxG hand. 

G data displayed on the HUD is 
obtained from acceleration informa
tion provided via the Central Com
puter. The CC receives a signal from 
the Lead Computing Gyro set, which 
has its accelerometer located in the 
avionics bay in the forward fuselage at 
f.S. 316.3. This display is somewhat 
more accurate than that 'presented by 
the cockpit G-Meter because it does 
not have mechanical friction or 
pointer drag to contend with, and 

By J. T. JOHNSTON/sec-non Chief Loads 

because its accelerometer is more 
than three feet closer to the aircraft 
CG. But again, there is an error factor 
because of the actual distance be
tween accelerometer and CG. 

Due to its proximity to the aircrah 
CG, the most accurate acceleration 
readings on the F-15 are registered by 
the exceedance counter acceler
ometer. This instrument is located in 
the right hand main landing gear 
wheel well, and is just inches from the 
aircraft CG. The information it regis
ters is transmitted to, and recorded 
on, the exceedance counter located 
behind door 6R of all F-15A/B aircraft, 
and on a Signal Data Recording Set 
(SDRS) tape cassette installed in every 
fifth aircraft. This is the source of the 
most detailed acceleration data on the 
Eagle. 
Editor's Note: As the DIGEST was 
going to press, the finishing touches 
were being put to a video tape titled 
"THE OVERLOADED EAGLE." An 
expansion of the articles on F-15 
acceleration limitations by Pat Hen')' 
and J- T. Jo••nston that appeared in our 
first 1978 issue, this is an excellent 
film of particular interest to those of 
you out there concerned with prolong
ing the structural life of the Eagles. 
The Air Force tape number is CVT
F-lSA-11 K00-1, and it should be at all 
F-15 using organizations around the 
latter part of December. ■ 

FIGURE 1 - INCREMENTAL LOAD FACTOR DUE TO PITCHING ACCELERATION 
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~ f-~15 - _··ows·· ,_, _ _!__L.JC'_ 
(PUBLISHED 1981) PROTOTYPE: TE:STING 

6y CAPTAIN RICHARD BANHOLZER 1422nd Fighter Weapons Squadron., Nellis AFB, Ne110.da 

During the past year, the Opera
tional, Testing, & Evaluation (OT&E) 
section of the 422nd Fighter Weapons 
Squadron, Nellis AFB, Nevada, has 
been testing a prototype Aural-Warn
ing device known as the Overload 
Warning System (OWS). The system 
was designed and built by McDonnell 
Aircraft Company for production in
corporation into the F-15 and will be 
retrofitted in all F-15s in service. 
Evaluating McDonnell's latest black 
box was a pretty interesting program 
for us because it was a problem area 
that has existed since the Eagle hit the 
field, and I'd like to tell you a little 
about it 

OVERLOAD PROBLEM 

The extreme maneuverability and 
high energy states attainable by air
craft such as the F-15 require the pilot 
to have extreme "G" awareness 
throughout an engagement. Currently, 
the operational employment of the 
F-15 is hampered by the absence of 
both a mechanization capable of 
providing the pilot with accurate 
heads-up real-time load factor moni
toring, and a system for warning him 
of an impending over-G situation. The 
pilot does have a Heads Up Display 
(HUD) readout and the standard cock-

pit accelerometer, but both offer only 
relative accuracies, do not show G at 
the aircraft center of gravity, and are 
not always in his field of view 

The acceleration limits shown in the 
DASH ONE do not thoroughly represent 
the F-15 capabilities. Symmetrical 
acceleration limitations at gross 
weights below 37,400 pounds are 
constrained by Air Force specifications 
limiting the aircraft to 7.33 Gs. This 
safety factor is needed because it is 
difficult for the pilot to ascertain 
where In the C envelope he is 
operating due to changing roll rate, 
Mach Number, altitude, gross weight, 
etc. The OWS wi!I, by a series of tone 
and voice warnings, inform the pilot 
when he is on the threshold of 
cverloading the aircraft structurally. 

Additionally, when the aircraft ex
ceeds T. 0. acceleration limits, main
tenance workload is adversely impact
ed by manhours required for over-G 
inspection Many times these inspec
tions are conducted on the pilot's 
"best guess" on what his flight condi
tions were at the time of the over-G. 
The OWS will provide maintenance 
with an aid in determining inspections 
needed in the event of an overload. 
An onboard computer will indicate 
which component of the structure has 
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been overloaded. These parameters 
can also be called up by the pi lot and 
displayed on the Air Nav1gat1on Mul
tiple Indicator (ANMI)_ A sample 
display can be seen in the photo 
below. This information will be used 
to determine what to inspect and to 
what degree, thus greatly reducing the 
manhours to inspect the aircraft after 
an overload condition has occurred 

OT&E 

MCAI R developed several prototype 
OWS warning mode systems, and our 
OT&E was conducted to determine 
what type of tone and/or voice 
combination wa~ preferable and at 
what percentages of maximum allow
able load limit the warnings should 
occur. The first system tested provided 
the pilot with one of three cockpit
selectable options, all of which initia
ted a warning at 85 percent of the 
maximum allowable load. One option 
(all voice) was eliminated because the 
pilot was unable to determine where 
he was in the 85 to 100 percent range. 
In the other two options, there was a 
distinct tone/voice change at the 95 
percent point, but the pilot was 
unable to determine how much he 

(CominuedonPage 50) 

Laboratory test simulation of OWS digital 
display system on ANMI. Although data can 
be called up by pilot. primary use of cockpit 
instrument is to inform maintenance person
nel what to inspect and to what degree 
components have been overloaded in flight. 
Data comes from Central Computer. First 
column shows load factors (Nz) associated 
with percentages of overload (O\II) in second 
column. (Decimal points are omitted in first 
column - 103 indicates 10.3 load factor.) 
Remaining six columns are the components 
monitored by OWS - fuselage, wing, left 
tail, right tail. e:rternal stores, and conformal 
tank. Single digit numen·cal values are 
ap~mations of degree of component 
overloads - numeral 1 indicates overload 
berween JOO and 109%; 2is between 110 and 
119%, etc. Incidentally, we sincerely hope 
the Eagle pilot never sees overload numbers 
as high as our laboratory simulation indi• 
cotes: the overload warning tone/voice sys· 
tem would have alerted him long before 
numbers like these would show up.' 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 



O\JE:RLO~D WARNING SYSTE:M 

€NGIN€€RING APPRO~Clt (PUBLISHED 1981 ) 

By J.F. KUNZELMAN/Technical Specialisr. and J.T. JOHNSTON/ Branch Chief. Loads 

It's unlikely that the "G" meter in 
fighter aircraft will ever be replaced, 
but there are better things on the 
horizon. In the not too distant future, 
the F-15 Eagle will have an "Overload 
Warning System" (OWS) aboard. This 
new system will audibly warn the pilot 
that he is approaching the aircraft 
structural limits; tell him if a structural 
limit has been exceeded; and inform 
the ground crew afterward what com
ponent was overloaded and how 
severely. No more guess work! 

Notice, we used the word "over
load" in lieu of "over-G." This is 
important since for any given G level, 
the loads imposed on the aircraft 
structure can vary drastically depend
ing upon such factors as: Mach 
Number, aircraft configuration, and 
degree of lateral stick input. Ironi
cally, while data compiled from the 
Signal Data Recorder (SDR) tells us 
that the F-15 airframe is being over
loaded in certain regions of the flight 
envelope, reseNe structural capability 
exists throughout a large percentage 
of the envelope which is not being 
used effectively. SDR information also 
verifies that a significant number of 
over-C conditions are not being re
ported, most likely because they 
cannot be recognized. A typical case 
involves training with a centerline 
tank aboard (heavy aircraft), initial 
engagement at transonic speed around 
15,000 feet, yank and bank for an 
AIM-9 shot. DASH ONE limits under 
these conditions for unsymmetrical 
maneuvers are around 5.0 G (Figure 
1).Training close to home is partly 
responsible, but we've yet to see a 5.0 
G writeup regardless of the cause. 

For those skeptics who dislike new 
gadgets in the aircraft and think the 
OWS is a quick fix to stop abuse of the 
aircraft, it should be noted that as far 
back as 1969 studies were conducted 
for the US Air Force to show the F-15 
load factor capability throughout the 
flight envelope based on various 
criteria. Most of you are familiar with 
the varying F-4 aircraft load factor 
handbook limits which range from 6.0 
to 8.5. The F-15 was designed to 7.33 G 
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at the critical speed and altitude 
within the flight envelope. As a result, 
reserve capability in terms of higher G 
limits is available elsewhere. Based on 
results of a thorough test program, it is 
now time to unleash the Eagle and let 
it fly to these known capabilities. The 
OWS is designed to provide this 
capability to the pilot while at the 
same time providing protection for 
the airframe. 

Conceived as a means of addressing 
both the operational and maintain
ability aspects of the over-G problem, 
OWS is designed to provide a system 
that monitors all parameters (Mach, 
altitude, roll rate, lateral stick dis
placement, normal load factor, ex
ternal stores loading, and total fuel 
quantity) necessary to continuously 
determine aircraft structural overload 
conditions. It will then provide timely 
alerting to the pilot of an impending 
overload situation through the use of 
an Aural Tone Generation System, as 
discussed in these two articles. 

The core of the OWS is in the 
Central Computer and the new Pro
grammable Signal Data Processor 
(PSDP). This new PSDP will gather 
additional information from such 
equipment as the Roll/Yaw and Pitch 
Computer, Fuel Quantity Indicator. 

and Armament Control Set, and trans
mit this data to the Central Computer 
The Central Computer, with its existmg 
information (speed, altitude, etc.) and 
reprogrammed aerodynamic and in
ertial data for computing forces acting 
on the aircraft, will continuously and 
in real time (20 times a second) 
generate the aircraft structural loading 
state. If a loading condition exceeds 
the 85 percent level, a message is sent 
to the PSDP to turn on the warning 
tone. An upper C limit of 9.0 has been 
included to protect the large mass 
items (engines, AMAD, etc.) from 
being overloaded 

McDonnell funded the OWS pro
gram and started hardware develop
ment of the OWS back in 1978 
MCAIR test pilots evaluated the 
system and pressed for further devel
opment. When data from F-15 opera
tional units made it apparent that a 
warning system was needed, a proto
type was available which could be 
tested. The USAF funded a test pro
gram for evaluation under simulated 
combat conditions at Nellis AFB. This 
allowed the system to be tested in the 
environment necessarv to optimize 
the warning system 

( Continued on Page 51) 

FIGURE 1-ACCELERATION LIMITS (UNSYMMETRICAL MANEUVERS) .. .. .. 
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was above 95 percent. This led to a 
three-step system - a 4 HZ inter
rupted tone at 85%, 10 HZ interrupted 
tone at 95%, and a voice "over-G" at 
100% 

The next phase was to optimize the 
percentages at which the various 
warnings came on. We did not want 
the warnings on so early as to be a 
nuisance {as we found with the 
all-voice system), but we needed them 
on earlv enough to give sufficient 
warning of an impending overload. 
Through the use of Signal Data Recor
der (SOR) information from past 
AIMVAL/ACEVAL trials, and from Air 
Combat Maneuvering Instrumentation 
( .\(Ml) sorties with the prototype 
OV✓S, it was found that pilots average 
about a seven percent overshoot from 
the first warning during a moderate C 
onset rate. More specifically, if the 
pilot is in a smooth pull with increasing 
G and the initial warning comes on at 
6.5 Gs. he will normally react and 
arrest the Gs onset around 7Gs. 
{Remember that this is an average 
figure, and this system will not pre
vent a two-handed snatch over--C). 
With these figures as a basis, the final 
percentages were established as the 
initial tone at 85% design limit load; 
the second tone at 92% design limit 
load, and the third "over-G over-G" 
voice warning at 100% design limit 
load. 

During the Nellis program, the OWS 
was tested in many operational sce
narios. We started with single ship 
ca!:bration and verification flights, 
progressed to 1 V 1 pilot familiari
zation flights and finally conducted a 
four-month flight evaluation involving 
2 V 2, 2 V many, communication 
saturation, and Red Flag sorties. To 
determine if there was any audio 
interference, the system was evaluated 
against other tones in the aircraft such 
2.s AIM-9L, Radar Warning Receiver 
[RWR), Ground Controlled Intercep
tion [CCI), and the departure warning 
tones. 

RESULTS 
It was found that the warning tones 

or voice do not cut out any cockpit 
audro. They do however, add another 
inout to pilot workload which we 
became accustomed to after one or 

two flights with the system. The 
important factor was that pilots began 
to rely on OW5 as an aid to flying their 
aircraft. Typical pilot debrief com
ments were: 

• "It allowed me to be more aggres
sive with the aircraft." 

• "It gave me the extra G l needed 
to get my pipper on him." 

• "I could concentrate on tracking 
him and not worry about looking at 
the HUD G meter." 

• "I was surprised at how easily an 
over-C can occur in the transonic 
Mach regime." 

• "I could perform a break turn at 
maximumG." 

• "I never realized how many F-15s 
I really over G'd and never knew it." 

It was shown that the roll rate 
required to start decreasing the sym
metrical limit was veryhardtoachieve. 
It sometimes required lifting one's leg 
to get the stick against the lateral stop 
(a good trick at 6 or 7 Gs in an 
air-to-air engagement), but we did find 
it easy to achieve maximum-C shortly 
after takeoff in the critical transonic 
regime (a normal start engagement 
condition). We found the 9-G aircraft 
limit was rarely needed during an 
engagement, and when it was, it was a 
super energy/pilot depleting ma
neuver. (For you former F-4 jocks, you 
can compare it to the slats on the 
F-4E: they're there if you need them, 
but only when you can afford the 
resulting energy depletion.) 

Some pilots found that they tended 
to use more G than was necessary to 
perform an optimum maneuver. A 
good example of this occurred in the 
butterfly dart pattern and was docu
mented on ACMI. Without the OWS, 
most pilots initiated a 6 to 7 G turn 
when cleared to fire. This G loading 
was then reduced as the turn prog
ressed, resulting in a relatively high 
energy state at the 180 degree of turn 
point. With OWS, initially, most pilots 
pulled to the 95 percent tone warning 
and held it throughout the turn, 
resulting in a very quick 180 degree 
turn, but a very low energy state at the 
end. This necessitated an acceleration 
maneuver and subsequent straight 
line flight path across the circle to 
reach firing parameters. It should be 
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remembered that the OWS warns that 
you are approaching "maximum C" 
and not necessarily "optimum C" for 
the maneuver being performed. 

While the OWS should be used only 
as an aid, and not change the way the 
F-15 is employed, it will be a welcome 
addition to the F-15 Weapons System 
for many reasons. It will be added to 
the aircraft with no additional cockpit 
switches and no additional aircraft 
weight. It will not only enhance the 
tactical utility of the F-15 by expand
ing the operational flight envelope, 
but will also provide Maintenance 
with more accurate information on 
aircraft loading and reduce inspection 
requirements. Pilots will not require 
additional sorties for familiarization 
once the OWS is installed in their 
aircraft. The bottom line is that it will 
tell you positively when the aircraft is 
approaching a structural overload 
condition and should be treated 
accordingly. 

In closing I'd like to pass on a 
significant bit of advice and infor
mation for those of you who may 
consider "punching off' an over 7.33G 
reading because it's a 9G aircraft -
DON'T' Without the OWS installed, 
your F-15 Eagle is restricted, rightfully, 
to current DASH ONE limitations. ■ 

Captain Richard ·'Dick'· Banholzer is a 
test pilot assigned to the 422nd Fighter 
Weapons School. Nelli.s AFB. Nevad.a. He 
has over 2400 flight hours in the F-4£ and 
F-15aircraft, and is currently aHigned to the 
F-15 Operational. Testing, & Evalll4rion 
section of the FWS. He graduated from the 
Fighler Weapons School in 1977, and the 
USAF Test Pilots School. Edwards AFB. 
California in 1978. 
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The OWS is patterned with both the 
pilot and ground crew in mind. For the 
pilot, there will be no new switches or 
gadgets. The warning tones have been 
set to limits which will give ample 
warning but not become a nuisance. 
There are no mechanical limits in the 
system, so if the need arises you can 
ham-fist it till your socks fall down. 

For the ground crew, overload 
inspection will be much more simpli
fied. There will be no need to go to a 
T.O. to see if the aircraft was really 
overloaded. There will be no need to 
inspect the entire aircraft if only a 
portion of the structure, such as the 

tail surface or wing pylon, was over
loaded. There wi 11 be no need to do a 
teardown of the aircraft if the aircraft 
was overloaded by a few percent. A 
readout on the Air Navigation Mul
tiple Indicator (ANMI) will tell you 
directly what, where, and how much 
must be inspected. We'll still show the 
Gs too, but the nitty-gritty will be 
displayed in percent of allowable 
load, and T.O. inspections will be 
related accordingly. One hundred per
cent, that's the limit regardless of 
the Gs, 

For those of you who think this new 
system will bring on a rash of overload 
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inspections, relax - in over 100 hours 
of flying at Nellis to the expanded 
envelope with the system installed. 
not a single overload was encountered 

The OWS will be installed on all 
production USAF F-15( models serial 
number 80-0033 and up, and F-15D 
models serial number 80-0056 and up. 
Retrofit will be on all F-15A/8 models, 
F-15C models serial numbers 78-0468 
through 80--0032 and F-15D models 
80-0561 through 80-0056. As yet no 
TCTO numbers have been assigned. 
As the finishing touches are put on the 
system and we progress toward pro
duction deliveries late in 1981, more 
details about this airframe-saving 
system will be passed along to you. ■ 

---
Co-author of this article, J.T. Johnston, with two units used in OWS test program. The smaller box on the left is the Voice WanuJlg G,merator .is 
actually installed in the F·JS aircraft. It produces digitally synthesUed voice warning signals associated with engine control. engine. A..~JA.D fin:.·. 
fuel. landing gear, and over-G conditions. Larger 11.nit is a voice warning test box containing switches, volume control. and speaker for et--allla.nng 
quality of signals. Both devices were designed. developed. and fabricated by McDonnell Douglil.s Electronics Company. 
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PILOT'S PRlME:R ON O\IE:RLON) WARNING SYSTE:M ... 

(PUBLISHED 1982) INSIDE: OWS 

MCAIR is in the business of manufac
turing high-strength, high.performance 
fighter airplanes. We've been doing this 
for over 40 years now, but despite their 
designed-in structural integrity, 
every one of our models - from the 
Phantom I in the early 'forties to the 
Hornet in the early 'eighties - could 
be overloaded (and possibly racked up) 
if the pilot did not maintain constant 
awareness and control of the flight 

By PAT HENRY/CJiiefExperimenr4l Test Pilot 

parameters leading to these excessive 
stresses. True enough, but several 
generations of fighter pilots would at
test that this control is much "easier 
said than done." Take the F-15 tor ex
ample. 

Available G in the F-15 is greater 
than the structural limitations of the 
airframe throughout most of the flight 
envelope. With only passive systems on 
board (accelerometer and HUD 
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display) the pilot can easily over-Ci his 
Eagle without realizing it. To avoid go
ing beyond the acceleration limita
tions, he must observe many different 
details, i.e. weight, roll rates, unsym
metrical limits, etc. This can make the 
iob of tracking allowable load limits 
complicated. All this will be eliminated 
by the "OWS." 

The F-15 onboard Overload Warning 
System monitors all parameters relative 
to structural loading of the aircraft. In
puts to the system are computerized 
and then translated into an aural warn
ing, alerting the pilot when he is on the 
threshold of an over-G excursion. The 
system will be a valuable aid that pro
vides cues to help pilots exploit the 
Eagle's capabilities better. The aircraft 
will have the capacity to be flown more 
aggressively - up to 9G's, giving him 
better advantage in combat conditions. 
Additionally, the OWS will be wel
comed by the maintenance complex 
because it will remove guesswork from 
over-C inspections by informing the 
ground crew what has been overloaded 
and to what degree. 

The DIGEST has presented several 
discussions on various aspects of this 
general subiect, beginning back in 
Issue 1178 when Pat Henry, Chief Ex
perimental Test Pilot, and J. T. 
Johnston, Loads Section Chief, 
presented "The Cold Hard Facts of F-15 
Acceleration Limitations." Air Force 
flight testing of the prototype OWS was 
described in Issue 1/81 by Captain Dick 
Banholzer of the 422nd Fighter 
Weapons Squadron at Nellis AFB, 
Nevada. In that same issue, Mr. 
Johnston (along with MCAIR Technical 
Specialist, J. f. Kunzelman) discussed 
the engineering approach behind the 
new warning system. In 1978, Messrs 
Henry and Johnston also collaborated 
in production of a video tape titled 
''The Overloaded Eagle," which was 
made available Air Force-wide. Now 
that OWS is appearing in production 
Eagles and scheduled for all-model F-15 
retrofit, we asked Pat Henry to update 
our readers with some operational in
formation on this highly effective way 
to assure a long and structurillly happy 
life for the Air Force's finest fighter ... 
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With the F-15, the "magic number" 
has alwavs been 7.33. Over the years. 
we have devoted much effort to 
educating pilots concerning the 
significance of that number. and 
thereby reduce the number of over-g 
events. Dire things could happen to the 
airplane (and, administratively, to the 
jock) when you lived beyond your g 
means. Well. with the Overload Warn
ing System (OWS), the magic number is 
now 9 ... maybe. 

We really haven't changed our 
minds, or the airplane. The answer lies 
in the ability to be selective and only go 
to the elevated load factors where the 
airplane can take it. looking at Figure 
1. it becomes immediately apparent 
that the Eagle enjoys a huge chunk of 
envelope where 9 g's are structurally 
permissible if below the basic flight 
design weight of 37 .400 pounds. With 
this envelope programmed in the cen
tral computer and with OWS incor
porated, we can now safely allow the 
airplane to operate at higher g levels 
while reducing the amount of 
maintenance inspections and aircraft 
down time - an absolutely undeniable 
cost/benefit situation! 

The OWS system is now being 
delivered in all new F-15C/D's, starting 
with F-1 SC #182 and D #28 (USAF Se,ial 
Nos. 80-0033 and 80-0056). Retrofit is in 
accordance with TCTO 1 F-15-654/5 and 
will eventually extend back to include 
all operational A/B/C and D · models. 
We here at St. Louis, and some fighter 
types in the field, are just getting ac
quainted with the production system, 
so this article will attempt to describe 
operation of the system as well as some 
problems already noted and in work. 
Please bear in mind that this is a 
dynamic system, and later changes 
may eventually make some of this 
material obsolete. 

Switches, knobs, and Stuff 
The first physical evidence you've 

drawn an OWS equipped bird for your 
mission will be seen during preflight. In 
the nose wheel well, just aft of the 
Avionics Status Panel. is a dedicated 
OWS reset switch (more on this in a 
minute). Once in the cockpit, all will 
look the same until you fire up the 
Head-Up Display and Vertical Situation 
Display. 

The new HUD display (Figure 2) is a 
dead giveaway; Current g's now share 
window 8 with maximum allowable g's. 
{Note the absence of decimal points 
and minus signs; we had to give them 
up to get it all in, but that's no problem 
in flight - if you can't tell the dif
ference between 1.2 g's and 12 g's, 
you're already in trouble!) A word 
about the readouts. Current g's will 
often sit near 1 g, but not right on it. A 
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FIGURE I· F-15 MANEUVERING ENVELOPES 
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MACH NUMBER 

display of 09. 11. or 12 is not uncom
mon; beyond that warrants corrective 
action. As for allowable g's, we don't 
envision that pilots will fly around with 
one eye glued on window 8 to see 
what's permissible during ACM. Over a 
period of time and varied flight condi
tions. however, the readout will change 
in accordance with Figure 1; and pilots 
will inevitably develop a mental pic
ture of their structural envelope. 
Allowable g's displayed are sym
metrical. of course. not rolling g's 

The remainder of the OWS displays 
take place on the VSD. The pilot can 
cue these displays via the Navigation 
Control Indicator keyboard by selec
ting CCC with the Data Select knob. M2 
in the Destination Data window. and 
entering R10 or R11 via the keyboard -
very similar to setting up for HUD film 
titling. Let's say you do this during 
preflight while the Inertial Navigation 
Set is still aligning (although it's done 

the sarr.e way airborne or whenever). 
what you'll see will probably look like 
Figure 3. In some rare instances, it mav 
look something like Figure 4 or 5. with 
leftover data from maintenance action 
or a previous flight - we don"t want to 
make this too easy! 

Figure 6 shows the location of all 
possible data which can show up on the 
VSD. line 1 will be a summary of the 
worst conditions seen during all the 
high g events of the flight (or previous 
flight, perhaps} - the highest load fac
tor. overload percentage, and seventy 
code for all reporting stations. Line 2 
will be the most recent high g event 
recorded (85% design limit load or 
greater). The remaining lines are in 
groups of three and concern them
selves only with a particular reporting 
area such as forward fuselage or wing 
Speaking of severity codes, Figure 8 is a 
tabulation showing what the codes 
mean relative to abusing your bird. The 

FIGURE Z • F-15 HUD DISPLAYS 
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FIGURE 3 • VSD OWS DISPLAY COLUMN HEADINGS 
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ACC = ACCELERATION · LOAD FACTOR 

OVL = PERCENT OF OVERLOAD 

FUS = FORWARD FUSELAGE 

WNG = WING 

LTL = LEn TAIL 

codes are used by maintenance to 
determine specific corrective action. 

There's another new and interesting 
thing to look at on the VSD. Any time 
you select VSD BIT and hold down the 
BIT-Initiate button, you'll bring up the 
display shown in Figure 7. Now while 
doing this, move the control stick with 
your right hand and note that the stick 
force readout changes in proportion to 
vour lateral stick inputs, left and right. 
It it doesn't, something is amiss; and 

RTL ::: RIGHT TAIL 

PYL ::: PYLON 

CFT :: CONFORMAL FUEL TANKS 

MIT = MASS ITEMS 

the OWS may not be seeing lateral 
stick inputs. The OWS automatic_ally 
reduces allowable load factor in pro
ponion to lateral stick, as the method 
of protecting the aircraft from asvm
metric or "rolling" g's. You can readily 
see the advantages of this mechaniza
tion - the full reduction is not imposed 
until full lateral stick is reached. Due to 
different roll rates obtainable at sub
sonic versus supersonic speeds, the 
OWS is programmed for a max reduc-

FIGURE 4 • INITIAL 
CC LOADING DISPLAY 

FIGURES 
AFTER LOADING EVENTS 

lco;1MAnns~n•n.m.cn.-r 
W ICII O O I D 1 t 0 .. 

tion in allowable load factor of 20% 
subsonic and 12% when supersonic. 
Next, still looking at the OWS test pat
tern, compare fuel quantity display 
with your fuel quantity indicator. Nor
mally, you'll seldom see greater than 
100 pound difference. Based on built-in 
tolerances in the fuel quantity system 
and OWS computations, our ex
perience to date shows no need for 
troubleshooting unless the difference 
exceeds 500 pounds. 

FIGURE 6 • OWS RECALL DISPLAY FIGURE 7 • VSD BIT DISPLAY 
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Continuing the Preflight ... 
Having thus amused and amazed 

ourselves while the INS was cooking, 
let's assume the align light is now 
flashing rapidly. As you move the INS 
mode knob from ALIGN to NAV, the 
previousl',-' recorded OWS info (e.g .. 
Figure 5) will automatically clear in 
preparation for this mission's data. If 
you happen to have the OWS display 
on the VSD at this time. you'll see the 
transition to figure 3 

There is one exception - by design. 
Note that line 1 of the Figure 5 OWS 
data shows a severity code of 1 (mat· 
ching a 101 % overload). Any entry 
associated with an overload - severity 
code of 1 or greater - will prevent 
clearing of OWS data from computer 
memory by cockpit switchology alone 
To clear such data requires coordina• 
tion by two people, one in the cockpit 
and the other in the nose wheel well 
The one in the cockpit must first bring 
up the OWS display, via the NCI key
board, using R11 (R10 won't cut it). The 
ground technician can then dear all 
the data by activating the reset switch 
in the nose wheel well for a one second 
or greater period. 

Airborne Operation 
Once airborne, the system will merri

ly compute allowable g's, taking into 
consideration over a dozen parame
ters, such as aircraft gross weight, flight 
conditions, etc., and keep you inform
ed via window 8. Subsonically, you'll 
begin to see allowable g's decrease 
slightly above 0.9 Mach, per Figure 1 
While maneuvering, the OWS will try 
and keep you honest via its modulated 
900 Hz tone - the same one used for 
departure warning when you're flying 
sideways. · 

The aural warning schedule is shown 
in Figure 9. If maneuvering with 9.0 g's 
allowable, the 4 Hz interrupted tone 
should commence at approximately 7.6 
g's (85% of 9 g's), and the step increase 
to 10 Hz interrupt rate at approximate
ly 8.3 g's. (The crossover points - tone 
turn-on and increase to10 Hz- evolved 
through ACM scenario testing by USAF 
pilots with a prototype OWS.) The 

FIGURE 8 - SEVERITY CODES 

Code % Dasign Limit Load 

85TO 100 
100 TO 110 
110 TO 120 
120 TO 130 
130 TO 140 
140 ANO GREATER 
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FIGURE 9- OWS AUDIO OUTPUT 
INTERRUPT RATE 

85% 92% 100% 

DESIGN LIMIT LOAD • 

voice warning is triggered if over 100% 
design limit load is reached (severity 
code of 1 .?r greater) and will say "Over 
g, over g 

During, or right after, some of these 
high g excursions, compare the HUD g's 
and cockpit accelerometer g's with the 
audio. I think you'll find the HUD and 
audio tracking well - they speak the 
truth - and the main instrument panel 
accelerometer significantly low, par
ticularly for rapid pitch rate maneuvers 
(g spikes). You may want to record 
some of these events with the Video 
Tape Recording System selected to 
HUD for closer examination after the 
flight. It's my personal conviction that 
the maneuver tone volume (not cockpit 
controllable) is too low - if I'm going to 
operate right up against the 100% 
design limit load line, I don't want that 
knowledge obscured by UHF inputs. 
That's something that can be adjusted 
if sufficient demand is generated by 
service pilots. 

Negative G's 
So far, only positive g's have been 

addressed, but the OWs will be wat
ching also if you're an unloader. The 
structural problem for the aircraft is 
much less complicated under negative 
g's, so for the most part, the OWS will 
start triggering at85% and 92% of -3 
g's. This isn't a very large band to work 
with (-2.55 to -2.76 g's), so things will 
happen in a hurry. 

We really don't recommend negative 
g maneuvering, even with the help of 
OWS. Some other neat things may hap
pen in this regime - even properly ser
viced AMAD's often suffer generator 
drop-outs beyond -2 g's. If both 
generators drop off, so will the CAS; 
and you're liable to buy a bigger 
negative g step than yoll bargained for 

Program Improvements 
like all new systems, a certain 

amount of debugging has to take place 
as a function of time and in-service ex• 
perience For example, one very 
distracting anomaly has been the false 
triggering of massive indicated 
overloads while cruising peacefully at 
1 g or so. We tracked this problem 
down to some extremely brief. high 
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magnitude transients from the Air D.::.ta 
Computer which would drive the quick
response OWS through the roof while 
being ignored by the flight displays A 
detect sensor and filter has been 
designed and flight tested which will 
desensitize the OWS without sacrific
ing any operational capability ... The 
sensor will identify illogical mputs by 
their abnormally high rate of change 
The filtering will be achieved by ter
minating OWS operation during these 
short-duration spikes. For long-duration 
inputs, which can defeat the short
duration filtering, the OWS will be shut 
down for the remainder of the flight 
after approximately 30 seconds of con
tinuous input. This will handle those 
failures which would trigger a con
tinuous OWS tone or "over-g" 
message. 

As touched on earlier, another area 
of possible improvement 1s the very 
subjective matter of tone volume 
levels. My personal feeling is that when 
depending on these tones to operate at 
or near 100% design limit load. their 
message has to get through, so they 
almost can't be too loud. We also have 
reports that other tone volumes (e.g., 
gear warning, high AOA) are too faint 
to suit many ears, so the entire spec
trum is being investigated on a late 
model F-15C here in St Louis. 

As with all the other systems in the 
aircraft, we are very interested in teed· 
back from service use to help us 
establish our priorities and apply our 
resources; so please let us hear from 
you (Commercial: 314-232·2142; 
Autovon: 263~4). 
"This modification has been submitted 
for USAF approval by ECP-01561C. ■ 
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The DIGEST has presented several 
discussions on the F-15 "Overload 
Warning System" (OWS) in the past two 
years. Two articles in Issue 1/1981 
presented the Air Force prototype test 
program and an engineering analysis of 
the system. After the production 
system was designed and aircraft 
delivered with OWS installed, a third 
article was written in Issue 2n982 to 
familiarize pilots with this new 
capability for utilizing more of the 
Eagle's maneuvering envelope. First 
deliveries of OWS-equipped aircraft 
were to Langley AFB, Virginia, and 
after more than a year's experience, 
pilots there are enthusiastic about the 
system. MCAIR engineering provided 
additional informal information to per
sonnel at Langley during this period; 
and now that more aircraft equipped 
with OWS are being delivered and a 
retrofit with TCTO lf-15-4S5 is being 
accomplished, this informal data has 
been summarized to provide you with 
more on OWS. 

(PUBLISHED 1983) TH€ ~-15 
O\IE:RLOJ:\D WARNING SYSTE:M 

By JAMES W. HAKANSON/Lead Engineer. Technology 

The F-15 Overload Warning System 
(OWS) was developed bv MCAIR to in
crease aircraft maneuvering capability 
without any structural redesign or 
modification. Prior to the OWS, the 
"acceleration limitations" in conjunc
tion with some of the "prohibited 
maneuvers" in the Flight Manual were 
used to protect the airplane structural
ly. These sections in the manual con
tained limits that were a tradeoff be
tween capability and complexity. 
However, since the F-15 has additional 
capability and the CC (central com
puter) has no problems with the com
plexities, we gave the CC the additional 
task of performing real-time inflight 
structural loads analysis 

The central computer continuously 
calculates (approximately 70,000 
operations per second) the forces on 
ten aircraft components (wing, tail, etc) 
and determines the allowable g. The 
computer summarizes this data 
through comparison and reduces the 
output to two numbers - one number 
(/east allowable g's) that is displayed on 
the HUD (head up display) and another 
number (largest percent of allowable 
limit load) that controls tones/voice. 

The allowable g display and its tones/ 
voice scheme were determined as a 
result of prototype testing by the Air 
Force at Nellis AFB, Nevada. (If you're 
interested in details on how this was 
done, you may want to look at the 
previous articles in the Digest.) 

OWS Limits 
Pilots have expressed a need for 

estimating OWS limits for mission plan
ning. To accommodate this need, two 
symmetrical limit charts (Figure 1 and 
2) were developed which are now part 
of the combat performance appendix 
section of the F-15 Flight Manual. One 
chart is required for the airplane and 
one for the interface between the 
airplane and conformal fuel tanks 
(CFT). Remember that asymmetrical 
maneuver limits are always more 
restrictive than symmetrical limits. 
When in the "second tone" (aircraft 
between 92 and 100% allowable limit 
load). g's must be reduced as lateral 
stick force is applied. Additional 
details concerning limits for each of 
the OWS measured components are 
presented below. 

• FUS (Forward Fuselage) - This 
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component should never limit 
maneuvering Its primary purpose is to 
record the severity code in case the 
airplane exceeds 9.0 g's 

• WNC (Wing) - The symmetric 
limits are defined by the DASH ONE 
charts and the symmetric and asym
metric limits are displayed on the HUD. 

• L TL & RTL (Left and Right Horizon
tal Tail) - Critical in the lower right 
hand corner of the envelope for 
negative g maneuvering and rolls when 
CFT's are carried. In this configuration, 
a severity code of greater than one 
would be difficult to achieve. 

• PYL (Pylon) - Critical only for 
asymmetric maneuvers with full tanks 
or BRU-26/A mounted air-to-ground 
stores beyond half lateral stick. The 
allowable load factor is displayed on 
the HUD. (The individual bomb g limits 
are not programmed in OWS; 
therefore, the pilot must observe the 
limitations identified in flight manual 
Figure 5-6.) 

• CFT (Conformal Fuel Tanks) -
The symmetrical limits are described in 
the DASH ONE chart and displayed on 
the HUD. These also apply for asym· 
metrical maneuvers with smooth 
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lateral stick motion. CFT's are critical 
at high speeds/low altitude or for 
abrupt asymmetric maneuvers 

• MIT (Mass Items) - These items 
limit anv maneuver to +9 or -3 g·s. 

OWS System Check 
The OWS utilizes information ob

tained from the avionics systems, 
processes the data in the central com
puter, and activates the tones/voice 
through the integrated communication 
control panel (ICCP). There is no OWS 
"black box" as such and no OWS built
in test (BIT) system is necessary be
cause the avionics which make up the 
OWS have BIT systems. (A block 
diagram of these systems is presented 
in Figure 3.) The philosophy behind this 
design is that when these systems are 
working properly, the OWS is working 
properly. When performing mainte
nance on these systems, a normal 
system check is required but an OWS 
functional check is not. The pilot can 
verify that the OWS is working {in flight 
or on the ground) by observing that: 

• Allowable g's are displayed on the 
HUD and current g's are of reasonable 
value. 

• The armament control panel (ACP) 
displays the actual airplane configura
tion. 

• The systems supplying informa
tion for the OWS are up. These systems 
are of prime importance for flight with 
or without the OWS, and if inoperative, 

RGURE 1 
F-15A/8/C/D 

it would be obvious (for example, (AS. 
airspeed/altitude. and fuel quantity) 

When performing an initiated 1CCP 
BIT. you will not hear "Over G" but 
you will hear "Over" and "G" 
somewhere in the voice sequence. The 
voice warning system employs a 
vocabulary which it recites during BIT. 
The various messages are assembled 
from words or portions of words from 
the vocabulary. The message "Over C" 
uses the "Over" from "Over-Temp" 
and the "G". If the BIT light goes out, 
the tones and voice are present 

A "Closed Loop" ground checkout of 
the OWS can be done if you think rt is 
necessary. It would require hooking up 
a WOW box, A TTU-205, and aircraft 
power. Put one stabilator full leading 
edge up and the other full down. The 
WOW box must be set for weight-off 
wheels and the TTU-205 increased from 
about MACH .4 at sea level to a max
imum of 1.2 at sea level. The tones will 
be heard and the horizontal tail codes 
will appear on the VSO. The voice 
warning will occur for 30 seconds (after 
TCTO 839, continuous before) and 
OWS will then turn off. The Mach 
numbers at which these events happen 
are a function of the AOA probe posi
tion. It is not feasible to activate any 
component other than the horizontal 
tail on the ground. 

lateral stick force and OWS fuel 
quantity are displayed on the vertical 
situation display (VSD) during VSD in-

itiated BIT This prov1d°"s an E'asy wav 
of venfymg these inputs to OWS ThE' 
lateral stick force Is displayed to a 
resolution of 01 pounds: therefore. ,t Is 
normal for the lateral stick force to pt" 
ter, even when not touchmg the stick 
The force should be about 18 pounds at 
either lateral stop The OWS fuel quan
tity should be w1th1n about 800 pounds 
of the fuel quantity indicator 

HUD Allowable g's Display 
Display of the allowable g's on the 

HUD is a tool to assist the pilot 1n using 
the system 1t is a prediction of the g 
level where the aircraft structure will 
be loaded to 100% of the allowable 
limit load. This prediction ts a fairly 
complex task and there is not alwavs 
perfect agreement between allowable 
g's and the g level where the voice ac
tivates The pilot would probably never 
notice this disagreement in flight 
however. it could be seen when review
ing the HUD video tapes The 
tones/voice are based on actual flight 
conditions, not predictions and are the 
prime means of using the system and 
structurally protecting the airplane. The 
tones are activated as a function of 
percent (85% 1st tone and 92% for the 
2nd tone) of allowable limit load. not 
percent allowable g·s displayed on the 
HUD. The allowable g's displaved on 
the HUD are generally reduced during 
asymmetric maneuvers. It is doubtful 
that a pilot could use this feature effec-

FIGURE 2 
F-15C/D WITH CFT 
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FIGURE 3 
OVERLOAD WARNING SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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tively; however, it may be of use in 
post-flight analysis. 

Severity Code l's 
The tones/voice scheme was devised 

in order to permit the pilot to use the 
airplane close to its structural limits 
and yet have sufficient time to check 
the maneuver without structurally 
overloading it. While realizing that 
occasionally the pilot will spill over in
to the Severity Code 1 's unexpectedly, 
we have confidence, based on analysis 
and experience, that it is safe to con
tinue a mission with Code 1 's. (If you 
have recently been chewed out by the 
Ops Officer for bringing home a Severi
ty Code 1, it may be a good idea to 
show him this article.) Here are a 
couple of examples of how a pilot can 
get a Code 1 unexpectedly -

• Holding a constant load factor 
with increasing Mach number in the .9 
to 1 .0 Mach region 

• Holding lateral stick and load fac
tor while decelerating through Mach 1. 

On the other hand, however, it is im
portant not to fly in the voice warning 
region This would lead to overshoots 
of Severity Code 2 and above. It is also 
important to point out that with the 
OWS. structural inspections take on a 
new significance. Structural failure 
and/or deformation can be predicted 
quite accurately since the actual lead 
Is being recorded. Therefore it's recom
mended that you fly the airplane using 
the beepers in order to keep "Betty" 
quiet. If you do spill over and she starts 
squawking and you get only a Severity 
Code 1. MCAIR feels it's OK to press on 
<1nd continue the mission. The RTB 
criteria, however, is established by the 
USAF 

When flying with AIM-7 simulator 

CENTRAL 
COMPUTER 

plugs ("Simplugs") you can subtract 
1 % overload per "Simplug" from the 
wing column. For example, if you get 
112% overload with four "Simplugs" 
aboard the actual overload is 112 -
4x1 = 108%, which in this case is a 
Severity Code of 1 and not 2. This only 
applies to the wing. 

OWS and Conformal Fuel Tanks 
All OWS airplanes are equipped with 

software to accommodate conformal 
fuel tanks with and without missiles. 
CFT's will rarely be the limiting com
ponent, especially if a few thousand 
pounds of fuel have been transferred 
When the CFT's are full and Sparrow 
missiles are carried, the OWS may be 
sensitive to roll acceleration (lateral 
stick slams). The key ingredient here is 
smooth stick motion, trading g's for 
rolling motion when in the tones 

When flying an aircraft configured 
with CFT's, you may notice an increase 
in the number of horizontal tail warn
ings. An airplane with CFT's has an in
crease in nose-up pitch moment which 
cause the stabilators to work harder to 
balance the airplane. These warnings 
will occur at high speed and low 
altitude during rolls and push overs. 

Upgrading the OWS 
As experience was gained with the 

overload warning system, we learned 
several things of importance for both 
aircrews and maintenance personnel. 
As a result, the OWS has been upgrad
ed. Discussed below are changes that 
enhance the system for the pilot and 
for maintenance operations. The 
changes will eliminate some OWS 
squawks and reduce maintenance 
man hours. 
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Shortly after OWS airplanes came 
off the assembly line, it was found that 
some air data computers were capable 
of generating large data spikes. For ex
ample, 50 milliseconds of Mach 3 or a 
- 45 degrees of angle-of-attack (AOA). 
These spikes would result in "over
loads" of 256% with Severity Codes of 
5 while flying in 1 g level flight. To de
sensitize the OWS to high magni
tude/short duration data spikes, TCTO 
1 F-15-839 (Software Changes to the 
Central Computer) was developed. 
Also, it was found that failures could 
occur which would turn on the "Over G 
Over G" voice warning and keep it on 
throughout the flight. With incorpora
tion of the TCTO, the OWS will be 
automatically turned off after 30 
seconds of continuous "Over C Over 
C." Remember any time the OWS HUD 
display is gone, you must observe the 
non-OWS g-limits. A third improvement 
is that if the aircraft is configured with 
external tanks but they are not entered 
in the ACP, or the tank-present signal is 
missing, OWS will be inoperative. 
Therefore, before squawking the OWS, 
check your ACP set-up. 

The overload warning system has 
been used successfully for over a year 
now, and the more pilots learn about 
the system the more confidence they 
have in it and the more capability they 
get out of the airplane. OWS has been 
a big boost for the F-15 Eagle by greatly 
increasing the maneuvering capability 
of the aircraft and reducing mainte
nance. We will continue to keep you 
updated on the system through the 
Digest. ln·the meantime, if there is any 
additional information you desire 
regarding the system, please contact 
your local MCAIR Rep or give us a call. 

■ 
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(PUBLISHED 1974) 

Powering the Eagle 
an Overview of the 

P & WA F100 Engine 
Development and Status 

When the McDonnell F-15 airplane 
took to the air for its first flight on 
27 July 1972, it was also the first flight 
for the Pratt & Whitney FIOO engine. 
Both airplane and engine fared very 
well on that initial excursion, have ex
perienced few growing pains since, and 
are just about ready to drop in on your 
flight lines. Therefore, I thought you 
might be interested in a little history as 
to how we got where we are today with 
the F-15 propulsion system. 

The decision to embark on simul
taneous development of a new airframe 
and a new engine was made back when 
the Eagle was just a collection of lines 
on the drawing board. This unique 
tack could only have been considered 

BY PAT HENRY !Experimental Project Pilot 

for a multi~ngine aircraft with the 
inherent safety factor of a back-up 
engine. It also set the stage for a 
challenging development program, 
which I'll try to summarize for you here. 

Because most of you are new to 
the Eagle, a general description of its 
propulsion system might be in order 
first. The F-15 propulsion system con
sists of the air inlet system, the basic en
gine (sometimes referred to as the "core" 
or "gas generato('), low pressure com
pressor (fan), afterburner, and the jet 
fuel starter (JFS). In handbook prose, 
the FIOO engine is a low bypass, high 
compression ratio, dual spool, aug
mented turbofan. 

Looking aft in order of appearance 
we see the low pressure compressor, 
which is a three stage "fan," followed 
by the high pressure compressor pro
viding ten more stages of compression. 
Approximately 35%-45% of the air 
exiting the fan is bypassed around the 
high pressure compressor. Next is the 
combustion chamber, a single, annular, 
ram-induction type featuring contin
uous ignition. The drive turbine follows, 
consisting of four stages; the first two 
driving- the high pressure compressor 
and the last two driving the fan. (The 
cockpit readout of Fan Turbine Inlet 
Temperature (FTIT) is taken from 
pickups between the second and third 
stages.) In the afterburner, the turbine 



discharge gases ancl the relatively cool 
~ bypas.s air are mixed and burned 
inme'A{B_oegments.I.ast, but far from 
least; is' 1lie ·exhaust,nozzle-an item of 
far nioie interest':and importance than 
in ~ riglRe~ ' .· 

Neslled;f"1ween·tbe engines is the 
Jet. Fae!- siarter, a :.snail gas turbine 
1hat provides' the F.agle with the capa
bility for completely unassisted starts -
no A/(; power or aircart required. The 
Air Inlet System, which is separate and 
independent on each side, consists of 
four interconnected variable ramps, a 
bypass door.and an Air Inlet Controller. 
Nom1al positioning of the ramps for 
optimum inlet operation is completely 
automatic. 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

(Back in the 4th Quarter I 973 
DIGEST, Colonel Wendy Shawler gave 
you a status report on the FI 00 engine 
development program. 111 have to take 
you over some of the same ground in 
order to explain how early operating 
limitations the Colonel discussed then 
were worked out.) The flight test pro
gram actually began several months be
fore first flight, with the arrival in 
St. Louis of prototype Fl 00 engine 
#002. 1his engine was installed on a 
test stand that incorporated a complete 
aircraft accessory drive assembly -
generator, hydraulic pumps, Jet Fuel 
Starter-the works. Thus, while Flight 
Test probed the engine for handJing 
characteristicsand soft spots,Engineer-

ing was also evaluating the many com
ponents closely associated with the 
engine. The stand had the capability 
of introducing hydraulic and electric 
loads as predicted by Engineering to 
add authenticity to the testing. 

There are certain known character
istics peculiar to turbofans that pro
vided a starting point for investigating 
this new beast. The most important 
operational difference between an A/B 
equipped fan engine and a straight tur
bojet is susceptibility to stalls during 
A/B operation. When lighting, modulat
ing, or cancelling A/B the pressure in 
the tailpipe is trying to rise and fall 
dramatically. These pressure spikes have 
direct access to the back of the fan, 
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right up the bypass duct. lfthe pressure 
spike is large enough, be it up or down, 
the fan will stall. Th.is always results in 
a very attention-getting bang, and can 
eyen lead to a stall and stagnation of 
the high pressure compressor. (We11 
discuss the wonderful world of stagna
tion in more detail later, perhaps in a 
companion article.) 

So how do we handle these oressure 
spikes? With a very sophisti.ca'ied and 
quick-reacting exhaust nozzle. The con
vergent nozzle area (Aj) actually 
achieves two important goals by regu
lating the pressure in the tailpipe - it 
not only provides stall margin for the 
fan during engine transients, it also 
fine tunes the speed of the fan by 
establishing just the right amount of 
back pressure. Would you believe, un
like some turbojet engines you've been 
flying, the nozzle indicator is now one 
of the prime gauges for your hawk-like 
eyes to monitor during engine handling? 
Believe it! 

h exercising old #002, we soon 
learned that A/B lights on the test 
stand presented a two-fold problem. 
First, because the tailpipe was stuck in 
a hush - house and we weren't smart 
enough yet to tell by watching the 
nozzle indicator, we couldn't be sure 
of solid lights in min-A/B. Furthermore, 
we ran the risk of extremely hard 
auto-ignition lights at high A/B fuel 
flows if we missed the segment one 
light-Off (A/B ignition is only on for 
a;,proximately one second to avoid 
late lights). Our testing led to refine
ments in the A/B hardware and the 
unified fuel control,and to considerable 
operational experience, all of which 
enhanced safe A/B ooeration in the 
early flights. · 

We are continuing to this day to test 
and improve the A/B so that it can be 
used at any time and in any manner 
the pilot deems necessary. Toward 
ti.1"1is end we now have an A/B that can 
be used throughout the flight envelope. 
The lights are soft and reliable, and the 
fan has sufficient stall margin to cope 
with ar.y pressure spikes the nozzle 
doesn't smooth Out. If a light is missed, 
the engine no longer tries to bite you
an A/B reselection starts the A/8 igni
tion timer for another cycle and you're 
off to the races. 

Besides inducing stalls through hard 
A/Blights, we found that rough engine 

handling could sometimes get us in 
trouble. In particular. the engine was 
sensitive to throttle .. Bode's" near idle 
(chop to idle followed by a throttle 
reversal). This had obvious operational 
implications. I don't mean to imply 
that fighter jocks are routinely heavy 
handed on the throttle, but if you're 
forced to approach the throttle quad
rant with the same caution and fore
thought as does the airline Captain 
your adversary is going to have you for 
lunch! 

Our test stand experience led to very 
early flight testing in this "off idle" 
area. We found plenty to complain 
about, but our P & W friends were 
quite responsive. The final outcome is 
th.at production engines now have an 
optimized RCW (Rear Compressor 
Variable Vane) schedule for maximum 
stall margin. Working in conjunction 
with this is a combustion chamber 
minimum pressure limit ( the famous 
42 psi min Pb) which in effect provides 
an altitude bias to the idle RPM. The 
higher you go, the higher goes idle 
RPM - driven up by the minimum 
allowed burner pressure - thereby giv
ing adequate near-idle stall mugin at 
all altitudes. So, latter~y Lufbery's, 
feel free to use that throttle as the 
situation dictates! 

Another apparent characteristic of 
fan engines is slow spool-up and, while 
this may be no big deal for airliners, 
it's flat unacceptable for fighters. Be
cause of our background, all of us at 
McDonnell tend to use the J-79 as a 
baseline by which to judge the Fl 00, 
and when it comes to engine accelera
tion (and quick thrust response) the 
old 79 is a hard act to follow. Produc
ing rapid acceleration in an F 100 
presents a two-fold problem. It's hard 
enough getting that big fan moving, 
but in addition, no temperature over
shoot is permissible as is used with the 
J-79. This is necessary to prevent heat 
distress since the turbine is already 
working at state-of-the-art temperature 
extremes. In flight, the slow response 
of the early engines bothered us aero$ 
the board - it affected everything from 
raw acceleration to precision instru
ment landings. However, Pratt & Whit
ney maintained a steady program of 
improvements which introduced 
changes to both UFC (Unified Fuel 
Control) and EEC (Engine Electronic 
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Control) for better engine acceleration 
and thrust response. 

The UFC has the basic accel-decel 
fuel flow schedules, whereas the EEC 
has more of a supervisocy role. This 
electronic control monitors the key 
engine parameters and makes inputs, 
usually through the UFC, to set and 
maintain the upper limits, such as 
maximum FTIT and fan speed. The 
fuel flow schedules in the UFC have 
been optimized for maximum spool
up rate; the EEC has been modified to 
accept the highest possible rate of 
FTIT increase while still guarding 
against a temperature overshoot. The 
end result is that you11 be flying the 
most responsive fanjet on the market. 
Be they small throttle inputs or slams 
to the firewall, when you ask for 
power ... you've got it. 

The list of improvements that have 
come from ground and flight testing 
the FIOO is too long to cover in detail 
in just one article. Three of the most 
important from an operational point 
of view have been briefly discussed; 
take my word for it, there are nwner
ous others and product improvement 
is a continuing thing. 

One of our prime objectives in flight 
test was to uncover deficiencies of this 
new engine so that improvements could 
be developed before the airplane was 
introduced .into service use. Another 
primary goal has been to define the 
operational envelope of the machine in 
the hope there will be no surprises 
when you start flying it. To that end, 
we have spent countless flight hours 
with fully instrumented engines deter
mining such things as the airstart en
velope, best airs tart techniques, the 
undesirable characteristics of unsuc
cessful airstarts, the afterburner envel
ope (which can vary as a function of 
pilot technique), the various (but hap
pily infrequent) failure modes of the 
engine, and its performance in all the 
corners of the envelope. 

Many of these operational character
istics will be discussed in detail in later 
articles. Therefore, your questions and 
comments are strongly encouraged so 
we can cover the areas of prime interest 
first, and in sufficient detail. If your 
response to these gab sessions is just a 
fraction of what I predict it'll be for 
the airplane itself, the "Writer's Cramp" 
will be my pleasure. ■ 

READY ROOM 



One of the design goals that an 
airirame manufacturer must address 
during the development of aircraft is 
the integration of a powerplant into 
the weapon system - successful opera
tional fighters are built around power
plants that are dependable, in the 
proper thrust class, and economical to 
operate. Another goal of the design 
team is to provide an engine that 
requires minimal attention from the 
operator - if an engine can be trusted 
to respond correctly to the operator's 
demands without supervision, we then 
have a "fighter pilot's engine." 

Some engines have earned this 
reputation, while others have not. The 
J79-GE engine in the F--4 enjoys such a 
reputation, but had to earn it; in its 
early operational career, the J79 gave 
us problems. The F100-PW-100 in the 
F-15 is not yet, in my opinion, a fighter 
pilot's engine, but with improvements 
and experience, I expect it to become 
so. 

During early testing of the F100, we 
identified several problem areas: 

• Starting irregularities 
• OH-Idle stalls 
• A/B handling- stall/stagnation 
• High idle thrust 
We have completely put to rest the 

off-idle stall situation. Starting irreg
ularities and high idle thrust can be 

By PETE Pl LCHER/ Senior Pilot 

tolerated by operater compensation. 
We have not fully solved the A/8 
handling problem to date, but we're 
working at it. One of the latest efforts 
in this area was conducted at Edwards 
AFB last spring and summer when one 
of the pre-production F-15s was instru
mented and outfitted with known 
good and bad engines from Langley 
AFB. Our goal was to understand and 
explain why some engines were stall/ 
stagnation prone even though they 
passed normal trim checks. This test
ing gave us insight into the mechanics 
of the stall and gave the engine maker 
insight into ways to both prevent stall 
and improve recovery after stall. 

The F100 is frequently called a high
technology engine and with good 
reason. It is complex in mechanization 
and control; has a high thrust-to
weight ratio; and operates at high 
internal temperatures. The engine is 
certainly an advancement in the state 
of the engine art; no other operational 
fighter engine and no engine develop
ments currently funded for fighter 
applications match the F100 thrust/ 
weight capabilities. 

New F-15s are coming off the line 
with engine serial numbers between 
900 and 1000. These new engines are 
operating relatively trouble-free; they 
start and run properly with the excep-
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tion of an occasional stall in the upper 
left hand corner of the envelope (high 
altitude/low speed). 

With this background, let's review 
where we stand today and let's go 
through just what we see in the 
various phases of flight, from start-up 
to shutdown. 

The current production engines are 
starting rather well. On rare occasions, 
if the engine does not continue to 
accelerate through the 35 to 55 
percent N2 RPM range, the pilot must 
add fuel flow by placing the engine 
start fuel switch in SEA LEVEL (HIGH). 
Although rare, we still have stagnated 
starts in which the N2 RPM turns 
around while the FTIT continues to 
climb. Sometimes the pilot hears the 
stall as a pop. If the throttle is secured, 
the engine cooled by continued spin
ning by the JFS, and then restarted 
with the bleed selected to that engine, 
it almost always starts properly the 
second time around. The airplane 
driver who closely monitors engine 
gages will notice the closed loop idle 
come on the line (usually 5 to 45 
seconds after the engine gets to idle) 
by the 2 or 3 percent increase in N::! 
RPM. 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPAN't 



For those of you who enjoy chasing 
electrons, Figure 2 shows a simplified 
electrical schematic of the system. As 
vou see, power is supplied from the 
Engine Control/Essential 28 Volt DC 
Bus, which means that so long as at 
least emergency generator output 
(normal mode) is available, power will 
be supplied to the engine start fuel 
bypass system. If the main generator is 
off the line, the derich solenoid is re
ceiving power and approximately 100 
pph of fuel will be bypassed back to 
the fuel pump, thus reducing the start
ing fuel flow. Now, at approximately 
50% N2, when the main generator 
comes on the line, the time delay 
relay energizes. It holds its breath for 
30 seconds, then closes; in so doing, it 
removes power from the derich sole
noid and the bypassing terminates. 
This can be noted by about a 1/2 
percent increase in RPM. If you 
choose to check the operation of the 
fuel bypass system at this point, just 
hold the Start Fuel switch in the 
ALTITUDE position. This action ener
gizes the override relay, which in turn 
allows the derich solenoid to be 
powered. A corresponding 1/2 percent 
RPM decrease is evidence that the 
relays and logic are functioning. 

Okay, So What! 
Having completely mastered the 

starting fuel bypass system, you might 
reasonably ask how can that know
ledge help? If the system always 
worked as advertised, and if the 
engine always started successfully, 
you wouldn't need the knowledge. 
However, history has shown that 
occasional (?) troubleshooting may be 
required. Also, since it's a little more 
difficult to walk away from an aborted 
airstart, we may generate some inter
est in that arena. 

The thoughts I would like to pass on 
about airstarts are based on observing 
hundreds of starts on prototype and 
early-model production engines. A 
separate contractor-conducted air
start program on the final F100(3) 

V Maner Switch 
Reley 

production engine was never run. 
Contractor engine development halt
ed in October 1974, prior to delivery 
of the first F-15 to TAC, when engine 
test funding was terminated. How
ever, the basic airstart considerations 
should not change dramatically from 
one engine series to the next. 

For identification purposes, we 
categorize airstarts either as "spool
down" or "windmill." As the names 
imply, the first type includes any air
start attempted while the engine is 
still winding down. We're guessing 
that 99% of all operational ( vs test) 
airstarts will be of this variety. The 
windmillers are those wherein N2 has 
stabilized at some given RPM, or is in
creasing, when restart is initiated. 

Talking primarily to spooldown air
starts, the absolute best point at which 
to "pressurize" (throttle to idle to 
begin restart) is debatable. There are 
certain basic factors, however, that set 
practical upper and lower limits. It is 
generally good to allow RPM to drop 
below 50% for a couple of reasons. At 
about this point, the engine start 
bleed strap (7th stage compressor 
bleed) will open, increasing compres
sor stall margin. The start fuel bypass 
system will also energize to the aut~ 
matic derich mode as the generator 
drops off the line. If the flight 
condition is such that the engine 
wants to windmill near or above 50%, 
these factors become academic 
because there is so much airflow avail
able. At the low RPM end, I prefer to 
pressurize no lower than '20% be
cause, for low airspeed airstarts, the 
spooldown rate can be such that 12% 
or lower could be reached prior to 
getting light-off. Below 12%, the 
engine very soon runs out of electrical 
power to drive the ignition system, 
and fuel pressure to open the mini
mum pressure side of the P & D valve. 
Airstarts have been attained with as 
low as 9% N2 indicated, but light-off 
cannot be relied upon in that region. 

Another key factor, and a difficult 

FIGURE 2 
Starring Fuel Derichment System 

one to pin down exactly, is FTIT at 
time of light-off. It has been very 
obvious that the cooler the engine, 
the better the chances. Therefore, if 
the operational situation permits this 
luxury, you'll be better off letting the 
engine cool down somewhat prior to 
initiating restart. A rule of thumb of 
500° FTIT maximum has been offered 
in the past, but there is nothing magic 
about this temperature - let it cool 
down while spooling down, within 
practical limits. 

If it's really your lucky day, and you 
find yourself needing airstarts on both 
engines, there are only two reasonable 
approaches to the problem. One of 
them, the nylon letdown, hopefully 
can be held in abeyance while the 
other option is tried. Say we start off 
by noting a sudden thrust loss. While 
immediately pushing over if possible, 
to retain airspeed, check for stagna
tions. If FTIT is low or dropping, 
you've probably suffered fuel starva
tion to the engines and your future is 
looking very bleak. If FTIT is holding 
or rising, you've got stagnations - the 
more normal mode of total engine 
failure. After pulling both throttles to 
idle, exercise care to shut down only 
one of the engines, thereby leaving 
the other in stagnation to provide 
hydraulic control power. You may 
only get one shot at it, so do your best 
to get in the heart of the airstart 
envelope. Our experience with stagna
tions in the past would indicate that 
the engine will suffer this severe 
environment without shedding pieces. 
However, the possibility exists that it 
may freeze up once the throttle is 
chopped. 

What If .... ! 
let's assume you're hot-footing it 

down into the middle of the airstart 
envelope, trying to get a light-off, and 
nothing is happening in the engine 
room. 

Again, our experience is that no 
light~ff is probably the result of insuf
ficient starting fuel flow; too rich mix-
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tures are good lighters, but lead to hot 
starts. Therefore, after a reasonable 
wait, vou can improve the light-off 
chances by holding the Engine Start 
Fuel switch to ·'SEA LEVEL," there
by manually overriding the auto
matic bypass system. What is a reason
able wait? Give it about 20 seconds, 
anyway. The engine needs 10 to 15 
seconds, on the average, to energize 
the P & D valve, fill the fuel manifolds, 
and fog {atomize) the fuel. Try not to 
rush the count - we all know how time 

flies when you're having fun 
Ai: the other extreme, if you're in the 

envelope, but getting hot starts, per
haps the basic. fuel flow schedule is 
too rich or you're. not getting auto
matic derichment. In this case, by 
manually holding the Start Fuel switch 
to "Al TITUDE'' and going as fast as 
the situation permits, you're doing all 
that's possible to achieve a good start. 
Now aren't you glad they put the 
panel way back in the right hand 
corner? 

In closing, let me 1ust touch on 
windmill airstarcs Our limited experi
ence with these has shown that they're 
almost always good, probably because 
the airspeed required to sustain RPM 
puts you well into the envelope. tf 
anything, those starts may tend to be 
slightly lean - stand by to override the 
bypass system by using the "SEA 
LEVEL" position to get a light-off, or to 
help accelerate a cool, hung engine 
up to idle 

(PUBLISHED 1976) 

''gotta find a home ••• '' 
One of the tof:rfortv tunes of a 

decade ago focused on the home-
hunting habits of the common boll 
weevil. The song shared the weevil's 
feelings about the farmer, and maybe 
about the world in general. Anyway, 
the song always came back to the 
weevil's lament, "I gotta find a home." 

Well, weevils aren't the only critters 
that are searching for a home; as 
another song put it, "Birds do it, bees 
do it" too! And that's what this article 
is all about: the tendency of little crea
tures to seek comfort and security 
within the nooks ansi, crannies of any 
potential homesite - even aircraft. 

For instance, a European Phantom 
was reported to have a true airspeed 
and Mach indicator problem in which 
both indicators read low in flight, yet 
checked out fine on the ground. 
Having experienced this type of trou
ble a number of times before, the 
McDonnell Field Service Engineer sug
gested a visual inspection of the pitot 
tube. Lo and behold: an obstruction 
about six inches into the tube. Further 
investigation revealed it to be a bee's 
nest in which the material looked 
much like the filter from a cigarette. 

In another instance, a "mud dauber" 
fabricated a home in the end of a 
pitot tube, a home which looked for 
all the world like another cigarette 
filter plugged into the end of the tube. 

In yet a third case, a small bee 
{about a quarter-inch long) made its 
wav well into the pitot plumbing. In 
this case, the obstruction was so far 
back that it could not be seen. 
Needless to say, troubleshooting of an 
obstruction like this can be{e) a real 
problem. 

Instruments are not the only portion 

Magnified insect remains removed from pitot 
.rraticsystem. (APPROACH Magazine) 

of the aircraft that can be bothered by 
bees. Another report tells of a pitch 
trim problem. The aircraft discrepancy 
sheet indicated that too much nose-up 
trim was required to maintain level 
flight. Ground tests did not expose the 
problem but another flight of the 
aircraft brought a repeat gripe. At this 
point, the pitch trim venturi was 
checked, and guess what? Another 
"little feller" had found a home, 
cutting off air to the bellows. Removal 
of the bug restored the trim system to 
normal operation. 

An East Coast Marine aircraft had 
come out of calendar check after an 
extensive time in storage. During the 
initial engine runup, it was noted that 
the left-hand engine bypass bell mouth 
remained open. Troubleshooting of 
the system revealed that both the 
pitot tube and static port for this 
bellmouth were completely plugged. 
The culprits, in this case, were some 
industrious South Carolina mud 
daubers who were quickly done out of 
house and home. 
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Wasps and bees are not the only 
creatures to create problems of this 
sort. In another instance of pitch trim 
trouble, the venturi was found to 
contain the carcass of a "Texas-size" 
beetle. 

No aircraft is immune from invasion 
by insects. Though the likelihood of 
bug, bee, and beetle intrusion is 
greater in warmer, tropical climates, 
there is no place hosting Phantoms 
and Eagles that can give you an 
absolute guara·ntee of a bug-free en
vironment. 

So, what's the solution? Probably 
the best suggestion is that every pitot
static opening be properly covered 
when the aircraft is not in flight. The 
simple fact that a cover is installed is 
not sufficient; the ccver must be 
installed properly and securely. 

When one of these problems does 
arise, use good judgment during 
troubleshooting. Consider what func
tions of the aircraft are affected, and 
see if any associated systems are 
affected as well. In checking pitot 
static systems, it is often easy to 
isolate a problem to a specific loca
tion by installing test equipment at 
various points in the system. However. 
no test equipment can surpass simple, 
down-to-earth common sense trouble 
isolation. 

So, getting back to one of the songs 
we mentioned at the beginning of the 
story - "Birds do it; Bees do it; Even 
educated fleas do it"; but it's a whole 
lot better that they not do it within air
craft pitot, static, or pitch trim plumb
ing. If that beetle, bug, or bee has 
"gotta get a home," let it be in that 
subdivision down the road, not in ,.,our 
Phantom or Eagle. 
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Warner-Robins AFB/15 Nov 1978 ••. "USAF F-15 73-108 flew a successful FCF late yesterday, and all specified 
parameters of inflight JFS operations were met." 

To Eagle Drivers, the cockpit decal above should be a very welcome sight! Because the incorporation of the airstart 
capability is an expedited program, F-15s with that capability are now in the field even though the flight test programs 
have just been completed. This article presents the preliminary flight test results as well as other advance information 
about the new JFS capabilities. 

(PUBLISHED 1978) 

Commencing with F-15 No. 77-0076 
(F-288), delivered to the USAF in 
August of this year, and after incorpo
ration of TCTO lF-15-572, the Eagles 
you fly will have the capability to use 
the Jet Fuel Starter (JFS) for inflight 
assisted starts. We are still gaining 
experience with this long awaited 
capability, but already certain pros 
and cons have come to light. Your 
ability to use this added feature to 
possibly save an airplane (and thus 
avoid a mountain of paperwork) will 
be greatly enhanced by a thorough 
understanding of the JFS and its 
interfaces; something well beyond 
just finding the switch and pulling the 
handle. 

To set the appropriate stage and 
help hold your attention, assume for 
the moment that you're the proud, but 
slightly worried, owner of an F-15 
glider - you've just experienced a 
double engine failure! Generators are 
dropping off, and the Caution Light 
Panel looks like a Christmas tree - so 
quick, what do you do? 

Obviously, you're going to keep one 
engine in stagnation for hydraulic 
power and lower the nose for airspeed. 
Regardless of altitude, if the dual 
engine failure has occurred at a fairly 
high airspeed - and this becomes a 
judgment call - you'll certainly want 
to try one spooldown airstart as soon 
as the restart RPM and FTIT window is 
reached. However, from this point on, 
your actions could be quite different, 
and your probability of flying home 
greatly enhanced, with inflight JFS. 
let's come back to this sticky wicket 
after discussing the inherent capabil
ities of the J FS. 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

By PAT HENRY /Chief Experimental Test Pilot 

From the flight test results to date, it 
appears that good jet fuel starters can 
run as high as 25,000 feet. There are 
many, many variables involved, most 
of which are insufficiently understood 
by the engineering community at 
this time and not measurable by the 
pilot anyway. Therefore, I'm pre
dicting a wide variance of JFS capabil
ity as a function of (JFS) age, its fuel 
nozzle condition_. manifold losses, 
centerline stores, etc. You can't do 
much about these except check the 

JFS performance during FCF's and rid 
yourself of a// centerline equipment 
(including pylon!) during an actual 
emergency. You can, however, be 
aware of the envelope and aim for the 
conservative side. Figure 1b shows the 
envelope performance we recommend 
based on flight checks at St. Louis and 
Edwards AFB. 

Figure 1a shows that at 17,000 feet 
and below, we are enjoying JFS opera
tion out to 450 knots, a speed that 
should provide sufficient torque to 
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spool•up an engine from zero RPM 
with ram air alone. It did not seem 
practical to investigate JFS capabilities 
beyond this speed. On the slow side, if 
you can fly comfortably, the JFS can 
run. Even though age and wear can 
degrade JFS performance, thus lower• 
ing its airstart ceiling, we feel that 
20,0(X) feet should be routinely attain
able. A much more dramatic degrada• 
tion is seen with any kind of centerline 
store, including a pylon alone; hence, 
the recommendation to clean off that 
station when you really need the JFS. 
An area of degraded performance is 
shown, rather than a hard line, be
cause the variables of centerline store 
type and JFS condition make it impos
sible to accurately predict perform• 
ance for any given combination. 

light gives you positive feedback that 
you have discharged the accumulator 
to start the whole chain. lnflight, at 
least with one engine running, you 
don't have the audio cues you're 
familiar with to verify JFS spool·up, 
light~ff, and engagement. Perhaps in 
the quiet environment of a double 
engine failure, you'll hear some of 
this; but we're not too anxious to 
explore this area. Similarly, the JFS 
Ready light is your best, if not only, 
cue that the JFS start has been 
successful. 

Speaking of successful JFS starts, if 
no Ready light is observed within 10 
seconds of handle pull, it is of 
paramount importance that the JFS 
switch be promptly turned off. Two of 
the anomalies noted during the test 
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Just as your main engine thrust is 
reduced as a function of lower air 
density, the useable JFS torque 
diminishes with altitude. Therefore, 
we could possibly find ourselves in a 
region (very high in the JFS envelope) 
where any given JFS may run, but not 
have sufficient excess torque to 
successfully start an engine. If you 
attempt an engine engagement in this 
region, you will probably have a near 
stand-off, i.e., very little engine accel• 
eration after light-off, until your glide 
takes you to lower altitudes (which 
shouldn't take too long with both 
engines out). 

SYSTEM INTERFACES 
It is normal to see a JFS Low Light 

on the Caution panel after the starter 
handle is pulled. Our experience 
indicates that most JFS bottles will 
recharge in one to two minutes; but 
depending on hydraulic pressure and 
accumulator pressure switches, it 
could take as long as four minutes. 
This is of interest, for different reasons, 
depending on whether you're in a 
training/FCF environment or saddled 
with the real thing. For one, the Low 

program were hung and slow JFS 
starts; either can generate unaccept
ably high temperatures in the JFS. 
Since your only insight to an abnormal 
start is via the Ready light, this further 
underscores the necessity for an 
operable light. 

Since the JFS accumulators are also 
your emergency utility hydraulic 
power source, we believe it is only 
prudent to test the JFS inflight with 
both accumulators charged, i.e., no 
JFS Low light, and then only discharge 
one bottle during the test. Then, if the 
accumulator fails to recharge after the 
JFS start, you have not deprived 
yourself of all this hydraulic back-up. 
{Since the emergency brakes use the 
first accumulator, they will be lost in 
the event of no recharge, but emer
gency landing gear extension and nose 
wheel steering should still be available 
from the second accumulator.) 
Furthermore, only pulling the first 
bottle, insofar as practical, complies 
with the recommendation to attempt 
only single accumulator starts inflight 
- two accumulators discharged 
simultaneously could accelerate the 
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JFS too rapidly, resulting in missed 
ignition. 

To maximize safety while flight 
testing here in St. Louis. we install a 
jumper wire, which permits the JFS to 
run even with both engines operating. 
lnflight, therefore, we can start the JFS 
and confirm its operation without 
shutting down an engine. This is 
particularly useful when testing the 
JFS in the upper left hand corner of 
the envelope where an engine, if 
secured, would smartly wind down to 
zero RPM 

MEAS\-VHilE. AFTER THE STALL .. 
Now, I'd like to pick up the double 

engine failure script from the third 
paragraph; but let me preface the 
discussion with an explanatory note 
What I'm presenting is m_y emergency 
philosophy - how I'd hope to handle 
the problem if so unlucky as to lose 
both engines. Of course as squadron 
pilots, you must follow established 
procedures/guidelines. While it is cer• 
tainly not my intention to undermine 
such doctrine, I feel that open discus
sions are always appropriate, and 
could lead to improved procedures for 
everybody. 

Dive or Glide? 
Obviously, there are two general

ized initial altitude conditions -
either inside the JFS envelope or 
above it. With one engine in stagna· 
tion to support the hydraulic require
ments of the flight control system and 
emergency generator, my choice 
would be to transition to a 220 knot 
glide, versus 300, 350. or whatever, as 
soon as the JFS envelope (Figure 1b) is 
reached and punch off ALL centerline 
garbage. 

From high altitude, I still see the 
need for the 350 knot dive, or at least 
an attempt to reach this condition 
down to the JFS envelope. First, this 
will give you the best chance for an 
early spooldown airstart (on the non· 
hyd~aulic support engine). Second, it 
would give you an early look at 
whether this engine can even achieve 
a light<,ti, whether inside the airstart 
envelope or not. It would be very 
reassuring to know the engine is 
getting both fuel and ignition. Third, a 
low descent rate glide from very high 
altitude can mean an excessively long 
period in stagnation for the back-.up 
engine. We know the stagnation is 
progressively deteriorating that en
gine, but there's no way to measure 
when we're about to punish it to death 
- literally. 

You may ask, "Why the 220 knot 
glide once inside the JFS envelope?" 
This would be very close to the speed 
for max L/0, and therefore, an opti-
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F-15 Dual 
Engine 
Restart 
Procedures 

By GLEN LARSON/ t:nKinci-rinK T,·sr l'i/01 

Eagle engines ordinarily give off the reassuring glow pictured above. However, for that rare occasion when the light from 
both sides suddenly diminishes, here are some newly developed dual engine restart procedures. 

Double engine failures or malfunc
tions of any kind are no fun.: and 
fortunately, the problem rare Iv occurs 
in the F-15. Since 1t is an isolated 
occurrence and no one has a great 
deal of experience in handling dual 
engine problems, we felt that some 
research and s1mulat1on effort was 
needed Numerous dual engine-out 
simulations were conducted in the 
Coodvear simulator at Luke AFB, 
where we found that pilot technique 
often departed from flight manual 
philosophy 

We examined the problem and 
suggested a procedure that is a reason
able resolution consistent with en
gineering design and pilot behavior 
The procedure .... as presented and 
accepted at this year's F-15 Flight 
Manua! Review Conference. In short, 
our goal was to maximize the proba
bility of regaining engine operation 
regardless of the failure cause. Of 
course. all situations cannot be 
covered by a single procedure; and to 
quote the flight manual, "you must 
determine the most correct course of 
action using sound judgment, com
mon sense, and a full understanding 
of the applicable system(s)." 

The simulation effort revealed some 
interesting pilot techniques. Many 
pilots will tend to lower the nose ex
cessively. If the problem was intro
duced at very low airspeed and 
extreme nose-up attitude, the pilot 
tended to enter a 7Q--80° dive, remarn 
in the dive, and occasionally go super
sonic while attempting to clear a dual 
stagnation_ This technique drastically 
reduces the time available to dear the 
stagnation and often results in some 
pilot disorientation. A dive angle of 

approximatelv 10° will generally sus
tain 350 KCAS and sufficient windmill 
RPM on the engines to retain hydra
ulic power. For example, for a clean 
aircraft gliding at 350 KCAS at 10,000' 
MSL, with one engine stagnated and 
the other windmilling, the actual glide 
angle will be 12.8°. Remember, this is 
to sustain RPM on a previously wind
milling engine.If you have let RPM go 
to zero, airspeeds of 450 KCAS may be 
required to get the engine windmilling 
again; but 350 KCAS will sustain RPM 
at 18-20% with normal flight control 
demands 

A major pilot concern was that 
some source of hydraulic power, 
usually from a stagnated engine, be 
retained at all costs. As you can see, 
an engine windmilling at 18-20% is 
adequate unless you constantly cycle 
the flight controls, thus imposing a 
continuous demand on the system. It 
is important to note that normal 
gliding flight does not tax the hy
draulic power available from a wind
milling engine. (By the way, when was 
the last time you practiced flying on 
the standby instruments? Remember, 
with RPM on both engines below 
approximately 45%, the main gen
erators will drop off the line and the 
primary flight instruments will freeze 
at their last readings.) 

Since we are addressing a specific 
procedure, it's best to examine each 
step with its supporting philosophy 
Dual engine problems are usually 
associated with stagnations; therefore, 
the procedure is oriented to a high 
altitude, low airspeed problem. As
sume you are at 35,000', 150 KCAS, 
and both engines start giving you 
problems: 
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Step 1 - Both throttles - CHOP TO IDLE 
(Military if in A/8) 

This assumes that the first indica
tion ot a problem was a stall (It usually 
is) and is an effort to clear the stall 
Unfortunately, It wasn·t your day, and 
the engines entered a classic stagna
tion 

Step 2- Throttle (right engine) - OFF 
WHILE ESTABLISHING 350 KNOTS. 

Lower the nose to establish a 350 
KCAS glide while shutting an engine 
down. We recommend the right en
gine due to lower hvdraulic demands 
on that engine, which results in a 
lower spooldown rate and a higher 
RPM for a given airspeed and altitude 
rt maximum FTIT is a consideration. 
then the left engine mav be a better 
choice. If the problem is due to a 
flameout, the nght engine is always 
the best choice 

Step 3 • Perform restart procedures. 
It is important to emphasize the 

spooldown start procedure. It is not 
necessary to wait for a stabilized RPM 
before attempting a restart. A spool
down start is performed by moving the 
throttle out of cut-off at or above 25% 
RPM. Since time is critical, we recom
mend initiating the start attempt at 
25% RPM even if airspeed is low or 
FTIT is high. This procedure gives the 
besr chance for a restart. Placing the 
throttle in the mid-range position 
instead of Idle will deliver thrust 8-10 
seconds sooner. This "tiger start" 
technique may go against your in
stincts, but it is the best way to get 
power back - fast! This tec.hnique 
allows the engine to accelerate quickly 
and minimizes the chances of a stall. 

Placing the throttle to mid-range 
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allows the engine controls to bypass 
the Idle operating condition and move 
directlv to the condition called for by 
the pilot. Since the engine doesn't 
have to establish a stabilized idle. 
time to regain thrust is reduced; and 
as an added benefit. stall margin is in
creased. lf the throttle were placed at 
Military, exactly the same sequence 
occurs, except that the EEC comes 
into plav If the original problem was 
related to an undetected EEC problem, 
then the original stall or stagnation 
may reoccur; therefore, placing the 
throttle to mid-range is the optimum 
choice. If you move the throttle out of 
cut-off as the engine spools down 
through 25%, the RPM will continue 
to decrease to some value below 25%, 
stabilize. then begin to increase as the 
engine relights, and FTIT will increase 
shortlv after RPM. 

We e lee ted a spooldown restart 
instead of using the JFS on the first 
engine because the engine start en
velope is larger than the JFS operating 
envelope, and the 350 KCAS glide 
during the start will descend the 
aircraft into the JFS envelope. Some 
other relevar:t considerations during 
the first start are -

• The upper limit of an airstart for 
the subsonic case is 35,000 ft. 

• Avoid steep dives since time 
available for restarts is drastically 
reduced, and ejection at high speed in 
a steep dive may be out of the 
envelope. 

• 350 KCAS is more than sufficient 
speed for a "zoom and boom" maneu
ver, 1f necessary. 

• Since the other engine is still in 
stagnation, a 350 KCAS glide will 
allow you to move on to clearing the 
stagnation on that engine as soon as 
practical, thus reducing the thermal 
stress on that engine. 

As a point of interest, spooldown 
airs tarts are routinely performed on all 
production acceptance flights with 
virtually a 100% success rate. The 
starts are performed on the start limit 
line shown in the chart, usually at 
10,000 ft/.46 Mach and 30,000 ft/.8 
Mach. The following points from the 
chart are representative of the lower 
airspeed limits at which starts can be 
obtained 30,000' and .85 Mach (330 
KCA5J; 20,000' and .65 Mach (320 
KCAS); 10,000' and .46 Mach (260 
KCAS) for all engines, Lots Ill and IV. 
Lot IV engines can be started slightly 
slower. In any case, a 350 KCAS glide 
will be adequate below 35,000 ft. 

Step 4 - At RPM increase on engine 
being started or if restart is unsuccess
ful, shut down the other engine. 

This step requires a bit of thought. 
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At what point duri.ng the attempt on 
the first engine do we abandon 1t and 
move on to the other engine, The 
issue is somewhat academic since the 
first engine will do one of three things 

• Start and run fine. 
• Not light off, in which case it 

probably wouldn't start anyway. 
• Co back into stagnation, so 

there's no point in wasting time on it. 
In any of the above cases, it's best 

to move on to the other engine when 
RPM increase is noted or if there is no 
start in a reasonable time. A "reason
able time" is best defined as a 
function of altitude available. Obvi
ously, at 5000 ft AGL, a few seconds is 
long enough, while at 30,000 ft MSL, 
you may have the luxury of waiting a 
full minute or more. As a guideline, it 
takes 10-12 seconds from the time you 
move the throttle out of cut-off for the 
fuel manifold to fill and establish the 
proper fuel-air mixture in the combus
tors. Indication of a relight should be 
apparent within 12-14 seconds after 
moving the throttle out of cut-off. If 
time permits, using the High/Low 
position of the engine start switches 
may be of some help; but remember, 
the object is to get either one running 
as quickly as possible. 

Step 5 • Perform restart procedures. 
At this point, we have given up on 

or succeeded with our efforts on the 
first engine and this step depends on 
whether or not you have airborne JFS 
capability. If you do, fire it up and 
commence a JFS-assisted restart per 
the flight manual. It's not necessary to 
use the JFS, since a spooldown start 
will work as described before, but a 
JFS-assisted restart is another effort to 
maximize the probabilities of regain
ing an operating engine ASAP. 

A word of caution: If you plan to 
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use the JFS, be careful when shutting 
down a stagnated engine. Don·t hold 
the fingerlift full up while moving the 
throttle full aft since that will activate 
the micro-switch, which causes the 
JFS logic to attempt to engage the JFS 
as soon as it is started. If engine RPM 
is 30-50% when the JFS attempts to 
engage, a "crash engagement" occurs 
which results in a sheared starter 
shaft. An engineering change has been 
proposed to solve the crash engage
ment problem; but until it is approved 
and incorporated, caution must be 
exercised. 

In summary, using spool down 
"tiger" starts gives you the best 
chance of restart. Use a spoo!down 
"tiger" start on the first engine and 
don't waste time attempting multiple 
efforts. Move on to the other eng1ne 
and use the JFS, if available. or a 
spooldown "tiger" start and maintain 
a 350 KCAS glide to maximize time 
available 

During the entire procedure, hv
draulic power is always available. 
During first engine restart, hydraulics 
come from the other engine. During 
second engine restart. hvdraulics 
come from a running/restagnatecL 
windmilling first engine. In the event 
of a no-start on either engine. hvdrau
lics come from the second engine 
while engaged to the JFS. it available. 
or windmilling engines. 

Now that you've gained a better 
understanding oi the systems involved 
and optimum procedures. vou can 
analvze the situation and take the best 
course of action to resolve your 
problem. If you have the opportunity. 
I highly recommend a few minutes in 
the simulator exploring dual engine 
malfunctions, corrective actions and 
standby instrument th:ing 
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Don't 
CRASH Engage Your JFS 

By GALEN STANLEY/ SenwrS.vstems Safety EnKineer 

" ... During first engine start, the JFS 
engaged normally, accelerated 
through SO%, disengaged, and re
turned to idle. The engine stagnated 
and the pilot noticed the FTIT climl,. 
ing through 600 degrees as the RPM 
decayed through 45%. He immediate
ly raised the fingerlift and pulled the 
throttle to off. As he did, the JFS 
accelerated and the CGB re-engaged 
the decelerating engine. The RPM and 
FTIT dropped to zero while the JFS 
continued to run at 100%. The JFS 
switch was placed in the 'off position, 
and the aircraft ground aborted. Inves
tigation revealed the CGB stub shaft 
had failed at its designed shear 
section ... " 

As you read the above excerpt from 
a recent report, how many of you 
asked yourselves if this could also 
happen during an attempted inflight 
JFS-assisted restart? Well unfortunate
ly it can, so let's see why this potential 
problem exists. 

It Works Like This 

To fully understand how you can 
get into this fix, a brief description of 
the engine start circuitry on aircraft 
with Air-Operable JFS capability is 
needed. I'll only talk abcut the right 
engine circuit to avoid confusion, but 
the left engir.e circuit is the same as 
far as this situation is concerned. 

When the right master switch is ON, 
power is provided to the right engine 
start switch (actuated by the finger
lift), whenever the RPM is below 
approximately 50%. Momentarily ac
tuating the start switch (lifting and 
releasing the fingerlift) will energize 
the right AMAD select relay, desig
nating the right AMAO/engine to be 
engaged by the JFS. By the way, the 
left and right select relays cannot both 
be energized at the same time; and 
once one of the relays is energized, it 
will remain energized until the RPM 
exceeds 50% or the master switch is 
cycled or turned completely off. To 
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illustrate the point, if you were starting 
with external power, you could lift 
and release one of the fingerlifts 
before starting the JFS, and then 
during JFS start, the corresponding 
AMAO/engine would engage auto
matically once the JFS reached the 
proper operating speed and pressures 

There I Was ... 

The Flight Manual emphasizes the 
importance of attempting/considering 
normal inflight restarts before at
tempting a JFS-assisted airstart during 
a dual engine out situation. Suppose 
you follow the book's advice, have no 
luck and decide to shut down and 
attempt a JFS-assisted airstart. The net 
result is that you have had two 
opportunities to inadvertently engage 
the start circuit while shutting down 
the engine. If during either shutdown, 
the fingerlift was held full up while 
moving to the full cut-off position you 
will get some kind of inadvertent or 
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out-of-sequence engagement. let's 
look at the possibilities. 

If the engine start circuitry has 
previously been activated, the JFS, 
when started, will immediately engage 
and attempt to accelerate the engine. 
lf the engine RPM is below 30%, the 
engagement should be normal and not 
result in any problem 

l f the start circuit is already 
energized and the engine RPM is 
above 30% when you start the JFS, 
you stand a good chance of shearing 
the CGB stub shaft. This is also true if 
you inadvertently actuate the start 
circuit while shutting down the engine 
with RPM above 30% and the JFS 
already running. In either case, if the 
shaft fails the JFS will accelerate to 
100% and stay there. JFS restart 
capability for that engine has been 
lost. 
The problem with this failure is that 

you wi 11 not know what has happened. 
What you will see is that neither 
engine is coming up to JFS motoring 
speed, no matter which fingerlift you 
raise; and inflight it will be almost 
impossible to tell that the JFS is at 
100%. The only way out of this one is 
to de-energize the start circuit on the 
side with the failed shaft by cycling its 
master switch. 

It's Up To YOU 
Well, now that you know why the 

problem can exist, and how you can 
get yourself into it, let's see what can 
be done to prevent it. If you experi
ence a dual engine stagnation, try a 
spooldown (throttle to idle at 25%) 
airstart as you attempt to establish a 
350 knot dive into the JFS envelope. If 
the spooldown attempt is unsuccess
ful (for example, hot start} your best 
option is a JFS Assisted Restart. If you 
follow the book -

I. Throttle (right engine) - OFF 

2. Centerline stores and pylon -
JE'ITJSON 

3. JFS switch - CHECK ON 

4. JFS handle -
PULL AND RELEASE 

the engine RPM should be at or near 
30% before the JFS reaches the speed 
necessary to engage. Thus, the odds of 
damaging the CGB shaft are low. 

The first step, throttle-off, is ex
tremely important as it starts the RPM 
decreasing back below 30%, while the 
other steps set the JFS up to assist the 
restart attempt. If you can afford an 
additional few seconds, waiting until 
approximately 30% RPM before pull
ing the JFS handle will virtually 
eliminate the possibility of shearing 
the CGB shaft due to an inadvertent 
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engagement during a JFS start. 
If you are forced to start the JFS 

with engine RPM above 30% or if you 
shut down an engine between 30 and 
50% with the JFS running, you could 
shear the CC B shaft and accelerate 
the JFS to 100%. This condition would 
be obvious on the ground but 1s 
extremely difficult to detect in flight. 
Therefore, if you attempt an inflight 
JFS engagement and do not get an 
RPM increase, quickly cycle both 
master switches and try again. If you 
still get no response, cycle the master 
switches again and try the opposite 
engine. 
NOTE: Rapid cycling of the engine 
master switch will de-energize the 
start circuit without affecting fuel 
flow to a running or stagnated engine. 

An Ounce Of Prevention 
The best way to avoid the problem 

described above is to avoid activating 
the start circuit during engine shut
down. At the present time only your 
careful movement of the throttles into 
cutoff without hitting the start switch
es will prevent start circuit activation 
but we don't want to have to rely on 
"technique" in a dual engine out 
situation. MCAIR is investigating ways 
to eliminate the problem completely; 
but in the meantime your throttle 
technique remains very important. If 
you want a chance to test your skill 
(without damaging hardware), try this 
drill when you go out to fly. After 
starting the JFS, place both throttles at 
idle. When ready to start the right 
engine, place the throttle in cut-off 
using your normal technique and see 

if the IFS engages. Before the second 
engine start, lift the left fingerlift and 
release it as soon as you start to move 
the throttle aft. The odds arl:' good 
that you will get an inadvertent 
engagement on the nght engine but 
you will be successful in avoiding it on 
the left. 

Editor's Note: An Interim Operation
al Supplement has been issued against 
the f.15 "Dash One" to add the 
following statement in Section Ill 
under Starting, Abnormal Engine Start, 
Engine Fails To Accelerate Normally, 
after Step 2; and under lnflight, JFS 
Assisted Restart, after Step 7: 

"Exercise caution when shutting 
down an engine with the JFS running. 
Release the fingerlifts prior to reach• 
ing the cutoff position to prevent 
immediate JFS re--engagement above 
30% RPM." 

TO 1F-15A-1S.73 applies to A and B 
models, while 1F·1SC·1S-10 pertains to 
C and D models. 

Incidentally, MCAIR test pilots Pat 
Henry and Glen Larson recently had 
the opportunity to experiment with 
the f•15 simulator at Luke AFB, which 
has been modified to include Air 
Operable JFS. They report that with 
this added capability, the simulator is 
also a good place to practice your 
shutdown technique as well as Dual 
Stagnation and Jf~Assisted Restart 
procedures. Sounds like a good idea to 
us. 

Throttle quadrant engine stan switches. During shutdown ~re must be taken to ensUN 
fingerlift cam follower (left) does not engage start switches (nghtl. 
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(PUBLISHED 1980) f-15 ENGINE FIRE 
No foul Systems in the Eagle 

Consider a currentlv hypothetical 
situation You are a hundred miles 
into the enem1/s homeland. egressing 
in full augmenter toward the forward 
line of troops Your wingman suddenly 
calls out "Lead. vou're on fire'" Holy 
roastin r1ckshaVv! Nov, what do vou 
do? There are no tire indications in the 
cockpit, and all the engine instruments 
are normal. Your fnendlv wmgman 
now informs vo;_i that it is the right 
engine, and it is burning out to the 
w1ngroot Also. pieces are falling off 
your Eagle. Time to gather your gear, 
punch out, and spend the rest of the 
war looking out from behind iron 
bars' Maybe. mavbe not 

The F-15 was designed and built 
with many safety/survivability 
features, one of the most significant of 
which 1::. the design of the aircraft to 
prevent or surv1vf:' mflight fires in the 
engine and tail sections. The Eagle has 
no h:story of explosions due to engine 
firts 

Betore we go one word fc.Jrther, 
I want to emphasizl:' that this articlt 
doe~ not suggest that just because 
the airr:raft was dE:"signed to 

By FRANK BIANCA/Fl,;tht Safr:r.,· E,1::in<'t'I 

survive inflight fires a decision to 
eiect should be delayed or not con
sidered. You are the one ··on the spot. 
and your judgment alone should 
decide whether to stay or go. How
ever. the decision should be based on 
knowledge and, by knowing your 
safety systems and procedures, you 
should be able to make the correct 
decision to continue flying or to eject 
Information concerning how the 
engine and tail areas were built to 
resist fire, what limitations affect the 
fire detection and extinguishing sys
tem, and why the emergency pro
cedures were written as they are will 
give you a big edge in making the 
critical decision. 

A major feature in the F-15 to 
prevent catastrophic fires 1s the loca
tion of the fuel cells. No fuselage fuel 
is located aft of the forward edge of the 
engines. If a turbine disintegrates from 
battle damage and throws pieces 
through the airframe, the fuel cells are 
not directly in line for the debris. Also. 
a bullet through a fuel cell should not 
cause a leak into the engine compart
ment. The three-inch fuel lines m the 
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engine bavs are titanium. covered 
with a self-sealing material that should 
keep small hole~ rrom causing large 
fires 

All items not interfacing with the 
engines have been eliminated from 
the engine compartment. Compor:ents 
such as the hvdraulic pumps and the 
generators, which make excellent 
spark producers when thev are hit or 
malfunction, are now separated from 
the engine compartment. The onh
hydraulic line 1n the engine area 1s 
there for the arresting hook. Even it 
that line is broken, onlv the small 
amount of hydraulic fluid left in the 
line will leak out, unless the hook 
switch is activated 

The other components in the engine 
compartment that could be possible 
sources of ignition are electrical leads 
to the fuel flow meters, fire extin
guisher, and the arresting hook Also. 
the Environmental Control Svstem 
(ECS) crossover bleed ducts and 
primarv heat ex.changer cooling air 
duct are m the engine area. Electrical 
current to the fire extmgu1sher and 
hook is applied only when those items 
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are activated. As for the cooling air 
ducts, even though they carry relative
ly low temperature air, they are made 
of titanium for fire protection 

Firewalls have been used to sepa
rate the engine compartment, airframe 
mounted accessory drive (AMAD), 
and jet fuel starter. These firewalls are 
made of titanium and designed to 
withstand a 2000°F fire for ten 
minutes. Other strengthening items 
have been built into the aircraft to 
resist structural failure and buckling 
during a fire. 

Why, back in our hypothetical 
emergency situation, did you not see a 
fire light? A quick check of the main
tenance manual shows i:hat the most 
rearward part of the fire detection 
system goes only to the end of the 
compressor area. The Eagle has had 
some real barn burners going in the 
augmenter section where there are no 
fire detectors. So if your wingman 
yells "Fire!" and you have no indica
tion in the cockpit, that might give 
you a clue as to what is "cooking." 

The F-15 has a fire extinguisher to 
help save vour day, but it cannot be 
expected to handle all fires simply 
because of its limited discharge port 
locations. When discharged into an 
engine bay, the extinguishing agent is 
released on the outside of the engine 
case between the engine and airframe 
It lasts about 0.5 seconds and is sent 
overboard by the normal ventilation 
system which was designed to expel 
volatile fumes from around the engine 
case. Fire extinguishing agent swirling 
around the outside of the engine case 
may make you feel better because you 
have done something, but it will have 
no effect on a fire burning inside the 
augmenter section. 

What really makes the F-15 capable 
of withstanding fires is the combina
tion of the handbook emergency pro
cedures with the design features just 
discussed. In the event of an engine 
fire, here is what the DASH ONE tells 
you to do (along with a little informa
tion on the reasons therefor) -

1. Throttle- IDLE 

Pull it out of afterburner and back 
where you can see if you have the cor
rect engine analyzed before shutting it 
down. If the fire was caused by 
augmentor operation, it might go out 
at this time. The engine could then be 
left in Idle for landing 

If the Fire Warning Light remains 
on. 

2. Fire Warning Light - PUSH 

Do not wait too long to do this item 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

Pushing the light shuts off the fuel 
outside of the firewalls, so that the 
only available fuel is that which is still 
in the engine supply line. Since the 
engines, when operating, are nothing 
but controlled fires anyway, pushing 
the fire light will stop the controlled 
fire and should stop the uncontrolled 
one, unless there are other problems. 
such as oil spraying from the engine 
Even without a fire light, if the fire is 
confirmed, push the respective fire 

light. The fuel shut-off valve works 
when the button is pushed whether 
the light is on or not 

If the Fire Warning Light still 
remains on, 

3. Throttle- OFF 

4. Fire Extinguisher- DISCHARGE 

As the DASH ONE indicates, shut-
ting off the throttle after closing the 
main shutoff valve keeps from trap
ping fuel in the engine s·lJpply line 
The fire extinguisher might help if the 
fire is outside of the engine case. 

If fire persists, 

5. EJECT 

If anywhere up to step five, the Fire 

Warning Light goe:, off, 
1 Fire Warnmg System - TEST 
2. Monitor other fire 1nd1cat1ons 

closely 
Remember. there is a firewall be

tween the engines. If one engin'c' has 
given a fire indication. follow':'d b·,
the other, you mrght have quit':' a i1w 
behind vou A foe in thi:- AMAO 
section should be handled promptl-, 
by correct use of the emergenC', 
procedures 

"Step Five" Is where the 1udgment 
mentioned earlier comes in. One 
person's definition of "persists·· might 
be different from the next On on':' 
incident the F-15 experienced. the 
engine fire !1ght went out m 30 
seconds. On another, the fire went out 
in seven minutes. In a combat situa
tion. had the second pilot g1ven up on 
the airplane earlv, it might have 
meant the difference between walking 
home through enemv countrv or 
flying the next dav. Everv rIre Is dif
ferent You must decide if vours is 
going to ul~1mately destrov vour 
aircraft 

Whether a fire is "persisting" or 
about to go out is hard to determine 
With the engine fire light pushed. all 
fuel should be cut off to that particular 
engine compartment. If the fire ap
pears to increase In intensity·, then 
something else must be \vrong, and 
your decision to eject must be made 
more quick Iv !n peacetime or in com
bat, go through the emergenc\ 
procedures. Give them a chance to 
work before you depart vour aircraft 
Remember that manv saret\ 
survivability design features have 
been built into the tail section to help 
the Eagle survive a fire Understand 
what you have working for you. then 
make your dec1s1on 

F-/5C/D ''glass view·· sho ... ·s loeurion o(fi,,el cells 
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(PUBLISHED 1980) AN 
EMERGENCY WAS DF,CLAK.ED! 

"NO. 2 ENGINE WAS SHUT DOWN IN FLIGHT DUE TO AN UNUSUALLY LOUD BANG ON THE RIGHT SIDE 
PRECEDED BY FLUCTUATING RPM ANO FTIT. PITCH AND ROLL CAS DROPPED OFF AFTER THE ENGINE WAS 
SHUT DOWN AND WOULD NOT RESET. AN EMERGENCY WAS DECLARED ANO DESCENT BEGUN FDR A 
STRAIGHT-IN APPROACH. AT 7 DME THE GEAR ANO FLAPS WERE LOWERED ANO THE AIRCRAFT IMMEDI· 
ATELY ROLLED TO THE RIGHT. THIS WAS CAUSED BY A SPLIT FLAP (RIGHT SIDE DID NOT COME DOWNI. 
THE FLAPS WERE PUT UP AND THE PILOT TOOK THE AIRCRAFT BACK UP TO DO A CONTROLLABILITY CHECK. 
DURING THE CLIMB THE AIRCRAFT HAD UNCDMMANDED ROLLS TO THE RIGHT ABOUT EVERY MINUTE. 
THESE ROLLS WERE PRECEDED BY WHAT SOUNDED LIKE A HYDRAULIC SURGE. IN ADDITION, THE AIRCRAFT 
EXPERIENCED UNCOMMANDED ROLLS TO THE LEFT WHILE PERFORMING CONTROLLABILITY CHECK. THE 
FLYABLE AIRSPEED WAS 220 KNOTS, WITH ANYTHING UNDER THIS COMPOUNDING THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE 
UNCOMMANOEO ROLLS. ON SHORT FINAL THE AIRCRAFT WAS ATTEMPTING TO ROLL RIGHT EVEN WITH LEFT 
AILERON/RUDDER. TOUCHDOWN WAS AT 200 KNOTS FOLLOWED BY MAX BRAKING ANO DEPARTURE 
BARRIER ENGAGEMENT. AT 140 KNOTS ON ROLL OUT THE PILOT EXPERIENCED AN UNCOMMANDEO PITCH UP." 

The data above was the first part of 
a TWX (teletypewriter) message re-
ceived at the MCAIR Home Office on 
1 3 February 1980. The report was from 
Wayne Witt, a company Field Service 
Representative with the 49th Tactical 
Fighter Wing at Holloman AFB, New 
Mexico; and it set in motion an ex~ 
t,emely interesting set of events that 
will be detailed for you in this article. 

The second paragraph of Mr. Witt's 
message described the immediate ac• 
tion at Holloman followin3 the inci• 
dent w;th F-15 S/N 77--0155-

.. ·THE AIRCRAFT WAS IMPOUNDED AND A COMPLETE CHECKOUT OF THE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM WAS 
MADE. THE AILERONS WERE FOUND OUT OF RIG. THE LEFT SIDE WAS 1-1/2 INCHES LOW AND THE RIGHT SIDE 
WAS 1/2 INCH HIGH. ALSO THE RIGHT SIDE STABILATDR/RUODER SWITCHING VALVE WAS FOUND TO BE 
INOPERATIVE. NOTHING WAS FOUND TO CAUSE THE SPLIT FLAP CONDITION. IT IS SUSPECTED THE AILERON 
SWITCHING VALVE WAS NOT SWITCHED DUE TO THE WINDMILLING NO. 2 ENGINE." 
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What followed in the ensuing two 
weeks provide'i an e:a:cellent er.ample 
of ''creative problem sol"ing" on the 
part of several organizations and 
indi\liduals, both military and contrac
tor. Pilots, proiect engineers, wifely 
engineers, and product support spec
ialists representing both the USAF al 
Holloman and MCAIR here in St. Louis 
collaborated in an intensive investi
gation and resolution of some very 
disturbing "flight control transients." 

USAF Major John E. Cunningham, 
49th TFW/MAQ, starts out our 
discussion . 

Smee the F-15 has been at Hollo
man, we have experienced some prob
lems with the engines. Some of these 
problems resulted in landing with one 
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good engine and the other one wind
milling. So what, you say? The F-15 
has so much power (even with one 
engine) that a single engine landing is 
"no sweat.'' Right? Well, maybe and 
usually. 

What I'm getting at is the paragraph 
hidden in the LANDING section of the 
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DASH ONE on "Single Engine Opera
tion." The latter part of this paragraph 
discusses "repeated flight control 
transients" which are caused by a 
windmilling engine. The key sentence 
in the paragraph is the last one, which 
says to" Monitor hydraulic pressure 
as windmill RPM sufficient to cause 
transients may occur with the tachom
eter indicating 0% .·· 

After a couple of flight tests and dis
cussions with MCAJR engineers and 
test pilots, let me tell you what we dis
covered about these flight control 
transients 

On the 29th of February, I flew Air
craft No. 77-0155 inanattempttosimu
late the flight control transients ex
perienced on the flight reported in the 
TWX by Mr. Witt. The right engine was 
cut off and allowed to spool down to 
zero RPM. At 15,000 feet MSL, 230 
KCAS, the PC-2 pressure was reading 
1500 psi and the hydraulic light illum
inated. At 190 KCAS, the RPM went to 
zero and PC-2 was 500 psi; the PITCH 
and ROLL CAS dropped off ( as ex• 
pected) but would not reset (a mal
function we thought was fixed). Up to 
now, no flight control transients 
had occurred. 

As I accelerated through 220 KCAS. 
PC-2 pressure increased to 1200 - 1400 
psi. I heard several "rumbling" noises 
and the aircraft started a slow. delib
erate roll to the left. I countered the 
roll with right stick and rudder. After 
two or three seconds of this, the YAW 
CAS dropped off and the left-roll 
tendency quit. With four inches of 
right stick and sonie right rudder, 
guess what happened? When I neutra
lized controls, the rapid right roll 
stopped and the aircraft flew OK. 
YAW CAS reset but PITCH and ROLL 
CAS remained off (a malfunction we 
have since fixed). By maintaining PC-2 
between 1200 and 1400 psi, the same 
sequence began again about 20 sec
onds later- left roll, countered by right 
stick and rudder, YAW CAS dropping 
off (a malfunction we have since fix
ed), and so on. 

Deciding this was no good, I slowed 
the aircraft to 180 KCAS and allowed 
PC-2 to drop below 1000 psi (about 
500 psi actual). At the lower speed, no 
transients occurred. I lowered gear 
and flaps, slowed to "'on sR""(l" (150 
KCAS), and the plane flew fine. After 
raising gear and flaps, I accelerated to 
240 KCAS, PC-2 went to 1200 - 1400 
psi, and here we go again! 

Pat Henry, MCAIR Chief Experi-
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mental Test Pilot, flew two similar pro
files at St. Louis on 3 and 5 March ancl 
experienced the same flight control 
transients except at speeds around 340 
KCAS instead of 240 KCAS. Conclu
sions from all of the!-e test flights and 
consequent engineering analyses are 
that the flight control transients are 
normal and occur when the wrnd
milling-engine PC pressure builds to 
1200 - 1400 psi. The increasing PC 
pressure causes the hydraulic switch
over valves to operate (causrng a 
noticeable "thump" or "rumbling" 
sound). followed by flight control 
transients. 

Windmill RPM won't tell you much 
about what 1s happening in this 
situation. At the low end, tachometer 
readings are not accurate and won't 
necessarily increase as PC pressure 
builds. What will tell you when to 
expect a flight control transient is the 
PC pressure on the windmilling 
engine. The DASH-1 refers to "monitor 
hydraulic pressure"; the windm11lmg
engine PC pressure is what it 1s 
referring to. By maintaining an air
speed which will keep the suffering PC 
pressure above 2,0CX) psi or below 800 
psi, you will be able to prevent any 
flight control transients. After losrng 
an engine and prior to landing. I 
recommend a controllability check 
During the check, monitor PC pressure 
while you determine the flight charac
tenstics for landing. 

This recommendation and the 
above guidance are consistent with 
MCAIR findings. They have talked 
with SPO and recommend these 
changes to the DASH-1. MCAIR is also 
working on changes to the mainte
nance tech orders so the guys who fix 
'em can do a better job. My hat 1s oH 
to all the contractor people for their 
assistance in obtaining a good fa for 
aircraft 77-0155 and for assisting rn 
better identifying the 'flight control 
transient' phenomenon! 

One last point to ponder: In this 
situation, adding airspeed for the wife 
and kids could ruin your whole day 

Maior Cunningham has summarized 
the entire investigative effort for you, 
but there were a lot of interesting 
steps along the way. In troubleshoot
ing after the original incident (but 
before the functional check flight), 
the right stabilator/rudder switching 
valve failed the T .0. procedure ud 
the ailerons were out of rig. The nlve 
was replaced; the a.ilerons w;ere 
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rigged; and the aircraft was checked 
out for flight. Ten flights were subse
quently made with only one reported 
problem - a hydraulic leak at the brake 
which resulted in a ground abort but 
was unrelated to the situation. 

After much telephone message 
traffic between Missouri and New 
Mexico, on the 27th of February the 
Flight Control Incident Investigation 
Team [FCIIT) at MCAIR sent a TWX to 
Holloman. The message noted that 
the cause of the uncommanded rolls 
had not yet been determined but pre
sented several possible causes. More 
troubleshooting and an FCF were 
requested, with the flight to duplicate 
the incident conditions as closely as 
safety would permit. After Major 
Cunningham's flight and excellent 
debriefing, the FCIIT requested similar 
flights by MCAIR. Chief Experimental 
Test Pilot Pat Henry reports as 
follows. 

As mentioned in John's report, our 
findings with two late model produc
tion aircraft out of St. Louis were 
essentially consistent with his data 
from the Holloman bird. One of our 
aircraft consistently gave just one 
flight control transient as PC pressure 
passed the hydraulic switching valve 
range(~ 800psi decreasing and~ 1400 
psi increasing pressure), while the 
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other one exhibited multiple switch
ing and accordingly, multiple flight 
control transients. Each bird seems to 
have its own "personality'' in this 
region. Bear in mind, however, that 
the multiple switching was accentu
ated by deliberately stabilizing at the 
speed that produced just the right 
output pressure from the PC pump of 
the windmilling engine. I found it very 
interesting that at these very low 
windmilling speeds, you can actually 
tell more about what the engine is 
doing by observing PC pressure than 
indicated RPM. 

The important messages from all 
this testing, in my opinion, are that 
you can anticipate the flight control 
activity by monitoring PC pressure 
instead of engine speed, and that the 
hydraulic switchover valves will have 
finished doing their thing long before 
you reach on-speed for landing. 
Furthennore, I find it comforting to 
learn that we can expect hydraulic 
pressure, and therefore control surface 
power, at much lower airspeeds than 
were previously surmised. 

We had never dwelled in the 
SC0-1400 psi range during pre-produc
tion flight test (despite many opportu
nities to do so with the prototype 
engines) because we would either be 
acceling for an airstart or deceling for 
landing. We are most grateful for the 

opportunity to explore this interesting 
region further, thereby providing 
better understanding through articles 
such as this and through improved 
guidance in the DASH 1. We are also 
appreciative of the thorough flight 
check and documentation by Major 
Cunningham, which were instrumental 
in solving this riddle. 

One area that didn't match between 
St. Louis and Holloman as well as I 
would have liked was the airspeed 
required for a given engine speed. It is 
important because our engine restart 
guidance is based on flight test data 
that indicates an airspeed of 350 knots 
or slightly greater is a good (and 
sometimes necessary) target to shoot 
for during engine restart (non-JFS 
assisted). At high altitude, this speed 
puts you into a more favorable airstart 
envelope, thereby avoiding hot starts 
(which are a big waste of time, 
particularly in the dual engine out 
scenario). At all altitudes for the right 
engine, and all altitudes above approx
imately 10K for the left engine, this 
speed should be sufficient to sustain 
RPM above 10-12%, the minimum for 
ignition and starting fuel. For a given 
test condition, say l0K/350 knots, the 
exact windmill RPM will vary some
what from one airframe/engme com
bination to another due to component 
friction and hydraulic loads. However, 

No, this is_nouhe .. ,u;_e aood men and m,e·· of ihe United States Supreme Coun ~'-·",,,~Jti • our camera fast happened 10 catch the 
MCAJR FliahtControl Incident Investigation Team (FCimot a paniCMlarly solemn(andtherefore rare) moment. Picture obviously was 
tak~n urly in tire investigation of lite Holloman incident. while the team was still puzzled by some knotty aspects of the situorion. 
Smiies cmne kuer. after they solved the problem! Fram far left(c/ock.wise), team members are • Jim Hedges, Unit Chief. Electronin: 
Perry Hoffma11., Lead Engineer. Avionics Laboratory; Carl Scherz. Section Chief. GuidlJnce & Control Mttlron~s:Dave Thompson. Chief 
F-15 !e~hnology Integration Engineer: Dove Nothstine, Chief F-15 Program Design Engineer: Ford Miller. Product Service Hydraulics 
Spe~st: Dale Cattoor. Product Servi.ce Senior Avionics SpeciAlist: Mile Peterson. Systems Safety Engineer: and Pat Henry, Chief 
Experrm_entai Test Pilot. According to Mr. Thompson, head of FCITT. the ulrimare goal of the !eam is to so reduce unexplained jlighr 
control UJCidents that it worb itself out of ojob.' You can help by bringing the real puzzlers to its attention. 
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even those engines that are on the low 
windmill RPM side exhibit an ex
tremely low spooldown rate as they 
approach their stabilized speed. 
Therefore, there is plenty of time for 
the engine to pressurize its fuel 
manifold and light off if the DASH 1 
guidance of throttle to Idle at a 
minimum RPM of 25% is practiced. 
John's bird looked a little optimistic 
with respect to windmill RPM in that 
airspeed required to sustain a given 
engine speed was lower than average. 
My concern is that some false opti
mism would be generated as to what 
minimum airspeed to shoot for in the 
dual engine failure case. We still think 
350 knots is a good target until 
transitioning to a JFS assisted restart. 

Naturally, the TWX from Wayne 
Witt at Holloman prompted an early 
meeting of the Flight Control Incident 
Investigation Team - this was exactly 
the type of non-routine situation that 
"FCIIT" had been set up to handle! 
There were enough out-of.the-ordinary 
aspects to this incident to qualify the 
problem Hight of F-1S 77-0lSS as 
"Number One" on its list of investiga• 
tions. And the flight tests at HAFB and 
MCAIR added a significant layer of 
data to that obtained from the original 
incident. The group met several times 
during the two week-period to sift 
through all the information. Systems 
Safety Engineer Mike Peterson sum-
marizes the team's analysis .•• 

We looked at all the available data 
in an attempt to understand several 
things -

• Why would Pitch/Roll CAS not 
reset? 

• Why were the transients recurring, 
and at lower than expected speed for 
switching valve transients {indicating 
that the engine was windmilling at a 
lower than normal airspeed)? 

• Why would Yaw CAS drop off just 
before the hard right roll? 

o Why were the transients much 
larger than expected from switching 
valve transients? 

Previous experience with the F-15 
flight control system identified the 
fact that when an engine windmilled 
down, some control transients would 
occasionally occur as the switching 
valves went through the "test" cycle (a 
check for downstream leakage). This 
normally occurred as the airspeed was 
slowing through 300 knots. And certain 
other events of the incident could also 
be explained -

• Pitch and roll CAS dropping off 
was normal because the right stabi
lator CAS servo lost PC-2A hydraulic 
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pressure when the stabilator/rudder 
switching valve was in the test cycle. 
(But once the valve switched to 
back~p Utility pressure, these should 
reset.) 

• The split flaps occurred because 
lowering of the flaps decreased PC-2 
hydraulic pressure, which then caused 
the right aileron/flap switching valve 
to go to the test mode. The right hand 
flap did not extend immediately 

FCIIT 

MCAIR has established an inter
disciplinary group to investigate 
unusual fhght control incidents. Not 
intended to serve as a sounding 
board tor routine sItuatIons. the 
"FCIIT" (Flight Control Incident 
Investigation Team) is usually called 
to action only for major unexplained 
anomalies such as the one de
scribed in this article from Holloman 
AFB. The team also meets monthly 
to analyze the significance of trends 
which may be developing in accum
ulated minor flight control incidents 
reported through normal channels 

The FCIIT is currently composed 
of representatives from several 
company departments. including 
Engineering Technology, Design 
Engineering, Systems Engineering. 
Systems Safety, Flight Test. and 
Product Services. Other technical 
department specialists may also 
serve in specific situations. The 
group also works closely with mili• 
tary base personnel through on-site 
MCAIR service engineers. 

The team's primary purpose is to 
examine and reveal cause I effect 
relationships between ftight control 
and other aircraft systems which 
would not be anticipated or indi
cated when incidents are analyzed 
from a single discipline point of 
view. Reports are prepared on each 
incident investigated. with sum• 
maries distributed to affected 
agencies and operational activities 
via MCAIR Field Service Represent• 
atives. The reports include incident 
details, troubles/problems found. 
and corrective action taken or 
recommended. 

because of the lack of hydraulic 
pressure. 

• The out-of-rig condition of the 
ailerons should not have contributed 
significantly to the transients. 

After our first time through the 
entire incident "scenario," everything 
appeared to be explained by the T.O. 
indication of a failed right stabilator/ 
aileron switching valve. However, 
there were enough doubts in our 
minds that we contacted the Holloman 
safety office and our base reps for 
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more mformat1on. They told w. that 
the rncident airplane had been re
leased from impoundment and had 
flown several times with no 11,ght 
control malfunctions; End of problem, 
right? Wrong. There were too many 
"doubting Thompsons·· on the FC!IT 
to just let an intriguing incident like 
this solve itself so simply So we got a 
detailed debriefmg from the incident 
pilot, Captarn Bob Debusk 

His information explained some of 
the things that were puzzling us. and 
clarified the exact nature of the 
uncommanded rolls and pitch up The 
pitch up, which had occurred on 
landing rollout, was not an aircraft 
malfunction - this Eagle just didn't 
want to stay on the ground at the high 
landing speed. The hydraulic surge 
was more like a rumbling noise, and 
discussions between Holloman and 
MCAIR pilots established that this was 
the switching valves operating. Cap
tain Debusk also more specifically 
defined the transients as alwavs being 
the rumbling noise followed by a slow 
left roll, then Yaw CAS drop off, 
followed by the hard right rol I. Now 
there were enough unanswered ques
tions to make everybody on the team 
happy, and we went back into session! 

We requested that Holloman fly an 
FCF on the incident airplane. even 
though it had flown several problem
free missions since the incident. We 
asked for a duplication of the flight 
conditions and that as much data as 
possible be recorded about aircraft 
characteristics as the right engine was 
windmilling down This was the flight 
discussed earlier by Major Cunning
ham; and his records of airspeed, 
RPM, PC pressure for numerous 
points, plus his statements on aircraft 
characteristics were extremely helpful 
in analyzing the incident. In this 
flight, the flight control transients and 
the CAS drop offs were duplicated, 
and we now knew that merely replac
ing the switching valve had not solved 
the problem. 

Additional checks of the hydraulic 
system were generated and we also 
requested that other systems that 
could cause rolls, such as the flaps 
and AFCS, be looked at again. It was 
at this point that we also asked for 
some flights by MCAIR for comparison 
with the Holloman data. These were 
the flights just discussed by Pat Henry. 
and his experiences under the stipu
lated test conditions were sufficiently 
similar to Major Cunningham's that 
our decision to look deeper into the 
hydraulic system was reinforced. 

No malfunctions were found with 
the flap circuitry during troubleshoot
ing, so we concentrated our efforts on 
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the switching valve. Some novel 
troubleshooting techniques finally 
revealed that a pressure switch in the 
PC-2 reservoir had failed 1 This switch 
tailure prevented Utility pressure from 
going to the switching valve. With no 
Utrlitv pressure to the switching valve, 
the valve would stay in "test" or else 
go back to PC pressure when the 
pressure was high enough, thus 
resembling a failed switching valve. 
The pressure switch was replaced and 
the aircraft passed all flight control 
checks. Another flight was made on 
77-0155 with the right engine shut 
down, and the Yaw CAS did not drop 
off. Pitch and roll CAS could be reset 
and the transients were very small, as 
would normally be expected. We had 
finally located the "root" of the 
problem, and everything else began to 
fall in place. 

In recapping the situation, here is 
what the FCI IT analysis produced -

• The pressure switch in the PC-2 
reservoir had failed, thus denying 

Utility System pressure to the switch
ing valve; 

• Pitch/Roll CAS failure to reset 
was caused by lack of backup Utility 
pressure to the CAS half of the 
stabilator actuator; 

• Transients at lower than expected 
airspeeds resulted from unexpected 
variations in engine windmill charac
teristics; 

• The larger than expected tran
sients and Yaw CAS drop off were the 
result of having one rudder unpowered 
(loss of PC-2 pressure and failure of 
Utility backup pressure). 

The final result of the investigation 
was a fuller understanding of a very 
disturbing flight control incident, 
which in turn led to some recom
mended changes in a couple F-15 
technical manuals. The "Single Engine 
Operation" information in the Flight 
Manual should stress that split flaps 
might occur and noises may be heard. 
Hydraulic pressure is the best indicator 
and the pilot should avoid airspeeds 
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where PC pressure fluctuates between 
800-2000. A revision to the Trouble
shooting Manual (T.0. 1F-15-2-5) was 
recommended to improve trouble
shooting of the PC system pressure 
switch. A phase inspection of the 
pressure switch was also recom
mended, and design changes will be 
considered if necessary. The FCIIT has 
closed its books on this one. 

Without the Flight Control Incident 
Investigation Team, the excellent 
cooperation of personnel of the 49th 
Tactical Fighter Wing at Holloman 
AFB, and support from MCAIR Engi
neering and Flight Test, Eagle 0155 
might still be doing uncommanded 
(and unexplained) rolls around the 
skies of New Mexico! We hope this 
discussion has given you an insight 
into the highly effective partnership 
developed between MCAIR and the 
customer for the resolution of prob
lems. 

. -~..;_::,. 

~-
......... -
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ACES II 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS EJECTION SEAT 

Come next July, your F-15A/B cock
pit is going to have a new look. That's 
when Eagles in Block 18(USAF 77-0061 
for "A" models and 77-0154 for the 
"B"J will incorporate the "ACES 11" 
ejection seat. The DIGEST will come 
at you with technical details on opera
tional and maintenance aspects in an 
upcoming issue, but for now, we'll just 
offer a quick scan of what looks to us 
to be a very neat seat! 

Manufactured by the Douglas Air~ 
craft Company component of 

McDonnell Douglas Corporation, this 
"advanced concepts ejection seat" is 
scheduled for installation in the 
MCAIR F-15, General Dynamics F-16, 
and Fairchild A-10. Thus it looks like 
you tactical pilots, regardless of which 
high performance aircraft you fly, will 
sit in "ACES." You should sit pretty 
comfortably, and very safely. 

Production delivery of the first of 
441 seats procured by the Air Force 
occurred on 28 October at Long 
Beach. Subsystems of the ACES-II seat 
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were tested and qualified as a part of 
the USAF /Douglas ACES-I research 
and development program; and quali
fication tests of the ACES-II system 
were completed in June of 1973. 
Douglas is well equipped to handle 
the ACES program, having produced 
more than 7000 ESCAPAC ejection 
seats for their own A-4 Skyhawk and 
for the A-7, 8-57, S-3A, and current 
versions of the A-10, F• 15, and YF-16. 

This new seat will give Air Force 
flight crews a much better chance to 
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survive emergency ejections and land 
satelv m a range from zero altitude/ 
zero airspeed to altitudes up to 50,000 
feet and airspeeds of 600 knots 
Compared to earlier designs, the sys
tem is especially effective at low 
speeds, low altitudes, and adverse 
aircraft attitudes. For example, a pilot 
can eject safely from altitudes under 
200 feet while flying inverted at 150 
knots. Earlier designs required nearly 
twice that altitude for safe recovery 
under similar circumstances. 

Key to the advanced ccncepts 
design is a solid-state electronic sys
tem which sequences and controls 
performance of the recovery subsys
tems built into the seat. The electronic 
system outperforms ballistic and 
mechanical systems used on previous 
seats. It works with seat-mounted 
altitude and airspeed sensors to acti
vate one of three recovery modes for 
each ejection situation. 

Other improvements over earlier 
ejection seat designs include a vernier 
rocket to provide pitch stabilization 
and a specificallv designed drogue 
parachute to provide yaw stabilization 
and deceleration of the seat until the 
main chute deploys. It uses a mortar 
to deploy the main chute and reefing 
system to open the parachute in 
stages, which lessens strain on the 
crewman. l n event of a mishap that 
doesn't require ejection while the 
aircraft is on the ground, the crewman 
need only use a single-point release to 
free himself from all restraints. 

PAOOVCT SUPPORT DIGEST 8" 



ECP-703 
(PUBLISHED 1978) 

PARACHUTE FIRED 

-~ 

DROGUE JNFLA TEO 

T=~ 

DROGUE FIRED ACES·II 
T = 0. 17 ~ 

~ The F-1 SA/B will soon incorporate the "ACES-II" ejection seat system in 
. , · . accordance with ECP-703. ACES-II was designed and manufactured by the 

~ _ Douglas Aircraft Company {DAC} component of McDonnell Douglas Corpora-
'-.,_;:_ tion, and is furnished GFE to the F-15 program. DAC has published considerable 

ACES-I I is designed to provide 
improved aircrew survivability with 
increased visibility and comfort while 
enhancing total egress system reliabil• 
ity and maintainability. It has been 
qua I ified from zero through 600 KEAS 
during extensive development testing. 
Unlike systems used in previous 
McDonnell airplanes - which incorpo
rate face curtain or lower ejection 
handle initiation, ACES-II utilizes sid~ 
mounted initiation handles in accord· 
ance with MIL·S-9479. We can already 
hear some of you out there saying 
"Why in the world did they do that?!" 
since you are all familiar with the 
D-ring ejection control method. 
Actually, life science data over the 
past 15 years indicates an operational 
advantage to the side ejection con
trol; and dynamic centrifuge testing 
substantiated the ease of operation at 
high.C forces over the face curtain/ 
center pull 0-ring. And for most USAF 
crews, flight training began in the 
f-33/-37 /-38 which use side ejection 
handles, so you actually learned this 
mode of ir.itiation first, regardless of 
which mode you graduated to in line 
fighters. The rationale for side con
trols 1s simply to increase accessibil
ity, allowing for optimum body posi
tion and limb restraint 

technical documentation providing general • infonnation concerning ACE>II 
intallation in several current USAF aircraft. In this article, MCAIR system safety 
specialist Jack Sheehan passes this information on to you, with specific applica
tions to the Eagle. 
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F-15A/B 

EJECTION SEAT 
It's known by two acronyms - ''ACES," which stands for Advanced Concepts 

Ejection Seat; and "HTES", which is short for High Technology Escape System. 
"Advanced concepts" and "high technology" are the key words in talking about 
this new aircrew protection system - in the form of such innovations as solid state 
electronics, multiple operating modes, instantaneous seat stabilization and high 
speed deceleration, and a balanced high speed/low speed drogue and recovery 
parachute system. Let's take a look at these and other features of this Block 18 
and up replacement for the ESCAPAC IC-7 crew escape system. 
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ACES-I I is a lightweight, advanced
performance escape system that in
corporates high technology state--of
the-art subsystems. Electronic event 
sequencing by solid-state, redundant 
timing circuits is used in conjunction 
with proven electro-pyrotechnic com
ponents to achieve high reliabilify and 
maintenance-free service. 

The system is composed of 
several subsystems - seat structure, 
guide rails, seat adjustment actuator, 
firing controls, propulsion, pitch con
trol, trajectory divergence (F-156 
only), drogue parachute, recover') 
parachute, recovery sequencer 
harness release mechanism, surviYa! 
kit, restraint, and emergencv OX\ gen. 
These systems combine to provide 
stabilized ejection and rapid 
minimum-distance recover..,- per
formance 

Stabilization under low-speed ejec
tion conditions is achieved by a gvro
controlled vernier rocket t"STA..PA..C .1 

that provides pitch control for thrust 
line-cg offsets in excess of ± ~ inches 
At high speeds, stabilization and 
deceleration are achieved b\ a drogue 
parachute 

Multiple recovery modes P€rmit the 
functions and timing of the re..::O\ er. 
system to be selected for ea..::h or thre,,, 
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attachments are located so that the 
forces are applied rn the "eye-balls 
out" direction 1n which they can be 
most readilv withstood bv the crew
man. A reefed recovery parachute ,s 
used to permit deplovment of the 
parachute at relatively high speeds 
The early deceleration due to the 

reefed parachute contributes to 
the achievement of m1nrmum-dis• 
tance recoverv 

The emergency oxygen is delivered 
automatically upon ejection. The sur
vival kit can be selected to auto
matically deplov four seconds atter 
seat/man separation 

1odes w optimize perto;mance 
1roughout the escape envelope The 
rogu~ and recoverv parachute svs
,m~ are independent so that the 
rogue need not be deploved in a 
)\,\--Speed low-altitude ejection 
here 1mmed1ate deplovment of the 
·coven parachute is essential. At 
gh speeds, ~he operation of the 
·oeue and recoverv parachutes is 
1e~la;::iped to increase system decele
t1on 
An electronic sequencer controls 
e sequencing, timing, and initiation 

Ejection seat Subsystems 
the recoverv system functions 

ode selection is performed by the 
coverv sequencer in confunction 
ith an envirOnmental sensing system 
hich senses airspeed and altrtude 
)nditrons. The complete system, in
uding the recovery sequencer power 
pplles and the dual pitots for air
eed sensing, is mounted on the seat. 
The drogue and recovery parachute 
stems are configured so that, at the 
aximum speed conditions, the de
leraticn forces applied to the crew
an are within recommended limits 
1rs approach is essential m obtaining 
fic1er,t use of the drogue and re
•verv parachutes under lower speed 
,ndi~ions. The drogue is sized to the 
aximum speed case, and the drogue 

Seat structure and ejection guide 
rail subsystems are of conventional 
aircraft-type construction and fabri
cated primarily of aluminum alloy 
Unique features of the other subsys
tems are described below. 

SEAT ADJUSTMENT ACTUATOR 
The seat adjustment actuator pro

vides five inches of vertical adjust
ment. The actuator is bolted to attach
ment brackets in the aircraft and to 
the base of the rocket catapult. Height 
adjustment is made by raising or 
lowering the entire seat along the 
guide rails. The actuation switch is 
mounted above the left console. 

PROPULSION 
Propulsion is provided by a Type 

CKU-5/ A rocket catapult. The catapult 

'STAPAC''Assembf.v 

is integral with the rocket motor, and 
the normal velocity at separation 1s 43 
feet per second Peak catapult accele
ration is approximately 15 g. Nominal 
rocket impulse is 1150 pound-seconds 

PITCH CONTROL 
Pitch control 1s achieved bv the 

"STAPAC" gvro-mounted vernier 
rocket svstem. This seat stabilizatron 
unit is mounted beneath the seat 
bucket and action is initiated bv the 
recovery sequencer as the seat leaves 
the guide rails. The gyro is spun up 
ballisticallv and linked to the vernier 
rocket to correct offsets in excess of 
.± 2 inches 

TRAJECTORY DIVERGENCY 
Trajectory divergency is provided 

on F-158 ejection seats only, and 
insures that there is no interference 
between the two crewmen and their 
escape system components. Trai'=c
tory divergence is achieved by a small 
rocket which is initiated by the 
recovery sequencer as the seat leaves 
the rails. The rocket is positioned tc 
cause the seat to roll, and the redirec
tion of the main rocket thrust results 
in lateral motion and trajectory dis
placement. The rockets for the F-15B 
front and rear seats are installed on 
opposite sides of the seat buckets to 
produce opposing roll actions 

DROGUE PARACHUTE 
The drogue parachute provides 

stabilization and deceleration under 
high speed conditions and stabiliza
tion during high altitude descent. The 
drogue is not deployed under iow 
speed (Mode 1) conditions. The 
drogue extractor and parachute a.re 
stowed at the rear of the ejection seat 
in separate compartments. 

The drogue gun is rnitiated by the 
recovery sequencer as the seat nears 
the top of the guide rails and propels a 
one-pound drogue slug. The drogue
slug deploys the extraction chute and 
is then detached from the chute by a 
static line. The extraction chute de
ploys the drogue chute via a high-drag 
bridle and tow line. The drogue 
parachute bridle has a two-point 
attachment to the seat. 

When deployment of the recovery 

c~---· ~-~--·~ .,.._-----~-----------------
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parachute commences, the drogue 
parachute rs detached from the seat 
bv shaped charge cutters which sever 
the bridle at the two attach points 
The cutters are initiated by the re
cover\ sequencer 0.15 second after 
the parachute mortar has been fired 

RECOVERY PARACHUTE 
The recovery parachute is a mortar

deployed 28 foot C-9 canopy. It is 
deployed in the reefed condition to 
alleviate high deployment forces im
posed on the crewman. Two reefing 
cutters with 1.15 second delay are 
installed on the parachute skirt. The 
parachute canopy is packed around 
the mortar and the mortar is initiated 
by the recovery sequencer. The mortar 
propels the parachute off the seat, 
deploying the suspension lines first; 
then the canopy deploys skirt-first as 
the packing container strips off. 

If automatic initiation of the re
covery parachute mortar does not 
occur, parachute deployment is 
initiated automatically when the seat/ 
man release system is actuated by the 
recovery sequencer. 
RECOVERY SEQUENCING 

The recovery sequencing subsystem 
selects the recovery mode appropriate 
to the escape environment and 
executes the recovery sequence. 

The environmental sensor contains 
two altitude-compensated dynamic 
pressure transducers and a static 
pressure transducer. Pressure inputs 
are obtained from two pitots mounted 
on the parachute container and from a 
static port which is open to ambient 
pressure behind the seat. The dynamic 
pressure transducers are set to switch 
from a low-speed to a high-speed 
position at 250 knots at sea level. The 
altitude compensation causes the 
switchover speed to decrease as alti
tude increases. The static pressure 
transducer is set to switch from a high
altitude to a low-altitude position at 
15,000 feet at zero airspeed. 

The recovery sequencer contains 
electronic logic circuits and electronic 
time delay circuits. The logic circuits 
interrogate and interpret the speed 
and altitude transducers in the envi
ronmental sensor and select the re
covery mode. The time delay circuits 
provide the correct event-time se
quence for each recovery mode. Elec
trical power is provided by thermal 
batteries which are initiated by gas 
pressure from the catapult stage of the 
rocket catapult. Until initiation by the 
rocket gas pressure, the thermal bat
teries are completely dormant and 
there is no electrical input to or 
output from the recovery sequencer. 
The timing sequence is started by a 
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'"sequence start·· switch which is 
actuated by a striker plate as the seat 
moves up the guide rails. Actuation of 
the "sequence start'" switch bv remov
ing or installing the seat in the guide 
rails has no effect because the thermal 
battery has not been activated 

The recovery sequencer is fully 
redundant in that two identical 
independent electronic systems are 
provided to execute the recovery 
sequence. Each redundant system 
fires one of two bridgewires in each of 
the squibs used to initiate the ballistic 
components. If the recover.y sequencer 
fails to initiate the recovery sequence, 
the crewman can pull the RESTRAINT 
EMERGENCY RELEASE handle (see 
Harness Release Subsystem). which 
releases the seat lap belt and shoulder 
harness and deploys the pilot chute 
SURVIVAL KIT 

The survival kit consists of a fabric 
case which houses the liferaft, ruck
sack, and an auxiliary container. The 
survival kit stows in the seat bucket 
beneath the rigid seat pan which is 
supported by the seat structure. The 
liferaft and rucksack are attached to 
the survival kit case by a dropline. The 
auxiliary container, which is for stow
age of items to be retained with the 
crewman, is secured inside the survival 

kit. Webbrng straps secur':' th<_· h: r_;:r,,oc
t0 the two survival kit attach f1ttin~' 

A control on the seat pan all0v1~, th<• 
crewman to preselect autr_,matrr_ d<· 
ployment of the l1feraft and rucha,:k 
and a contrnl on thf:' kit. p':'rm1t~ 
deplovment t0 be 1n1tiat1c"d manu.;il\\ 
following seat/man ;eparat10n Ir• :h"' 
automatic mode. the kit caso: 1~ 
opened bv a ballistic cuttlc'r fr~ur 
seconds after seat/man separat10n 

Provrs10;1s are made for mstallat10n 
of the ANIURT-33( Radrc, BtacrJn 
Access to the function switch on :ht 
URT-33 is provided 1n the seat and 
when the switch is on. the beacon will 
autornatica\lv go into operation dur
ing seat/man separation 

RESTRAINT 
Restraint of the crewman during 

ejection or crash !anding condition; 1:; 
provided by a lap belt and 1nert1a reel 
Dual inertia reel straps pass around 
rollers on the parachute risers and are 
secured to the seat by a locking pin 
ThP. inertia ··iock and unlock" control 
1s located on the left side of the sea~ 
bucket. 

HARNESS RELEASE SUBSYSTEM 
ACES-II provides different methods 

for crewman harness release - one as 
an auto,matic part of the ejection 

Recovery Para.ch-we Sysrem 
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process and one as a manually
initiated ballistic operation during 
emergency ground egress. The manual 
system also serves as backup in the 
event of failure of the automatic seat 
separation system during ejection. 

• Automatic - Following ejection, 
the harness release system releases the 
crewman from the seat automatically. 
The mechanism is powered by a 
thruster which is initiated by the 
recovery sequencer 0.25 second after 
the parachute mortar is fired. The 
thruster rotates a bellcrank which, by 
means of rods and cables, mechani
cally withdraws locking pins to release 
the lap belt, inertia reel straps, seat 
pan, and parachute mortar from the 
seat and the pilot chute from its 
compartment. The crewman is re
leased by withdrawal of the lap belt 
and inertia reel strap attach pins. 
Release of the seat pan latch allows 
the par: to rotate as the survival kit is 
withdrawn from the seat bucket dur-

ing seat/man separation. Once the 
bellcrank has been rotated open, it 
remains locked in that position. 

• Emergency Ground Egress - The 
seat also incorporates a "Rapid Escape 
Divestment System" that permits the 
crewman to leave the cockpit during a 
ground emergency, by actuation of a 
single handle. This system is com
posed of ballistic-actuated quick
release mechanisms on the parachute 
risers and survival kit retention straps, 
energy transfer lines and manifolds, 
and an initiation device. The initiation 
device includes an· interdiction func
tion which is connected to a guide 
rail-sensing arm. Initiation of this 
system, which is possible only when 
the seat is in the aircrah ejection 
guide rails, is accomplished by actua
tion of the RESTRAINT EMERGENCY 
RELEASE handle on the right side of 
the seat bucket. This actuates the 
parachute and survival kit quick
releases and at the same time releases 
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the lap belt from the seat. As the 
crewman stands to leave the seat. the 
hoses for oxygen and other services 
are disconnected by brute-force 
quick-disconnects. 

• Seat Separation Backup - After 
ejection. the RESTRAINT EMER
GENCY RELEASE handle serves as a 
manual backup in the event of failure 
of the automatic seat separation sys
tem. In this case, initiation of the 
Rapid Escape Divestment System is 
prevented· by the initiator interdict 
device, and actuation of the RE
STRAINT EMERGENCY RELEASE 
handle releases the crewman from the 
seat and the pilot chute from the 
recovery parachute container. 

For maintenance purposes, the 
harness release subsvstem can also be 
actuated by a control located behind 
the cushion on the upper right-hand 
seat side, where it is inaccessible to 
the crewman during flight. When the 
Equipment Release cable is actuated, 
the harness release mechanism locks 
in the "open" position. The mecha
nism can be r~set by pressing the 
Equipment Release reset located on 
the right-hand side of the seat. 

EMERGENCY OXYGEN 
A 22 cubic-inch emergencv oxygen 

supply is provided. The cylinder as
sembly is on the left side of the 
seatback where it is visible for inspec
tion and can be readily removed. The 
hose is routed to the CRU-60/P con
nector on the crewman's torso har
ness. The system is actuated automati
cally in an ejection by a lanyard 
connected to the cockpit floor. A 
manual control ("green ring") is also 
provided on the left side of the seat 
bucket. 

Change 3 of T.0. 1F-15A-1 is dated 
15 January 1978, and adds information 
on the ACES-I I ejection seat to Sec
tions 1 and 3 of the DASH ONE. The 
discussion presented here explains the 
theory of ejection seat operation, and 
you should carefully read Change 3 for 
the details of seat description and 
ejection procedures for the three 
modes of operation provided by this 
system. Your Egress and Life Support 
personnel should also be consulted for 
answers to your questions. 

Actuation of the side-mounted ejec
tion controls (either or both) fires the 
seat-mounted initiator, which supplies 
pressure to power retract the inertia 
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reel and (via a quick-disconnect) to 
initiate the canopy emergency escape 
sequencing system. The canopy emer
gency escape sequencing system 
initiates canopy removal and provides 
high-pressure gas back to initiate the 
rocket catapult. In an F-15B se
quenced automatic ejection, the rear 
crew member is ejected 0.40 second 
before ejection of the front crew
member. 

When the catapult cartridge ignites, 
high-pressure gas ported from the 
catapult chamber to the recovery 
sequencer initiates the thermal battery 
power supplies. As the seat moves up 
the guide rails, the pitots on both sides 
of the parachute assembly are exposed 
to the airstream. Pitot and static 
pressure inputs to the environmental 
sensing unit act on speed and altitude 
transducers. The recovery sequencer 
interrogates the transducers and se
lects the appropriate recovery mode. 
Movement of the seat up the guide 
rails activates the emergency oxygen 
supply and disconnects the egress 
system gas disconnects. 

As the seat approaches the top of 
the guide rails, the recovery sequence 
start switch is closed by a striker on 
the guide rails, initiating the pitch 
stabilization system STAPAC {and in 
the F-15B the trajectory divergence 
rocket) after short time delays. The 
initiation of other subsystems depends 
upon which of three recovery modes 
is in operation. The portion of the 
flight envelope appropriate to each 
operating mode is shown below. 

Mode -1 operation is a low speed 
ejection in which the parachute is 
deployed almost immediately after 
the seat departs the aircraft. The 
recovery parachute mortar is initiated 
0.37 second after rocket catapult 
ignition. As the mortar propels the 
parachute assembly away from the 
seat, the 1.15 second delays in the 
reefing line cutters are activated and 
the pilot chute deploys. The harness 
release thruster is actuated 0.25 sec
ond later and the deploying parachute 
separates the crewman from the seat. 
The parachute inflates to the reefed 
configuration and, when the reefing 
line cutters actuate, the parachute 
fully inflates. If automatic survival kit 
deployment was preselected, the kit 
opens approximately four-seconds 
after seat/man separation and allows 
the life raft and rucksack to deploy. 

Mode 2 operation is a high speed 
ejection rn which a drogue chute is 
first deployed to slow the seat, fol
lowed by deployment of the para
chute. Drogue deployment is initiated 
just prior to the seat leaving the guide 
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Survival Kit Assembly 

rails. Projection of the drogue-gun sequence is the same as Mode 1. 
slug deploys the extraction parachute Mode 3 operation is a high altitude 
which, in turn, deploys the drogue ejection in which the sequence of 
parachute. The recovery parachute events is the same as Mode 2 except 
mortar is fired 1.00 second after drogue that man/seat separation and deplov-
initiation; and 0.15 second after the ment of the recover\' parachute are 
parachute mortar is fired, the drogue delayed until Mode 2 altitude and 
bridle is severed. The remainder of the speed conditions are attained. 
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NOTE: This has been an "introducicry" presentation intended only for general .-\.CES.-11 famil
iarization. On the seats you will be receiving, some details, including hardware modifiooons 
and equipment routing. ma~· not be as described or pictured herein. Please check manuils J.Dd 
change documents for completely up-to-date information. 
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KN W YOUR F-15A/B 
{PUBLISHED 1978) 

ACES·II 
The Douglas Aircraft Company ACES-II ejection seat will be installed in 

F-15A aircraft 77-0061 and up; and in F-15B aircraft 77-0154and up. This is 
the eighth "A" and the third "B" in Block 18. (The first ACES~uipped 
Eagle was delivered to Holloman AFB on 23 May by 1st Lieutenant Ken 
Deeble, Life Support Officer of the 8th TFS at HAFB.) Retrofit will be 
accomplished by TCTO lF-15-502 on all prior production aircraft, with 
first installations currently scheduled to begin in March 1979. 

ACES-I I uses only one "safety streamer" - the 3943401-1 
Ground Maintenance Safety Pin Assembly .This i~ a two-pin 
assembly - insert one pin in hole under RESTRAINT 
EMERGENCY RELEASE handle and other in hole under left 
ejection control handle. An Ejection Controls Safety lever 
immediately behind the left ejection control handle is 
rotated up and forward to lock both ejection control 
handles. These are the only system safeties - don't forget or 
ignore either of them. 

ACES-II is designed for better reliability, maintainability, 
... and personnel safety. Where you may have been used 
to seeing numerous red safety streamers in and around the 
cockpit, ACES-II is sated for you with only the two devices 
noted above. They and the Canopy Ground Safety Locks 
provide your cockpit life insurance policy. However, 
merely because it is quicker and easier to safe the ACES 
cockpit for ground operations, don't become careless or 
complacent; your life insurance policy is only as good as 
you are! 

RESTRAINT EMERGENCY RELEASE 

. _,. --- . ·--------------
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EJECTION SEATS 

PRODUCT SUPPO"li" DIGEST 

ESCAPAC 

EJECTION CONTROL 

The Douglas Escapac IC-7 ejection seat will be phased 
out of the F-15A/B aircraft by TCTO lf-15-502 retrofit 
However, there are some 300 airplanes to be changed. and 
this seat will be in the inventorv for a good while vet 
Therefore, while our primary purpose in this special article 
has been to familiarize you with ACES-II, this would be 3 

good time to remind you of safety aspects of the IC-7 
Escapac has even fewer safety devices to worry abot.:t 

than ACES. The "Head Knocker'· (Ejection Seat Ground 
Safety Handle) is required to be down and locked for all 
ground operations; and the 680110015-1001 Ejection Seat 
Safety Pin must be installed in the M-99 Initiator for all 
cockpit area maintenance operations. The Canop) Ground 
Safety Locks are also required. 



(PUBLISHED 1975) 

First Fli,ght of the Ea,of2 
~ 

(without a canopy) 

By DENNY BEHM/McDonnell Experimental Test Pilot. Edwards AFB. Calif 

!n a test program, not everything you find out about an airplane's characteristics is 
intentional. Thus it was that on the 10th of February, I 975, at approximately 
II 00 hours in a Cat II flight over North Edwards (AFB), it became possible for 
McDonnell test pilot Denny Behm to evaluate .. topless" performance of the F-15. 
;.\'hiJe it wasn't part of the planned test profile, it's interesting that this first F-15 
canopy loss occurred during the airplane's final ECS qualification flight! As 
Denny indicates below, he certainly got a quick and sudden look at a heretofore 
unexplored portion of the Eagle's .. environment" ... 

"During a recent flight in TF-1, I 
had the unique opportunity to experi
ence flight without a canopy. The flight 
was scheduled to go out to 2.0 M at 
50,000 feet, but shortly after takeoff 
the c2nopy departed unannounced! I 
was climbing through 20,000 feet at 
375 knots when the canopy unlock 
light came on. My first thought was to 
get the power back and descend. Un
fortunately, this didn't help since the 
unlock light was followed in short 
order by the canopy handle moving 
aft out of the locked position. Just as 
I began to reach for the handle to lock 
it, the canopy moved aft slightly and 
disappeared. Canopy departure was 
clean with no damage to the aircraft. 

.. The first couple of seconds follow
ing explosive decompression were con-

fusing to say the least. The cockpit 
immediately filled with dust and knee
board cards, but these cleared in just 
a few moments. By now the airspeed 
had dropped to 300-350 and the cock
pit environment became rather pleasant. 
Cockpit temperature stayed comfort
able and the noise level dropped to the 
point where normal communications 
were possible with the ground for the 
rest of the flight. The slip stream was 
well outside my normal sitting position. 
I was able to remain in my normal 
position with my visor up with no 
noticeable problems. It would have 
been interesting to find where the slip 
stream was actually located, but I didn't 
have the nerve to ease my hand far 
enough out to tell . 

HThe aircraft handling qualities were 

unaffected in the clean and power
approach configuration. There was no 
noticeable buffet at any speed from 
350 knots to landing. The only unusual 
thing about landing the aircraft was the 
very uncomfortable feeling that I might 
fall out of the cockpit if I were to lean 
to one side or the other! If you're an 
Eagle driver, you know the feeling of 
being exposed in the normal cockpit. 
Without the canopy, it's almost un
believable. 

••This flight was a solo operation so 
we didn't get any definite opinions 
about back seat windblast. However, it 
appears from the way the personnel 
leads ( which were tied down) were 
whipped around that the back seat 
would be somewhat less comfortable 
than the front. 

"It was interesting to me that a 
situation which was one moment very 
frightening became a quite pleasant 
experience when all the dust settled. 
As a matter of fact, I thought as I was 
coming down final that had I- been 
able to toss a long white scarf over my 
shoulder, the air superiority loop would 
really have been closed!"' 

After Mr. Behm's uneventful landing, TF-15 71-0290 was 
impounded until the next day,when Ed Jeude, McDonnell 
Canopy Design Specialist, arrived from St. Louis for a close 
look at the canopy system. With company Field Service 
Engineer Dick Doty and USAF technicians MSgt Morris 
Garrett and TSgt Douglas Nelson, Mr. Jeude made up a de
tailed analysis sheet and examined the system. 

They discovered that the canopy 101..:king mechanism 
would not go fully overcenter because a newly replaced 
push-pull control cable was bottomed out. The Overcenter 
Warning switch should have sign.ailed this condition, but it 
was also out of rig - a double failure. Additional steps have 
been added to the checkout p;ocedure to prevent re
occurrence. 
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MEMoTO 
(PUBLISHED 1976) 

MANACEMENl" 
MEMO 

290-2905 
17 May 1976 

SUBJECT: 

To: } ,_ 

CC: 

F-15 AIRCRAFT 74-115 (F76) CANOPY LOSS ON 

J. E. Krings 

H H Cole, H. F Creel• 
I. L. Burrows~. · · 5 Ross. E. R. Shields J. F. Dobronsk1, W. · 

w. H. Brinks 

From: 74-115 proceeded normally 
, l heck flight on F-15 ' rmed1ac.e .:iower . 1 The second funct1ona \ An A/B takeoff_and ,nte 'poro,•mately fi,e 

f~r the first twenty mrnut~ity ot Columbia, M1ssour'.3 tho,sand feet at 
climb was made to the v1~]se flight between 37 and ~ ··ere i,t to complete 
minutes were sje~6o'~e~;, .9 ~ach, both afte~~~;"~'."g/M,cn acceieratrno 

9 Mach. At 3, . 1 check to Mach 2.0. \, ·nlock•d" i1gnt at ~ high speed func~1ona N 1 oecause of a "canopy !.. -was aborted on Flight , o. 

Mach 1.6, 40,000 feet.) Fl·ont 7est <1gineecs 

ransmitted every tenth to_ iorl was c::·rrmenced wi~'"-2. Mach numbers were t erformance. ,he acce!era~rsonal check I ist. . 
to record acce 1 erat ion p n and v JS Or oown oec --~ P • o c,r.o,y aepacte re - . 
the seat height ful) dow rbal transmiss,~n onor ~locled" 1 •ont ,as 
''Mach ~ .S" was t:"l\~~~: ~; ,OCO fe':!t. "lo , C?.'10;Jy LI 
approx1mately 1. 5 0 departure. 

observed prior to can PY . ne ,wry ,as an at'.;'°'eiy }~;i· 
.... somet'11n9 nad qo ;r.: 1 ow cu ,et, 

3. The first cue ;~~; was dccompanied :,y so~\!~a~~ suct:1cn ~::irces 
continuous roar. . , l ; ✓.as Jware ~hat ,. o 1.,. :.o :iroo: t'"lS 
moved my head mo~~':.~~e\w body upward. -~b~~:,~~~atu•e changes wece were attempt1n9 '- 1' ive· decompression o ~ '· associated with exp os 

observed at any c,me tne cinopy uniock;c ,-, 
~-- r tne roar cJmmenced • i oncer on tne '" r 

4 About two seconds ~;~;on toat :he c~nopy '"!n~°cne ;,eed bra<e ',',s 
ht conf1 rrned ~y ~..is "'educed to :-i1 i tar/, was 11 on to red 

.~9 throttles were sentl,1 auc•·on uelow '111,tarf - ''his pcoc,, 
e d d 'raduai terott e :e o ~ad woned correct,, - d but who ne,'5 ex.ten e · cc "ock-iJP" fea .. ur_ iod than desire , 

ensure '":,~~1an~ faster foe a lo~gec per . 

,~~~! ~~:n one emergency at a time ) ts ·o tcansm1t the nat:ce or 

. stopped Atte~p '- e t.insuccess.,.u,. 5
_ M 1.5 Mach, h~~~ ;~~;~~nel and ~ther •~~~:::L;e;idetone. T,\;:\f 

the pro~le~ ;~b;;~t noise obsc~r1n9,~~: :~:,. to colmlunicat~h~'\;:; cnoder · 
due to 

1
9 d to "emergency at tion stopped that ______ -~ ~~! t~~e;~!n~~~e It was after the head mo 
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You have just read verbatim the 
official company internal report of a 
recent incident involv_ing the F·15 
Eagle. We couldn't think of a better 
way to present test pilot Bill Brinks 
account of a recent Eagle canopy loss 
incident than to reproduce his original 
report to McDonnell Flight Test and 
F-15 Engineering management. 

This represents the second inadver• 
tent inflight canopy departure (one 
F·15, one TF·15) in the more than four 
years of Eagle flight operations, and 
caused no harm to either aircraft per· 
formance or pilot safety. However, 
incidents of this nature bear their own 
messages and implications for other 
flight crewmen, and we therefore felt 
justified in letting you "inside the 
operation," so to speak. 

Both of the inflight canopy losses 
have occurred during single crewman 
operations, so we still have no data 
relative to back seat conditions . .As far 
as the front seat is concerned, both 
Bill Brinks and Denny Behm (DIGEST 
Issue #1/1975) report similar experi· 
ences - no effects from the explosive 
decompression; coherent communica· 
tions possible at about 350 knots and 
under; normal controllability of the 
aircraft; and no uncomfortable cock· 
pit temperatures. Both pilots were 
struck by the visibility and the height· 
ened feeling of "exposure" during 
landing. 

Following Bill's incident, the aircraft 
was impounded and an investigation 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

team formed from representatives of 
Flight Safety, System Safety, Design, 
Strength, Liaison, Tech Pubs, Manu· 
facturing, and Inspection depart· 
ments. An initial visual inspection of 
the canopy locking mechanism re
vealed no obvious discrepancies or 
failures, so the team established sev• 
eral "possible cause" factors for de
tailed examination -

• Inadvertent canopy control move
ment. 

• Control system failure com
manded the actuator to unlock. 

• Canopy jettison system fired. 
• Structural failure of canopy lock· 

ing hooks, latches, or locking mecha· 
nism. 

• Manual release/jettison system 
on canopy unlocked. 

• Canopy system not properly 
rigged. 

Most of these "possible" causes 
were eliminated after investigation of 
the system and supporting structure. 
The canopy control handle was in the 
"locked" position. The canopy remover 
(pyrotechnic jettison thruster) was not 
fired. Aircraft locking mechanism was 
in the locked "overcenter" position. 
There were no aircraft structural fail
ures and no foreign objects in the 
cockpit (such as broken glass or 
broken hooks). A functional check of 
the locking mechanism was satisfac• 
tory. Although structural failure of 
components on the canopy itself was 
considered improbable, the possibility 
could not be completely ruled out be
cause the forward portion of the 
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canopy has not been recovered. 
The most probable cause as estab

lished by the investigating group was 
in the area of canopy system rigging. 
The canopy appears to have separated 
from F-15 74-115 because improper 
adjustment of the preload link allowed 
excessive att position of the canopy 
and then sufficient aft movement of 
the canopy from cockpit pressure to 
disengage the canopy latches. 

The canopy locking mechanism 
provides a positive means of retaining 
the canopy when correctly rigged; 
however, the system is complex and 
care should be taken to see that it is 
rigged properly. Some changes in prer 
cedures and dimensions have been 
developed which should improve the 
rigging process - you should see these 
changes in the near future. 

Probable area of rigging deficiency 



(PUBLISHED 1980) 

ACES II 
seat care 

By DON PERSON/ APG Specialist 

That age old habit of stowing the survival kit straps and seat lap belts over 
the seat side structure, and not properly securing the CRU-60/P oxygen/ 
headset connector when not in use is now causing serious problems, and 
here's why. 

The clearance between the "ACES 11" ejection seat side structure and the 
right console of the F-15 is approximately one inch. During up and down travel 
of the seat, the survival kit straps, the lap belt buckles, and the CRU-60/P 
connector can become wedged between the seat side structure in the area of 
the seat restraint release handle and the console. Fortunately, up to this time 
F-15 seat damage has been limited to bent and buckled upper seat flanges and 
broken support clips for the seat restraint handle. Other aircraft equipped with 
the "ACES II" seat have not been so lucky. Their damage has consisted of 
pieces broken out of the seat upper flange. Perhaps this damage may seem 
minimal to you but, and this a big but, damage of this kind cannot be repaired 
at the local level. Depot level assistance is mandatory. 

With a little care and concern this unnecessary damage can be prevented. 
Next time you leave the cockpit of your Eagle make sure you stow the 
CRU-60/P connector in its storage plug on the right console, connect the lap 
belt buckles, and leave the survival kit straps on top of the survival kit cushion, 
as shown in the photograph below. This action takes only a few moments of 
your time and it can save an expensive piece of your life support equipment. • 
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(PUBLISHED 1977) 

PlYlnG THE ''BAlD'' E lE 
By MAJOR JERRY SINGLETON/ Deputy Director F-15 Joint Test Force, Edwards AFB. California 

> 

J 

Major Jerry Singleton. front cockpit. and Lieutenant Colonel Wayne Kendall. rear cocJcpi.t, just before stan of ''live subject'· ponion of recent 
Canopy-Off test program on TF·JS Eagle at Edwards AFB. California. Major Singleton, author of article below, is Deputy Director of AFFrC Joint 
Test Force ar £AFB: Lt Col Kendall is wilhAerospaceMedical Research Labat Wright-Panerson. 

Have you wondered what it would 
be like to lose a canopv and have to 
return to base (RTB) in that configura
t10~? Hopefully, after you have read 
thi5 article you wlll have a better idea 
of what it's all about. Fortunately, 
only a few USAF pilots have had this 
experience (258 canopies lost between 
7965 and 7975). It normally is an 
unhappy event for the pilot, both in 
the air and on the ground (where he 
gets the third degree from the 
Souadror. Commander, CO, and Chief 

~~ 
1, ______ ---~--

of Maintenance). Because nobody 
wants to unintentionally fly a fighter 
without a canopy, INTENTIONALLY 
performing the maneuver may sound 
like an insane idea. But flying the 
Eagle "bald" was in fact a carefully 
planned test at the Air Force Flight 
Test Center (AFFTC), Edwards AFB, 
California, in the spring of this year. 

For those unfamiliar with the TF-15, 
it should be pointed out that there is 
NO protection for the backseater in 
the form of either a separate canopy 

F-4 and F-15 canopy systems photos here 
show obviou.s differences between aircraft 
design concepts. All Phantoms are two-place 
aircraft, with separate canopies and ·'dog· 
house·· between front and rear codcpils. 
Both items provide protecn·on for backseater 
so tha1 he is not directly affected by a 
forward canopy loss. Only every ninth Eagle 
produced is two-place. and a single-piece 
canopy is used to cover both seats. 
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or a windscreen, as is obvious from 
the photo above. Therefore, these 
tests were performed at the request of 
the Tactical Air Command to deter
mineanswerstothreeseriousquestions: 

; What happens to the aft cockpit 
occupant in the event of an inad
vertent canopy loss? 

What kind of protection should 
be provided for the backseater? 

~ What emergency procedures are 
required in the event of a canopy loss? 

Everyone involved in this program 
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was of the opinion that answers to 
these questions could result in life
saving information for the rear cockpit 
occupant of the two-seater Eagle. To 
get these answers, a comprehensive, 
four-phase test program was 
developed - (1) high speed taxi test 
with an instrumented anthropometric 
dummy in aft cockpit; (2) flight test 
with dummy; (3) high speed taxi test 
with human subject in aft cockpit: 
and (4) flight test with human subject. 

TEST PROGRAM PLANNING 
Prior to the first test, several plan

ning meetings were held. The first step 
involved the Configuration Control 
Board. which had to approve the Class 
II modification to the aircraft (TF-1, 
71-0290). TF-1 was the first two-seat 
TF-15 produced and has been a 
mainstay in the F-15 Development, 
Test, and Engineering (DT&E) test 
program. The modification included 
canopy and canopy actuator removal; 
changes to the ejection seat system to 
make it operable with the canopy off; 
installation of a mirror system in place 
of the Vertical Situation Display in the 
rear cockpit to allow use of a video 
camera to constantly monitor the 
back seater; and installation of a fixed 
mirror in the front cockpit to permit 
observation of the GIB {Guy-in-back). 

The second step was the review of 
the proposed test by a Technical 
Review Board consisting of AFFTC and 
McDonnell Douglas engineering 
experts {aerodynamics, stability and 
control, and human factors). The 
basic test plan, as conceived by the 
F-15 Joint Test Force (JTF), was ap
proved with one important addition. It 
was decided that a thorough evalua
tion should include a supersonic paint 
to evaluate shock wave effects. There
fore an acceleration to 1.2 Mach at 
20,000 feet was added to evaluate this 
phenomenon. 

··Dummy·· positioned in rear cockpit of TF-15 prior to fint grourni tests of canopy-off program. 
Helmet contained JS sensors, and eye-mounted transducer was also used to measure impact 
pressures. 

DUMMY AND EQUIPMENT 

For the first two tests, a 95th 
percentile anthropometric dummy (to 
represent the worst case*) was ob
tained from the 6511th Test Squadron 
(a detachment of AFFTC) at NAS El 
Centro, California. In addition, 
Captain Ron Hill, the project engineer 
from the Human Factors Branch at 
Edwards AFB, obtained an instru
mented helmet used by the Flight 
Dynamics Laboratory of Wright
Patterson AFB in the F-16 canopy-off 
testing at NASA Ames, NAS Moffet, 
California. This helmet had 15 high
response transducers installed in the 

front, top, back, and sides to measure 
impact pressures from the airflow. 

The dummy also had a microphone 
installed in each ear to measure the 
sound response in decibels (db) in an 
attempt to determine how difficult 1t 
would be to have successful air-to-air 
and air-to-ground communications 
without a canopy. Finally, as project 
manager/pilot, I carried an audiom
eter in my flight suit leg pocket to 
measure noise levels in the front 
cockpit. Photos of the dummy, in
strumented helmet, and "ear" micro
phone arrangement are showr. here. 

"Editor's Note: MWorst case" in this test means that the dummy was selected to represent the largest stature of any potential back.seater. An article on 
"human lactors." a., they affect aerospace design i9 being prepared for an upcoming DIGEST. 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

Photo at left shows rear of dummy ·s head. 
with microphones installed in each ear to 
measure noise leve/.s in open cockpit en.,,iron
ment. Problems occu"ed with dummy ·s 
equipment early in first test flight. as shown 
in photo at right. Oxygen mask was forced 
upward over eye transducer and cliin strap 
,no.,,ed out of proper position. Se.,,eral sen
sors on helmet and visor had been losr during 
earlier acceleration in tliis flight. 
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DUMMY TESTS 

The dummy ground tests were 
completed on 26 May 1977. Two 
ground runs to 150 KIAS ~ere com
pleted for an initial evaluation of the 
dummy instrumentation. All the data 
gave a green I ight for the ac.tual flight 
test. which was accomplished the 
following day. 

The flight was "photo chased" by an 
F-4 flown by the F-15 HF director, Lt 
Col Ken Dyson. It was an uneventful 
flight until the first acceleration was 
approximately one-half complete. An 
acceleration to 500 knots at 5000 feet 
MSL was started, but at 280 KIAS the 
dummy lost its visor with two-thirds of 
the 15 installed transducers. While 
this was a setback (although not 
unexpected as the rear seat was 
positioned "full-up" to obtain the 
worst case results), the test run was 
continued since the dummy also had a 
transducer in the left eye. 

At 485 KIAS, further problems oc
curred as the oxygen mask on the 
dummy suddenly came up over the 
eyes, and the chin strap was pushed 
up under the nose. Unfortunately, this 
caused the test to be terminated as all 
effective impact instrumentation was 
now lost. As a result, the "supersonic" 
effects were not evaluated. 

It should be noted that throughout 
this acceleration the front cockpit was 
relatively unaffected. Voice com
munications were never in question 
and head/body buffet was negligible 
until above 350 KIAS. At this point, 
the seat was lowered full down from 
my normal sitting position (seat up 
3/4); and th,s reduced the slowly 
increasing head buffet to a very 
comfortable level. 

DUMMY FLIGHT TEST ANALYSIS 

Dummy flight test results indicated 
two potentially important items: First, 
there appeared to be a strong possi
bility that the GIB would be subjected 
to unbearable sound levels. The db 
meter pegged at 110 db at 50 knots on 
the ground tests and at 130 db at 85 
knots on the flight tests. However, we 
were unsure as to how well the ear 
cups in the dummy's helmet were 
sealed with the head, and this caused 
us to question the data (results from 
the human flight test demonstrated no 
auditory problems). Second, the 
helmet instrumentation told us that 
the dummy never felt 0.80 psi impact 
pressure. 

AGARD (Advisory Group for Aero
nautical Research & Development) 
data told us that 0.80 psi, which 

equates to 180 KIAS freestream velo
city, would subject a human to eyelid 
flutter if his visor were up. To stay on 
the safe side, it had been decided by 
the Safety Review Board that the 
velocity that resulted in 0.80 psi would 
be the maximum to which we would 
subject a human {in case he lost his 
visor). While a GIB would survive this 
velocity in an inadvertent canopy loss, 
it was still a point where he could be 
severely injured if caught unprepared. 

"FOR REAL"' 

On 16 September 1977. USAF 
officers Captain Loren Shriver and 
Lieutenant Colonel Dick Cooper be· 
came the first Eagle two-man flight 
crew to e:s:perience unintentional loss 
of a canopy in flight. MCAIR experi• 
mental test pilots Denny Behm and 
Bill Brinks had previously undergone 
the same eq,erience, Bill in an F 
model and Denny in TF-1 without a 
badseater. but Lt Col Cooper is the 
first man to have occupied the aft 
cockpit in a .. for real" canopy loss. 

Captain Shriver and Lt Col Cooper 
were returning &om a radar tape eval
uation mission over Edwards AFB, 
California. They were at 20,000 feet, 
0.9 Mach, Two to Three G"s inverted, 
when the canopy depaned the aircraft. 
Details of the incident are not avail
able at the moment. but neither 
crewman was injured or incapacitated 
in any way. Lt Col Cooper reponedly 
experienced no problems with reten· 
tion of his helmet: in sharp contrast to 
the difficulties nndergone by Lt Col 
Kenda?! in the planned canopy--off test 
program. 

If possible. the ne:%1: issue of the 
DIGEST will offer first·hand repon.s 
from both crewmen involved in this 
incident, as well as a. maiotcna.occ 
analysis of the loss by Dan Drapp, 
MCAIR Senior Design Engineer. 
canopy systems. 

HUMAN TESTS 
The "real" dummy, Dr. (Lieuten

ant Colonel) Wayne Kendall of 
Wright-Patterson's 6570th Aerospace 
Medical Research lab, had volun
teered (no kidding) earlier to be our 
guinea pig. (Dr. Kendall also had been 
the pilot/flight surgeon who had 
participated in the F-16 canopy-off 
tests at NASA Ames.) During the TF-15 
Eagle tests he used all his own 
personal equipment to make the test 
as realistic as possible. 

The only instrumentation available 
was the video tape camera to show 
the effects of the windstream on him. 
A deadman's switch also was installed 
as a part of the Class II Mod to the 
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aircraft. Or. Kendall had ·, · ..;Id a 
button down on the switch to keep a 
warning light from illuminating in the 
forw-ard cockpit. If he let go, the light 
would come on and the aircrah would 
be slowed down immediately. This 
was actually a backup in case cockpit 
communication was impossible due to 
high noise levels. 

The human tests were stan.ed on 1 
June with two taxi tests to 150 KIAS on 
the 15,0CX) foot Edwards runway. 
Communications and wind blast ef· 
fect.s were acceptable. One run was 
done with the aft seat full down, and 
one with it full up. There was a 
significant difference in wind effect, 
confirming the obvious ( ?} fact that 
full down was a better environment 
for the GIB . 

The flight test was completed on 
the next day. Takeoff was made with 
the aft seat full down and remained 
there most of the flight. Airspeed was 
held to 175 Kl AS initially and the 
aircraft climbed to 5000 feet MSL. 
Cockpit communications were possi· 
hie with Dr. Kendall either sitting up 
or taking "protective measures" 
(bending forward as far as possible 
with shoulder harness unlocked}. Ac
celerations were made in 20 knot 
increments for safety considerations. 

It was quickly discovered that 200 
KIAS was the maximum speed at 
which intelligible conversation could 
be successfully completed between 
cockpits, even when taking protective 
measures. It was further determined 
that front seaters can understand back 
sealers up to 250 KIAS, but 200 KIAS is 
the maximum for conversations going 
both ways, Remember, this was with 
the aft seat full down, an abnormal 
seat position during operational mis
sions. Thedeadman switch installation 
now paid off as it allowed us to safely 
continue the acceleration without 
intercom. 

The acceleration was terminated at 
415 KIAS due to loss of air--ground 
communications in the front cockpit. 
There was so much noise from the 
mask flutter of the GIB that I could 
no longer understand transmissions 
from either the ground or the airborne 
chase. Although the deadman switch 
was never activated, Dr. Kendall ad
mitted he was near his limit with the 
seat full down and bending forward 
under the glare shield as best he 
could. 

WHAT HAPPENED BACK THERE 

The flight ended after 50 minutes. 
Or. Kendall was obviously exhausted 



from hi5 ordeal; however, his only 
in1urY was a small abrasion on the 
right cheek that was caused by his 
oxvgen mask strap flapping against 
the skin. An audiogram was performed 
immediately after the test and no 
temporary hearing loss was found. The 
noise level in the rear cockpit was not 
painful, which confirmed our earlier 
doubts above the noise data we 
recorded during the dummy tests. 

We learned several important facts 
during the test run: 

• Dr. Kendall had to use one hand 
to hold onto his helmet (elbow 
pointed straight ahead, not sideways) 
above 280 KIAS. He felt sure he would 
have lost the helmet above that 
airspeed. Buffet and vibration made it 
impossible for him to see the instru
ment panel clearly. Flying the aircraft 
from the rear cockpit would not 
appear to be possible above approxi
mately 200 KIAS (hopefully one would 
never have to try it). 

• Eye "tearing" with the visor down 
was severe above 350 KIAS, and it 
became difficult to breathe above 400 
KIAS. Clearly this is not a comfortable 
environment! Significant effort was 
required to maintain the forward pro
tected position. It was Dr. Kendall's 
opinion that, "with the rear seater 
caught sitting up, he would not be 
able to lean forward until the aircraft 
was slowed to below 300 KIAS." 

• Seat position was also evaluated 
up to 250 KIAS. The rear seat was 
raised to approximately on~half up at 
200 KIAS. The environment worsened 
considerably. Dr. Kendall was not 
willing to go above 250 KIAS with the 
seat in that position. Obviously, full 
up would have lowered that airspeed 

even more. Most pilots fly the rear 
seat almost full up for best visibility 

• Speed brake and angle of attack 
effects were also evaluated. The small 
preproduction speed brake was ex
tended every 20 knots to determine if 
it had any adverse effects on the GIB. 
None were noted. It was thought that 
perhaps increased alpha would help 
protect the rear cockpit. Angle of 
attack was increased to 21 units at 
200, 250, and 300 KIAS but no 
beneficial or harmful effects were 
noted. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I hope no one ever has to make use 
of this information; but l know our 
friend "Murphy" is lurking nearby. As 
long as we fly, the opportunity for 
canopies to be lost exists. So here are 
a few primary pointers we derived 
from this interesting JTF program -

• If a canopy loss is the only 
problem, the front seater is in a benign 
environment and can easily RTB 
safely. Communications are normal 
and recovery is a piece of cake. If you 
slow to 250 KIAS or less, you will 
hardly know the canopy is gone. 

• Don't either of you stick your arm 
or even a pinky near the slipstream. 
That's a quick way to ruin a happy 
ending to a real emergency. However, 
you can raise your arms to give HEFOE 
signals or tighten your oxygen mask, 
lower your visor, etc. (Within the 
normal confines of where the canopy 
originally was, front seater arm or 
body movements can be made with 
zero problems; back seater should 
restrict movements to those suggested 
in the next paragraph.) 

• Some k;nd of protect1rJn should 
be provided for the ba( k sf:"ater A 
canopy lost during ACM at .350 KIA.S 
or greater could have severe effects on 
the GIB. Most probably, the helmf:'t 
would be lost and vision would be 
impossible In the past. the GIB has 
always ejected under these circum
stances due to severe disorientation 
Hopefully_ these test results will be 
publicized well enough so that this 
will not have to happen 1n the iuture 
If you are in this situation, lower the 
seat and lean forward as far as 
possible This will provide the best 
possible environment. If the helmet 1s 
not lost, hold onto it with one hand 
(elbow forward, not sideways) and 
pull forward with the other hand (grab 
the lower instrument panel above the 
rudder pedal wells). 

• Communication between cock
pits will not be possible untii below 
200 KlAS. so iust sit tight. The front 
seater will be able to talk to the 
ground below 400 KIAS He should 
slow the aircraft using speed brake 
and moderate C's (remember the CIB 
will be trying to lean forv-.·ard) as 
quickly as possible 

• Once you get below 200 KIAS. no 
sweat - you can even talk if the CIB 
has retained his helmet. If above 
25,000 feet, you would also obviously 
want to descend as (1) it's cold, and 
(2) oxygen mask flutter will make a 
good face seal impossible 

• Expect lots of junk 10 the eves 
even with visors down. Even though 
our cockpits had been vacuumed with 
both seats removed, dirt and debris 
were real problems for both crewmen 
lt was so bad on my fost flight that I 
was constantly blinking and tearing. ■ 

TF-1 (SIN 1 J.()290) Eagk has been involved in severaljiights without canopy. two o~ purpose and two unintentional First accid.erual Joss occu.rred 
early in 1915: second took pl,oce three months after co1JCWSion oftest program described hereUt.. (Readers should note that Major Singleton ·s 
anicle is inle:nded to present only a sa,mmary of this canopy-off program; the complete technit:IJJ repon h.a.s been prepared b;., Profeci Engineer. 
CapulinRon Hill. in limited disrribution dOCllmentAFFIC-TR-77-21.) 
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" ... 71--0290 took off that day with an 
unlocked canopy and a switch sufficiently 
misrigged to indicate a safe system . .. " 

BAID EAGI 

The last rssue of the PRODUCT 
SUPPORT DIGEST contained an 
account of the F-158 Canopy-Off test 
performed on aircraft No. 71-0290 at 
Edwards Air Force Base in June 1977 
On 16 September 1977, USAF officers 
Caota1n Loren Shriver and Lieutenant 
Co.lone! Dick Cooper performed an 
unrntent1onal repeat of that test. 

Lt Col Cooper, the back seater, was 
putting the airplane through its paces 
on the way back from a radar mission 
over Edwards AFB when the canopy 
left the airplane. He recovered from 
the maneuver and relinquished con
trol to Capt Shriver. Both crewmen 
were able to control the aircraft and 
s1..;tfered no ill effects. 

An investigation was begun imme-

diately to determine the cause of the 
canopy loss. The canopy was recov
ered and showed no signs of latch or 
locking roller failure. The canopy 
remover had not fired. Attention was 
then directed to the canopy locking 
mechanism and control system to find 
a probable cause. The canopy locking 
mechanism was found unlocked; the 
front canopy coritrol handle was 
found in the full forward (locked) 
position; and the rear canopy con
trol handle was found 10° aft of the 
full forward position. The canopy lock 
position switch was open (canopy 
unlocked light on). Applying force 
to either handle would close the 
canopy lock position switch (can
opy unlocked light off), but the 
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locking mechanism could not be 
locked. 71-0290 took off that day 
with an unlocked canopy and a 
switch sufficiently misrigged to indi
cate a safe system. 

Since both handles were reaching a 
full forward position without locking 
the canopy, a teardown of the canopy 
locking mechanism and control sys
tem was instigated to determine why 
the mechanism could not be locked 
Several reasons were found -

• The teleflex control cable and 
forward gearbox were so badly worn 
that apparently a tooth was slipped. 

• The plunger on the canopy lock 
position switch was bottomed out, 
preventing the mechanism from 
locking. 
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By DAN DR APP/Senior Engineer- lksign 

"BAlD" AGAln 
• A structural interference was 

discovered between the canopy 
remover bellcrank and both the 
pressure regulator cam and detent feel 
cam on the canopy cross-shaft. 

The slippage that occurred at the 
forward handle explained the differ
ence found between the positions of 
the forward and aft handles. The 
cause of cable wear is application of 
excessive force to the canopy control 
handles. Attempting to lock the 
mechanism with the noted interfer
ences or before the canopy is full 
forward will damage a cable. 

Before drawing some conclusions 
on these facts as discovered, let's 
briefly review the "mechanics" of the 
F-15B canopy control system -

Canopy operation can be controlled 
by handles located in the front or rear 
cockpits or by an external handle. 
Canopy motion is accomplished 
hydraulically, and locking is accom
plished mechanically through an over
center link at the locking hooks. 
Movement of any control handle will 
also move the other control handles 
through the direct mechanical inter
connedion of the intemal and extemal 
control cables and the canopy locking 
torque tube. Placing of a control 
handle into the hold or lock position 
will hydraulically lock the canopy 
actuator, independent of the position 
of the canopy itself. Premature selec
tion of the lock position, before the 
canopy is completely forward, stops 
the canopy motion. Damage to the 
control cable will result due to the 
interference between the locking 
hooks and the locking rollers. 

The canopy departed from this 
airplane because the locking mecha
nism was not locked. Murphy con
vinced the pilot that it was locked, 
however. This incident, again, points 
to the importance of properly rigging 
indicator switches. The damage and 
interferences in the canopy control 
system should have shown up immedi-
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Top sketch circles two areas that were primary pans of Bald Eagle ·s canopy los:s problem. 
(A) shows Iocl.:ing hool:/overcenterlinJ:. area where overcenter stop on either left or right side of 
canopy torque tube must be making contact to assure the mechanism is locked. The canopy lock 
position indicator switch (B) was misrigged f.pl1mger bottomed out). preventing the mechanism 
from locking or from giving an indication that the canopy wu unlocked. 

ately in the form of a canopy unlocked 
light on the main instrument panel 
had the Canopy Lock Position switch 
been rigged correctly. This light is the 
pilot's only visible· indication that his 
canopy is locked. Not only did the 
switch not give the pilot warning, but 
the switch itself caused an interfer
ence in the system. 

Another important item to remem
ber when closing the f. 15B canopy is 
the 1~second delay required after 
apparent forward motion of the 
canopy has stopped, before putting 
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the control handle from down to lock. 
If the canopy is not completely 
forward, the locking hooks will strike 
the canopy locking rollers and resist 
handle loads applied through the 
cable. Observing this delay will reduce 
the possibility of overloading the 
control cable. 

One final question. Since this is the 
second inadvertent canopy loss on 
this particular airplane, do you think 
that the importance of indicator 
switch rigging can be o~eremphasized? 
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(PUBLISHED 1979) 
By PAT HENRY /Chief Expen·me11ral Test Pilar an.d FRANK MANIE/senior Engineer. Design 

During the course of a fecent acci
cierit I r:vest;gation. the potential results 
,:;f an uncommanded in-cockpit life 
raft inflation were brm:ght into sharp 
ioc:...s. \Vhile highly improbable', there 
•:: evidence that it does happen, and 
that it coi..;ld coiltribute significantly 
to a hazardo:.is incident or even acci
dent Since it would be an immediately 
alarming event for the pilot, to say the 
least, this article hopefully will help 
pr~pare hir:-i mentally for the quick re
action necessary to cope with this 
unpleasant potentiality 

The scena~10 we investigated, and 
c:rt- ,eo::irtmg c;1 below, is that of a life 
red~ sudd':'nlv tryi;,g to inflate with the 
::,iiot ~tiil strapped comfortabh1 ruo to 
tha:_ ~•c,,,--:t 1 ;n hes se3.t i:-i the air::iiane. 

This huge canvas balloon that's trying 
to instantly mature underneath an un
fortunate crewman can break the sur
vival kit latches as it attempts to es
cape its confines. When this happens, 
it is guaranteed to cause persona: dis
comfort of rapidly increasing severity, 
and mo;e than likely some incapacita
tion, as you will see below. 

The Investigation 
The Life Support, Crew Station Engi

neering, System Safety, and Flight 
Operations groups here at MCAIR col
laborated to investigate this situation, 
using an ACES 11 seat and a laboratory 
test setuo. The object of the investiga
tion was two-fold, thus requiring two 
consecutive tests. The frrst test was 
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designed to establish the force, in 
terms of !apbelt load, that would be 
induced bv life raft inflation; the sec
ond was to quantify the human toler
ance level and reaction to those loads. 

Test One - The Dummy 
For the first tests we used a 5th per

centile Alderson dummy seated in an 
ACES II ejection seat. All attaching 
hardware was standard USAF equip
ment except for the lapbelt, which 
was instrumented with strain gages to 
measure tension. The survival kit was 
a production "fly-away" ACES I! kit, 
fully packed, including the LR!J-16/P 
iife raft and the FLU-2A/P carbor di
oxide cvlinder. Soth a pressL!re trans
ducer and a direct reading gage were 
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installed in the inflation assembly to 
record lite raft pressures. Initiation 
was via a static line attached to the 
CO~bottle 

Upon actuation of the CO2 bottle, 
the life raft partially inflated within 
the survival kit container. Pressure 
within the lite raft reached 45 psi 
almost instantaneously. The raft cam
med the seat pan latch open and ro
tated the seat pan up approximately 
2.0 inches along the rear edge, raising 
the dummy in the seat accordingly. 
Lapbelt tension reached 450 pounds 
within 3.0 seconds and rose to 475 
pounds within 50.0 seconds! 

While these figures may not seem 
significant at first, consider that the 45 
psi measured in the raft increases with 
altitude. Thus the lapbelt tension of 
475 pounds, equivalent to a down
ward load of 950 pounds across the 
mid-section, would also increase with 
altitude, producing a tension of 540 
pounds, or a total load of 1080 pounds 
at a cockpit altitude of 14,0ClOfeet! 

Test Two - Live Subjects 
Obviously, only a dummy would "sit 

still" for something like the highest 
numbers recorded in the first tests. So 
our second series of tests were con
ducted on real live "volunteers," who 
would add a subjective aspect to the 
investigation by being able to say 
"OUCH, this is enough!" at the proper 
time. We proceeded to these second 
tests somewhat cautiously, but anxious 
to see exactly what human reaction to 
loads of these magnitudes would be. 

This test setup was a little more 
elaborate than our first one because of 
the safety precautions required. The 
seat, attaching hardware, and survival 
kit were from the first test, but in 
place of the- CO2 bottle, we used a 
controlled nitrogen source with a 
subject-held dump valve switch. This 
was necessary to command the infla
tion value while maintaining the 
applicable rate of onset, while allow
ing the subject to terminate the test in 
the event the forces became too great. 

The test subjects were subjected to 
gradually increasing lapbelt loads, 
each time deflating the raft and re
charging the nitrogen source to the 
next higher value. The tests were con
tinued until lapbelt tensions of slightly 
over 400 pounds (800 pounds total 
load) were reached. At this point we 
seemed to be approaching the sub
ject's willing tolerance level, with no 
doubt that the significance of the 
problem had been clearly demon
strated. 

The Conclusions 
After the tests were completed, we 
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analyzed the data and drew the follow
ing conclusions· 

• While the test did not establish 
the ultimate lapbelt tension physi
cally tolerable by an aircrewman, it 
was generally concurred that lapbelt 
tensions of about 400 pounds are ex
tremely uncomfortable and would 
require immediate corrective action. 

• Within the limits of the tests per
formed, no involuntary reactions were 
noted; however, it can be reasonably 
assumed that the total surprise of the 
inadvertent raft inflation would draw 
a good portion of the aircrew's atten-

tion immediately, and would center 
his attention on resolving that specific 
situation. 

• The maximum time that the lap
belt load is tolerable appears to be un
predictable from these tests and pos
sibly variable from subject to subject. 
It is fair to conclude that a crewman 
would make every possible effort to 
relieve the tension as soon as possible 
rather than live with the condition 
until landing the -aircraft. 

The technical and quantitative re
sults of a life raft inflation as measured 
in our simulations are obvious in the 
numbers recorded. It is somewhat 
more difficult to clearly convey the 
qualitative and emotional results of 
such a traumatic event 

All subjects, pilots and engineers 
alike, were unanimous in describing 
the rapidly mounting pain and alarm 
as the seat rose and attempted to 
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squeeze one in half with his own lap
belt. Even though sitting thNe 1n th':' 
relative comfort and security ,A our 
life Support Equipment Lab ( at zerr.> 
mach and floor level) we all expt:>r1-
enced an apprehension which built 
almost instantly - probably because 
there was no discernible end point trJ 
the rapidly increasing pain. This con
cern and pain immediately command
ed almost all of one's attention It is 
easy to imagine how much more 
alarming it would be intlightdueto the 
hostile environment and obvious po
tential consequences_ There's no doubt 
in our minds that the pilot is going to 
stop doing almost everything, except 
flying into the trees, to address this 
new problem. It is a real attention 
getter. 

None of us subjects were the least 
bit interested in subjecting ourselves 
to loads representative of what the 
dummy felt during the actual inflation 
test. When one realizes that those 
loads would be significantly higher 
again at elevated altitudes, the picture 
becomes even more sobering. 

The Recommendations 
Based upon the results of our inves

tigation, we offer three recommenda
tions in the event you should suddenly 
find yourself vying for cockpit space 
with that huge balloon: 

• Don't Release the lapbelt - This 
may sound obvious, but during the sur
prise and alarm of an airborne infla
tion, you might be tempted to go with 
your first impulse, namely, to relieve 
the lapbelt tension by releasing the 
belt. If you do, your rapidly growing 
raft is going to try and drive you 
through the main instrument panel 

• Puncture the Raft if Possible -
The photo at the left shows the most 
viable access to the raft. Due to the 
attach point design of the surv1\·al kit 
cover, it should raise up as much as an 
inch across the front, giving a wide 
target area for knife point deflation. 

• Descend as Soon as Possible - If 
·rvu're unable to relieve the pressure 
in the raft, descending to as low an 
altitude as possible will minimize the 
pressure differential between the raft 
and ambient air, thereby keeping ex
pansion force to a minimum 

Let us conclude by reminding you 
that we aren't trying to sound like 
alarmists - we recognize the pro!:r 
ability of any one oi you having to 
cope with an uncommanded life raft 
inflation is extremely small. Nonethe
less, the potential is there and its 
impact is very serious. In the absence 
of more realistic simulation, we hope 
that this report will help you to be 
prepared for the unexpected. 
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: SEAT =::: LEVER ~ 
- BEFORE TAXIING -

- ~==-==~ -
- Suppose - just suppose - that fo, sume strange and -

-

sudden reason, you have decided to vacate your -
airborne Eagle via the ACES-II ejection system. You 
did remember, way back in Step 18 of your BEFORE 
T AXl chectlist, to flip the Ejection Controls Safety 
Lever back to ARMED, didn't you? While it only takes 

-

a moment - now or then - to move the lever, spare -
moments att in short supply when you're at 2000 feet 
and out of luck. Do your things at the right times and 
avoid what could be one of life's most embarrassing 
moments, where you f"md yourself all dressed up and no -..~~ ..... ~~·~~,.__~~-
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A Broad-Brush Look at ... 

THE F-15 
HYDRO-MECHANICAL 

CONTROL SYSTEM 
By B. P. "PER RY" HOFFMAN/Electrical Engineer, Flight Control Section, Avionics Engineering Laboratories 

At the beginning of any aircraft de
sign program. the customer specifies 
his requirements and desires. In the 
case of the F-15. handling qualities 
were rigidly spelled out by the USAF: 
'The aircraft must meet or exceed 
Level If requirements throughout its 
operational envelope without the aid 
of electronic augmemation." Military 
Specificatios MIL-F-8785B(ASG) de
fines a!I the details of flying qualities 
sought in an aircraft. For the sake of 
this article. the following brief defini
tions should suffice: 

• Level I - Flying qualities clearly 
adequate for the mission Flight Phase. 

• Level II - Flying qualities ade
quate to accomplish the mission Flight 
Phase. but some increase in pilot work
!oad or degradation in mission effec
tiveness. or both, exists. 

• Level III - Flying qualities such 
that an aircraft can be controlled safely, 
but pilot workload is excessive or 
mission effectiveness is inadequate, or 
both. 

In short. this means that the basic 
hydro-mechanical control system must 
be such that a pilot can complete an 
air-superiority mission without a bunch 
of electronic boxes doing it for him. 
To better explain Level II handling, an 
F-4 Phantom (in contrast with the 
F-15) is incapable of meeting Level II 
requirements throughout its maneuver
ing envelope with SAS (or Stab Aug) 
operating 

Within this article we 'II explain how 
the controls of the F-15 Eagle satisfy 
this requirement. In later issues of the 
DIGEST well go a little deeper into 
the system to shed some light on the 
role of electronics in increasing con
trol capabilities to Level I handling 
qualities. 

CONTROL STICK BOOST/PITCH 
COMPENSATOR -

Since the Eagle's flight controls are 
designed with a fighter pilot's needs in 
mind, the end result is a blend of 
specification requirements and pilot 
desires. Any reference to the similarity 
between a conventional century series 
fighter control system would be diffi
cult. It's obvious that both contain 
control sticks and control surfaces; 
however, in the F-15 it's what's in 
between that makes the difference. 

The part that's "in between,, is what 
we call the "CSBPC," or Control Stick 
Boost/Pitch Compensator. This device 
is the '"brains" of the F-15 mechanicai 
control system and contains two major 
assemblies known as the "Pitch/Roll 
Channel Assembly" (PRCA), and the 
Aileron Rudder Interconnect (ARI). 

Since any aircraft responds differ
ently to a given control surface input, 
depending upon the flight condition 
and extent of maneuvering, consider
able sophistication must be employed 
within the mechanical control system 
to assure uniform response to pilot 
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commands. The PRCA and ARI units 
help the basic hydro-mechanical con
trols provide the maneuvering capabil
ities and handling qualities required to 
satisfy the Level II specifications. 

Since the applications of the PRCA 
and ARI in the Eagle are quite in
volved, we won't discuss them in detail 
at this time. Instead, we'd like to con
sider the total hydro-mechanical con
trol system now with coverage of 
individual axis and electronic portions 
in forthcoming issues of the DIGEST. 

HYDRAULICS 
The F-15 control system is powered 

by three separate hydraulic systems: 
Power Control One (PC-I) driven by 
the left engine, Power Control Two 
(PC-2) driven by the right engine. and 
a Utility system which contains two 
pumps, one on each engine. Each sys
tem is provided with a switchover valve 
which senses system return pressure. 
If pressure falls below a pre-selected 
value, required pressure is regained 
through a switch to another system. 

Referring to the hydraulic system 
block diagram (Figure I), you can see 
which hydraulic system powers which 
control system actuator. The PC-I sys
tem powers the left side of the aircraft 
plus both stabilator actuators. The PC-2 
system powers the right side of the air
craft plus redundant power to both 
stabilator actuators. The Utility hy
draulic system is a backup system and 
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FIGURE 1 - FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM HYDRAULIC OIAGRAM 
It also aids in controlling stabilator de
flection to eliminate the difference be
tween commanded and actual load 
factors. This feature compensates for 
trim changes due to such things as 
speedbrake or flap extensions, external 
store separations. and aircraft speed 
changes. The combination of feel !rim. 
variable mechanical advantage, and ser
ies trimming gives the pilot, as near as 
possible, a constant stick force per G 
and keeps the stick pretty well in the 
same place in the cockpit throughout 
the flight. The linkage friction within 
the PRCA is carefully comrolled to 
reduce control stick breakouts. The 
feel trim actuator location and short• 
ened linkages to the PRCA and its low 
linkage friction provide the pilot with 
smooth, light control stick break.out 
forces. The PRCA output is hydrauli
cally boosted, eliminating any feeling 
by the pilot of excessive frictions down
stream of the PRCA. In addition. the 
hydraulic boost provides a shear force 
for chips and other foreign objects. 

can provide power to the entire control 
system. The PRCA and ARI receive 
their hydraulic power from the Utility 
system with PC-2 as a backup. What 
this all adds up to is a system that can 
be safely flown and landed after a total 
loss of any two of the three hydraulic 
systems. 

WNGJTUDINAL CONTROL 
SYSTEM 

At first glance the Longitudinal Con
trol System (Figure 2) seems to be a 
conventional system, but as you look 
at component locations some interest• 
ing and important differences become 
evident. 

The feel trim actuator, located in 
the aft fuselage of most aircraft, is 
located below the control stick in the 
F-15. This reducestheamountoflink
age, thus reducing control stick dead
band, and lessens overall applied stick 
force. 

Added safety is also obtained should 
there be a linkage separation down
stream of the PRCA. If a separation 
does occur. a ·•fly-by-wire" capability 
is provided by the electronics and the 
pilot will still have positive feel at the 
stick. With a manual system such as 
installed in the F-15, a pilot may not 
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even realize he has a linkage separation 
since the aircraft will fly and feel the 
same with or without the problem_ 

The Pitch/Roll Channel Assembly 
(PRCA) provides variable mechanical 
advantage of the pitch control system 
as a function of airspeed system data. 

Outside of the PRCA the pitch link
age is fed to a .. mixer'" linkage where it 
is combined with roll inputs. These 
give the stabilator inputs reflective of 
either pitch or roll. The F-15 stabila
tors are used collectively for pitch and 
differentially for roll. ► 

AGURE 2 - FLIGHT CONTROL SYITTM - LONGITUDINAL CONTROLS 
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LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
As vou review the design of the 

Lateral- Control System (Figure 3) 
vou 'II find some similarities to what 
·we ·ve just covered in the longitudinal 
svstem. The feel trim actuator is lo
c~ted below the control stick, and it 
is there for the same reasons mentioned 
for the pitch trim actuator. 

FIGURE 3 • FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM - LATERAL CONTROLS 

Variable mechanical advantage of 
the Lateral Control System is provided 
by the Roll Channel of the PRCA as a 
function of airspeed data. The stick-to
aileron ratio is also reduced as a func
tion of lor.girudinal stick position. As 
angle cf attack is increased, deflections 
are decreased for a given stick deflec
tion. This eliminates the need for a 

. pilot to remember to roll only with 
rudder during high angle air combat 
maneuvers. As the stick-to-aileron ratio 
is decreasing. the ARI is supplying in• 
formation to increase rudder deflec• 
tion. 

Roll output of the PRCA is hy
draulically boosted for the same rea• 
sons as is pitch output. The mixer 
linkage, referred to earlier, receives a 
lateral input which is transmitted to 
the ailerons and as differential signals 
to the stabilators. 

A safety spring is provided. allow
ing continued roll control operation 

should one side become totally jam• 
med. The aircraft can be safely flown 
and landed with one aileron and differ• 
ential stabilator control. Aileron sur
face power is supplied by conventional 
hydraulic actuators. 

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
The Directional Control System 

FIGURE 4 • FLIGHT CONTROL SYffill- DIRECTIONAL CONTROLS 
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(Figure 4) is equipped with a feel trim 
actuator which is located forward and 
between the rudder pedals. A safety 
spring cartridge permits continued air
craft control and nosewheel steering 
in the event the rudder linkage jams. 
Should a linkage jam occur. mechani
cal control is no longer possible; how
ever. pedal forces can be sent to the 
CAS electrically which will give "fly
by.wire" control of the rudders. 

Mechanical pedal inputs are supplied 
to the ARJ box., scheduling rudder 
control as a function of lateral and 
longitudinal inputs. The output of the 
Aileron Rudder Interconnect reposi• 
tions a flexible ribbon which mov.!s 
two rotary actuators, deflecting the 
rudder control surfaces. 

EMERGENCIES 
Should hydraulic power to the 

PRCA be lost, or if the pilot elects to 
select emergency modes of either roll 
or pitch through cockpit switching, 
the PRCA positions itself to a preset 
ratio, locks up, and allows adequate 
control for safe flight and landing. In 
this configuration, the functions of the 
PCRA and ARI packages could liter
ally be replaced by simple bellcranks. 

In addition. there is dual trim mech• 
anization which prevents runaway trim. 
Takeoff trim for pitch, roll. and yaw 
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can be achieved through a single switch 
setting. 

All control surfaces. including the 
stabilators, are balanced. Should con
trol surface power be lost, or a me
chanical disconnect occur, the surface 
will go to a trail position, permitting 
continued trim flight. 

IN SUMMARY 
We 'II wrap up this introductory look 

at the Eagle hydro-mechanical control 

system by saying that the F-15 doesn't 
do anything by magic: you still have 10 

pull on the pole to make the stabilator 
move. However. in the Eagle the dis
tance the stabilator moves for a given 
input depends upon the PRCA. The 
same applies to the ailerons and rud
ders. If everything is operating normal
ly you won't know just why. but 
you'll find that "it just feels good:· 

In future issues of the DIGEST. 

we·n gel into the basic control system 
in more detail. In :.idd1t1on. wc·11 take 
a look at the Co111rol Aurmcn1:.i!irm 
System (CAS). Stability Augmenta11r_Jn 
System (SAS). :.ind Automattc Flight 
Control System (AFCS). and how thev 
enhance and parallel the basic sys.le~ 
We believe that the Eagle has a good 
night control system. and we hope 
these articles will help you understand 
why we ieel this way. 

Putting it all TOGETHER ... 

Now that you've had a chance to begin reviewing the engineering aspects of the F-1S flight control system. we'd like to 
remind you that there is an equally interesting article. aimed specifically at the aircrews. within our recently published ~gl! 
Owner's Manual. In this article, Pete Garrison, Chief Experimental Test Pilot and Eagle Driver No. 2. passes on some first-hand 
cockpit views of what this system can do for you. To get a copy of this pilot-oriented booklet (which also discusses numerous 
other aspects of the F-1S), ask your local McDonnell field Service Engineer for publication P.S. 872. or write the Editor of 

lheDIGESTclirect. (Note: P.S. 872 was published as pages 24 - 47 of EAGLE TALK, Vol. I.) 
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f-15 
Flight Control System 

Part I 

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL 
By B.P. ''PERRY'' HOFFMAN/ Senior Engineer, Flight Control Section, Avionics Engineering Laborarories 

Last issue we took a ·Broad-brush"' 
look at the overall F-15 hydro-mech
anical control system; now let's get in
to the specifics of the directional con
troi system. In future issues we 11 re
l-iew the longitudinal and lateral con
trol systems as well as the impact of 
various electronic functions. Be on the 
lookout for each bi-monthly issue of 
the DIGEST so that you 11 be able to 
get the full flight control story. 

Directional control of the Eagle 
comes from two vertical fins and two 
syr:chronized rudder control surfaces 
(Figure 1). Conventional rudder pedals 
position the rudder control surfaces. 
Al! rudder pedal inputs go through the 
Aileron Rudder Interconnect (ARI) 
box, a part of the Control Stick Boost/ 
Pitch Compensator. The ARI com
bines rudder pedal signals with func
tions of roll and pitch, providing tum 
coordination over a wide range of pitch 
and rol! maneuvers. 

lr:put authority to the rudder con
trol surfaces in production F-15 air
craft is 15 degrees maximum. Lateral 
control stick inputs are scheduled with
in the ARI box for a maximum surface 
deflection between zero and 30 de
grees depending upon longitudinal stick 
position. 

The ARI output is fed via flexible 
push-pull shafts to each of the rudder 
control surface actuators. The F-15 
r?.J.dder power actuator is a part of the 
rudder hinge, ailowing a smooth, 
streamlinec! surface with no linkage to 
wear or Jam. 

DIRECTIONAL TRIM 

The F-15 feel trim actuator, forward 
and between the rudder pedals, re
ceives its basic position signals from 
the rudder pedals through a common 
bellcrank and torque tube. The feel 
trim actuator establishes the neutral or 
zero force position of the rudder pedals 
by electrically extending or retracting 
the overall length of the actuator. Air
crew operation of the feel actuator is 
accomplished through actuation of the 
Yaw Trim switch, located just aft of 

the right-hand throttle. All trim circu
itry is dual so that no single failure can 
result in runaway trim. 

The Yaw Trim switch signal goes to 
the CAS roll/yaw computer where the 
switch commands are amplified by 
transistor relay drivers. This output is 
supplied to the yaw feel trim actuator, 
picking up relays within the actuator, 
powering its motor, and driving the 
actuator to a new position. Simultan
eous with actuator travel, electrical 
signals are generated by a pair of 
Linear Voltage Differential Transform-

FIGURE I - FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM - DIRECTIONAL CONTROLS 
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en, lLVDT). These signals are fed back 
to the CAS roll/yaw computer and are 
used for three distinct functions. The 
signals: 

: Establish actuator neutral when 
the takeoff.trim button is held de
pressed. 

, Limit actuator travel through use 
of voltage level detectors within the 
CAS roll/yaw computer to prevent 
driving the trim actuator into its mech
anical stops. 

· Advise the yaw CAS of a change 
in trim command so that the CAS 
doesn't defeat the pilot-inserted trim. 

In addition to the trim LVDT's. 
another pair of LVDT's within the 
feel trim actuator measure deflection 
of the --reel" springs, and supply pedal 
force commands to the yaw CAS. 
Rudder deflections commanded by 
the CAS can add ±15 degrees with 
respect to the position held by the 
mechanical system, up to a com
bined maximum of !.30 degrees of 
rudder. The mechanical input pedal 
force per degree of rudder deflection 
amounts to 9.75 pounds on the pedal 
for each degree of rudder deflection_ 
Twice as much rudder per pound force 
can be commanded when yaw CAS 
is engaged. 

SAFETY SPRING CARTRIDGE -
A safety spring cartridge is provided so 
that, in the event of jammed linkage, 
pedal forces can still be applied allow
ing CAS control of rudder operation. 
This provides an excellent .. fly-by
wire .. rudder system allowing safe re
turn to the Eagle's nest. This also per
nuts continued use of the nose-wheel 
steering system with a jammed rudder 
link. The same applies in the event of a 
linkage separation: CAS can again sup
ply the pilot pedal commands to the 
rudder. 

RUDDER PEDAL LIMITER - A 
rudder pedal limiter has recently been 
added to the rudder pedal torque tube. 
At Mach 1.5 or greater, a discrete 
signal from the left-hand air inlet con
troller actuates the pedal limiter actu
ator, physically restricting movement 
of the torque tube and pedals thus 
limiting rudder surface deflection to no 
more than S degrees. This prevents 
excessive rudder-induced rolls in a 
flight regime where roll/yaw coupling 
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FIG URE Z - ARI BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Yaw Input 
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Roll Input 
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FromPRCA 
Pitch Output Arm 

From Flep 
Limit Switch 

is a potential hazard. If the right-hand 
air inlet controller has not attained 
Mach 1.5 and the discrete signal has 
not been developed, or the limiter 
actuator has not extended to close the 
Maximum Extend Limit switch.a warn
ing light illuminates to advise the pilot 
to use caution when operating the 
rudders. 

AILERON-RUDDER 
INTERCONNECT 

The Aileron-Rudder interconnect 
(ARI) box is the heart,of the f,15 
directional control system and is shown 
in simplified block diagram form in 
Figure 2. 

Starting at the upper left corner of 
the diagram. yaw input from the pilot's 
pedals is fed directly into a summing 
linkage and out to the rudders. Since 
this function is a straight-through link-

Plus/Minus 
Aetio Chgr 

Linkage 
with Actuator 

Feedback 
end Lock 

Yaw 
Ratio 

Controller 
Position 

Feedback 

age arrangement with no hydraulic 
boost at the output, rudder linkage 
friction downstream of the ARI can 
adversely affect the ability of the rud
der control surfaces to return to neu
tral when pedal forces are relaxed. 
This means that the maintenance man 
needs to eliminate all possible sources 
of friction within flex cables and bell
cranks during any maintenance action 
Roll input from the pilot"s stick and 
pitch output from the Pitch/Roll Ch,m
nel Assembly (PRCA) harmonize the 
rudder output through the Yaw Ratio 
Controller. the Plus/Minus Ratio 
Changer linkage. and the summing 
linkage. 

The Flaps Down shift valve modi
fies the schedule allowing more rudder. 
sooner, with flaps down than is avail
able through the flaps up schedule. 
Looking at the graph (Figure 3_). no1e 

FIGURE 3-MECHANICAL LATERAL CONTROL, RUDDER INTERCONNECT 
(Production Air<nlt) 
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th.it with naps up and 10 degrees poor or missing ARI response to slick 
nose•up slabilator. you can expect 6 inputs. A number of corrective ~hemes 
degrees uf rudder per ini:h of lateral were devised, including cycling of the 
stu:k (_two inches or left stick equals stick several times and cycling of the 
I~ degrees of left rudder). Likewise, ramps to get Utility hydraulic oil mov-
with naps down and 8 degrees of nose- ing and heated up, but none of these 
down stabilator, you·u get 3 degrees could be relied upon to be effective. 
of rudder per inch of lateral stick (two The manufacturer of the ARI box. 
inches of left stick equals 6 degrees of Moog. Inc .. then devised a thermo 
right rudder). valve to bypass the hydraulic supply 

The Booster Servo at the roll inpul until the oil temperature reached aboul 
prevents rudder pedal commands from 140°F and installed it within the ARI 
being fed back into the lateral control unit. Once past 140°F, the valve opens 
system. Coupled to the Booster Servo fully. 
is the Full Stroke Pressure Limit valve • An additional thermo bypass valve 
which keeps the Booster from physi- has been installed in the aircraft Utility 
cally overloading the ARI structure as hydraulic supply just prior to entering 
the ram reaches full stroke and simul- the PRCA lo help speed the warm-
taneous pedal inputs are applied 

Since no ARI functions are required 

within a nexible housing. You may be 
familiar with similar cables used in 
some throttle systems. This unique 
system of linkage connects the single 
output of the ARI individually to each 
of the rudder actuator control valves 

The control valves. operating from 
Utility hydraulic power. provide a 
rotary motion rather than the conven
tional extension or retraction of a hy
draulic ram. Because of this design. the 
actuator requires no additional bell
cranks or other linkages to change 
motion direction. Each actuator forms 
an integral part of the rudder hinge; 
the actuator isa self-contJ1ned uni I and 
positions the rudder control surface in 
response to pilot pedal commands 

with the aircraft supersonic. a hydrau• 
lie shutoff valve located in 1he PRCA 
Pitch Ratio Controller turns off the 

FIGURE 4- FLEX SHAFT RIGGING ON ARI 

supply pressure to the ARI unit when 
the aircraft reaches Mach I. Rudder 
pedal commands are still available. as 
are the 15 degree CAS commands. 

The Rapid Shutoff valve is actuated 
by the anti-skid wheel spin-up signal. 
Since we don't want the rudder to be 
controlled by lateral stick during cross• 
wind landings, lateral stick inputs to 
the rudder are turned off at ground
roll speeds of 50 knots or greater. The 
maintenance technician can duplicate 
this dunng prenights. While holding 
lateral and longitudinal stick inputs, 
note the rudder deflections, place the 
Anti-Skid switch to OFF, and the 
rudder should rapidly return to the 
trim position. Reselecting Anti-Skid 
should return the rudder to its de
flected position within 25 to 35 sec
onds. You can get the same results by 
turning the Roll or Pitch Ratio switches 
10EMERGENCY. ARI will shu1 down, 
neutralizing the rudder. and the rudder 
will return to its deflected position 
when the Ratio switch is returned to 
the AUTO position. 

A recent addition to the ARJ is the 
Rapid Warm-up valve contained in the 
-17 ARI box •~stalled in all produc
tion F-1S aircraft. The need for a re
~uction in the time required to attain 
ARI operation became apparent during 
the first winter operation of the sys
tem in St. Louis. On several occasions 
aborts and near-aborts were blamed on 

ing of oil during aircraft engine opera
tion (this thermo bypass valve does not 
apply during external power operation). 
Though pilots or maintenance person
nel will see little change in PRCA 
or AR!·operation, there will be some 
increase in ARI turn-on time, as well 
as a definite increase in noise levels. A 
rather loud. low-pitched noise may be 
heard due to the input reducing pres
sure valve slowly building up to rated 
pressure. Though this may take up to 
30 to 35 seconds. don't worry about 
it; it's normal, and the noise wlll go 
away. 

MECHANIZING TifE ARI OUTPUT 

At the output of the ARI, mechani
cal push-rod linkages are replaced with 
a flat steel ribbon riding on steel balls 
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through the ARI. and electrical com
mands from the automatic flight con
trol system (CAS). 

If input linkage separation should 
occur, a pair of centering springs will 
return the input control valve to detent 
but yaw CAS commands of up to I 5 
degrees may be initiated through pilot 
pedal inputs allowing safe flight home. 
Electrical commands from the yaw· 
CAS are received by an electro-hydrau
lic servo valve which in turn ports hy
draulic pressure to the CAS piston. 
The CAS piston repositions the Jctua
tor control valve sleeve with resultant 
main actuator motion. Electrical feed
back signals are generated by the C AS 
actuator· Linear Voltage Differential 
Transformer, establishing a position 
authority on the surface. If a fault 
occurs anywhere in the CAS system 
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that results in one rudder moving 3 
degrees more than the other, yaw (and 
roll) CAS will automatically disengage. 

MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS 
Conventional maintenance proced

ures apply to the directional control 
system. these are covered in the tech
nical order. However, flexible shafts 
and cables require special care. 

• Be especially careful when work
ing with the flex shaft lransmitting 

pitch information between the PRCA 
and ARJ. Kinks or bends in this shaft 
cannot be tolerated and are cause for 
cable replacement. 

• Be sure that the rod-end (bearing) 
is connecled on the top of the ARl 
input arm; if it is connecled to the 
bottom of the arm, interference with 
the ARI is likely and cable kinks will 
occur (see Figure 4). 

• Be careful when handling flexible 
cabling; don't bend it too much or 

twist it any more thJn necessary. When 
connecting cJbles 10 bellcr;mks. strive 
for the best alignment possible b) 
juggling clamps where necessary. 011 

later delivered airplanes l bcg111ning .11 
about airplane SI). special c1djus1;ible 
supporl brackets will be available 1,_, 
assist in careful cable alignment. With 
cautious handling and installat1on, link
age friction and rudder surf Jee h:rng
up will be minimized. 

High thn1st-10-weiglat ratio provided by F/00 engin.es permits SOMe s~ctat:Wilr combat 
mane11vering, s11ch as this vertical climb by F-ISA n-070. 
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f-15 
Flight Control System 

Partm 
LATERAL CONTROL 

By 8.P. ''PERRY'' HOFFMAN/ Senior Engineer, Flight Control Section, Avionics Engineering Laboratories 

Our last article dealt with the F-15 
directional control system; now let's 
dig a bit deeper, progressing to the 
lateral control system. Lateral [or roll) 
control in the Eagle is obtained from 
simultaneous deflection of conven
tional ailerons located on the out
board section of each wing and differ
ential stabilators. The amount of 
aileron/differential stabilator deflec
tion per inch of lateral stick move
ment is controlled by the Pitch Roll 
Channel Assembly (PRCA},with sched
uling based on both the output of the 
PRCA pitch boost servo {longitudinal 
stick position) and airspeed. The net 
effect is a proper blend of control 
deflect1or.s required for maneuvering 
throughout the aircraft envelope, and 
yet the pi lot is given approximatelvthe 
same feel no matter what the flight 
condition might be. Let's see how some 
of these requirements are mechanized. 

LATERAL TRIM 
Referring to Figure 1, follow the 

lateral linkage from the control stick 
to the lateral feel trim actuator. Note 
that the actuator is mounted in paral
lel with the overall control linkage. 
This is just a simple way to say that the 
system linkages are not shortened or 
lengthened; the trim actuator merely 
moves the total system. 

The feel trim actuator performs two 
equally important tasks: it establishes 
the zero force position of the control 
stick and provides the pilot with an 
artificial feeling of maneuvering stick 
force. The zero force or "hands-off
stick" position may be varied as the 
pilot requires by activation of the stick 
grip button. The trim motor may also 
be repositioned through operation of 
the takeoff trim button which drives 
the actuator to a preset neutral 
po~ition, streamlining the control 
surfaces 

Simultaneous with actuator travel, 
electrical signals are generated by a 
pair of linear voltage differential trans
formers (LVDT). These signals are 
used by the Control Augmentation 
System (CAS) computers, where they 
are compared in a preset voltage level 
detector which turns the actuator off 
when the proper level is reached. 
Another level detector stops the trim 
actuator at neutral if the takeoff trim 
button is held depressed. 

Outputs from these level detectors 
are supplied to the takeoff trim indica
tor light logic in the CAS computers. 
When this logic sees the same voltage 
level from all three channels, (roll, 
pitch, and yaw}, the takeoff trim light 
illuminates, indicating to the pilot 
that his surface controls are properly 
positioned for takeoff. These L VDT 
signals serve yet another function in 

advising the CAS roll channel of 
changes in trim commands so that the 
CAS doesn't defeat pilot-inserted trim. 

Lateral artificial feel force is pro
vided to the pilot by dual spring 
gradients within the actuator. For the 
first inch of lateral stick travel, the 
force is 5 pounds (plus a 1.0 pound 
breakout); the gradient then drops to 
3.67 pounds per inch of additional 
stick deflection. The dual spring 
gradient helps reduce lateral stick 
sensitivity around neutral. The L VDT 
signals and CAS circuits are dual 
redundant, providing a fail-safe opera
tion in which the system shuts down 
to prevent runaway trim. 

ROLL LINKAGE 
As it leaves the lateral feel trim 

actuator, the linkage takes two paths. 
The first path travels to the ARI on the 

FIGURE 1 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM - LATERAL CONTROLS 
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right-hand side of the airframe. As we 
discussed in Part II of this series, this 
input supplies the lateral intelligence 
to the ARI. The second path continues 
down the left side of the aircraft to the 
PRCA which is the "brains" of the F-15 
mechanical control system. Figure 2 is 
a block diagram of the PRCA and 
shows the data flow within the roll 
channel of the PRCA. 
Roll Ratio Changer - The roll ratio 
changer, within the PRCA, contains 
the dual mechanical linkage required 
to vary the stick-to-aileron/differential 
stabilators gearing at a ratio of 4:1. 
Figure 3 explains how a parallelogram 
ratio changer does its work. 

The dotted lever 1 pivot D is fixed to 
the PRCA frame while its pivot E varies 
with the position of the roll ratio 
changer actuator. Lever 2 has its pivot 
C fixed to the PRCA frame while pivot 
A attaches levers 2 and 3 together. 

Diagram I shows the ratio changer 
actuator at maximum ratio as indicated 
by distances D to A and E to C being 
identical. Pilot stick inputs to point A 
displaces the output B by the same 
amount; that is, a 1:1 ratio. In diagram 
II, note that the ratio changer has 
been fully extended, placing: pivots E 
and C over one another. Stick inputs 
to point A can rotate the linkages 
about E and C with only a small 
amount of output displacement for a 
ratio of 4:1. Diagram Ill shows an in
termediate ratio. In this case, pivot E 
of the ratio changer actuator can be 
called upon to vary the ratios as dic
tated by the air data information fed 
to it, or by longitudinal control system 
position. 

Presuming you've digested at least a 
part of that, let's press on. Within the 
ratio changer section, you'll find a 
ratio lock. This drives the ratio 
changer mechanism to the failed ratio 
in event of a loss of hydraulic supply 
pressure. In addition, the pilot may 
select the emergency mode to isolate 
a suspected malfunction. He does so 
by placing the Roll Ratio switch to 
EMERG(ency) which removes hydrau
lic pressure to the roll ratio channel of 
the PRCA. The roll ratio repositions 
itself to about on~half ratio in emer
gency, or 10° of aileron plus 3° differ
ential stabilator which is more than 
adequate for normal flight and safe 
return to base. During emergency op
eration of the roll channel of the PRCA, 
the Master Caution light and Roll 
Ratio telepanel light will illuminate 
warning the pilot of a problem. Lateral 
control stick inputs into the PRCA dur
ing the transition time are quite heavy 
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FIGURE 2 PRCA - ROLL CHANNEL 
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Roll Ratio Changer 

Coupling From 
Pitch Booster 

since the actuator is in the process of 
locking. However, after the short time 
required to lock, lateral control stick 
forces settle down to about twice that 
of a normal operating system. When 
the Roll Ratio switch is again placed in 
AUTO(matic), and the hydraulic sup
ply pressure is available, normal 
system operation is restored. 

Roll Ratio Controller/Roll Ratio 
Changer Actuator - The ratio con
troller and ratio changer actuator may 
be considered at the same time since 
the actuator simply provides the 
muscle for the ratio controller. The 
ratio controller receives pitot (Pt) and 
static (Ps) air inputs from the left hand 
probe. A cam~perated servo-mech
an ism controls hydraulic pressure to 
the roll ratio actuator, repositioning 
the ratio changer linkage to a new val
ue. Figure 4 illustrates that both air 
data and longitudinal position affect 
the ratio controller. Longitudinal stick 
inputs to the roll ratio controller are 
the result of mechanical coupling to 
the roll ratio controller shaft from the 
PRCA pitch channel boost actuator. 
The combination of the air data and 
longitudinal inputs reposition the 
ratio changer and vary the control 
stick-to-aileron differential stabilator 
gearing. 

The only situati_on in which the ratio 
controller cannot command the ratio 
changer actuator to move is when the 
landing gear handle is positioned to 
extend the gear. During the early days 
of F-15 flying,it became apparent that 
during crosswind landings more than 
the available roll power was needed to 
keep the upwind wing from rising. As 
previously stated (and shown in figure 
4), when the aircraft is slowed to land 
and the stick is either trimmed or held 
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aft, roll power is "washed out" (the 
amount of aileron available with full 
stick is reduced). The problem was re
solved by adding a solenoid valve to 
the ratio changer actuator which drives 
the ratio changer actuator to maximum 
ratio when the landing gear handle is 
placed in the down position. All pro
duction PRCA's have this feature so it 
is not possible to check aileron/differ
ential stabilator washout on the 
ground without putting the gear 
handle up (with hydraulic pressure 

FIGURE 3 SIMPLIFIED RATIO 
CHANGER DIAGRAM 
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FIGURE 4 MECHANICAL LATERAL CONTROL AUTHORITY 
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applied, this just "ain't" a good idea). 
A suitable ground check may be 

made by pulling the PRAD CONT 
(Pitch and Roll Adjust Device Control) 
circuit breaker. This circuit breaker 
removes de power from the gear down 
solenoid and aileron washout may then 
be checked. With the stick at takeoff 
trim, apply full left roll deflection and 
note the position otthe ailerons. While 
holding full left stick, slowly pull the 
stick aft, noting that the ailerons will 
begin to return to streamline stopping 
at about a 3 to 5 degree deflection as 
the longitudinal stick reaches the¾ aft 
travel point. Returning the stick to 
neutral in pitch causes the aileron 
deflection to increase again to max:i
mum. The same conditions may be 
seen for a right stick and for either for
ward or aft pitch inputs. Resetting the 
PRAD CONT circuit breaker removes 
the aileron washout function. 

being felt at the control stick. Second, 
the actuator output force is sufficient 
to provide chip and foreign object 
shearing forces. In event of a hydrau
lic failure, or if the pilot selects emer
gency operation, the boost actuator 
control valve input arm locks at neu
tral. Both sides of the boost piston are 
ported to return pressure, and the 
actuator functions as a fixed link. Pilot 
inputs must then physically move the 
actuator piston as wel I as al I the down
stream linkage. This is why the stick 
forces become a bit higher during 
emergency operation. 

MECHANIZING THE PRCA 
ROLL OUTPUTS 

The output shaft of the rol I booster 
actuator carries the modified lateral 
commands of the control stick 
through a conventional system of 
push rods and bellcranks to the next 

major component, the lateral/longitu
dinal mixing linkage. 

Mixing linkage - The mixing linkage 
receives both lateral and longitudinal 
control stick inputs, decides which 
control surface is supposed to move, 
and pulls or pushes the appropriate 
control rod to deflect the surface. 
Figure 5 shows an expanded layout of 
the mixer which fits together in the 
shape of a parallelogram. Referring to 
the expanded view, a lateral input 
deflects link 1 pushing one aileron rod 
while pulling the other. At the same 
time link 2, connected to link 1 by link 
4, rotates, deflecting the stabilators 
differentially. A longitudinal stick in
put to link 3 rotates it, pulling link 2 
which pulls or pushes both stabilator 
rods, giving collective stabilator 

A long, detailed explanation should 
not be necessary if you keep in mind 
that during lateral inputs all links 
move as a unit, rotating about the 
pivot. During longitudinal inputs, link 
1 remains fixed and link 2 moves back 
and forth rotating about links 3 and 4 
Two linkage Paths - From the mixing 
linkage there are again two linkage 
paths. 

• The aileron path utilizes push rod 
linkage to the lateral safety spring 
cartridge. The safety spring cartridge 
is connected in series with the lateral 
control linkage and allows the other 
aileron (plus differential stabilators) to 
continue functioning even though the 
linkage in one wing is hopelessly jam
med. The safety spring cartridge is 
attached to a system of bellcranks and 
cables, carrying the lateral command 
to the wing root area. Push rods and 
idler bellcranks then carry the com
mand to the aileron power cylinder 

Another signal to the roll ratio 
controller is a hydraulic input from 
the pitch ratio controller "Mach = 1.0" 
sensor. The roll ratio controller con
tains a hydraulic shutoff valve which 
controls the hydraulic supply pressure 
to the ARI. This is the switching intel
ligence for turning off the mechanical 
ARI above Mach 1.0. 

FIGURE 5 LATERAL/LONGITUDINAL MIXING LINKAGE 

Roll Booster - The last major com
ponent in the PRCA roll channel is the 
roll boost actuator. The booster 
control valve is coupled directly to the 
output of the ratio changer and the 
valve directs hydraulic pressure to a 
conventional power cylinder to drive 
all the downstream linkages external 
to the PRCA. 

The boost actuator has two pur
poses. First, it prevents any of the 
downstream link.age friction from 
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(c•ntr~•I \al\"e \,hn::h port5- hydraulic 
pre~~ure t,-1 a ~rngle ~vstem actuator, 
detlt>ct1ng the control surtace 

Thi:' aileron power cylinder is a bit 
d1fterent than those used on previous 
rv1cDcnnell-built aircraft. The actuator 
body is fixed to the airframe and the 
linear operating ram rs attached to the 
control surface A mechanical feed
back arm is connected between the 
ram and control valve to stop actuator 
travel when the input command is 
satisfied ln the event of total hydrau-

lie los:- to either actuator (Power Con
trol is prIrnar·.,, and the switching valv'c' 
does not switch in Utility backup). the 
actuator contarns rnternal valving 
which enables It to revert to an aileron 
damper 

• The differential stabilator path is 
quite similar to the aileron path, again 
utilizing a bellcrank/steel cable ar
rangement to carry the command to 
the aft torque tubes in each tail boom 
The aft torque tube motion displaces 
each stabilator actuator control valve 

th,.- pre··.·.r ;1[.J,:.rj i1r11r~1Jri! ,-H," ,J1r,-.r 111,' 
tr, (.'IU'.>f-" d1rt,:,r,:•r,r.1al rl,_.tl.,.rr ',n r); :r,<-

5ta~1ilat0r ((Jntrr.,I ~url<'.1(':' 
The stabrlatr,r thr,11~.r, 

more compl~x. ar':' s1rrnlar 1n 
the aileron pr.,wf:'r cvl,nrJ,-.r:::. 
dual svstem:;_ r:r.,nra,,1Iris r;. S ,irl•.Jc: 

tor; The stab1latc,r ,Jr.,wf;'r r:·,l1nd.,,r-; 
~,,_·ril b~ d1sc:..iss•_·G 1r, cc,r1,1r~~-c~~I·, .,,.,,,:.,. 
detail rn the np,; crt.1r!i_, ;n 
v,..h1ch \viii Tr.Jc,_;<. on th~: lr_,n,;1·_1JrJ1ri-:rl 
control svstem 
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Three happy Air Force pilots, Lt Col Roger J. Smith, Maj 
David W. Peterson, and Maj Willard R. Macfarlane (left to 
right in the photo) are shown after having been awarded 
the 1974 Mackay Trophy. As members of the F-15 Joint 
Test Force at Edwards AFB, California, the pilots broke all 
existing tirr.e--to-climb records earlier this year during the 

F-15 "Streak Eagle" program. 
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The MaC:kay Trophy is awarded annual!) to Air Fo~ce 
personnel who have made the most meritorious flight or 
the year. The trophy was p~esented to the Streak E.lgle 
pilots by Gen David C Jones, Air Foice Chief or St~n 1..1 n 
November 24. 1975 
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F-15 
Flight Control System 

Part81 
LONGITUDINAL CONTitOL 

By B. P. "PERRY" HOFFMAN/Senior Engineer. Flight Control Section. Avionics Engineering Laboratories 

In the preceding article of this series, 
we discussed how the Pitch Roll Chan
nel Assembly (PRCA) roll channel ad
justs the ratios or gearing between the 
pilot's control stick and the ailerons. 
7he pitch portion of the PRCA is in 
many ways identical, but is somewhat 
more complex. This complexity comes 
through use of a PRCA device called 
the Pitch Trim Controller (PTC), which 
automaticallv adjusts the longitudinal 
tnm to maintain a constant pilot
selected load factor. We'll cover the 
PT( in some detail later, but mean
while let's take a general look at the 
longitudinal Control System (figure 1). 

PITCH FEEL TRIM ACTUATOR 
Beginning at the extreme left of the 

diagram, the first major component 
affecting control stick operation is the 

pitch feel trim actuator. It is designed 
to be in parallel with the total longi
tudinal linkage. 

The zero-force or hands-off stick 
position is varied when the pilot press
es the pitch trim switch on his stick. 
The pitch trim actuator moves the 
trim position of the control stick and 
linkage to satisfy pilot requirements. 
The only force the pilot normally feels 
when he moves the stick is generated 
by a dual-spring cartridge which is part 
of this trim actuator. These dual springs 
give the stick a higher force per inch 
displacement near the trim position 
and a reduced force per inch for larger 
stick inputs. This reduces the force a 
pilot has to hold for sustained high g 
maneuvers. 

Electrical commands from the con
trol stick trim switch or the takeoff trim 

. FIGURE 1 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM - LONGITUDINAL CONTROLS 
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button extend or retract the trim actu
ator. linear Voltage Differential Trans
formers {LVDT) are mounted on the 
actuator and generate electrical sig
nals which advise the CAS computer 
of the new trim position so that the 
CAS will not try to defeat the pilot
desired trim change. These same sig
nals are also used by preset level de
tectors which shut the trim actuator 
off before the actuator reaches its 
mechanical limits. 

When the takeoff trim button is de
pressed, the trim actuator drives to a 
pre-determined position dictated by 
preset detectors within the CAS com
puter. The electrical sensors and com
ponents associated with the trim sys
tem are dual so that a loss of any one 
element causes the trim to shut down, 
preventing a runaway trim condition 
for a single failure. 

Moving aft from the trim actuator, 
there is a lead weight on an idler arm. 
This is not a "bobweight" for generat
ing stick force per g, as is the case in 
the F-4, but is there simply to balance 
the control system so that sudden ac
celeration or deceleration of the air
craft does not produce stick motion. 

PRCA 
To begin with, let's break the PRCA 

pitch channel into its components (Fig
ure 2) and see how each affects the 
longitudinal controls. The input rod 
offers two linkage paths with the main 
path tying directly into the ratio 
changer linkage, and a second input 
being SL•pplied to the Load Factor Sen
sor portion of the Pitch Trim Controller. 

Pitch Ratio Changer - The pitch 
ratio changer utilizes dual redundant 
parallelogram linkage identical in op
eration to the roll ratio changer de
scribed in our last DIGEST article on 
lateral controls. The only operational 
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difference is that the pitch ratio 
changer gearing utilizes a 6: 1 ratio, 
where the roll ratio changer utilizes a 
4:1 ratio. 

P,tot (Pt) and static (Ps) information 
is supplied from the left-hand probe to 
the ratio controller bellows assembly, 
repositioning a cam-operated valve 
supplying hydraulic pressure to the 
ratio changer actuator. The ratio 
changer actuator then drives the 
changer linkage, varying the stick-to
stabilator gearing as required. 

If hydraulics are lost to the PRCA, or 
if the pilot selects the EMERG position 
of the pitch ratio changer by actuation 
of the Pitch Ratio switch, the pitch 
ratio changer will drive to its failed 
position. In the failed mode, the gear
ing ratio is one-half of its maximum 
value and all other functions {PTC and 
Boost) are inoperative. 

Two additional functions are associ
ated with the ratio changer ( one is no 
longer used, but a note of explanation 
is in order in case you see it on a sche
matic diagram). Early in the program 
there was a gear down valve which 
drove the pitch ratio changer to max
imum (for landing control) when the 
nose gear proximity switch actuated. 
The disadvantages seemed to outweigh 
the advantages, so the valve has been 
deactivated on current Eagles and the 
valve will not be in future PRCA's. For 
the maintenance man, this is a great 
help since he can simply place the 
Pitch Ratio switch to emergency and 
check the fail mode without having to 
simulate a gear up condition. 

The second function is a safety fea
ture controlled by the pitch ratio 
changer actuator. If a hardover failure 
of the pitch trim controller occurs at 
low pitch ratios, the pitch CAS is in
operative, longitudinal control could 
be lost. To guard against this possibil
ity, a valve within the ratio changer 
actuator is opened when the actuator 
approaches the minimum ratio posi
tion. This valve supplies hydraulic 
pressure to an interlock piston within 
the pitch trim compensator, keeping it 
at a position where adequate control 
is always available. 

The output of the pitch ratio changer 
is fed to the pitch boost actuator servo 
valve. The boost actuator output is 
mechanically linked back to the servo 
valve input, closing the loop. The 
boost actuator output also feeds the 
downstream linkage, which deflects 
the stabilators and drives the linkage 
scheduling the roll ratio controller and 
the ARI. As you will recall from our 
previous articles, the pitch output is 
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used in roll to schedule the roll ratio 
as a function of angle of attack. Yaw is 
affected by this also, since yaw gain in
creases as roll gain decreases, No more 
rudder rolls, guys; all you need for high 
angle of attack maneuvering is a later
al input from the stick. 

The pitch trim compensator is 
mechanically coupled to the pitch 
boost actuator control valve. The 
motion of this device adds (or suir 
tracts) boost actuator displacement 
(pitch output to stabilators) to what 
the ratio changer output position is 
commanding. The action of the pitch 
trim compensator is controlled by the 
pitch trim controller. 

Pitch Trim Controller - The pitch 
trim controller adds or subtracts stabil-

one g. Any subsequent deviation from 
that setting will be sensed by the PTC 
accelerometer which will valv1:- hy
draulic pressure to the pitch trim com
pensator piston, repositioning the prs
ton and commanding the required 
amount of collective stabilatorto keep 
the aircraft at one g This series trim
ming capability is true for disturbances 
created by flap, speedbrake, and land
ing gear extensions. Acceleration and 
deceleration are also compensated for, 
producing an essentially neutral speed 
stable airframe. Since the trim change 
we've described is "series," no stick 
movement is noted 

A rapid warm-up valve has recently 
been added to the PTC Hydrome
chanical devices Such as the PTC util-

FIGURE 2 PITCH CONTROL SYSTEM 

ator deflection to compensate for 
such aircraft variables as increases or 
decreases in airspeed, speedbrake/flap 
extensions, or changes in loading. 
These changes are introduced without 
movement of the control stick. These 
combined PTC and pitch ratio changer 
outputs result in a nearly constant 
stick force and stick position per g 
within the Eagle's operating envelope 
{about four pounds of stick force r~ 
suits in one-half inch of stick displac~ 
ment, producing a load factor of one 
g). The name given this feature is 
"series trim." The concept is not new; 
it's been tried on several previously
built aircraft. The uniqueness of this 
feature in the f-15 lies in the fact that 
it works, and does so without electri
cal inputs. 

Stick inputs are fed into a high<lass, 
accelerometer-controlled servo loop 
known as the load factor error sensor 
(LOFES), a part of the PTC. This stick 
input establishes the neutral or zero 
point it works around. For example, let 
us assume that a pilot, or the trim 
actuator, is holding the stick in a 
position commanding a load factor of 
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ize extremely close tolerances in their 
construction and don't want to work 
well when the surrounding metal and 
hydraulic oil are cold. Because of this, 
a viscosity sensing bridge coupled to 
the PTC pressure inlet bypasses the in
put hydraulic oil through a small ori
fice which speeds the warm-up process 
and allows normal control operation 
sooner. All production PRCA's contain 
the warm-up fix, as do most flight test 
units. 

LINKAGE 
Control rods carry the PRCA output 

to the mixer linkage. The mixer link
age combines the pitch command 
with the roll system signals to drive 
the stabilator {a diagram of the mixer 
linkage was presented in the article 
about roll control in the last issue) 
ThP.n a system of dual cables and bell
cranks extends along the major length 
of the fuselage to the aft torque tube 
The aft torque tube carries the pitch 
commands directly to both stabilator 
control valves, causing actuator dis
placement and resultant stabilato,- de
flection. 



----------------------------------- --- ------- -------------------------= 

These cables may be a prime con
tributor to flight squawks such as ··too 
much stick motion with no arrcraft re
sponse," or "soggy longitudinal con
trols:· Maintenance personnel should 
pay special attention to cable tensions 
If readjustments are necessary, be sure 
that the',· are made to both cables to 
keep the end bellcranks parallel (the 
rigging pin can be installed in both 
ends) Reier to Technical Order 
1F-15A-2-5 for the final word 

STABILATOR POWER CYLINDER 

The final components of the pitch 
channel are the two stabilator power 
cylinders and if they don't work, it's a 
long walk home. A lot of thought went 
into the Eagle actuators; they obvious
ly had to have considerable muscle to 
move the large control surfaces under 
the large air loads imposed. This part 
,s relatively easy since you just make 
the piston bigger (more surface area 
times three thousand pounds of hy
draulics equals horsepower) 

We have, however, deviated some 
from traditional actuator design. The 
normal method has been to allow the 
total actuator barrel to move with 
commands until the barrel position 
matches the commanded valve posi-

tion, stopping actuator motion. In the pitch system, the pitch trim actuator is 
F-15, the actuator is firmly attached to physically located as close as possible 
the airframe and the ram is attached to the control stick. This permits the 
to the stabilator. A mechanical feed- pilot to "fly by wire" with normal stick 
back linkage is then employed to shut feel, using the CAS stick force sensor 
off the input valve when the actuator should the mechanical linkage be-
has reached a new position. This meth- tween the stick and stabilator actua-
od is deemed best from a structural tors break or disconnect 
standpoint and decreases the total Snicker if you must, but an early 
mass which must move. Eagle was flown back to the nest and 

The actuator contains two identical landed safely with a total mechanical 
pistons powered by separate hydrau- disconnect of the longitudinal con-
lie systems. Either of these systems trols. Control stick feel to the pilot was 
can adequately control the stabilators. normal despite a control rod havmg 
In the event of two hydraulic system been completely severed by an ECS 
failures, one-half the actuator remains turbine blade. 
functional with get-home-safe capa- To allow this fly-by-wire capabrl1ty, 
bility because the Utility hydraulic sys- a centering, or detent, spring was add-
tern automatically switches into one- ed to the input valve area. If a linkage 
half of the actuator if the PC system disconnect occurs ahead of the power 
normally supplying that side is lost. cylinder, the valve centers itself. At 

Finally, the pivot bearing location this point, the CAS commands the 
for the stabilator surface was selected actuator travel within its authority of 
to allow it to trail under total actuator plus or minus ten degrees of stabilator 
failure. In other words, the F-15 actua- travel, enough to get home safely. Jam-
tor will not go hardover as was the med linkage poses a different problem 
case in older aircraft. Because of this, since the (AS must work around the 
one power cylinder could fail but you jammed valve position, but even this 
could still fly home and land. Is not impossible. 

Fl Y-BY-WIRE CAPABILITY 
Going back to the beginning of the 

Our next article will pick up where 
we've left off here; we'll look into the 
overall CAS functions in the F-15. • 

THE NEW AMERICAN EAGLE ... 
Waging Peace From a Foundation of Strength. 

"To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual.means of preserving peace." 
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George Washington, 
First Message to Congress, 1789 
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F-15 
Flight Control System 

Part V 

YAWand ROLL 
CONTROL AOGMENTRTION 

By PERRY HOFFMAN/ Senior Engineer, Flight Control Section, Avionics Engineering Laboratories 

Having taken a look at the mechan
ical aspects of the F-15 Flight Control 
System, let's turn our attention to the 
electronic portion, the Control Aug
mentation System. Possibly the most 
frequently asked questions are: "Just 
what is the Control Augmentation Sys
tem?" 'What does it do for me?" "How 
does it do it?" 

The Control Augmentation System 
(CAS) consists of two distinct func
tions. The first i~ our old friend, the 
Stability Augmentation System, other
wise known as Stab Aug or SAS. For 
those old-timers who can remember 
far enough back, this used to be called 

a Damper. The Stab-Aug, or Damper, 
portion of the F-15 CAS is designed to 
help stabilize the airframe, compen
sating for unwanted motion which 
might occur as a result of wind gusts 
or disturbances. 

The second CAS function is its Con
trol Stick Steering mode. This meas
ures, compares, shapes, and smooths 
out pilot stick and pedal inputs allow
ing precise and comfortable control 
throughoutthemaneuveringenvelope. 

Why is CAS desirable? Well, we 
know that the F-15 airframe is basical
ly stable, and that the manual flight 
controls are designed to give Level 11 

FIGURE 1. YAW CAS (SINGLE CHANNEL) 
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handling without augmentation (,\1il
itary Specification Mll-F-8785B de
fines Level II handling as "flymg 
qualities adequate to accomplish the 
mission Flight Phase, but some in
crease in pilot workload or degrada
tion in mission effectiveness, or both, 
exists.") Despite the basic stability of 
the Eagle, various flight conditions 
and varieties of store loadings could 
result in some pretty touchy handling 
situations were it not tor the CAS. In 
addition, the CAS provides safe con
trol of the aircraft should the basic 
mechanical system suffer failure or 
battle damage such as foreign object 
jams or shot-away linkage. 

The bulk of this article will be con
centrated upon the yaw and roll CAS 
(you'll see, shortly, that these i:w-o 
functions can't be separated1. The 
pitch CAS will be the subject of a 
future article. 

YAW CAS 

Sideslip Control and Damper - Pre
cise sideslip control is provided during 
maneuvering by the yaw CAS. Refer
ring to the yaw channel block diagram 
(Figure 1), you'll see a Rudder Pedal 
Positiol""! Linear Voltage Differential 
Transformer (LVDT). As the pilot 
applies force to the pedals. the me
chanical system begins to deflect the 
rudders. At the same time, the pedal 
position L VDT generates an electrical 
signal. As the aircraft responds to the 
pedal input, the yaw rate gyro and the 
lateral accelerometer will sense this 
motion. Their blended signals are 
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!:om pared to the pedal position L VDT 
signal within the Roll/Yaw Computer 
and the resultant signal output either 
adds or subtracts rudder control sur
face deflection as needed to obtain 
the proper response. Likewise, this 
combination of signals directs the 
servo amplifiers to deflect the rudder 
power cylinder and rudder control 
surfaces the correct amount and direc
tion to dampen any unwanted yaw 
disturbance. 

Elimination of Steady-State Side
slip - A circuit was added to reduce 
uncommanded and persistent sideslip 
(due primarily to rudder linkage fric
tion or hysteresis) during supersonic 
flight and following a maneuver. The 
combined lateral acceleration and 
yaw rate sensor feedback voltages are 
compared with the rudder trim posi
tion and the combined output is used 
by the Propartiona1 plus Integral 
(P + I) circuit to apply rudder sur
face deflection in a direction to elimi
nate the sideslip. With a maximum 
author:ty of ± 3.75 degrees rudder, 
pilots can expect the ball to be pretty 
well neutral during flight. 

There is, however, one disadvantage 
to the P + I circuit. If rudder surface 
hangup exceeds the P + I authority, 
yaw CAS cannot automatically trim 
the aircraft to zero sideslip. Thus, 
5ome manual pedal trim may be 
required to make up the difference, 
reducing sideslip to minimum. Manual 
trim should be applied slowly, or in 
small amounts with waiting periods, 
since the new pedal LVDT position 
affects the integration of the P + I 
circuit. lf this procedure is not follow
ed, it may appear to the pilot that he is 
chasing the trim. 

Pilots can expect to see yaw trim 
changes varying in magnitude with 
different aircraft anytime the landing 
gear is extended or yaw CAS is 
disengaged. Both of these acti9ns 
drive the P + I integrator to zero, 
introducing a yaw transient. So we 
may have solved the supersonic side
slip problem but created a problem at 
yaw CAS shutdown. 

Maintenance personnel will have to 
locate and reduce system friction to a 
miniMum. A good source of system 
friction can be found in the flexible 
cables. Here are a few points to keep 
in r.iind: 

• Any kinks or rough spots are 
cause for cable rep!acement. 

• At any attach point such as bell
cranks or ARI output rods, attempt to 

line up the cable end exactly with its 
attach point. In other words, reduce 
any apparent side load; the nature of 
the ribbon cable is to increase friction 
loads as side force is exerted on the 
ends. 

• Make changes in direction with 
as large a radius as possible with only 
minor twists. 

To summarize, problems will go 
away when mechanical rudder linkage 
is kept friction-free. 

Failure Detection and Shutdown -
All three CAS channels utilize a 
dual-channel "Fail-Off" system. There 
are several things that would cause 
the failure detection circuitry to shut 

the vaw computation circuits. 
• A shutdown of yaw CAS will 

occur if a problem in the system 
causes one rudder hydraulic actuator 
to mistrack the other by approximate
ly four degrees for a period of one 
second or longer. 

• The final cause for shutdowns 
applies to production computers Part 
Number 275E514G3 which will be 
installed effective f-15 ship 61 and 
TF-15 ship 14. Circuitry has been 
added to these computers which 
senses open wiring to the rudder sur
face actuator shutoff valve or a failure 
of the actuator shutoff valve itself. In 
the older G2 computers, an open in 

FIGURE 2. ROLL CAS (SINGLE CHANNEL) 
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down CAS: if spin is evident (yaw rate 
exceeds 41.5 degrees/second); a mal
function unbalances the yaw compu
tation circuits; an imbalance between 
the rudder actuators; and failure of 
the rudder actuator shut-off valves. 
let's amplify a bit on these situations -

• If CAS is causing or aggravating 
the spin mode, we want CAS off. 
Therefore, any yaw rate in excess of 
41.5 degrees/second will cause yaw 
CAS to shut down. Roll shuts down as 
a result of yaw shutting down and 
pitch follows if the high yaw rate con
tinues for a period of longer than 120 
milliseconds. 

• Yaw CAS will shut down for mal
functions which unbalance the yaw 
computation circuits. This may result 
from differences in one of the dual 
yaw rate gyros or lateral accelerometer 
output voltages which exceed a preset 
level. The system will also be shut 
down by an electronic failu;e within 
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shutoff valve wiring renders the yaw 
CAS inoperative; however, the roll 
CAS will not be shut down and the roll 
and yaw CAS telepanel lights remain 
out. Because of the inoperative shut
off valve, electrical signals from the 
CA.S will not affect the rudders; the 
only rudder movement will come from 
mechanical inputs. Since the rudders 
will not mistrack in this mode, there 
will be no shutdown. 

During preflights (maintenance and 
aircrew), ground personnel should 
double check tc insure that yaw CAS 
inserts an additional 50 percent (or 15 
degrees) of rudder surface deflection, 
making a total surface movement of 
30 degrees (these figures are approx
imate). 

Aileron Rudder Interconnect - In 
order to improve turn coordination, 
roll rate signals are applied to the yaw 
channel. Since greater rudder deflec
tion is required for turn coordination 



at high angles of attack, this roll rate 
signal is scheduled with angle of 
attack, increasing rudder deflection as 
angle of attack is increased. To mini
mize roll and yaw coupling tendencies, 
ARI is defeated at Mach numbers 
above 1.5 and for negative angles of 
attack by driving the ARI signal to 
zero. The ARI signal is also driven to 
zero with wheel spin up. This is one of 
the aids for better control during 
crosswind landings. With ARI opera
tional during a nose-high rollout, and 
with lateral stick held to lower the up
wind wing, ARI would add rudder in a 
direction to drive the nose into the 
wind. 

Control Surface Actuato,s - The 
muscle for the Eagle's rudders is not 
the conventional I in ear ram-type actu-

tion is pretty far down the road. 
During production flights at St. Louis, 
we have replaced two rate gyro 
packages -one had a loose cqnnection 
in an individual gyro, the other was 
out of tolerance gradient-wise. No ac
celerometer sensors have been re
placed to date. 

Some difficulty may be experienced 
when yaw CAS is initially turned 
on - the first pedal application may 
result in a yaw shutdown. The reason 
for this involves the locking rings 
which hold the rudder actuator CAS 
rams at zero while CAS is disengaged. 
During yaw CAS turn-on, these rings 
must move to unlock the CAS ram. 
Sometimes the unlock ring of one 
rudder actuator lags the ring in the 
other actuator. As rudder pedal force 

FIGURE 3. ROLL CAS AUTHORITY vs AIRSPEED 

ator normally seen on aircraft flight 
control systems. To minimize space 
requirements, a rotary actuator was 
designed which is an integral part of 
the rudder hinge line. Not only does it 
receive manual inputs, but also elec
trical inputs from the servo amplifier. 
These signals control an internal pis
ton which deflects the rudder control 
surface upon CAS command. The 
rudder actuator is also load-limited so 
that as inflight loads increase the 
actuator deflection is decreased ac
cordingly, reducing unwanted tail 
loads. In the event of hydraulic pres
sure failure to either actuator, bypass 
valves prevent oil from escaping into 
the return line. In this condition, the 
rotary actuator becomes a self-con
tained surface damper. 

Problem Areas- Yaw CAS (as well as 
CAS in general) has an excellent 
record of reliability. Once "infant 
mortality" rids the computers of prob
lem components, the next malfunc-

electrical signals attempt to move the 
rudders, one rudder CAS ram encoun
ters the not-fully unlocked ring. This 
results in a slight lag in one of the 
rudders. If this lag exceeds four 
degrees, the failure detection circuits 
will be triggered. The corrective ac
tion, in this case, is to reset yaw CAS 
and you should be back in business 
with normal operation. 

ROLL CAS 
Roll CAS (Figure 2) provides stabil

ity augmentation ( or rol I damping) as 
well as supplying .the maneuvering 
capabilities to satisfy Level I lateral 
control requirements throughout the 
F-15 envelope (Mil Spec MIL-F-3785B 
defines Level I as "Flying qualities 
clearly adequate for the mission Flight 
Phase.) Short period roll oscillations 
and aerodynamic disturbances are 
sensed by dual roll rate gyros whose 
outputs are shaped and amplified and 
sent to the stabilator actuators, not to 
the ailerons as one would expect 
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(there are no electrical inpl!ts of any 
kind to the Eagle's aileronsJ The 
stabilator control surfaces operate 
differentially to stop the unwanted 
roll disturbance and restore stable 
flight. 

Electrical commands from lateral 
force inputs to the pilot's control stick 
force transducer {located both for• 
ward and aft in the TF-15A) are first 
applied to a deadband circuit in order 
to desensitize the roll commands 
around the neutral point. The roli 
command is then switched as a func
tion of Mach number. In this process, 
the larger gradient assures that the 
time-to-bank requirements are avail
able at the lower speeds. The lower 
gradient reduces the roll/yaw coupling 
tendencies at Mach numbers in excess 
of 1.5. 

Dual roll rate gyros measure aircraft 
response to a lateral control stick 
input. The roll channel of the roll/yaw 
computer then adds or subtracts dif
ferential stabilator deflections to as
sure the proper response. Roll CAS 
authority is a maximum of ±s degrees 
differential stabilator relative to the 
position selected by the mechanical 
control system. 

The roll CAS error is limited by 
functions of airspeed and angle of 
attack. The airspeed limit is emploved 
so that excessive structural loads are 
not generated on the differential tail. 
The scheduling signal is derived by the 
Dynamic Pressure Sensor Unit of the 
Automatic Flight Control Set. This unit 
receives pitot and static pressures 
which drive dual potentiometers. The 
output is then shaped to provide the 
proper gain schedule as shown in 
Figure 3. The gain potentiometer 
excitation voltages are switched 
through a lag network upon roll CAS 
engagement to reduce transients. 

Additional roll CAS limiting is r~ 
quired to reduce the roll/yaw coupling 
for negative angles of attack, and at 
large positive angles, to minimize the 
adverse yaw. This provides an equiv
alent to the "aileron washout" func
tion of the mechanical control system 
which was discussed in an earlier 
article. The angle-of-attack limiting is 
subtracted from the airspeed schedule 
as indicated in Figure 4. 

No roll CAS is desired at angles of 
attack above 20 degrees. This pre\'ents 
the adding of pro-spin controls 
through uncommanded pilot-induced 
CAS inputs, and roll damper inputs, at 
the higher angles of attack The 
angle-of-attack schedule is s•,1;1tched 
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to a fixed reference at wheel spin up to 
assure that full roll CAS authority is 
available for adequate crosswind con
trol during landing rollout. 

Failure Detection - As in the yaw 
CAS, there are a number of ways fn 
which the system can detect and react 
to system abnormalities -

• Like the yaw channel, the Roll 
CAS sensors must track each other by 
preset limits. When these limits have 
been exceeded by any sensor, or if a 
failure occurs in the roll CAS compu
tation electronics, roll CAS shuts 
down. 

• Roll CAS also shuts down, and 
remains down, if yaw CAS fails or is 
turned off by the pilot. This assures 
that no adverse roll/yaw coupling wil! 
occur. 

• Since roll and pitch CAS share the 
stabilator servo actuators, roll CAS 
will shut dowr. if the pitch CAS fails. 
However, if there has been no failure 
of the roll computation, and 1f the 
stabilator servo actuators are still 
operative, the roll CAS can be reset 
and will operate normally. This is a 
pretty good troubleshooting aid. lf a 
failure of pitch and roll CAS occurs, 
but roll can be reset, it is unlikely that 
the stabilator actuators, or the wiring 
to the actuators, are at fault. In this 
case, check the pitch CAS computa
tion circuitry and the sensors. 

FIGURE4. ROLLCASAUTHORITYvsO< 

• The primary means of detecting 
failures within the roll and pitch CAS 
servo loops consists of monitoring the 
level of error of a differential pressure 
sensor (DPS) hydraulic ram {one in 
each stabilator actuator). As long as 
the servo signals are equal, the DPS 
error is zero and the system will 
operate normally. Failure of a servo 
valve, or electrical failure of an 
actuator LVDT, will drive one or the 
other DPS ram hardover. As a result, 
roll and pitch CAS will shut down. A 
lag network is employed to filter the 

DPS error signal being monitored, 
minimizing nuisance shutdown. With 
the DPS failure detection scheme just 
described, a fast-operating, high
authority CAS can be employed with 
an acceptable level of failure trans
ients for hardover servo valves, or in 
the event an actuator L VDT output is 
lost. 

This presentation of the F-15 Con
trol Augmentation System wil I be 
continued in our next issue of the 
DIGEST as we take a look at the pitch 
CAS. --------------------~, !!!~ift ~Af' ... iil\ ii:: 

lnt,oducing the ... f>i,~ i~1;; ~~,lit• 

Introducing? What d;-~~ ~e~. introducing a:t airplane that's been flying since 1973? What we really mean is_ that, as of 1 December, all two
seater Eagles will carry the new model designation of F-15B. Headquarters USA~ directed the chan~e to ~ake ~~ co~plet~ly clear that -~he ~o~ 
place version is a ··combat'' a:l"craft in its own right and equal to the F-lSA. Gone ts the heretofore des1gnat1on of TF, which, at leaSt b) imphca 

tio;~~::~:~ t::!7~:~:t~~r;t;~foct~:~~i~i=:~o announce the changeover. than USAF 73-108. otherwlse known as "TAC 1 '' - the first op~r~
tional Eagle delivered to the Air Force, back in November of 1974? TAC 1 was the first of 38 two-seat fighters to have left the assembly l;ne m 
St. Louis so far: 50me 37 :-;,ore are scheQuled. Thus you should be seeing F-ISB's for a long time to come! • 
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f-15 
flight Control System 

Part VI 

PITCH 
CONTROL fill<iMENTfiTION 

By B. P. "PEARY" HOFFMAN/Senior Engineer, Flight Control Section, A t•ionics Engineering Laborarones 

To conclude this series of articles 
about the f.15 Flight Control System, 
let's look at the Pitch portion of the 
Control Augmentation System (CAS) 
and the Attitude/Altitude Hold 
modes. Please stay with me to the 
end; while I've attempted to remove 
most of the mysteries surrounding this 
complex electronic system, it hasn't 
been easy and I hope we all don't get 
too confused. 

Pitch (AS/Single Channel - The 
operation of the pitch channel elec
tronics is similar to yaw and roll in 
that Pitch CAS performs two functions. 
First, conventional stability augmen
tation improves ride comfort by r~ 
ducing or eliminating undesirable air
craft motions from disturbances such 
as wind gusts. The second operation 
provides the pilot with precise control 
of aircraft performance by measuring 
the aircraft response to a given com
mand, and adding or subtracting 
stabilator deflection as required to 
match the command to the "ideal." 

Stability Augmentation - As shown 
in Figure 1, the prime sensor used for 
damping the unwanted pitch oscilla
tions is the pitch rate gyro. When the 
aircraft receives a change in its flight 
path, the resultant rate of change is 
sensed by the rate gyro. A corrective 
signal is generated by the pitch rate 
sensor and is fed to a buffer demodu
lator, then a rate canceller (which 
eliminates steady signals), and to a 
variable limiter (which eliminates 
switching transients during landing 

gear operations). The rate signal is 
then summed, shaped, and sent to a 
structural filter which reduces fre
quencies that would cause coupling to 
the airframe, producing unwanted 
stabilator oscillation. 

The variable limiter performs two 
functions. When the Pitch CAS switch 
is reset, the limiter slowly increases 
CAS authority from zero to 10 degrees. 
Secondly, it forces the roll and pitch 
channels to share the 10 degree 
authority over the stabilator actuators 
by limiting the amount of CAS series 
servo deflections either channel can 
command when the mechanical pitch 
deflection is greater than 18 degrees 
nose up. 

The modified corrective rate signal 
is then applied to a servo amplifier 
which electrically commands the 
servo valve to extend or retract the 10 
degree CAS series servo {internal to 
the stabilator power cylinder), re
positioning the main power cylinder 
control valve, and porting hydraulic 
pressure to the power cylinder main 
ram piston. When the main ram piston 
deflects, it repositions the stabilator 
control surface in a direction to stop 
the unwanted airframe disturbance. 
An electrical follow-up signal is gener
ated by the 10 degree CAS series servo 
Linear Voltage Differential Transform
er (LVDT) which opposes the ccr rec
tive rate signal input. When sufficient 
series servo deflection is obtained to 
match the rate signal input, series 
servo deflection stops. The aircraft 
rate of change in its flight path will 
grow smaller, and the follow-up LVDT 
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signal starts to return the series servo 
to neutral. When the aircraft flight 
path is again stabilized, the rate signal 
is zero and the CAS series servo is at 
neutral. 

A condition where no aircraft rates 
are being generated and corrective 
action is being taken by pitch stab aug 
is pretty hard to come by. The pitch 
stab aug is constantly working to 
maintain a stable airframe. (For the 
sake of simplicity, we only considered 
a single channel rate disturbance.) 

Pitch Control Augmentation - look
ing again at Figure 1, find the forward 
and aft pitch force sensors (F-15A or 
TF-15A). Longitudinal stick force com
mands from one (or both) control 
stick force transducers are summed 
together and fed through a deadband, 
dual-gradient circuit (prevents over
sensitivity near null and reduces stick 
forces during sustained high "g" 
maneuvers). The resultant stick force 
command then goes through a 0.2 
second pre-filter for smoother svstem 
responses to sharp pilot inputs (this 
improves tracking characteristics) 
The shaped command signal is then 
sent through the same structural filter 
as the stab aug rate signal, and on to 
the variable limiter. The variable 
limiter, used for stab aug and pilot 
commands, has the same reason for 
being in the circuit and operates the 
same as was explained in the stab aug 
section 

The pilot command is then sent 
equally to the left and right sen.·o 
amplifiers which electncalh, com-
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mand the servo valve to extend or 
retract the 10 degree CAS series servo, 
repositioning the main power cylinder 
control valve, and porting hydraulic 
pressure to the power cylinder main 
ram piston. Deflection of the piston 
repositions the stabilator control sur
face in the direction desired. Two 
l VDT follow-up signals are generated 
by the movement of the stabilator 
power cylinder. The main ram LVDT 
signal provides the intelligence for the 
variable limiter, telling the limiter just 
where the stabilator control surface is 
located. The other follow-up signal is 
again the CAS series servo position 
and stops series servo displacement 
when the input signal level is matched. 

Aircraft response to a pilot'~ stick 
force command is measured by the 
pitch rate gyro and nonnal accel
erometer sensor outputs. These signals 
meet at the summing/lead lag net
work. If the measured response after 
summation does not agree with the 
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control stick force command, the dif
ference is fed to the stabilator actu
ators, adding or subtracting control 
surface deflection until the difference 
is zero. This is called "blending of 
command and surface deflection" to 
achieve the ideal aircraft response. 

Up to now, we've considered an air
craft with landing gear and flaps up. 
When the gear handle is positioned 
down, normal acceleration signals and 
the pitch rate canceller circuit are 
eliminated. The removal of normal 
acceleration is necessary to get rid of 
transients due to aircraft impact with 
the runway. Removal of the pitch rate 
canceller circuit at the same time 
insures stable longitudinal control 
during approach and landing. The 
reduction of these two signal levels is 
achieved through variable limiters 
which have a one-second time con
stant for fade in or out. 

Angle-of-attack signals are also used 
by the pitch CAS to inhibit stalls and 

FIGURE I-PITCH CASBLOCK DIAGRAM 
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match the pitch CAS to the mechan
ical control system stabilator com
mand characteristics during high 
angle of attack maneuvers. The stall 
inhibiting circuit subtracts a portion 
of the pilot command signal propor
tional to angle of attack above a 
threshold determined by flap position. 
The threshold is higher with flaps 
down due to added lift which 
increases the stall boundary. Pitch 
rate signals are added to the angle-of
attack signals to provide stall inhibit 
anticipation during rapid maneuvers. 
The angle-of-attack signal is switched 
to a pre-set value by the weight-on
wheels switch, or by wheel spin-up 
signals from the anti-skid sensors, 
removing stall inhibition during 
ground operation. 

Pitch trim signals are also fed into 
the pitch CAS to tell the system what 
trim value the pilot requires. If this 
trim signal were not present, any 
manual retrim selected by the pilot 



wou Id be defeated by the CAS return
ing the aircraft to the original trim 
position. Pitch CAS commands are 
also used to deflect the CAS inter
connect servo, located in the Pitch 
Trim Compensator module of the 
PRCA. These commands serve two 
functions. First, they insure that the 
mechanical and the CAS systems are 
tracking each other, minimizing any 
disagreement that may exist if the 
pitch CAS disengages and the 
mechanical system takes over. The 
second feature allows the CAS inter
connect servo to carry an offset from 
null, allowing the CAS series servo 
(within the stabilator power cylinder) 
to maintain rts full ± 10 degree 
authority. 

sensor failure detect circuit and 
equalization integrator will be 
activated. 

Activation of the series servo and 
interconnect servo shutoff valves 
latches the necessary logic to keep the 
shutoff valves engaged. Simultane
ously, another latch circuit activates 
the pitch CAS engage limiter, fading 
from Oto 100% authority ( ± 10 degree 
series servo}, extinguishing the tele
panel fail light. 

Disengagement of pitch/roll CAS 
occurs if any of the pre-engage condi
tions indicate a failure. Roll CAS may 
be reset if the failure has not occurred 
within the stabilator power cylinder 
or power cylinder wiring. As long as 
the CAS series servos and differential 

FIGURE 2-l'ITCH/ROLL SERVO LOOP 

., ___ ':,_-----..,.,---<1---------1~::;p 
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Pitch CAS Engage/Disengage Logic -
When the following conditions are 
satisfied, pitch CAS engagement is 
possible by placing the engage switch 
to ON or if on, pulling it back to 
RESET and then ON. 

• Pitch CAS equalization error ~ 
low failure-detect threshold (no pitch 
computation error). 

• Differential pressure sensors and 
compensation output below failure -
detect threshold. 

• Aircraft yaw rate below disengage 
threshold (41.5 degrees/sec) and air
craft is not spinning. 

• CAS interconnect servo has not 
failed. 

The pitch CAS switch reset pulse 
will cause the CAS series servo shut
off valves and the CAS interconnect 
shutoff valves to be energized. In 
addition, the differential pressure 

pressure sensors have not failed, plac
ing the Roll CAS switch to RESET will 
re-engage roll CAS. 

Some nuisance disengagements of 
CAS may randomly occur. As long as 
they can be successfully reset and stay 
set, there is no cause for alarm. 

. Repeated shutdowns, that reoccur 
(after reset) when completing similar 
maneuvers, should be "griped" so 
maintenance can seek out the cause. 
To help them, pilots should include in 
writeups all known information such 
as airspeed, altitude, g load, and/or 
any additional flight conditions which 
may affect the CAS. 

If shutdowns are caused by a CAS 
interconnect servo failure, pilots may 
select PITCH RA TIO EMERGENCY and 
then reset pitch CAS. Placing pitch 
ratio in EMERGENCY inhibits the inter
connect failure detect logic. Pilots 
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then have the option of flying at about 
one-half mechanical pitch ratio with
out hydraulic boost from the PRCA 
(this means you'll have higher stick 
forces). Also, mechanical ARI will be 
inoperative. With pitch ratio 
EMERGENCY selected, and an opera
tional pitch CAS, sufficient longitudi
nal control is available for most 
maneuvers including adversities dur
ing the landing phase. Whatever 
method you select, leave pitch CAS 
shut down with full mechanical ratio 
(plus operational series tnm from the 
pitch trim controller), or select emer
gency pitch ratio and reset pitch CAS. 
Slow down to a reasonable "q" before 
experimenting. 

Failure Detection - The primary 
means of failure detection for Pitch 
CAS is the monitoring of voltage levels 
generated by a differential pressure 
sensor located in each stabilator 
power cylinder. Nonnally the voltage 
level will be zero (no failures) which 
satisfies an equalization integrator 
circuit of the CAS and shutdown will 
not occur. A lag network is employed 
to filter the differential pressure 
ser.sor output signal in order to mini
mize nuisance failure shutdowns. But 
suppose a failure does occur? 

Due to the high authority of the 
pitch CAS ( ± 10 degrees), failure 
transient control is provided and its 
operation can be understood by refer
ring to Figure2. lfa failure occurs, one 
servo valve will be driven hardover by 
full supply hydraulic pressure and the 
CAS ram will begin to displace in the 
direction of the failure (note that each 
servo valve is biased so that null 
failures within servo amplifiers or 
servo valves will result in hardover 
servo control pressure). As the CAS 
ram begins to displace, an error is 
generated at the input of the remain
ing servo amplifier. This causes its 
servo valve to establish a counteract
ing force on the ram. Since both servo 
valves are connected to the same hy
draulic source, tile resultant forces 
seen by the CAS ram are opposite and 
equal, causing the ram to stall. This 
condition is called "force fight." The 
CAS ram will then begin to center at a 
O to 1 degree per second rate deter
mined by spring K1. Small mistrad 
and deadband errors below the equal
ization compensation networks are 
dealt with by the "force fight" tech
nique and result in small engage 
transients. These are too small to 
cause aircraft displacement and can 
be ignored. 

Looking again at Figure 2. note the 
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differential pressure sensor (DPS) ram 
and its associated connections. With 
no failures, pressure C1 and C2 on the 
right hand side of the DPS ram are 
equal and balance the combined pres
sures of Ps + Pr and spring K2 on the 
left side of the DPS ram. In this condi
tion, equilibrium exists (no motion of 
ram) and the equalization compensa
tion integrator output is zero (CAS 
remains set, no failures). 

If pitch CAS component failure 
occurs, such as described in the "force 
fight" explanation, the equilibrium of 
pressures C1 = C2 on the right side of 
the DPS ram are upset and the DPS 
ram begins to drive slowly hardover. 
The DPS, L VDT signal is fed to the 
equalization compensation integrator 
which starts to slew in a direction to 
reduce the LVDT signal to zero. If the 
Integrator signal has not reached zero 
in three seconds, a shutdown pulse is 
generated by the CAS and both 
stabilator ± 10 degree series servo 
shutoff valves are deenergized. Con
trolled orifices and spring-controlled 
locks center the CAS and DPS rams. 

There is one normal condition 
where the DPS senses an error which is 
not a real failure. If during ground 
checks of Pitch CAS operation, the 
control stick is held hard in any one 
corner with sufficient force to com
mand full CAS authority (pitch and 
roll), you may get a shutdown. As this 
procedure is a function of technique, 
it can't be totally relied upon as a 
valid check of DPS operation. Some 
pilots have even experienced a similar 
condition during landing rollout. 

As you can see, any type of failure 
within the pitch CAS electronics, 
sensors, and hydromechanical compo
nents can create an imbalance in 
either of the dual channels. With the 
DPS scheme of failure detection, 
you'll get a shutdown of Pitch/Roll 
CAS. 

No matter which scheme of failure 
detection is chosen, some surface 
deflection must occur before an 
action to stop it can be taken. The 
"force fight" method with DPS shut
down detection was chosen for the 
Eagle to minimize the transients felt 
by the aircraft. 

Pitch Trim Compensator Failure -
Pitch trim compensator failure tech
niques are similar to those described 
for the stabilator power cylinder/DPS. 
Failure detection is accomplished by 
comparing the sum of servo valve con
trol pressures, with the sum of return 
and regulated hydraulic supply pres-
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sures. A spring-loaded differential 
pressure spool is employed to com
pare the pressure, and if the hydraulic 
pressures are sufficient to overcome 
the detent spring loads {component 
failure of PTC interconnect servo). the 
ram deflects and opens redundant 
failure-detection switches. Opening of 
any of the PTC switches creates a 
failure pulse which shuts down the 
pitch CAS. Pilot action with a PTC 
failure was discussed earlier. 

Equalization of PTC failure detec
tion is unnecessary since dual channel 
pitch CAS commands are averaged at 
the servo amplifier. This assures the 
same command to each channel and 
the PTC servo gains are considerably 
lowered. As a result, channel mistrack 
displacements are higher, but since 
the servo drives the PTC at a slow rate, 
the resultant transients are acceptable. 

Roll/Pitch Pilot Relief Modes 
(Attitude Hold) - Attitude Hold modes 
may be engaged if all the following 
pre-engage conditions are satisfied: 

• Roll attitude interlocks are present 
(yaw/roll CAS engaged and roll outer 
loop signal is below pre-engage thres
hold) with no roll stick force applied. 

• Pitch outer loop signal is below 
pre-engage threshold (equivalent to a 
steady state command of 0.25 g.) 

• INS attitude valid (central com
puter iind ADC operational). 

• Aircraft normal acceleration 
greater than O g and less than + 4 g. 

• Autopilot disengage switch 
(paddle) closed. 

• Pitch CAS engaged. 

With these conditions satisfied, the 
solenoid-held Attitude Hold switch 
will remain engaged. Disengagement 
will occur when any one of the pre
engage conditions is not met. The 
Attitude Hold mode will maintain 
aircraft attitude with ±45 degrees of 
pitch attitude and ±60 degrees of roll 
attitude. If the aircraft is maneuvered 
outside of these limits, the Attitude 
Hold switch will remain engaged, but 
the holding functions are eliminated. 
Maneuvering back within the attitude 
hold limits will again re-engage 
attitude hold. 

Maneuvering within the attitude 
hold limits can be accomplished with
out disengagement. Force applied to 
the control stick in excess of one 
pound actuates the control stick steer
ing mode, repositioning the controll
ing surfaces in the same manner as 
described in Roll and Pitch CAS pilot 
command inputs. While the aircraft is 
maneuvering, the Pitch and Roll Atti-
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tude Synchronizer is unlocked and 
allows synchronization to the new 
attitude commanded by the pilot 
When sticks force is reduced below 
one pound, Attitude Hold modes 
re-engage. 

Both the Roll and Pitch Attitude 
Hold modes have solid state synchro
nizers. These follow the attitude in
formation from the INS platform 
attitude gyro, keeping the attitude 
signals below the pre-engage thres
hold limits. 

There is an additional input to the 
roll synchronizer, roll rate, when the 
Attitude Hold mode is engaged and 
the pilot is maneuvering the roll con
trol stick steering. Under this condi
tion, the roll rate signal is sent to the 
roll synchronizer, causing it to lead 
the changing roll attitude. If this slight 
lead were not used, pilots would 
experience "roll rebound'' or, if the 
stick was released at 30 degrees of 
right wing down for instance, the 
aircraft would roll back to 25 degrees 
because the roll synchronizer did not 
keep up with the aircraft roll rate. The 
rate signal is switched out prior to 
engagement of the Attitude Hold 
switch. As the roll rate signal appears 
as an error signal to the roll synchro
nizer, the pre-engage lever detector 
limit may be exceeded, preventing 
engagement of the Attitude Hold 
modes. 

(Altitude Hold)-Altitude Hold mode 
may be engaged if the following pre
engage conditions are satisfied: 

• Altitude Hold engaged. 
• INS vertical velocity signal valid. 
• ADC altitude error signal valid. 
• Magnitude of aircraft vertical 

velocity less than 2000feet per minute. 
When these conditions are met, the 

solenoid-held Altitude Hold switch 
will remain engaged. Disengagement 
of altitude hold will occur if any of the 
pre-engage conditions are not met. 

Altitude error signals from the Air 
Data Computer, a vertical velocity 
signal from the INS, and cancelled 
pitch attitude are blended to generate 
an altitude hold error command. The 
resultant signal is sent equally to the 
stabilator actuators, deflecting them 
in a direction to return the aircraft to 
the engaged altitude. Pitch attitude 
error signals are switched out during 
altitude hold operation, but are used 
to operate the pitch synchronizer so 
that it will be aligned should the 
altitude hold be disengaged and atti
tude hold is again engaged. Finally, all 
signals are faded in and out, thus 
minimizing transients. 
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Pitch & Roll Ratio Lights 
By PER RY HOFFMAN/ Senior Engineer, Flight Control Section, Avionics Engineering Laboratories 

"Give me a complete explanation of 
PRCA ratio warning light illumination 
. . . in words of two syllables!" 

When MCAIR flight controls engi
neer Perry Hoffman was out on a 
recent accident investigation, he was 
given that unique request by a thor
oughly confused IJSAF Eagle Driver. 
Mr. Hoffman has been writing with 
great clarity on flight controls topics 
for the DIGEST for many years, but 
even he found the F-1 S pitch and roll 
ratio warning lights to be more than 
"two-syllable" topics. PRCA is a com
plex component with an involved 
interrelationship with the mechanical 
control system, including those warn
ing lights associated with system prob
lems. Therefore, while Perry graciously 
consented to preparation of yet an
other DIGEST article, he has been 
forced into more than a few polysyl
lables in the following discussion. Even 
so, we feel if you can find a quiet spot 
and give Mr. Hoffman your undivided 
attention for a little while, you'll find 
this to be an ''illuminating" presenta
tion! (Incidentally, this and many 
other topics are also discussed by the 
same author as a part of P.S. 951, a re-
print collection of previous DIGEST 
articles on the general subject of F-15 
flight controls. While there aren't too 
many two-syllable words in them 
either, we've been told by both mechs 
and pilots that there has never been 
anything written better. See your rep 
for a copy, or ask us for one.) 

ROLL RA TIO LIGHT 

There have been several attempts to 
explain in basic terms what the roll 
ratio light tells you, the pilot, as well 
as what to do if it's on. In my opinion, 
there are two ways to attack the expla
nation, and I'm going to use both. First, 
the bottom line - if you have a roll 
ratio light illumination at Mach 1.5, 
don't do any excess lateral maneuver
ing; just slow down below Mach 1.0 
and continue your mission subsonic. 
If the light remains on or illuminates 
when you select gear down for land
ing, there may not be sufficient lateral 
control to hold the upwind wing down 
into the crosswind, so plant the nose 
shortly after the mains and allow longi
tudinal stick to go to neutral; then 
apply lateral stick into the wind and 
there will be more aileron/differential 
stabilator available to hold the wing 
down. For those who want to know 
why we say this, read on while I try to 
clarify the design rationale. 

Back in the beginning, the F-15 roll 
ratio warning light was designed to do 
just one task - tell the pilot when hy
draulic power was lost in the roll chan
of the PRCA. (There were a couple of 
variables in the form of airspeed 
switches, but these switches rapidly 
went away.) So for some time the de
sign was such that when the roll ratio 
light illuminated, three possibilities 
existed - (1) Hydraulic failure, the 
utility pressure drops, and for some 
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reason PC2 does not switch in and 
pressurize the PRCA; (2) The pilot se
lects roll ratio emergency; or (3) The 
light circuit itself malfunctions. Sim
ple? 

Well, simple things often become 
complicated very rapidly. Earlv flight 
tests indicated a tendency toward roll 
coupling at high supersonic mach 
numbers and we found these coupling 
tendencies could be eliminated bv re
ducing the total aileron deflection to 
2/3 authority supersonic. So. the roll 
ratio controller output was limited 
and the ARI deactivated above Mach 
1.0. This was accomplished via a hy
draulic switching signal generated 
within the pitch channel of the PRCA, 
and by the same hydromecharncal 
scheduling device that computed pitch 
ratio. But now how do we warn the 
pilot the 2/3 ratio shift has or hasn't 
taken place? Using another available 
supersonic signal which is generated 
by the engine air inlet controller, it is 
possible to warn the pilot of a prob
lem. When the Mach 1.0 signal reduces 
the roll ratio authority to 2:'3, a 
switch activates to arm the roll ratio 
warning circuit. As the aircraft ac
celerates through Mach 1.5, the left 
air inlet controller discrete signal ener
gizes a multicontact relay, which rec
ognizes the armed 2/3 authority cir
cuit and completes the ground path. 
thus keeping the warning light out 
Thus a roll ratio warning light illumi
nated at Mach 1.5 now indicates a fail-
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ure of the roll ratio controller to shift, 
not just a loss of hydraulic pressure. 
Maybe not so simple as our beginning 
bird, but it works! 

Incidentally, you might note that 
this arrangement provides no warning 
for the region between Mach 1.0to 1.5. 
No problem, because roll ratio failures 
are relatively benign at those speeds. 
The rudder pedal limiter ( ± 5°) is also 
activated by the Mach 1.5 relay. The 
rudder pedal limiter is another device 
designed to protect the pilot from 
iateral coupling at high supersonic 
speeds. A "RUDR LMTR" light indi
cates improper scheduling, i.e., below 
Mach 1.5 the limiter remains engaged 
or above Mach 1.5 it fails to engage. 

By now I'm sure even the most con
scientious reader might be getting 
confused, so let's attempt to clarify in 
the form of "action" and "indication" 
by the system and by pilot reaction. 

Action: Mach~ 1.0 
Aileron-Rudder Interconnect (ARI) 

is switched off. 
Roll ratio or lateral stick to aileron/ 

differential stabilator is reduced to 2/3. 

Indication: Mach 1.5 
If roll ratio has switched, warning 

light remains out. If roll ratio has NOT 
switched, warning light illuminates. 

Rudder pedal limiter activates max
imum rudder pedal movement equiva
lent to ±5° of rudder. 

Pilot Reaction: Maneuvering 
All warning lights out, no problem! 
Roll ratio light illuminated, do not 

attempt large lateral maneuvers, and 
AVOID any lateral maneuvers at LESS 
than 1 G. You could get into an un
desirable situation by the roll ratio 
being maximum and the ARI not being 
shutdown. 

Reduce speed toward subsonic. If 
light goes out at Mach 1.5, there is a 
strong probability of a normal control 
system below Mach 1.0. If the warning 
light remains on at Mach 1.5, the prob
abilities are that you have an electrical 
malfunction of some sort (left air inlet 
controller mach switch, rudder pedal 
limiter relay, or associated wiring). 

The main thing to remember if the 
light remains on below Mach 1.0 is 
that you won't induce any hazardous 
flight conditions with normal maneu
vers. Perform a controllability check 
in the lateral directional axis, since the 
biggest effect of a roll ratio malfunc
tion in the subsonic regime is partial 
loss of turn coordination at high AOA. 
In other words, the aircraft will no 
longer be a "feet-on-the-floor'' han
dling bird. 
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Pilot Reaction: Landing 
When the landing gear is extended, 

a new set of conditions present them
selves. Normally the roll ratio drives to 
maximum (crosswind consideration). 
If the roll ratio warning light should il
luminate at gear extension the prob
abilities are that the roll ratio is not at 
maximum; no biggie, unless you have 
a strong crosswind. You just won't 
have sufficient roll power to hold the 
wing down when the control stick is 
aft of neutral while holding the nose 
high during landing rollout. 

PITCH RA TIO LIGHT 
Pitch ratio is varied in the F-15 for 

one primary purpose - to prevent 
oversensitive pitch control in those 
regions where a little stabilator gives a 
lot of"G."Everywhere else in the flight 
envelope, it tries to give you the max
imum usable stabilator control. Nor
mal operation of the pitch CA.S can 
pretty well mask even large errors in 
the desired ptich ratio, so the variable 
ratio is primarily to help you handle 
the Eagle when CAS is off. The pitch 
ratio indicator keeps the pilot in
formed of what the ratio is doing and 
you are probably used to associating 
certain readings with flight conditions, 
but how do we warn you when the 
pitch ratio is not performing as ad-

vertised? 
A continual monitor of pitch ratio 

would require some sort of computer 
but then if a problem came up, you 
wouldn't know if it was caused by the 
monitor or the pitch ratio. Instead of 
building a monitoring computer, a 
relatively simple logic system was 
devised as a check to make sure the 
pitch ratio is not grossly mispositioned 
in the critical areas of flight - low 
altitude, high speed, and landing. This 
logic can best be understood by lead
ing yourself through the two diagrams 
which show the circuits .tor gear down 
and gear up conditions. The logic goes 
like this: If you can't work your way 
from the "PITCH RA TIO" box through 
the maze and get to "ground"("?) you 
have a condition that will illuminate 
the "PITCH RA TIO" light. 

This "short cut" logic does lead to 
one small problem wherein the warn
ing light can lie to you if you are low 
and fast with landing gear down. With 
the landing gear down, the primary 
purpose of the warning circuit is to ad
vise if the pitch ratio is less than 0.9, 
indicating reduced control authority 
for landing. Below 20K and atspeeds 
around 220 to 300 kts, the pitch ratio 
begins to schedule down below 0.9: 
thus if the landing gear is down at 
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these conditions, the light comes on. 
Pitch ratio will read between 0.9 and 
0.75. In this rather limited speed range 
with gear down, the pitch ratio caution 
light can illuminate, but the system is 
working as designed. So, if you have a 
habit of flying fast (260 to 300 kts) 
with the gear down, you m2.y get an 
occasional ob1ection from the pitch 
ratio light. 

With the gear up, the primary func
tion of the warning circuit is to advise 
that the ratio has not scheduled below 
0.9 in the region below 20K at speeds 
above 330 kts. With the gear up and 
the altitude above 20K or airspeeds 
below 330 kts, there is no position of 
the pitch ratio that will cause a 
warning light. 

What should the pilot do when the 
pitch ratio warning light illuminates? 
A better way to put it might be -
what should he not do? First, he should 
not panic; second, he should not 
ignore it! 

Some pilots tend to ignore warning 
light illuminations because we have 
had many just plain switch failures 
that have given false warnings with 
the system operating normally. Don't 
do this! Treat each unexplained light 
illumination as a real problem and 
exercise caution until you convince 
yourself everything is normal. 

On the other hand, there is no need 

to panic. Assume straight and level 
flight and monitor the light; note the 
flight conditions and pitch ratio indi
cator as exactly as possible (for post
flight writeup); perform controllability 
check in pitch axis; and spot check a 
couple of flight conditions and insure 
pitch ratio indicator is reading prop
erly. Examples of spot checks you can 
make: 

• Stabilize ira trimmed flight at 10K, 
350 kts CAS - pitch ratio indicator 
should read 0.4 ± 0.15. 

• At 20K, 375 kts CAS, pitch ratio 
indicator should read 0.2 ± 0.15. 

• At 30K, 300 kts CAS, pitch ratio 
indicator should read 0.7 ± 0.15. 

When at least two of the indicator 
readings are within the specified tol
erances, all's well; continue monitor
ing the indicator and warning light cir
cuit and press on. Approach and land
ing speeds should yield a pitch ratio 
indicator reading of 0.9 to 1.0 and a 
warning light out. If the ratio is below 
0.4 and warning light illuminates, se
lect pitch ratio emergency and perform 
a cautious landing. If pitch CAS is 
operational even with pitch ratio in 
emergency, no big problems will exist 
and you may not notice any degrada
tion in handling qualities. 

Write it up when you debrief; inter
mittents are difficult to troubleshoot 
but there is a problem that should be 
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fixed. Give the debriefer all the con
ditions observed when the light came 
on; many times even the slightest de
tail points a finger at the bad guv 

CONTROL STICK FORCES 
whne I've got your attention on the 

subject of F-15 flight controls, let's 
briefly discuss a couple points con
cerning stick forces which came up 
during a recent flight safety meeting 
here at MCAIR. Seems that these 
points also relate to the pitch/roll 
ratio switches. 

When making the stick force trans
ducer check in the DASH ONE Pre
Taxi Check (Step 13) some pilots have 
experienced a marked increase in 
longitudinal stick force as forw-ard 
stick force is applied. This is a normal 
indication if the pitch ratio has not at• 
tained the fai I position of 0.4 

The reason for this increase-m-force 
phenomenon begins when the pitch 
ratio switch is placed m EMERGENCY 
Hydraulic pressure is removed from 
the PRCA pitch channel and the pitch 
ratio linkage now begins to move 
toward 0.4, being forced by very large 
springs. In order to drive the pitch 
boost actuator and ratio changer link
age to their fail positions and not 
cause any reverse stick drive, a small 
reservoir of oil (approximately two 
ounces) is provided. When the pilot 
moves the stick longitudinally before 
the ratio has driven to 0.4, this small 
supply of oil is immediately depleted. 
Now he is physically moving dual 
pitch ratio linkage, a dragging pitch 
boost actuator, and a pitch trim con
troller all attempting to drive to fail or 
lock position, plus the aircraft longi
tudinal control leakage aft of the 
PRCA. 

As you might suspect, forces get 
high just within the PRCA itself. They 
have been measured at 12 to 14 pounds 
without aircraft linkage attached. So 
when 0.4 is attained, pitch forces will 
be about three times their normal 
value (pitch ratio in AUTO). If you 
move the pole early, expect high stick 
forces which make you believe the 
pole is in concrete. The best approach 
is to wait until the ratio is in fail (0.-4) 
and then push the stick forv.-ard. (The 
test isn't valid anyway, unless the 
pitch ratio is totally failed.) 

Another point to consider is that if 
you select EMERGENCY in pitch or roll 
some systems will give a slight kick or 
jump in the stick. This may also be 
seen if utility hydraulics fail and the 
PC2 system does not rapidly pick up 
the PRCA. This is normal and to 6€" 
expected, and the kid mav incre~e 
in magnitude if stick force ls applied 
at time of PRCA failure. ■ 

MCDONNELL A!RCR~FT COM?>l.l'.:~ 



(PUBLISHED 1974) 

The First Hundred 
The F-15 Eagle lifted off the ground for its 

maiden flight on 27 July 1972. In the two-plus 
years since that day, the Eagle has recorded over 
three thousand flights and the number of people to 
ride in the Eagle has passed the century mark. 

We believe in the capability and potential of the 
F-15, and have since its earliest drawing-board stages. 
But the confidence of engineers, product support 
specialists, manufacturing people, and the "hundred
and-0ne" other specialties that go into making a 
successful aircraft, is not half as important as the 
confidence required by t.lte man in the cockpit - the 
man for whom the weapon system will become a 
vehicle of victory or defeat. 

Reactions from some of the first hundred people 
to fly in the Eagle (their names are listed below) 
surpass any comment we, on the ground, might come 
up with. We'd like to share here a capsule collection 
of these reactions: 

"The Eagle, though not a small airplane, has 'the 
feel of a fighter' - it is fun to fly. " 

Irv Bu"ows I Eagle Driver I} 

':A fighter with explosive performance that handles 
like a dream. " 

Pere Garrison I Eagle Driver 2} 

"The handling qualities of the F-15 are excellent. 
Cockpit visibility is really great." 

Col Wendell Shawler, USAF 
( Eagle Driver 3} 

"At maximum performance takeoff and climb, the 
F-15 is the closest thing to a booster rocket Apollo 
or Gemini space launch . .. 

Astronaut ( BGen} Tom Stafford 
(Eagle Driver 55) 

I. L. Bu"ows, Jr. 
C. P. Gani.son 
Col W. H. Sh.twler 
P. Henry 
Maj C. W. Powell 
Capt M. E. Sexton 
D. D. Behm 
J.E. Krings 
Maj R. Smilh 
Col W. J. Knigb.t 
LCol F. W. Bloomcamp 
C. A. Plummer 
S. H.Mclntire 
C. D. Pilcher 
Maj J. K. Spiers 
R. G.Martin 
E. D. Francis 
J. Dobronski 
W. H. Brinks 
LCol A. J. Bergman 
Sen (BGen) B. Goldwater 
Maj C. P. Winters 
Gen W.W. Momyer 
MGen B. N. Bellis 
Col D. R. Spruill 

Col J. W. Wood 
MGen D. Breu 
BGen W. D. Druen.Jr. 
Gen G. S. Brown 
LCol W. Schob 
BGen H. M. Lane 
Maj D. W. Peterson 
Maj W. R. Macfarlane 
capt B. E. F. Foster 
Capt J. S. Rodero 
Capt J. H. Doolittle Ill 
W. L. Lowe 
C. E. Rosenmayer 
LGen D. F. James. Jr. 
Capt D. D. Carson 
Cdr G. W. White 
W. K. Wight 
G.S.Graff 
Capt B. W. Hulhon 
Gen R. J. Dixon 
capt D. R. Mangum 
Maj J. H. Thomas 
Gen M. Khatami 
BGen A. Azarbazin 
Gen S. C. Phillips 
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Capt M. E. Durbin 
O.Malvem 
Dr. J. L. Mclucas 
Or. W. B. LaBerge 
BGen T. P. Stafford 
l.Gen W. J. EVVls 
VAdmW.O.Hauser 
Maj W. S. Vr.tblic 
LCol J. V. Corbisiero 
Gen J.J. Catton 
W.S.Ros., 
C.R. Luc.as 
Col J. D. Mirth 
BGen R. F. Titus 
Sen H. W. Cannon 
LCol J. G. Rider 
LCol R. C. Henick 
BGen R. C. Mathis 
C. E. Meyers 
A. I. Mendolia 
P. F. Oestricher 
E. K. En"oldson 
Capt G. K. Muellner 
BGen C. E. Yeager 
Col H. L. Onhrnan 

C.W.Martin 
ColW. L. Skliar 
MGen 8. Peled 
Col R. R. Moore 
LGen D. S. Sweat 
Col W. H. Heennans II 
LCol W. E. Roth 
MGen J. A. Knight 
Col L. D. McClain 
LGen F. M. Rogers 
BGen R.M. White 
BGen F. A. Humphriu,Jr. 
Maj N. K.. Dyson 
BGen R. A. Rushworth 
BGen M. F. Doyle 
J. W. Plummer 
MGen R. E. Hails 
MGen G. F. Blood 
Dr. M. L. Currie 
Col L. M. N. Wenzel 
Maj G. J. Higgs 
MGen J. T. Bums 
Col B. Morrell 
Gen J. W. Vogl, Jr. 
TSgt R. L. Sweebe 
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:,;ing i.s Relieving ... or Is It'? 

The photo on the front cover shows two F-15s taking off. Or are 
they landing? 

The photo. shot by SSGT Jose Lopez. Jr. of Det 3. 1361st AVS 
at Rhein Main Airbase and originally published in the Bitburg 
SKYBLAZER. has created quite a stir. 

The SKYBLAZER captioned it as a takeoff, but when sending 
the picture to us, explained that it was actuall~· a landing. We 
wondered how one could really tell (unless you were one of the 
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three people actually there at the rime), since all the "normal .. 
indicators- gear, flaps, speedbrake, etc .. are either not in \'iew 
or non-committal. So we queried a local ··panel of experu .. (six 
company Eagle Drivers who happened to be on the ground when 
we walked into the Flight Test office). 

Exactly one half of the panel swears it is a takeoff shot (lead has 
rotated before the wingie. spacing is that of J. takeoff, etc. l The 
ott:er half guarantees it to be a landing shot I 11.;ngmao is looking 
forward and he has touched down first. etc.) 

In an effort to break the tie, we asked one more pilot who 
offered this quick response. "ActuaJly it's a .,.el')· dever shot. 
ta.ken by an extremely deft photographer using a telephoto lens. 
of a simultaneous takeoff and landing on parallel runways!·· If -;i.•e 
bU)' that. can anybody tell us which Eagle is coming and which is 
going?! 

Truthfullv. we're not at all sure what thev're doing. but what
ever it is, they're doing it in a mighty big h~rry - we·.,-e seldom 
seen a photograph which so .,;vidly catches the "let's get l.t it" 
attitude bred into the Eagle. Our compliments to the photographer 
for a super shot: our congratulations to the Bitburg crewm~n for 
some obviously great coordinated action: and our notificanoo to 
the MCAIR "Eagle Experts" that we are not likely to con.,·ene 

thatpanelagainsoon! [And now see page 173!]. 
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F-15 FUEL GRAVITY 
TRANSFER SYSTEM 

By GLENN HARPER/Lead Engineer, Fuel Systems Design 

FIGURE 1- F-15 FUEL TANK ARRANGEMENT 

(Right Engine 
Feed Tankl 

When early man first attempted to 
carry water from the stream to his fire
side, he must have quickly learned the 
most basic law of fluid system design -
'Water flows downhill." And shortly 
thereafter, he probably also observed 
the first corollary to that law - "The 
hill is never in the right place!" 

The fuel systems of high perform
ance fighter aircraft must obey that 
same basic law during any mode of 
operation that uses the force of 
gravity to transfer fuel from one tank 
to another. The fuel system of the 
Eagle includes a series of fuel transfer 
pumps to transfer fuel from the 
transfer to the feed tanks, but in the 
event of pump failure, a back-up 
system (the "Gravity Transfer System") 
lets gravity take over and perform the 
fuel transfer function. What compli
cates things for the airplane is that the 
"hill" is constantly changing because 
of aircraft attitude, acceleration, etc. 
- minor matters for our caveman but 
important to a pilot. However, this 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

GRAVITY FEED .. 
GRAVITY TRANSFER 

The terms "gravity feed" and 
"gravity transfer'' are frequently 
used interchangeably in F-15 fuel 
system discussions; however, 
they properly refer to completely 
different functions and the dis
tinction between the two should 
be clearly understood. The term 
"gravity feed" (sometimes called 
"suction feed") describes the 
function which provides fuel from 
the feed tanks to the engines 
when no boost pumps are operat• 
ing. This gravity feed system iS 
used during the first engine start 
until the main generator comes 
on the line. This article addresses 
only the "gravity transfer'' func
tion which refers to a back-up 
method of transferring fuel from 
the "transfer" tanks to the "feed" 
tanks in the event of a failure of 
one or more transfer pumps. 
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characteristic can be used to the 
pilot's advantage since he can mani
pulate the "slope" and "location" of 
the "hill" to improve the performance 
of the gravity transfer system. 

This article will describe the opera
tion of the F-15 "fuel gravity transfer 
system;" the effect on the system of 
the height and slope of the "hill" that 
the pilot provides; and what you-the 
jock - should do if a transfer pump 
failure occurs. Just a few simple rules 
related to aircraft pitch angle and 
throttle setting will suffice to bring 
you and your Eagle safely home. 

BASIC FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM 

To understand the Eagle's fuel grav
ity transfer system, a brief look at its 
basic fuel system is needed. Fuel is 
carried in five internal tanks, as shown 
in Figure 1. Feed tanks 2 and 3, 
located near the center of the aircraft, 
supply fuel directly to the engines. 
Fuel is transferred to these feed tanks 



FIGURE 2- F-15 BASIC FUEL SYSTEM FIGURE 3- F-15 FUEL GRAVITY TRANSFER SYSTEM 

from three transfer tanks, one located 
forward of the ammunition container 
and one in each wing. A continuously 
operating transfer pump in each of 
these tanks maintains "full" feed tanks 
(except for brief periods of high fuel 
consumption). A schematic of this sys• 
tern is shown in Figure 2. 

FUEL CRA VITY TRANSFER SYSTEM 

In the event of a transfer pump 
failure, a "gravity" system allows fuel 
to flow to the feed tanks by way of 
independent gravity lines. A sche
matic of this system is shown in Figure 
3. 

In order for fuel to flow by gravity, 
the fuel level (not necessarily fuel 
quantity) in the transfer tanks must be 
higher than that in the feed tanks 
( check valves prevent flow out of the 
feed tanks). Figure 4 shows the rela
tive locations of fuel in the transfer 

and feed tanks during gravity transfer. 
Fuel is not transferred by gravity 

from a tank with a failed transfer 
pump until all other transfer tanks are 
empty because the transfer pumps 
which are still operating keep the feed 
tanks full and thus prevent establish
ment of the fuel head difference 
("h") necessary to provide gravity 
transfer. The feed tanks cannot be 
refilled by gravity transfer since the 
fuel levels of both feed and transfer 
tanks will decrease simultaneously 
(except for a temporary increase in 
feed tank fuel level following throttle 
retardation from high power settings}. 

The pilot should note that FUEL 
LOW warning will occur while there is 
still a significant fuel quantity remain
ing in the affected transfer tank, even 
though the gravity transfer system is 
operating normally. This is due to the 
position of the fuel low level sensors 

in the feed tanks (Figure 4). 
The primary factors which affect 

the operation of the system are "engine 
fuel demand" and "aircraft pitch atti
tude." Figure 5 shows how fuel avail
ability is affected by engine fuel 
demand and aircraft pitch attitude for 
a pump failure in Tank 1. Figure 6 
shows similar information for a wing 
pump failure. These two figures com
bine to show that for any transfer 
pump failure, maximum fuel is avail
able when the engine fuel flow is lim
ited to 3500 PPH/ENG or less, and 
aircraft pitch attitude is maintained 
between 3° and 7° nose-up. Transient 
throttle movements and attitude vari
ations outside these bands are accept
able provided the aircraft is returned 
within these boundaries prior to feed 
tank depletion. 

Figure 7 shows that the 3500 PPH/ 
ENG limit can be maintained during 
cruise, loiter, or landing. In addition, 

FIGURE 4- RELATIVE LOCATION OF FUEL IN THE F-15TANKS 
DURING GRAVITY TRANSFER 

TANK 1 PUMP FAILURE 

T-1k. 2 
!Feed Tank! 

• 
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FIGURE 5 - EFFECT OF ENGINE FUEL FLOW AND AIRCRAFT 
PITCH ATTITUDE 

{Tank 1 Tn1nsfet' Pump Failure) 
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FIGURE 7 - TYPICAL ENGINE FUEL FLOW REQUIREMENTS 
{ Air superiority configuration) 
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cruise, loiter, and landing attitudes are 
normally within the 3° and 7° nose-up 
limit. 

PUMP FAILURE DETECTION AND 
PILOT ACTION 

Now that we have reviewed the F-15 
basic fuel system and the gravity 
transfer system, we ml/st answer the 
questions of how to detect transfer 
pump failures and what pilot actions 
are required once a failure is sus• 
!)eCted. 

The pi lot can detect a transfer 
pump failure by monitoring the fuel 
quantity gaging system and the fuel 
low level warning light on the caution 
light panel. Any of the following indi
cations should be reason to suspect a 
failed transfer pump· 

• Premature !ow level warning. 
• Fuel quantities remainiflg con

stant in one or more transfer 
tanks while others decrease. 

• Feed tank fuel level decreasing 
with fuel remaining in any trans
fer tank. 

If a failed transfer pump is sus
pected, the following action should be 
taken: 

• Minimize fuel consumption and 
plan to be "on the ground" with 
normal fuel reserves. 

• Do not exceed steady state power 
settings corresponding to 3500 
PPH/ENG and attempt to main
tain a 3° to 7° nose-up attitude by 
observing the pitch angle ladder 
on the head-up display. {Tran
sients are acceptable outside 
these power setting and pitch 
attitude boundaries provided the 
aircraft is returned within the 
boundaries prior to feed tank 
depletion.) 

• If failure occurs during takeoff or 
climb-out, continue to climb to 
safe altitude but do not exceed 
intermediate power. 

TO CONCLUDE 
The F-15 gravity transfer system 

allows an aircraft with one or more 
transfer pump failures to return safely 
to base. A measure of its performance 
is the amount of unavailable fuel left 
in the transfer tank at feed tank deple
tion. If the limitations are observed, 
the pilot can expect to land safely 
with no more than 150 pounds of 
unavailable fuel in any transfer tank 
having a failed pump. Sustained oper
ation outside these limits results iri 
more transfer fuel being made un
available - that's sort of like early 
man trying to make water flow "up
hill" from the stream to his fireside. 



Contractor Case Study ... (PUBLISHED 1982) 

F-15 Engine Fuel Contamination 
By ROGER SPETH/Unit Chief. F-15 Fuel Systems Design 

A number ol engine problems 
related to fuel contamination 
have occurred in the F-15 here at 
MCAIR and in the field during the 
past two years. The primary sym1r 
toms have been an inability to 
achieve augmentor operation 
and/or high throttle torque 
(spongy throttle) at engine cutoff. 
The problems have occurred 
most frequently prior to the 
second flight of new product•on 
arrcraft (following a speed run on 
the first flight), or after extensive 
maintenance in the fuel system 
such as occurs at modification 
centers. Investigation of the 
engines has found the augmenter 
wash filler of the Unified Fuel 
Control (U FC) clogged with a mat 
of fibers and small particles. An 
extensive engineering and des,gn 
analysis of the situation has been 
done that you may find inter
esting as an example of the 
approach a contractor takes 
10 resolution of problems of 
lhis type. 

FUEL FILTRATION SYSTEM 
The path of fuel to the engines 

and the engine fuel filtration 

system is shown schematically 
below. Fuel to the engines is not 
littered by the aircraft fuel 
system, for design reasons to be 
explained later. AU fuel entering 
the engine passes through the 
main fuel pump gas generator or 
augmenter boost stage when in 
augmentation. Fuel flow to the 
gas generator is then further 
boosted by the vane stage before 
entering the UFC. 

Within the UFC. fuel ftow to the 
gas generator nozzles passes 
axially, unrestricted withm a non
cleanable 35-micron cylindrical 
screen wall or servo wash filter. 
and is later tillered by a 400-
micron cleanable woven-wire 
filter and integral "last chance·· 
strainers at each nozzle. Some of 
the fuel passing within the servo 
wash filter flows off radially to the 
gas generator servos which con
trol various engine functions 
Both the axial flow, which tends 
to wash the cylinder walls of any 
collected debris. and the radial 
flow through the walls is con
tinuous during engine operation. 

When in augmentation. fuel 
pressure is increased by the 

augmenter boost stage of the 
main fuel pump, prior to entering 
the augmenter fuel pump. The 
augmenter fuel flow then passes 
axially within a filter ol the same 
type as the one in the gas 
generator circuit and on to the 
augmenter spray rings. As with 
the gas generator Juel supply. 
radial fuel !tow passes through 
!he cylindrical filter wall to 
operate the augmenter servos. 
and flow to the augmenter servos 
is continuous whether the 
augmenter 1s operating or not 
However. since the augmenter is 
only used intermittently during 
engine operation. lhere are 
periods ol no flow 10 the augmen
ter spray rings during which the 
cleaning or washmg ac1ion ct the 
axial flow across the filter wall is 
eliminated. Thus at Mil Power and 
below. the augmentor tilter acts 
as a ·•barrier type"" filter which 
can be blocked by contammation. 
Contamination present in this cir
cuit. however slight and whether 
introduced by the aircralt fuel 
system, the engine fuel system, 
or the fuel itself. can collect on 
the walls of this filter. 11 enough 

collects. !low to the augmen:or 
servos is impeded and wher. 
augmenta1101: 1s 1aier Selected. 
there 1s msuflic1ent hydraL.;l,c 
muscle pressure to opera:e rne 
augmenter servos to sequence 
the augmentor into ooera11cn 

Filter blockage in the :JFC 
probably results 1rom a combina
tion al Juel con1am1:-1at1on anc a 
recenl change to lhe servo wasr, 
l1lter design which t>ette~ protects 
the servos from contamir:at1on 
but has increased the '.liter sen
s1t1v1ty to contamination loading 
The pore s,ze of the wash filters 
,n tne UFC was changed from 64 
10 35 microns without increasing 
1oad1ng caoacity. In addition. :ne 
last chance lilters at the servos 
within the UFC were reduced 
from 125to64microns 

Data collected since the ad
vent at the wash filter problem 
shows that problems can occur 
with as iinle as 27 miltgrams ct 
solid contaminant while arr.er 
systems have operated sa11sfac
tor11y until as much as 160 m~ 
were collected. !I should also be 
oointed out that problems do '.701 
rou11nely occur on every aircraft 

FIDO ENGINE FUEL FILTRATION SYSTEM 
UNIAEO FUEL CONTROL ,---- To'"ema,n,n,; 
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I ---------7 
j ~~:~!tor ~~~ee 1 

I 
I 
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O' every engine. wilt, only about 
one engine I.n :en demonstrating 
an anomaly al MCAIR. However. 
our concern is ttiat similar 
malfunctions may occur during 
field operations. pa;ticularly 
toIIow1ng a1'craft fuel system 
maintenance or inadvertent serv
Icmc of ar, aircraft w1tt1 fuel 
hav~n£: high part•culate o, fiber 
contamInatI0'1 

CONTRACTOR 
INVESTIGATION 

Investigation at MCAIA has 
ceritered around the potential for 
con:ammatI0:-i In the manufactur
ing process and aircraft opera
tion Various contamination 
sources have been considered in
cluding the fuel bladders, integral 
ranks. fire suopressIon foam, and 
the fuel source itself. Our fuel pits 
were inspected 10 assure con
formance with M1L-STD-t518A 
reouirements. Numerous meet
ings and discussions were held 
with the foam manufacturer and 
the various foam cutting sub
contractors. These discussions 
covered all phases of foam han
dling trom initial manufacture 
through receiving at MCAIA, 
including factory environment. 
cutting room environments, 
methods of marking for cutting, 
methods of cutting, packaging. 
and protection during sh1pmen1 
and storage. Meetings and dis
cussions were also held with the 
fuel bladder manufacturer 
regarding cleaning and packag
ing oi bladders. Finally, proper 
procedures were reviewed wrth 
our own shop personnel, in
cluding clothing worn and clean
ing methods used on both the 
production and flight lines 

Many tests were run in our 
company laboratories to idenlify 
and quantify contaminan1s found 
m '.oam and fuel bladders. Wool 
and ceilulose fibers have turned 
up frequently, which led us to 
look at such remote possibilities 
as introduction of wool fibers into 
the fuel by the felt tip markers 
used by one cutter to mark cut
ting patterns on the foam (a 
source which was never confirm
ed by the way). It was generally 
concluded from this work that 
while extreme methods cou!d be 
used to extract minute quantities 
of contaminants from these 
parts. their cleanliness does meet 
acceoted industry standards. 

Two new proauction aircraft 
were selected at random from 
the MCAIR assembly line and 
subjec:ed to extensive fuel 
sampling procedures at various 
stages in final production check 
our and flight test. A total of 39 
engme fuel feed line samples 
were collected at various fuel 
flow rates from first deluel of the 
a1r1rame tc tallowing the second 
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aircraft flight The highest con
tamination level measured was 
1.4 mg/gal: most were below 0.4 
mg/gal and all samples were ac
ceptable for aircraft usage fue1 
No trend was evident from the 
first sample to the last sample 

The investigation is continuing 
and emphasis is presently being 
placed on how to reduce the 
impact of the smaller pore wash 
filter on operations at MCAIR and 
in the field. The following 
procedures are currently being 
used during manufacture of new 
aircraft· 

• Cleaning and packaging of 
fuel bladders with particular 
attention to hnt and fiber con
tamination at the vendor. 

• Proper bagging and storage 
of fuel tank foam. Foam is not un
bagged until immediately prior to 
installation on production line 

• Use of lint free wipes, sol-
vent, and vacuuming on 
assembly line. 

• Increased attention to fuel 
supply fi!ter cleaning and 
maintenance 

• Aircraft fuel system flushing 
during fuel gaging system calibra
tion 

During flight test of new air
craft, engines are cycled into 
augmentation, rf possible. at the 
conclusion of the· first flight and 
at a fuel quantity of less than 
3,000 pounds, in order to cause 
washing of the augmenter wash 
lilter before landing. If an anoma
:y is noted in augmenter opera
tion, or if a spongy !hrottle 1s 
noted on shutdown. the aug
menter wash filter Is changed 
before the second flight. If it was 
not possible to place the engines 
into augmentalion on return. then 
a special augmentation run is 
made before the second flighl. ll 
an anomaly Is noted m augmenter 
operation, or if a spongy throttle 
Is noted on shutdown. the aug
menter wash filter Is changed 
before the second flight. (Un-
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fortunately, cycling engines mto 
augmentation is not a solution for 
the ileld for two reasons. inability 
to change the wash filter at 
Oraanizational or Intermediate 
lev'els and because of aircraft 
operating needs and scenarios.) 

AIRFRAME MOUNTED FILTER 
The question frequently arises. 

Why not simply put a filter on the 
airframe? The F-15 airframe/ 
FtOO engine fue! liltration 
philosophy is considerably 
different from past accepted 
practice. Prior to the late t 950's. 
aircraft fuel systems were 
designed with a large, low
pressure drop. airframe-supplied 
and mounted fuel filter. The filter 
usually consisted of a 200 mesh 
element with a 74 micron filtra
tion capability. Typical examples 
of this design philosophy are the 
F-100, F-101. and F-105 aircraft, 
and more recently the F-16. A 
filter element bypass was either 
designed in or added on by 
retrofit to circumvent ice accre
tion problems associated with 
fine mesh filtration of cold. water 
contaminated fuel and subse
quent loss of all engine power 

This type of filter would not 
resolve the current problem since 
the wash filter being blocked is 35 
micron. much smaller than the up
stream filtration. Also. bypass 
with icing would allow unfiltered 
fuel to be delivered to the engine 
On more recent aircraft, the F-4, 
F-111. and F-14 for example. fuel 
filtration has been accomplished 
by tC to 40 micron filters located 
on the engine between the engine 
supplied boost pump and the main 
engine high pressure pump. Such 
a fuel filtration concept results In 
a smaller filter due to the higher 
available operating pressure from 
the engine supplied boost pump, 
thereby enabling finer filtration 
matched more closely to the 
specific engine requirements 

The change in primary fuel fil
lration from airframe to engine 
location has been made possible 
by greatly improved base fuel 
supply quality 

Fuel filtration on the F-15 
airframe consists solely of a 
screen at each airframe boost 
pump inlet. These screens are 8 
mesh, .023 inch diameter wire 
and result m a nominal filtration 
capability of 2600 microns. The 
Ft 00 engrne :uel lilt ration 
consists of t 500-micron non
serviceable basket type filters 
!ocated in the various main fuel 
flow passages of the engine fuel 
control. Except for small wash 
type filters !or the engine fuel 
control servo flows, and the 400-
micron filter upstream of the gas 
generator nozzles. 1500- micron 
filters are the finest fuel filtration 
provided. These obviously will 
remove only gross contamina
tion, and are insensitive to ice 
accretion and resultant filter ele
ment blockage 

The assumed design for an 
F-t 5 airframe~ounted fuel filter 
would place it in a portion of the 
fuel line In the engine compart
ment which necessitates stain
less steel construction. This com
bined with the fact that the filter 
must accommodate all fuel flow 
(main engine plus augmentor) 
resuJ:s in a unit which Is both 
physically large and heavy. The 
added pressure drop increment 
caused by this fuel filter would 
require a redesigned airframe 
boost pump for a higher pressure 
rise. Additionally. this filter could 
remove only airframe-generated 
contaminants. The weight. cost. 
and system redesign penalties 
are not Justified at this time 

CONCLUSIONS 
While we are certainly con

cerned with contamination intro
duced into the aircraft system 
during manufacturing and main
tenance. fuel specifications allow 
small quantities of contaminants. 
The Ft 00 engine has been design
ed ano qualified to operate 
satisfactorily under those condi
tions, and continues to do so 
except in the few instances noted 
in this article. Significant work 
has been done by MCAIA to in
sure delivery of "clean" aircraft. 
and test results show that the 
F-15 provides fuel to the engines 
that is considerably cleaner than 
requirements for fuel procure
ment. USAF fuel supply systems. 
and the engine itsell. It is our 
opinion that. along with the steps 
being taken during manufacture 
here in St. Louis, problems in the 
field can be minimized through 
careful attention to the quality of 
fuel used and to avoiding intro
duction ol contamination in the 
fuel system during maintenance. 



ifs starting and accumulator servicing ... (PUBLISHED 1979) 
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THE SECRETS BEHIND DOOR 88/89L 
One of the most pleasant aspects of the fiilhter •irplane business is the euent of cooperation between maker and user. (It 

may be that today's ilircralt.,., so complex that everybody has to cooperate just to stay ahead of the game, but ''why'' is not 
so important as ''how.") For eumple, we recently received a manuscript from an Air Force pilot, Captain ken fox, who is an 
F-15 instructor with the 581h TTS at Luke AFB, Arizona (sent to us by Charlie Osha, one of the McDonnell Reps there). The 
first paragraph of the caplilin's draft read as follows ..• 

This article is the result of research accomplished at Luke AFB. The Jet Fuel Starter (JFS) 
became a high interest item at Luke because of many JFS related ground aborts. The problems 
associated with the JFS ranged from low servicing/leaks, failure to start, failure to engage, to 
failure to disengage/shutdown. This article is not intended to make crew chiefs out of fighter jocks. 
It is, however, designed to make pilots aware of JFS operation, limitations, servicing requirements. 
etc. In that regard, we as pilots can help QC the JFS system by ~oming more knowledgeable. 

In its original form, Captain Fox's article applied to some specific problems at Luke. While we were certainly pleased to 
receive the data, we feh there was also an opportunity to expand the intent of his material to include some statements on 
the engineering aspects of the JFS. There/on,, we asked Mr. John Killoran, a Lead Design Engineer on the F-15 Project, to 
amplify some of the areas which Captlin Fox's comments addressed, to make them more univerglly applicable to all F-15 
users. 

In our opinion, the final article presented here is an excellent example of maker/user cooperation with a purpose -
cooperation between a USAF officer who recognized a problem; MCAIR field reps who provided liaison; ud a MCAii 
engineer who appreciated the opportunity to explain a complicated aircraft system. Captain Fox noted th.it his article wa.s 
"not intended to make crew chiefs out of pilots," nor are Mr. killoran's additions "intended to m1ke engineers out of ere. 
chiefs," but everybody should know more about the Jet Fuel Starting system after reading this material. ► 
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Problems with JFS starting, and 
damage to secondary power system 
components during JFS starting, con
tinue to occur in the F-15. Improper 
JFS hydraulic accumulator servicing, 
as well as starting and operating 
procedures, frequently contribute to 
these problems. This article is offered 
as a refresher on the workings of the 
hydraulic start system, and how it 
affects proper JFS starting. 

The JFS hydraulic start system major 
components are two hydraulic start 
accumulator bottles, two piston posi
tion indicators (attached to the accu
mulators), two compressed gas pres
sure gauges, all located behind Doors 
88L/89L; and a hydraulic start motor 
mounted on the Central Gearbox 
(CGB). The accumulator bottles are of 
the cylinder and piston arrangement 
(see Figure 1) with nitrogen gas on one 
side of the piston and hydraulic fluid 
on the other side. 

When an accumulator is discharged, 
thE- compressed gas drives the piston 
torward, forcing the hydraulic fluid 
through the start motor to spool-up 
the JFS to the point to where it can 
self-accelerate to idle. Proper servicing 

of the accumulators is necessary to 
ensure that sufficient hydraulic fluid, 
at the proper pressure for the prevail
ing ambient temperature, is delivered 
to the JFS. 

The Piston Position Indicator (PPI) 
shows the percentage of fluid, by 
volume, in the bottle. Gas "precharge" 
is the initial amount (pressure) of gas 
available to be compressed when 
there is no fluid (zero PPi) in the 
bottle. Gas pressure is read on the two 
gauges inside Door 89l: the forward 
gauge measures pressure in the top 
accumulator, the aft gauge measures 
the pressure in the bottom one. 

Proper servicing is achieved by first 
verifying that gas precharge is correct, 
and then adding hydraulic fluid to 
further compress the gas, thus pro
vid ing adequate starting energy. 
Therefore, the PPI reading is just as 
important as the gas pressure gauge 
readings. As fluid is added, both the 
gas and the fluid are compressed, 
changing the volumes and pressures. 
These relationships are further af
fected by ambient temperature; a 
chart showing these temperature/ 
pressure relationships is presented in 
T.O. 1F-15A-2-2-2 as Figure 2-7, Sheet 
4. This chart further defines minimum 

FIG URE 1 -JFS HYDRAULIC START ACCUMULATOR 

Piston Position Indicator 
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servicing levels required to assure 
adequate JFS start energy; and is 
based on a constant quantity of 
nitrogen in the accumulator, so that 
once the correct gas precharge has 
been established, a no-leak system 
will not require reservicing with gas as 
the temperature changes. The zero 
PPI line on the servicing chart repre
senb the resulting precharge pressure 
at various temperatures. 

The T .0. chart and instructions 
must be used to .service the system, 
but a handy preflight reference decal 
is available on the inside of Door 89L 
(or on the accumulators in some 
earlier aircraft). This decal, repre
sented in Figure 2, can be used as a 
quick reference to determine if your 
JFS system is properly serviced. Look 
from the left side of the decal 
(ambient temperature) horizontally 
until you come to the block containing 
the number corresponding to the 
value read on the PPI scale. Then read 
vertically and you will find the mini
mum gas pressure required for JFS 
start. The photo on page 10 shows a 
properly serviced system at SS°F: PPI 
reading = 60, gas pressure = 3000 
PSI. 

If the gas pressure is low, this 
indicates a low precharge, and nitro
gen servicing is required. Since the gas 
pressure gauge reading depends on 
both the gas precharge and the 
amount of fluid in the accumulators, 
the accumulator that requires gas 
servicing must be discharged (zero 
PPI) before setting the gas precharge. 
If the PPI reading is below the 
minimum value shown on the chart, 
fluid servicing is required. Remember, 
servicing the system with hydraulic 
fluid, either by hand pump or by a 
cart, only increases the fluid volume 
and has no effect on the gas precharge. 

Proper accumulator servicing, both 
gas and hydraulic, is necessary for a 
number of reasons: 

• Low precharge (high PPI reading) 
gives marginal start energy at low 
temperatures. Even if the JFS starts, it 
may not accelerate properly, causing 
extreme heat build-up which may 
result in damage to the gas generator. 

• High precharge (low PPI reading) 
causes early start assist tennination at 
high temperatures, again with the 
possibility of gas generator damage. 

o The upper accumulator is also 
used for emergency braking, while the 

FIGURE Z. PREFLIGHT REFERENCE DECAL 
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lower bottle also operates emergency 
steering and gear extension. Improper 
servicing may result in decreased 
capability for these vital systems. 

In addition to proper servicing, 
there are several operating procedures 
which, when used regularly, will aid in 
problem prevention: 

• Although simultaneous discharge 
of both start accumulators will not 
cause damage, it will create the need 
for manual hydraulic servicing if the 
JFS fails to start. Therefore it is not 
recommended except under certain 
low temperature conditions as detailed 
in T.O. 1F-15A-1, Section VII, "Cold 
Weather Operation", and then only on 
pr~ TCTO 1F-15A-753 aircraft. 

• Discharge of an accumulator 
while the JFS is turning may result in 
damage to the CGB hydraulic start 
motor and/or overrunning clutch. This 
can be prevented by waiting 20 
seconds after the JFS fails to start 
before discharging the second bottle, 
thus allowing the JFS/CGB time to 
stop. This 20 seconds is a good time 
for the ere~ chief to check for leaks, 
verify accumulator pressures, and 
check for fuel at the JFS fuel drain. 

• The CCB isolation decouplers 
have a centrifugally actuated fly
weight switch which prevents exten
sion if they are rotating. During the 
engine start sequence you must wait 
about 10 seconds after the first engine 
has reached idle before engaging the 
second engine. This gives the decou
plers time to stop rotating, which must 
occur to permit the engagement of the 
second engine. This 10 seconds is the 
maximum time for decoupler braking, 
and has been shown to be longer than 
required for a CGB with a new clutch/ 
brake assembly. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Captain Fox's arti
cle was originally prepared as a part of 
an intensive training program con. 
ducted at Luke AFB to reduce the JFS
related ground aborts being experi-
enced there. According to MCAIR Rep 
Charlie Osha, this program ( which 
also included classroom training, re-
certification training, OJT, and numer
ous spot inspedions) has eliminated 
the greater portion of the improper 
servicing cases. One part of the 
training program may be of special 
interest to other F-15 users - a video 
tape on JFS problems and sel"W'icing. 
Ptepared by the 58th ns and directed 
toward aircrews only, it is inf~I 
and deals specifically with the prob
lems encountered at Luke, but should 
be of real value to all f. 15 usen. The 
tape is available directly from Upbin 
Fox, 58th TTS/F-15, Luk• AFB, Arizona 
85309 (Autovon 853-2329). ■ 



THE (PUBLISHED 1978) 

••nElllS TRIAftGIE'' 

In the fighter airplane business, ninety-nine out of a hundred problems are really "no problem" - the causes are clear; the 
analyses ob,..ious; and the solutions lc,gical. But that number one-hundred! That's the way it was recently in a perplexjng 
problem with the F-15 brake system. While 99 routine problems with the Eagle at Langley, Bitburg, Edwards, Holloman, and 
Luke were being just as routinely disposed of, Nellis AFB was wrestling with number 100, in a situation that for awhile was 
being likened to the famous and mysterious "Bermuda Triangle." While airplanes were not actually disappearing at Nellis, 
they certainly were doing some odd things. Here is the way the peculiar case was originally described in the first Trouble 
Report submitted to St. Louis by MCAIR Rep Phil Royer, back in February of 19n ... 
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The pilot made a writeup against F-15 75--0054 as 
follows: " ... Brakes failed during taxi. Had nor
mal braking after anti-.;kid fumed off ... " 

"The pilot made a writeup against F-15 75--0054 as 
follows:" ... Brakes failed during taxi. Had normal braking 
after anti.skid turned off . " 

The entire brake system and anti.-skid checked good in 
maintenance. The skid controller was changed (because 
we had one}. Next flight the same writeup. This time the 
skid controller was once more changed and both Main 
Landing Gear {MLG) struts were serviced. Following this 
corrective action, a taxi check was requested. The pilot 
once more reported the same problem. Both MLC 
Weight~n-Wheel (WOW) switches and adapters were then 
changed. Again the aircraft was taxi-checked and again 
the brakes failed. However, this time the pilot reported 
that the brakes failed at only one area on the taxi-way. 

A sergeant from the Electronic Shop climbed into Equip
ment Bay No. 5 and the aircraft taxi-checked again. At the 
same point on the taxi-way, the brakes would consistently 
fail. Several pilots and maintenance people confirmed that 
fact. It was determined that additional taxi checks were 
necesssary, and being one of the more vocal of the 
non-believers, I was invited to get headset, Y<ord, relays, 
extra skid controller, and test equipment and climb into 
Bay five. 

The aircraft was taxied the entire length of the field 
(approximately two and one-half miles) twice. Only at this 
one location did the brakes fail. The aircraft was then 
taxied past "this" location 12-15 times and on each and 
every pass, the brakes failed. The area was later stepped off 
and found to be 120/150 yards in length. When the brakes 
would fail, the pilot could and did apply full braking with 
no effect on the aircraft. As the aircraft would exit the 
"ghost area," the brake pressure would slowly return, 
bringing the aircraft to a rather gentle stop. 

During these failures, the relays from the WOW switches 
were removed one at a time and the input pin checked for 
voltage using a meter. No voltage was indicated and this 
had no effect on the loss of brakes. A spare controller was 
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then slaved in and still the brakes failed. The wheel speed 
detectors were then disconnected one at a time and the 
brakes were still lost when taxiing in this area. Later both 
speed detectors were disconnected and the signal lead 
shorted (pin a to pin c). This also had no effect. During the 
only test conducted in my absence, a sergeant from the 
Electrical Shop rode in Bay 5. He noted that with both 
relays removed, the brakes would not fail in this area. 

Another aircraft (75--055) was checked and found to have 
the identical problem. While testing this aircraft, the pilot 
turned anti-skid off, stopped in the area, applied full 
braking, and then turned anti-skid on. The aircraft started 
to roll almost immediately. The pilot allowed the aircraft to 
continue; and as he left the area the brakes slowlv 
returned. The ACEY Al/ AIMVAL pilots were requested to 
check their aircraft (74 models) and they reported that 
74-120 and 74-124 also had this problem. We checked with 
the 1st TFW, which was TOY here from Langley for RED 
FLAC, and they reported brake loss in the same area. 

From all of this, very little has actually been learned. 
One of the few facts established is that there is an area 
roughly 120/150 yards in length where the anti-skid, if in 
the "ON" position, will dump all brake pressure. It has also 
been determined that with the anti-skid "OFF," there is 
never a loss of brakes. Also, this problem is on several and 
possibly all F-15A/B aircraft. The sergeant is positive that 
the loss of brakes is being signaled somehow through the 
WOW switch circuitry. 

Base Civil Engineering checked the area and stated that 
there are no buried power cables at this location_ The Base 
Facilities Manager and a representative from the Com
munications Squadron are presently trying to determine if 
any unusual RF energy is in this area. Meanwhile the 
aircraft continues to fly and the pilots continue to 
complain.'' 

And now the story is picked up by MCAIR Engineering . 

► 



'TRSAnGlE ft BY ROBERT ASTON/ Senfo,Engine-EkCf70nic, 

After all local efforts failed to re
solve the problem, MCAIR was invited 
to investigate this mysterious "brakes 
failed while taxiing" case. Our Electro
magnetic Compatibility (EMC) 
Engineering group was assigned the 
task of resolving this unusual problem. 
Realizing that this type of problem 
must be researched at the site, a ·visit 
to Nellis AFB was arranged. 

Upon arriving at Nellis, a review of 
the circumstances involving the so
called "Ghost Area" was conducted. A 
visit to the area was arranged for a 
first-hand view. One of our first obser
vations was of a GCA antenna located 
between the parallel runways and 
approximately 350 meters from the 
taxiway. After plotting the location of 
the antenna in relation to the affected 
area on the taxiway {150 x 30 meters), 
our suspicions became aroused with 
respect to the effect of the GCA 
antenna energy output on the brake 
system components. 

Since aircraft 75-0054 had previous
ly experienced brake failure in the 
mysterious triangular area, it was 
assigned to us for test purposes. A 
special EMC monitoring device was 
attached to the aircraft brake system 
to observe any abnormalities while 
taxiing through "the" area. Several 
passes were made and the results 
indicated that the Weight-On-Wheels 
(WOW) switch was "changing state." 

The anti-skid control was inputting 
this change in state as aircraft having 
just landed (touchdown protection) 
and, in the absence of a wheel speed 
greater than 45 knots, correctly 
dumped brake pressure for approxi
mately 5 seconds. This delay protects 
against inadvertant brake application 
prior to landing and allows sufficient 
time for the wheels to spi_n up be
fore braking. Thus our system was 
doing the right things, but obviously 
for the wrong reasons! Why was it 
happening while taxiing? The GCA 
[search radar) was turned off as our 
first step in the process of isolating the 
cause of the problem. With the GCA 
turned off, the brake system worked 
perfectly. {The same results were ob
served when the Anti-Skid System was 
turned off.) Conversely, the brake 
system failed only while these systems 
were operating simultaneously. 

Using a field intensity meter, we 
determined the field strength of the 
GCA radar. It was recorded as 10 volts 
per meter at a GCA radar frequency of 

2.8 GHz with a minimal variance 
either in or out of "the" area. (It 
should be noted that the F-15 WOW 
switch is qualified to 20 volts per 
meter at the 2.8 GHz frequency.) 
Armed with the data accumulated 
during the investigation and feeling 
that the solution was in sight, we 
returned to St. Louis. 

Our intention was to duplicate the 
problem in the EMC Engineering 
laboratory, analyze the data, and 
recommend a positive fix. Unfortu
nately the problem could not be 
duplicated, either in the lab or on an 
aircraft; not even when the level of 
radiation was raised several orders of 
magnitude. Since the Nellis problem 
was a major concern to the 57th TTW 
Squadron Commander and of growing 
concern to MCAIR, a second visit to 
Nellis was immediately scheduled to 
try some different fixes. 

By installing an "old" type tv.•o
piece {without diode) WOW switch 
with the back plate removed, we were 
able to confirm that the problem was 
actually caused by oscillations in the 
WOW switch which were being im
pulsed by the one microsecond pulses 
from the CCA search radar. Several 
different fixes were tried during this 
visit before we got one that worked; 
the fix consisted of adding shielding to 
the four wires from the WOW switch 
to the splice area. 

Since this was an experimental fix, it 
was removed from the test aircraft 
after successfully completing a series 
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of taxi tests. The test aircraft wiring 
was returned to its original configura
tion and we returned to St. Louis to 
initiate the required papen,vork to get 
this fix incorporated as soon as 
pos~ble. 

Everyone agreed that the "brakes 
failed while taxiing" problem was 
finally solved. But - unfortunately and 
for some unknown reason our "posi
tive" fix encountered a flaw, a 
Murphy, or something. The interim fix 
was approved by the Air Force but 
when it was incorporated on the origi
nal Nellis test aircraft by Air Force per
sonnel it "failed" the taxi test. Need
less to say, back to Nellis we went! 

By this time we were convinced that 
Nellis was the victim of some sort of 
sorcery. Why didn't the fix work for 
the Air Force Personnel, the same as it 
did for us? We were soon to find out 
why. While carefully reversing the 
procedure for installing the fix, we dis
covered that the splice area was 
shielded. We remembered that the fix 
we installed during our previous visit 
did not contain shielding in the splice 
area where the WOW switch wires are 
spliced together with those of an 
aircraft electrical cable assembly. (Ap
parently the added shield helped tune 
the noise, thereby increasing the cou
pling rather than isolating the noise.) 

Several other fixes were tried and 
then we installed a different cable 
assembly (from the splice to the 
connector) which carries three groups 
of wires and their respective shields 
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through from their beginnings to the 
connector. This cable assembly splices 
\\/ith the shielded wires from the 
WOW, Down limit, and Wheel Skid 
switches. It was installed on the 
second shitt and unknown to us, 
Murphy struck again; the WOW 
switch was also replaced because of a 
frayed shield. We tested this fix and it 
tested good, i.e. no more brake 
problems - so we thought. 

Once again we intended to return 
the test aircraft to its original config
uration. We then found out that the 
old cable assembly had been cut off 
the aircraft and it was too short to be 
reinstalled. Here we were with one 
serviceable cable assembly (unap
proved modification incorporated), 
one unserviceable cable assembly, 
and an aircraft scheduled to fly the 
next day. How did we get into such a 
predicament? 

In order to return the aircraft to its 
original condition and flyable, we had 
the experimental cable assembly 
modified to the original Air Force 
approved configuration. As we were 
doing this we also found that the old 
type two-piece (without diodes) 
WOW switch had been replaced by 
the new two-piece (with diodes) con
figuration. This made the results of the 
last test questionable; but we. did feel 
that we had come up with a foolproof 
fix this time. 

Who was it that said, "never count 
your chickens before they hatch"? 
Inasmuch as several months had 
elapsed since the initial pilot squawk, 
and after many encounters with frus-

tration, the case of the "Nellis Tri
angle" was once again considered 
closed. Unfortunately, the old cliche, 
"time cures all ills" worked in reverse 
in this case. Our illusions of conquest 
over the imaginary EMI beast were 
soon to be shattered. 

MCAIR had prepared an Engineer
ing Change Proposal {ECP 704); the Air 
Force approved the change, and the 
healing hardware (one-piece WOW 
switch) was installed in Block 16 and 
subsequent production aircraft. Every
thing was going along real fine until 
one day in November 1977 when a 
message was received from Luke AFB 
citing a "brakes failed while taxiing" 
problem involving several Block 16 
aircraft. 

Our first observations at Luke con
firmed an educated suspicion that the 
EMI environment there was different 
from the EMI environment at Nellis. In 
addition to the standard AN/ APM-13 
GCA radar set, Luke AFB also had an 
AT/APS-44 CCI radar operating ap
proximately 800 feet away from the 
jinxed taxiway. The GCI unit measured 
at 1.3 GHz with a power output of 320 
volts/meter in comparison with the 
standard GCA unit measured at 2.8 
GHz with a power output of 10 volts 
per meter. 

A new dimension was thus added to 
the basic EMI problem; and after 
unsuccessfully attempting several 
fixes, we decided to return to St. Louis 
for detailed tests. With the use of high 
power pulse generators in our EMI lab, 
we were able to duplicate the WOW 
switch malfunction encountered at 

Luke. The results of these tests pro
duced two possible solutions to th':' 
problem· 

Develop a new WOW switch with 
EMI feedthrough type filters on all 
input and output lines. 

Install a time delay relay m the 
anti•sk1d system to obscure its sensing 
of the short changes-of-state of the 
WOW switch. 

After considerable deliberation, it 
was decided to go with the new feed
through filters. The new filters were 
successfully tested in our lab to levels 
as high as 700 volts per meter, but the 
real test came when the fix was 
installed in a test aircraft operating 
under the same EMI conditions. This 
test was performed at Holloman AFB. 
During the period between our investi• 
gation at Luke and the latest proposed 
fix by MCAlR, EMI brake failures had 
also occurred at Holloman AFB and 
Alconbury AS, England. Fortunately, 
these failures were basically the same 
as we had encountered at the other 
bases; therefore our previously pro
posed fix would not be affected. 

Using the Air Force restrictions 
governing Electro-Explosive Devices 
(EED's), the minimum antenna-to
runway /taxiway separation was deter
mined and the highest field produced 
was computed to be 500 volts per 
meter. We are now in the process of 
getting the new switches, with feed
through type filters, qualified to levels 
of 700 volts per meter. Thus no matter 
where our aircraft operate or what 
frequency the radar uses, the WOW 
switches should not be affected. 

. \~'~;u! 
Lab set up used to surud4te failure mode of WOW switches.A NARD A PO l+'ER PULSER ucite.s sumdard gain horn, in the frequeni:;.· of 3· 5 GB:. 
which radUltes on the simu/Jued stnl.tand WOW swildi. Radar Absorbing Material (RA.M-ECCO-SORB) is in. the backgrowsd. 
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(PUBLISHED 1983) 

I ANTI-SKID I 
The October 1982 issue of TAC AT

TACK magazine discusses the latest of 
a long series of "don't trust the anti
skid" incidents involving F-4 and F-15 
aircraft. It was a by-now familiar story; 
an Eagle pilot aborted a takeoff 
and ... (1) applied the brakes, (2) 
thought the anti-skid system wasn't 
working, (3) turned the system off, (4) 
reapplied the brakes, (5) blew a main 
tire and destroyed a rim when the 
wheel locked up, (6) stopped eventual
ly, shaken but unhurt, with a now out
of.-service Eagle. 

There was, as the magazine article 
notes, nothing wrong with the anti-skid 
system except the pilot's confidence 
level. Things just didn't "feel right'' to 
him so he decided to put his faith in his 
feet, so to speak. However, we should 
be reaching an end to blown m.iin tires 
with the introduction of the ... 

' -

F-15 PlllSEI' 81,.akilla! SYSIElll 

In DIGEST issue 4/80, we gave you a 
broadbrush description of a proposed 
improvement to the F-15 wheel braking 
svstem. Called the "Pulser'' system, it 
was in the development stage back 
then, but has since come a long way 
and is now going in both production 
and in-service aircraft, as described in 
this article. This improvement involves 
a new cockpit switch, brake pulser unit, 
electrical circuitry changes, some one
way restrictor valves, and a valuable 
new capability when it comes to "slow
ing down the Eagle." 

Since the six-step "procedure" 
described above is almost guaranteed 
to follow the same path to a direct con
frontation with the C.O., you who may 
be about to experience a real (not very 
often) or perceived (quite often) failure 
of the Mark 111 Anti-Skid System should 
be very interested in learning more 
about pulser. 

IMPROVED BRAKING SYSTEM 
The "pulser'' system is intended as a 

primary back-up for the anti-skid 
system. Production incorporation 
began in Block 29 (F-1 SC S/N 80-0039; 

By RAYMOND H. EHLE/ Senior Design Engineer 

F-15D S/N 80-0058); retrofit is planned 
for all delivered A/8/C/Ds by TCTO 
1 F-15-763 (Improved Braking System). 
beginning in February 1983. 

Service history has confirmed the ex
treme difficulty a pilot incurs in suc
cessfully managing the brakes at high 
speed without anti-skid protection. The 
probability is high for blowing one or 
both main tires under these conditions. 
However, the new pulser system will 
significantly reduce the likelihood of 
sustained F-15 wheel lock-up and con
sequent tire blow-out as a result of an 
anti-skid "off" situation. Automatic 
changeover from anti-skid to pulser in 
the event of a failure reduces pilot 
workload while providing maximum 
protection for the tires. All wheel 
brake/anti-skid features of the previous 
system are retained. 

The heart of the pulser system is a 
2Hz square wave generator (brake 
pulser unit) which cyclically dumps 
pilot metered pressure through the skid 
control valve. For each complete cycle, 
the brakes are applied for about 2/3 cy
cle and dumped for 1/3 cycle. The pilot 
feels this pulsating braking action in his 
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harness as a series of sharp "jerks" 
which vary in intensity (force) accor
ding to pilot metered pressure and run
way conditions. Pulser system test data 
from runway stops shows that the pilot 
acquires a much better "feel" for how 
much brake pressure to meter, and con
sistently meters below the skid level. 
But even if conditions demand a 
maximum-effort stop, the tires will be 
afforded maximum protection from 
blow-out. In addition to providing a 
"feel" for skidding tires, the distinctive 
sensation of the pulser assures the pilot 
that the back-up system is working. 

Aircrews moving from an Eagle not 
equipped with the system to one that 
has it installed will not find any major 
changes in the cockpit. The only 
physical change has been removal of 
the old two-position antt-skid switch on 
the miscellaneous control panel on the 
left-hand console. In its place, you'll 
find a three-position switch marked 
"NORM," "PULSER," and "OFF" -

• NORM - With the switch in this 
position, normal anti-skid will be 
operating. plus the system will have the 
back-up pulser feature available in the 
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event of a skid control system compo
nent failure. If a failure occurs and it is 
sensed by the skid control box, the 
pulser system logic will turn off the box 
and direct power from the brake pulser 
unit to the skid control valve. 

• PULSER - Manually placing the 
anti-skid switch in this position turns 
off the normal anti-skid system and ac
tivates the brake pulser system. 

• OFF - Setting the switch to this 

to select PULSER (if time permits) when 
the anti-skid light comes on and then 
switch to OFF after slowing to taxi 
speeds. The aircraft cannot be com
pletely stopped with pulser brakes; it 
will continue to move forward very 
slowly if you attempt to park with the 
mode switch in PULSER 

One•-way restrictors were added to 
both the normal and emergency brake 
lines to "slow down" the brake 

TIRE SP!N-&DHIN BEG-/A/,S 

brake pulser relay panel. 1ust ,1ft is th,:;, 
brake pulser unit Each box 1s tied intv 
the wheel brake electrical system with 
one electrical connector. Four onlc'-way 
restrictor valves are added to the wh,:;,el 
brake hydraulic system One is locat,:;,d 
in each of the normal/emerg~ncy brak-':' 
lines, downstream of the power brake 
valve 

During certain steps of the fun,::
t,onal checkout and troubleshootmg 

"TahoftM Tuu. "Eztensivetatso/tMJnl,lsv-braJdnKsy.stmi wtrecond11etalat Ed_,ds AFB. Dllifonutzin mid-1980. Tim' tt:St.S Wt:rr perfor-meti ..,._'ith 
F-15C 78~ at VGrioiu gross wrights and speeds 11p 10 134 knots and 5-4,()()() pound$. Phorograph abolle show.s- typi&tli '"f!llidenre" kft on the ""'WO)" of a fell 
broke application test in whidl the pW.ser system brought tM JJ.000 po11nd airaqft to a safe, no-blown tire :stop in 2000 f«t from CD'! initial ~tnor start. 
£,iginttring analysis of tire marks has been added to picture to indialle how each of those hlllldreds of bl«k marlcs on .row- run,__.,, h05 its OWl'I ssory to reiJ. 

position turns off both the normal anti
skid and pulser systems. In this mode, 
only direct pilot-applied brake pressure 
is available. 

In the event the anti-skid system 
detects a malfunction and 
automatically energizes the pulser 
system, the system can be returned to 
normal anti-skid by manually selecting 
PULSER, then NORM. If a malfunction 
still exists, the system will automatical
ly return to pulser. If you encounter an 
anti-skid failure. the best technique is 
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pressure application rate. What this 
means to the pilot is that he may feel a 
little difference when managing the 
brakes. With the one-way restrictors, 
there is less tendency for the brakes to 
grab the first time emergency brakes 
are applied. 

Maintenance technicians will notice 
the addition of a few new components 
in the wheel brake system. Two new 
electrical boxes are located in the right 
outboard forward section of the nose 
wheel well. The forward box is the 
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procedure, you will notice a loud 
"banging" noise. This is not abnormal 
or unusual, and is nothing more than 
hydraulic pressure being dumped when 
the pulser system is activated. 

LANDING GEAR CONTROL AND IN
DICATION IMPROVEMENT 

Prior to incorporation oi the pulser 
system, the anti-skid system and the 
anti-skid warning light would be off an\· 
time the landing gear handle was up 
and the gear was down and al$O when 
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the landing gear circuit breaker was 
pulled or popped. Along with the pulser 
svstem, a change was also made to 
make the anti-skid light come on for 
both of those conditions, i e .. warn the 
pilot that tht? anti-skid svstem was not 
on. Under these circumstances. the 
pilot \-.,ould have to select pulser 
because there was no anti-skid protec
tion and the svstem would not 
automatically switch to pulser 

There are two situations when the 
landing gear handle is up and the gear 
down. The first occurs only during a 
functional check flight (FCF). when the 
handle must be up in order to flight test 
the emergency gear system. The se
cond occurs during normal gear retrac
tion At the moment the gear handle is 
placed in the up posItIon, the gear is 

down and will remain full down until 
the gear doors open. During this time 
interval, the anti-skid light would be on. 
dutifully warning the pilot that the anti
skid system is off. We noted, however, 
that this condition could cause concern 
to pilots seeing an anti-skid warning 
light and a master caution light during 
the busy period of takeoff. even though 
there was no problem in the system 

To eliminate this misleading anti
skid warning light condition, a change 
was made on Block 31 production air
craft F-15( 5/N 81--0039 and up and on 
F-150 5/N 81-0065 and up. Also. there 
will be a full A/8/C/0 retrofit by TCTO 
lF-15-791 (Landing Gear Control and In
dication Improvements). With this 
change the anti-skid system will be on 
any time the gear is down, regardless of 

the position of the gear handle. The 
anti-skid light will only illuminate to 
warn of an anti-skid failure. A par
ticular "failure" of which pilots need 
be mindful involves the landing gear 
circuit breaker. If the landing gear cir
cuit breaker (pedestal panel) is pulled 
or popped. the anti-skid light will be on, 
warning of a non-operative anti-skid 
system Under this condition, the 
automatic change-over circuitry is also 
inoperative and the pilot must select 
PULSER. 

The "pulser'' system has been a joint 
USAFJMCAIR development, and should 
prove to be a real time and money 
saver, not only because of fewer tire 
blow-outs but because of a reduction in 
the incidents that usually occur after a 
blow-oul .. such as the one below. ■ 

F-15 "Tiveagl.e. "Hollonuoi AFB, NewMt!DCOapp,t:1Z1Stolurvf!cmN! up with 1111 urremdyfon,rangeausrqw:rioriz:,ftg}tkr, ifyou~.~,Jide-~~'1-iii.w_a:sa 
one-cockpit, thru-wing, six-tail Eagk/ In truth. it was some exuptio,ud /onruniDn flying by lhr«-pi/otr of '9th TQC/iJ:tll F'rg/116 WiJrg. aq,11,tred Ill· tJ,is ~ 
photozraph by Dou,la:s photographs Harry Gann back ill 1978. · .. 
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some practical pointers on the ... 

(PUBLISHED 1983) F-15 INERTIAL 
NAVIGATION SYSTEM 

Part/ 
By HARRY LYON$/ Field Service Engineer. Kadena AB, Japan and CARMON 0. THI EMS/ Senio~ Elec~onics Engi,ieer. S:. Loim 

The Eagle aircrew and maintenance 
manuals are pretty thick documents, 
and information on the INS (Inertial 
Navigation System) takes up its share of 
space in both the flight and shop T.O.s. 
Even so, there are many "fine points" 
about care and handling of some of the 
sensitive components, about the 
reasons behind some of the system 
precautions, and about some of the 
techniques prescribed in the T.O. pro
cedures, that the official manuals just 
don't have room to get into. 

Therefore, the 18th TFW Stan Eval 
section at Kadena AB, Japan recently 
asked MCAIR avionics rep Harry Lyons 
to prepare a discussion of the F-15 INS 
from a pilot's point of view. His 
material was published in the "BEAK & 
TALON" (wing ops bulletin), and was 
reprinted in similar bulletins at a few 
other F-15 bases. In the meantime, 
Harry sent his material in here to the St. 
Louis Home Office for our Avionics 
Department to review and eJ.pand 
upon from a design/engineering stand
point. MCAIR had recently conducted 
an extensive base-level study into the 
causes of excessive "CND" rates for 
several F-15 avionics components (in
cluding the INS), and reported the 
results to the Air Force in MDC Report 
A6512. Several meetings were also held 
on the subject between USAF, MCAIR, 
and Litton Systems Inc. (system 
vendor); and visits were made to 
various Air Force bases. Results of 
these investigations have been incor
porated in this expanded discussion of 
the "ANfASN-109 Inertial Navigation 
System" - the avionics system that tells 
the pilot where he is now, where he's 
going, and how to get there. Now in 
two parts because considerable info,. 
mation on maintenance and trouble
shooting has been added to the original 
pilot-oriented data, Part I examines 
some mysterious CNO problems with 
the IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) of 
the INS; Part II will offer some cockpit 
INS alignment tips. Aircrews, flightline 
m;aintenance, and avionics shop per
sonnel should all be interested in these 
two articles. 
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Inertial Measureme11t Unir (!MU) installed m Door JR area. Nore cautioflS and worn111gs. 

There are more CND's ("cannot 
duplicate") against the Inertial 
Measurement Unit. by both flightlme 
and AIS maintenance, than any other 
system in the F-15. This certainly does 
not indicate any wholesale abuse of 
this component of the Inertial Naviga
tion System; on the contrary. problems 
with the IMU are mostly inadvertent. 
which means that they are also mostly 
preventable with better understanding 
of the Eagle's automatic navigation 
system. 

The CND rate for IMU's often ex
ceeds 50%, and we have never been 
certain about the reasons for this, since 
most failures seem very legitimate at 
the time the LRU's are taken from the 
aircraft. Occasionally, pilot error or 
shotgun troubleshooting will cause 
workable units to be sent in for repair, 
but for the most part the failures are 
valid at the time they occur. ln most in
stances, they are simply non-reoccurring 
failures Therefore, the intent of this 
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discussion is to dispense some general 
information on the care and use of the 
INS/lMU which might help reduce 
these mysterious (ND actions 

COMPONENT SENSITIVITY 

Even though the Inertial Measure
ment Unit weighs fortv pounds and re
quires two persons to handle it, there 
are sensrtive components in the INS 
which can be easily, if unintentiona:h 
mistreated and damaged lt"s also un
fortunatelv true. especialh, in an 
airplane, that if something is sensiti\·e 
it's usually expensive Take the 
gyroscopes for example. 

There are tvvo gyros in the F-15 l"-JS 
and they carr\ a price tag of about 
$14,000 each. A gyro weighs just 1 :! 
ounces and is so small vou can h:de 
one in vour hand The\ are made with 
extremelv fine precision whrch requires 
them to be operated .H a ft).ed 
temperature so that the mo\ ing parts 
expand to the tight tolerance~ needed 
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Two of these two-axis gyroscopes ore insrolfed in the 
Jnenial Measurement Unit. 

This temperature is 170°F and must be 
maintained within ± 0.2°. The gyro is 
so sensitive to aircraft position change 
that one milliradian of angular change 
produces a 1.3 volt signal output. This 
signal is amplified and almost instantly 
drives a synchro motor that restores the 
platform to the level position, and the 
gyro with it. The flight manual instructs 
the pilot to wait 15 seconds after turn
ing off the I NS before cutting aircraft 
power. The reason behind such a re
quirement is that this much time is 
needed to electrically "brake" the gyro 
rotor, where rpm is being reduced from 
22.500 to zero. It may hurt the IMU 
when the generators are cut off prior to 
turning the mode switch on the NCI 
(Navigation Control Indicator) panel to 
OFF. 

If the ECS caution light comes on, 
the avionics equipment (including the 
IMU) will be operating with reduced or 
no cooling air. This does not mean an 
automatic shut-down of the IMU. If the 
aircraft is on ground power, the IMU 

Navigation Conuol Indicator panel in cockpit. 

will shut down. If the aircraft is 
operating on aircraft power with one or 
two engines, the IMU will stay on. 
While there is no spec requirement, the 
IMU (depending on ambient condi
tions) can operate apprOlt:imately 30 
minutes without cooling. If the ECS 
light is on, check the BIT control panel 
for the INS light, indicating a possible 
overtemp shutdown has occurred. 
When power is removed from the INS 
without turning the mode switch off 
(whether by turn off of the generators, 
unexplained power interruption. or 
over-temperature shut-down) and the 
battery has been depleted, the gyros 
continue spinning at high speed 
without benefit of the dynamic bra.k
ing. With no power to hold the plat
form level. the platform can tumble 
Movement of the aircraft in this posi
tion can cause gyro problems. The 
gyros, which are designed to operate 
within a few milliradians of turn, are 
subjected to a large motion and are 
slammed hard against their internal 

"There are more CND's 
against the Inertial Measure• 
ment Unit than any other 
system in the F-15." 

mechanical stops because of the high 
inertia they still retain from. spinning 
rapidly. This could cause physical 
breakage, or a shift in mass balance (a 
change in gyro drift characteristics). 
This is no way to treat a sensitive, high 
precision instrument and repeating it 
will eventually cause the gyro to fail. 
After landing, it is best for the INS to 
leave it in the NAY mode until taxi is 
completed and the aircraft parked. 

Similar damage can occur to the 
gyro when moving the IMU in an un
powered condition during maintenance 
or basic transportation. Transportation 
should be done in specially designed 
containers or as a minimum, on a thick 
pad to absorb shock. 

After power is removed for any 
reason, turning the unit back on into 
the align mode too soon can cause 
similar physical problems. If the turn 
off is uncontrolled or it occurred in the 
first 60 seconds of the align mode, the 
IMU should not be turned back on for 
five minutes since the gyros must spin 
down without dynamic braking. If the 
turn off was an orderly shutdown by 
turning the mode switch off, it is only 
necessary to wait 15 seconds. 

When aircraft power is applied or 
bus power transfer occurs, the IMU has 
a battery to power the IMU during the 
power interruptions. This battery pro
vides power for two-second intervals 
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while on the ground. and a minimum of 
seven seconds i-n the air. During flight, 
the battery will operate (if required) un
til power is depleted to a minimum volt
age level, Depending on condition of 
the battery, this could be in the range of 
two minutes. If the battery is not work
ing properly, these power interruptions 
can cause the IMU to dump. 

Intermittent failures will most likely 
occur under stress, when the aircraft is 
pulling g's, Since g stresses cannot be 
duplicated during ground testing, in
flight gyro failures usually set up a cy
cle of CND's between flightline and the 
AIS (Avionics Intermediate Shop). This 
in turn sets up more airborne INS 
failures before the \MU is recognized 
as a bad actor and goes NRTS back to 
Depot. AIS personnel might profitably 
NRTS the IMU after three failures with 
shOft time span between failures, 
rat~r than waiting for four or more per 
AlS procedures. 

It takes aboot four hours to com
plete a check of a good IMU across the 
test bench in AlS - four hours which are 
wasted when the unit turns out to be 
CND. Since this bench is also used to 
check and repair many other F-15 
avionics systems, and since about one
half of the IMU's tested on the bench 
turn out to be CND. you can see the 
negative effects of this situation on 
"productive" testing and repair. Ac
curate data inputs to the INS, accurate 
data. recording of the flight results, and 
evaluation of data and testing at the 
flightline can help to reduce the 
number of IMU CND's and allow more 
efficient use of AIS test time to check 
units with valid failures 

Nothing is free today, and every 
aspect of the current excessive CND 
rate of IMU's adds to the Air Force's 
"cost of doing business," so to speak. 
Removal/installation time expended by 
flightline maintenance on CND
associated units adds to the cost. The 
four hours required to check a CND 
unit in the Avionics Intermediate Shop 
adds to the cost. And the increased 
number of spare units that must be pur
chased because of a high CND rate 
definitely adds to the cost. A recent 
study has shown a decline in MTBD 
(Mean Time Between Demand · the 
mean flight time between requirements 
for a piece of equipment from supply 
to replace equipment on the aircraft) 
for the IMU from 103 hours in Fiscal 
Year 1980 to 84 hours in Fiscal Year 
1982. To support thi-s decrease, an addi
tional 69 spares are required, at a cost 
of several million dollars. Any reduc
tion in IMU CND's obviously means im
proved operational capabilities at less 
cost, and isn't that the name of the 
game? 
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CONDITION CRITERIA 
One of the easiest ways to improve 

maintenance evaluations of the IMU is 
simply to improve "communications" 
about the problem incurred This in
cludes communications between the 
pilot and debriefing/flightline 
maintenance, between debriefing and 
flightline maintenance, and between 
flightline maintenance and the 
Avionics Intermediate Shop. Periodic 
meetings with representatives from all 
groups concerned could do much to 
assure efficient operation, and cross
training between groups via OJT could 
help alert each group to the other's 
problems. 

Some of the criteria for determining 
the condition of the IMU are the posi
tion error and ground speed at the end 
of the flight. An acceptable accuracy 
level output is dependent on the ac
curacy of the input data and the quali
ty of the alignment performed. For a 
BATH alignment, accurate Magnetic 
Variation should be inserted in the 
STANDBY mode position. The value 
should be accurate for that earth loca
tion, including local magnetic distor
tions in the vicinity, such as buildings, 
other vehicles, etc. If the aircraft has 
not moved from the previous flight, the 
Mag Var stored in the CC is the most 
accurate and will be used if Mag Var is 
not inserted. Also for all align modes 
(BATH, STORED, RAPID, or GYRO
COMPASS}, the present position in
serted in the align mode should be ac
curate for the location of the aircraft, 
not a base location that could be 
several thousand feet away. Desired 
accuracy to actual aircraft location is 
0.1 arc minutes {600 feet}. 

Other elements in accurate IMU per
formance are the type of alignment 
and time in align mode. If a BATH 
alignment is performed, the flight 
results need to be evaluated within 
BATH alignment tolerances. The 
criteria for determining acceptable 
IMU performance should include type 
of alignment performed, time in the 
align mode, present position error and 
ground speed at the end of flight, and 
conditions which may have occurred in 
align or inflight such as aircraft move
ment in align, power interruption in
flight, and requirement for INS update 
inflight. (NOTE: present position error 
can be read out directly in nautical 
miles on the NCI if the Steer switch is in 
"B" and "VIS UPDATE" is selected on 
the Data Select switch when the air
craft has stopped after retum.} 

If these criteria indicate a bad IMU, 
an additional aircraft level test should 
be performed. The impact of many of 
these items can be eliminated, if time 
permits, by performing INS-initiated 
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BIT. a CC alignment. and drift run on 
the IMU while in the aircraft as defined 
in JobGuideT.O. lF-15( )-2-34JC40-1 
This test takes approximately 45 min
utes. If the IMU meets the require
ments of this test. it should stay in the 
aircraft. This procedure is detailed in 

the INS Fault Reporting T.O 
1 F-15( }2-00FR-00-1 and INS Fault 
Isolation T.O. lF-15( )-2-34Fl-00-2 
Figure 1 (reproduced from the Fault 
Reporting T.O.) shows that it may take 
more than one flight to evaluate the 
INS - a one-flight pass criteria (I), a one 
flight rejection criteria (Ill). or a three 
consecutive flight rejection {II). As 
noted earlier, each CND which is avoid
ed by test at the aircraft level will save 
a minimum of four hours test time at 
the Intermediate level. 

In order to identify an undetectable 
or intermittent problem, the aforemen
tioned data should be maintained and 
evaluated for several flights to identify 
repeat failures under similar condi
tions. When an IMU has a repeat 

"One of the easiest ways to 
improve the IMU is simply to 
improve communications 
about the problem incurred." 

failure, the IMU plus all the justifying 
data should be sent to the Intermediate 
or Depot level test station for evalua
tion and repair. 

OTHER FACTORS 
While we have been discussing con

ditions associated with the IMU itself 
to this point, there are several related 

components and situat10ns whH:h alsr, 
have important effects upon quality of 
INS performance or which can produce 
degraded or 1nterm1ttent CND condi
tions 

IMU Mount - One part of the I NS 
which 1s often overlooked ,s the IMU 
mount When the mount is installed 1n 
the aircraft. it is precisely aligned to 
the aircraft axis by the bores1ghting 
procedure. If damage to the mount 
disturbs the bores1ghting. errors could 
be introduced which could affect at
titude information used in weapon 
delivery If similar errors are exper
ienced with several IMU"s in one air
craft. re-boresighting may be required 
To identify this type of problem 
history data must be maintained at the 
fl1ghtline level, Care must be taken 
with the mounting pads and with guide 
pm insertion when installing an IMU 1n 
its mount. Specified torquing pro
cedures must be followed 

Navigation Control Indicator -
The NCI continues to experience prob
lems with water. even though sealing 
gaskets have been added. Extra etfort 
to cover the cockpit electronics when 
the aircraft is parked will help reduce 
moisture problems The bezel should 
have an RTV seal around the wmdov.., 
edge, and if this seal is disturbed. v.ater 
will reach the DRDs (Digital Readout 
Displavs) and their circuit card svstems 
If the bezel is replaced or resealed. be 
sure the non-reflective surface 1s facing 
up. 

IMU BatterY - The IMU batter-. 1s 
to be removed from the aircraft and 
checked periodically_ In addition to the 
voltage level. there is circu1tr. in the 
battery which controls temperature 
and charging of the battery. Malfunc-
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Figure J - Gyrocompass aligfllMnr crit~ri.a. 
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tion of this circuitry may result rn-the 
batter;., not charging properlv and 
cause the IMU to dump on a power in
terrup~io:, or cause noise mrectmg ex
traneous pulses into the IMU circuitry, 
resulting in CND errors 

Circuit Cards - Printed circuit 
cards in the INS should fit tight in the 
card guides. If they do not. an intermit
tent condition can occur because of a 
loose connection or because of 
overheating from poor heat transfer. 
loose card guides should be tightened 
with the Brrtcher card guide resizing 
tool. Although the test points brought 
to the edge of the board are not used at 
the Intermediate level, the contacts 
should be checked for contamination 
and kept clean 

• Electrical Arcing - When units 
are installed in the aircraft. electncal 
power should be disabled by the circuit 
breakers. This will prevent contamina
tion and degrading of the power con
nectors from arcing. If power cannot 
be removed, extra care is necessary 
when attaching connectors to the unit. 
(This is also of concern with the IMU 
batterv. which can have power to its 
connector when the INS is turned off. 
Anv time power is applied to the air
craft. power is applied to the battery.) 

· Electrostatic Discharge - Even 

AlS ~omputer test station used to te:st the INS - Inertial Measurement Unit mounted on attitude simulalor in 

foreground. 

though some of the IMU's are not 
marked with ESD labels, all are suscep
tible to electrostatic discharge. Com
ponents can be degraded or destroyed 
by ESD. Grounding protection should 

be provided whenever components, cir
cuit cards, or connectors are handled 
(MCAIR has prepared a series of video 
tapes on this subject, which are 
available through your local Rep.) ■ 

"Don't Let the Cost of Freedom Go Up in Smoke ... " 

1(/\DENA AB 
FOO POSTER 

CONTEST 
The 18th Tactical Fighter Wing at 

Kadena AB. Japan. utilizes all of the 
standard USAF FOO prevention pro
grams such as tool and hardware account
ability. flightline walks. and x-ray analysis 
of hidden areas. Hov.•e,.:er, the 18th 
MAQ office has also developed some 
other approaches !:-:eluding establishment 
of a Junior "FOO Council," a series of 
FOO newsletters (appropriately called 
··FOOT SHOTS"), and a variety of visual 
aicis to get the word on FOO prevention 
out of all personnel. An example of the 
visual approach is the "Foreign Object 
Damage Prevention Poster Contest," 
s;:>onsored by the wins FOO monitor, 
TSgt David Humphrey 

Winner of the most recent base-wide 
contest was SSgt Robert Godin of the 
Pacific Logistics Support Center, who 
created an impressiv€ full-color picture of 
·your tcix dollars" somg up 1;; flames 

because of foreign object damage. Col
onel Philip M. Drew. 18th TFW com
mander, judged the entries and directed 
that copies of the top three posters be 
displayed on bulletin boards throughout 
Kadena. They were also pubbCEed 
through base newspaper and Armed 

Forces TV releases. and submitted to 
AF1SC at Norton AFB for consideration 
in an Air Force wide program. MCAIR's 
own in-plant foreign object control pro
gram aJso plans to display the 'Ninning 
J:K)Sters in manufacturing and final 
assembly areas. ■ 

Secona place winner AlC Dcv,d Brush (18th EMS com:mon control specialist}, tap winner SSgt 
Godin. and Colonel Drew display wmnmg FOD prevention contest posters. Honorable mention 
went to AlC Heidi RhyKerd. 15th TRS photo interpreter. (USAF pho!o by Sgt Carolyn Zephyr) 
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some practical pointers on the ... 

(PUBLISHED l 984) F-15 INERTIAL 
NAVIGATION 51JSTEM 

Part II 
By HARRY LYONS/Field Service Engineer, Kadena AB. Japan and CARMON 0. THIEMS!Lead E11gmee,. Elemomc. St. Lo.,i:; 

Part I of our F-15 Inertial Navigation 
System discussion analyzed some of 
the possible conditions and operations 
affecting the high CND rate being ex
perienced by the Inertial Measurement 
Unit (IMU). We noted that one of the 
most important factors is a good align
ment prior to takeoff, so this time we 
are going to look at the alignment in 
more detail. 

The F-15 INS is a "wander azimuth" 
system, in which the platform is caged 
to the aircraft heading. True heading is 
then computed by determination of the 
wander angle (the angle between true 
north and the platform azimuth axis). 
The F-15 JMU does not require plat
form azimuth torquing to true north 
during gyrocompass alignment and 
therefore, can provide wide angle 
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gyrocompass capability quickly. This is 
different from the "north oriented" 
platform system of earlier aircraft like 
the F-4. The F-4 system has to maintain 
its platform oriented to true north, 
which creates problems when the air
craft flies in the area of 70° latitude 
and above. In that area the platform 
must be constantly slewed to true 
north, and this platform motion 
unrelated to aircraft motion can cause 
errors rendering the system unreliable. 
This problem does not occur with the 
F-15 wander azimuth system which. if 
aligned at a latitude of 75° or less, will 
navigate through the polar region 
within the specified limits of accuracy. 

TYPES OF UN ITS 
There are presently three versions of 
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the IMU m the field. The part numbers 
are 683420-23, 683420-24. and 
683420-25. The 683420-25 with improv
ed align trmes is the present production 
version and is being delivered in pro
duction aircraft. F-1 SC 79-0049 and up 
and F-150 79-0021 and up are bemg 
shipped with the -25 IMU in place 
TCTO SN1-3-24-512 provides the in
structions for retrofitting the earlier 
versions (-23/-24) to the latest con
figuration (-25). This retrofit process is 
in progress at the IMU Depot (at this 
time retrofit is approximately 45% 
complete). 

The three versions are interchange
able in the aircraft, but have different 
alignment characteristics as identified 
in Table I. From the cockpit, you can
not tell which version of the IMU is in 
the aircraft e:<cept that the latest ver
sion (-25) has two rates of flashing 
align light signal. The slow flashing for 
RAPID align occurs at a rate of 0.7 Hz 
and the fast flashing for STORED 
heading and GYROCOMPASS (CC) at a 
rate of 3 Hz. In the STORED mode posi-



TABLE I - IMU ALIGNMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

-------- ·1 
STOl'IED BEST AVAIL.AB~E TRUE HEAOIN{;lOI 

IMU P.O.RT NO 1• 1 UINI..SIAS 'NDICATION INDICATION INDICATION 

~ 
ACCURACY f----- ACCURA:;Y - ACCURACY 

TIME ~IME 

663-42().2)1688775,-T rM.aled at FAST FLASH 5 nmhi, CEP STEA.DY klGHT 10 nrnll'lr CEP FAS-FLPSM 3nmmrCEP 
(earl,esrvers":>n) 8.Sm,nutes 10 m,nu1e~ 

orGCaltgn 

FAST FL.ASH 5 nm/hr CE~ STEADY LIGHT 1 0 nm1n, CEP FAST FLASH 3 nm/t1r CEP 

683420-25168877S<3 FAST FLASH 5 nmllir CEP STEADY LIGHT 10 nmlhr CEP S~OW Fi,.ASI-I ~ nm/nr CEP FAST FLASH 3 nr.,ll'lr CEP 
6m1nu1es1c1 

Ger1era1 No1es· 

J;,J,9n 1,mes are b3.SeO on o•F (lime 10 a1,9n ,ne,eases w,m de(:rease ,n rem~ratureJ 

2 un,ts are 1este<:i to an accuracy ot 2 nmmr lor GC. 4 nm/l'lt ror RAPID a1o9n ar,ci STORED. 7 nmJnr 10, BATH 

3 IMU a1<9nmen1 r,xiuores tl'le a,rcra!'t 10 ~ ~arked ,n a rel;mvery 1eve1 are.i Chituig ,ne a1,gnmen1 pe1,o::I 

Column Noles· 

(al For ma,ntain.at,,i,tylSl)a.res =ty tM 683.420 unot ,s stoc~ec as 68877~ (IMU w11r.ou1 a eauery assemDty) a~d 685409 t>anery ass.emDly 

(bl SATH a119n ass,,,me:; a,;,;urn1e magnErt,e neao,119 and ma9ne1,c var,a11on inPLJIS lrom airerall systems. Art maecurale magne1ie neao1~ o, 
~gr,e11c var'3hon ,npyl will aU&<;t SA.Tl-I accuracy and Sl'loua::l not De ,;.a.use lo, IMU removal A gro,Jnd cneCk o! tM sys1em puo, 10 removal 
sr,ou10 De pertormed per T.O procedures 

(c: The 3 minute SA.Tl-I ahon o! th1:1 la1est versior, {-25) will be more accu,ale man lhe ear11er versions (-231-24) oepenc:,ng on tne ,n,1,a, 
1em,:,e,atureoftheuM 

(0) For lhe latest Vfl/SIOO I - 25). STORED altgn can occur lrom t 5 :o 3 minutes and The RAPID ahgn r,om 5 10 6 r'l'l,nu\e~ OepenQ,ng on temc,e,ature 
o' lt>e unii al time a1,gnrnen1 1s m11,ated Prehea11ng could De oone ,n STANDBY m~ 

tion. the ALN light will go from OFF to 
flashing (fast flashing). In the GC mode 
on the earlier versions (-23/-24), the 
ALN light will go from OFF to steady 
ON to flashing (fast flashing). In the GC 
mode on the latest version (-25), the 
ALN light will go from OFF to steady 
ON to slow flashing to fast flashing 

The flashing align light indicates that 
alignment is complete, which is deter
mined by an accurate and stable 
velocity reference. It does not mean 
that optimum navigational quality is 
achieved. This quality depends on an 
accurate latitude input (desired ac
curacy for latitude is 0.1 arc 
minutes/600 feet). A flashing align light 

can be achieved with a latitude input 
error of as much as 1.25 degrees but the 
!MU will provide degraded performance 

MINI-BIAS/AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT 
The earliest version (- 23) IMU has a 

mini-bias feature which. during the 
align mode at approximately 8.5 
minutes and beyond. will adjust the 
bias to more accurately compensate 
for gyro drift. This has some impact on 
the current flight, but also improves 
alignments of future flights. This 
feature was deleted in the later ver
sions (-24/-25) because of problems 
encountered by movement of the air
craft while in the mini-bias phase of the 

Inertial Ma1S11remnir Unit (IMU) is located behind door No, JR in right side equipment bay No. 2. All three 
C11.rrtn1 veraDl'IS of /MU are urlerchangeable u, aircraft, bul have different aligr:.,,ent characteristics as noted in 
Tobk J 
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align mode, frequently resulting in ex
tra maintenance actions 

"Movement of the aircraft" 1s de
fined as taxiing or other movement 
which would introduce a constant 
change to the reference heading of the 
aircraft. (Normal wind gust aircraft 
motion causing oscillation about the 
reference aircraft heading will not nor
mally affect GYROCOMPASS align or 
mini-bias.) The effect of aircraft move
ment on alignment depends on the 
tim~ of movement. A movement early 
in the alignment may only extend time 
of align completion, while a movement 
late in the alignment may prevent com
pleting alignment or result in gvrocom
pass error and poor navigation. As a 
general rule. a realignment should be 
performed if the aircraft has been 
moved while in align ln the case of the 
earliest version ( -23) IMU, if move
ment occurs after 8.5 minutes in the 
align mode, mini-bias correction is in 
operation and errors will be introduced 
in the basic gyro bias permanent 
memory compensation. This degrades 
gyro ability to keep the platform level 
When this occurs the IMU must be 
removed from the aircraft and rebiased 
at the AIS. 

IMU ALIGNMENTS 

There are two switch positiom on the 
NCI mode switch tor alignment. In the 
STOR pOsition, the !MU will perform a 
STORED heading alignment. In the CC 
position, the IMU will perform and in
dicate a BATH, RAPID, or GYROCOM
PASS alignment depending on the time 
in alignment. Alignment procedures are 
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detailed in the flight manual. 

Gyrocompass Alignment 
The recommended and the most ac

curate alignment is the full 
GYROCOMPASS (CC) mode. This 
mode has a specification accuracy of 3 
nm.lhr CEP. but data taken at MCAIR 
shows a 1.2 nm/hr CEP for production 
acceptance flights. After switching to 
the CC align mode, accurate present 
position must be entered (desired ac
curacy 0.1 arc minutes/600 ft). Align
ment completion is signaled by a flash
ing ALN light. For the earlier versions 
(-23/-24), the indication is a change 
from a steady light to a flashing light. 
For the latest version (-25), the indica
tion is a change from a steady light to a 
slow flashing light followed by a fast 
flashing light. The indication shall 
occur in approximately 10 minutes. 

Stored Heading Alignment 
An accurate three minute alignment 

cari be achieved if advanced planning 
is used and a STORED heading align
ment used. The requirements are to 
park the aircraft where it will start from 
on the next flight, then turn OFF the 
INS for a minimum of 15 seconds, turn 
ON the INS, select CC align mode, 
enter present position, wait for a fast 
flashing align light (approximately 10 
minutes) and turn the INS OFF. A 
minimum of 15 seconds later, aircraft 
power could be turned OFF (this allows 
normal gyro "braking" to occur). 

As long as the aircraft is not moved, 
the next alignment can be a 3 minute 
STORED heading alignment with ac
curacy comparable to a CC alignment. 
The actual STORED heading alignment 
is accomplished by entering present 
postion and waiting for the ALN light to 
go from OFF to flashing at approx
imately 3 minutes for the earlier ver
sions (-23/-24). The latest version 
(-25) can complete a STORED 
heading alignment in 1.5 to 3 minutes 
depending on initial platform 
temperature. 

Rapid Alignment 

An intermediate align mode, RAPID 
align, is now provided as part of the 
latest version (-25) !MU, which pro
vides an alignment more accurate and 
reliable than the BATH. This mode 
specification is a 4 nm/hr CEP in 6 
minutes (actual flight acceptance data 
shows an accuracy between 1 and 2 
nm/hr CE P). This mode is obtained by 
performing a GYROCOMPASS align, 
but switching to Nav in about 6 
minutes when the ALN light changes 
from steady ON to slow flashing. 

BATH Alignment 
BATH (Best Available True Heading) 
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alignments can range from good to 
very bad. with the bad alignments 
almost always at no fault of the INS 
The worst condition for a BATH align
ment is to perform It while in the 
chocks, inserting the chart magnetic 
variation. and going to Nav as soon as 
the align light comes on steady. In the 
F-4, you can do this because. as noted 
earlier, that INS is a north-seeking 
system and will align itself to north dur
ing BATH with a reasonable accuracy if 
the magnetic variation has been nulled 
prior to turning off aircraft power 
following a good INS flight. The F-15 
INS is a wander azimuth system, and 
does not align itself to north. It aligns 
itself to the nose of the aircraft and the 
initial heading of the aircraft becomes 
the platform heading from that time on 
until the next alignment. The F-15 
BATH alignment is not inertially deriv
ed north alignment, but is a best 
available reference to north derived 
from magnetic heading and magnetic 
variation inputs. These inputs deter
mine the initial wander angle value. 

If there is not time for a full CC or 
RAPID alignment and a STORED 
heading alignment is not possible. a 
BATH alignment will have to be used 
The following will make the BATH 
more accurate: 

• Wait as long as possible prior to 
going to Nav. This allows some 
gyrocompassing to be done. In the 
latest version { - 25), it is continuous 
from BATH align light ON C3 minutes); 
in the earlier versions (-23/- 24), it 
starts after 6 minutes. 

• If the aircraft has not been moved 
since the last good I NS performance 
flight; if the CC has not been changed 
or had its magnetic variation changed; 
and if magnetic field distortions in the 
area have not been changed, then the 
CC stored magnetic variation will be 
more accurate, will provide a more ac
curate BATH alignment. and should be 
used instead of a manual input. 

• If the aircraft has been moved or 
CC changed, the BATH will be more ac
curate if the alignment can be done in 
an area where distortions from 
buildings, power I ines, etc., are 
minimum. This minimum distortion 
area could be near or at the end of the 
runway. If alignment can be done in 
that location, record a good present 
position and magnetic variation for 
that location from a good CC align
ment for future use in BATH 
alignments. 

If a BATH alignment accuracy is 
acceptable, the mode switch· can be 
moved from OFF to Nav. After 3 
minutes the IMU will automatically go 
to Nav. eliminating the need or con
cern of switching to Nav at a later time. 
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Checking magnetic variatron f:,ntr'f ,,t 
present position and ·non-moveml:.'nt 0f 
the aircraft a.re still requ,rPd 

INS MANUAL INPUTS 
Ability of the gyros to maintain th,:, 

platform level depends upon having 
precise latitude and an accurate tru,:, 
heading during alignment Initial 
latitude Is inserted via the NCI at the 
beginmng of the align mode True 
heading Is determined bv using 
magnetic heading and magnetic varia
tion. Magnetic variation can be check
ed while in the ST ANO BY mode for ac
curacy and can be changed to improve 
the value ST AND BY mode must be 
selected to insert a corrected magnetic 
variation into the !NS. Magnet1c varia
tion inserted after switching to an align 
mode will only go to the CC and have 
no effect on alignment In addition to 
earth variations. magnetic variation 
must include variations for effects of 
metal buildings. fuel trucks. power 
lines, power transformers. underground 
plates. cables. pipes etc. Accurate 
magnetic heading and magnetic varia
tion are important onhr 1f a BATH align
ment is being used 

After the INS has been fullv CC 
aligned and switched to t'.av. the 
magnetic vc1riation is continually com
puted by the CC from AHRS magnetic 
heading and INS true heading. This 
magnetic variation includes all distor
tions as previously mentioned. and Is 
stored in the CC when the flight i~ ter
minated. If the aircraft is in the same 
position of the last flight. this CC stored 
magne~,c variation combined with 
AHRS magnetic heading will give a 
very good approximation for true 
heading and could make BATH align
ment reasonably accurate. 

The effects of incorrect magnetic 
heading and magnetic variation inputs 
can be corrected by remaining in align 
after a steady light and doing a com
plete GYROCOMPASS alignment 
However, there is no automatic correc
tion to incorrect latitude inserted dur
ing initial present position entry. It is 
important that latitude be as accurate 
as possible, otherwise ground speed 
and position error result. Desired ac
curacy is 0.1 arc minutes (600 ft). Incor
rect longitude is not as significant; it 
will remain a longitude error, but will 
not affect the alignment or cause per
formance errors. It you err on one of 
the present position coordinates, make 
it longitude. If a present position error 
is recognized early m the align cycle. 
the correct number can be entered and 
still get a good alignment 

1f latitude is not inserted. the align
ment cycle will hold, "a1ting for 
latitude entry, for 17; minutes after 
which the IMU will gi"·e a fail rndica-
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c:or: For the best and quickest align
rnent verify or enter a good mai?netic 
varia~:on in STANDBY and enter the 
correc< present position (latitude and 
longitudei when in an align mode. Pre
sent position entry should be after the 
NCI dc:ta readout displays indicate all 
·'zeros" and before 1.5 to 3 minutes has 
elapsed in the align mode 

ALIGNMENT ACCURACY 
IMPROVEMENT 

Accuracy of the BATH alignment 
can be improved by staving in the align 
mode beyond the :nitial 3 minutes. For 
earlier versions {-23/-24), align im
provement does not begin until after 6 
minutes. For the latest version (-25}, 
align improvement is continuous from 
3 minutes. Also increased accuracy is 
achieved if you remain in RAPID align 
after the slow flasher occurs. With both 
the 8ATH and RAPID align, a full 
GYROCOMPASS alignment is ac
complished after 10 minutes in the 
align mode. If you remain in align 
beyond the CC fast flashing light there 
will still be improvement, but the gain 
level is so low that the amount of im
p rove men t is not significant. 
Prehe2ting the gyros (which occurs in 
STANDBY mode) could shorten time in 
align modes (see Table 1). 

PRESENT POSITION ERROR 

Present position error is evaluated by 
circular error probable (CEP). CEP is ex
pressed in terms of the radius of a 
circle centered on the desired terminal 
point within which 50% of the terminal 
errors will fall (see Figure 1 }. 

Evaluation of acceptance flights by 
company and Air Force pilots at 
McDonnell Douglas in St. Louis have 
shown a CE P of 1.2 to 1.3 nm/hr for 
1336 flights between July 1979 and 
May 1982. These flights included 946 
GYROCOMPASS flights, 259 STORED 
heading flights, and 131 RAPID align 
flights. It is significant to note that for 
the latest version, the RAPID align 
fl igh-:: test data approaches that of full 
CC align results. 

When the pilot, the debriefer, and 
flight line maintenance evaluate the 
INS at the end of a flight, the type of 
alignment, updates, and data from 
previous flights are important. If a 
BA TH alignment was used, the ac
curacy of the INS cannot be evaluated 
with enough confidence to remove the 
IMU from the aircraft. If updates have 
been performed during the flight, the 
INS accuracy cannot easily be 
evaluated without consideration of the 
update reference accuracy and the 
arnount and time of the update. As in
dicated in Part I and in the INS 
technical manuals, for an intermediate 

FIGURE 1 - PRESENT POSITION CEP (30 TYPICAL FLIGHTS) 
(CEP is 1.2 nm/hr) 

1 NMIHR 

3 NM/HR 

Note 
CEP is derived from radial error rate (REA) for each fligh1 -

REA = v' [(LATITUDE EAAOR}2 + (LONGITUDE ERROR)2J r.mlhr 
NAVIGAJIQN TIME 

(error in nautical miles: navigation time in iiours (time in NAV Mode)) 

band of present position error it takes 
three consecutive flights of the same 
type alignment to confirm an INS prob
lem requiring removal of the IMU from 
the aircraft. ''One flight rejections" 
which are within T.O. tolerances result 
in frequent AIS CND results. 

An easy and accurate method of ob
taining terminal present position error 
is to perform a VIS UPDATE upon 
return to base. The following pro
cedure stores the base present position 
during align to use for comparison by 
VIS UPDATE after parking the aircraft. 

1. At start of flight 
MODE switch - STBY 
Check magnetic variation, cor
rect if necessary 

MODE switch - align (STOA or 
GC) 
DEST DATA switch - B 
DATA SELECT switch - PP 

Enter present position (will be 
stored in · 8' location in the CC) 

2 After alignment complete: 
MODE switch - NAV 

3. At return of flight (assume the flight 
is terminated near the point of 
original ahgnment): 

STEER switch - 8 
DATA SELECT switch - VIS UP
DATE 
The CC will compute and disolay 
the latitude and longitude e;ror 
(in !lautica1 miles) between the in
itia! and terminal oresent position 
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These two articles have been pretty 
heavy reading about a complex but 
vitally important part of the f. 15 
weapon system. However, if you have 
stuck with us to this point, you might be 
ready for a few "conclusions" that at• 
tempt to tie this whole package of act. 
vice together. Despite the internal 
technological sophistication of the ln-
ertial Navigation System as an avionics 
component, there are some fundamen-
tally simple and "workaday" ap-, 
proaches to operating, maintaining, 
and troubleshooting the INS that 
everybody can take to assure its suc• 
cessful utilization. 

The first, most vital, and all• 
important requirement is to IMPROVE 
COMMUNICATIONS - all of you 
must talk to each other! Pilots, flight 
line maintenance, debriefers, and 
avionics shop specialists must all be in 
this together. The ANIASN•109 Inertial 
Navigation System has demonstrated a 
very good 1.2 to 1.3 nmlhr CEP perforr. 
ance for GC, reduced GC (RAPID align), 
and STORED heading align modes. 
However, ineffective communications, 
incorrect operating procedures, or 
careless handling practices will c~ 
tinue to :place needless demands upon 
supply and AIS because of invalid IMU 
removals. Therefore, starting with the 
n~d to improve communications, we 
hav~ summarized most of the points 
made i~ Parts I and II into the single 
page of guidance at right. Regardless of 
where you fit in the overall picture, 
read them all for they mark the route to 
fewer INS CND's and successful naviga• 
tion in the F-15 Eagle. ■ 
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How to Minimize 
INS "CND" Problems 

PILOT 

IMPROVE COMMUNICATIONS 
(with debrief and maintenance person
nel) 

Insert accurate inputs (present 
position - 600 ft desired) {magnetic 
variation for BATH in STANDBY mode) 

Record complete data for 
maintenance evaluation (AFTO 241) • 

~ Allow aircraft movement in NAV 
mode only 

After IMU turn on, maintain power 
on IMU during aircraft movement 

~ Turn on and operation of INS with 
one engine operating is acceptable 

~ Use VIS UPDATE for present posi
tion error calculation at end of flight 

Do not use BATH flights to 
evaluate IMU accuracy or for equip
ment removal 

.. Turn INS off 15 seconds minimum 
before aircraft power shutdown 

.. Observe proper turn on and turn 
off of IMU for power interruption 

· Do not delay when switching from 
STORED heading align to NAV 

On latest version of IMU (- 25), 
note change from slow flashing to fast 
flashing for CC align 

FLIGHT LINE MAINTENANCE 

IMPROVE COMMUN !CATIONS 
{with pilot, debrief, and AIS personnel) 

~ Minimize IMU removals - verify 
problem on aircraft by test or second f I ight 

Prior to removing IMU, turn NCI 
mode switch off and open IMU circuit 
breakers 

Handle IMU with care - avoid 
physical shock to unit Use thick pad or 
transport box when moving the IMU 

0 Maintain history file for identify
ing "bad actors" and marginal units 
(AFTO 241 and debriefing data) 

·. If updates are performed in flight. 
INS can not be evaluated without com
pensating flight data for update errors 

Minimize water on NC! (close 
canopy, cover equipment) 

~ Track IMU batteries to insure they 
are periodically checked by AIS 

Record complete data for AlS 
maintenance evaluation (AFTO 350) 

~ Prevent electrostatic discharge to 
connector pms 

" Use accurate present position (same 
as pilot) for testing unit on aircraft 

Turn INS off 15 seconds minimum 
before ground power shutdown 

r•; lntormation u5eful for INS evaluilrion. Type of alignment; fJme in align: problem5 during align: 1,me in 

NAV; upclares m flight (type. amounr. and r,meJ: unusual occurrences/INS problem5: presenr pos,t,on and 
ground speed error at end of flight 

1#1 Test opt,on 1e/ec1ion· Qpr1on 50 - suspect problem w•!h unir when 1/ ,s tirsr turned on rcold srarr prob
lem): Op1,on 13 - problem undetermmedfcomplete perlorm/lnce rest); Option 41 - on/~ gyro boils required 
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DEBRIEFING 

IMPROVE COMMU'-IICATIONS 
(with pilot and maintenance personnel I 

" Record detailed description oi 
data and failures 

• Record consecutive flights data -
can take three flights to identifv first· 
time failures (see Fault Reporting 
manual) 

~ Do not use BATH align flights ior 
INS accuracy evaluation 

AVIONICS INTERMEDIATE SHOP 

· IMPROVE (OMMLIt-.lCATIO~S 
(with flight line and depot personnel:1 

Evaluate flrght line maintenance 
data to select appropriate test option= 

Evaluate IMLI battery for control 
circuitn,' problems and corrosion 

Maintain tight card card guide i1t 
• Verify sealing gas~et5 and be::.el 

window seal on NCI 
4 Handle components. cards. and 

unit with care regarding electrostatic 
discharge 

• Maintain his.tor. file for 1dentii\
ing •·bad actors"' lPUt cop\ in spare 
card slot when sent tci depotl 



F-15 Hydraulic System 
(PUBLISHED 1976) 

By ROBERTS. ANDREWS/Senior Engineer. Hydraulic Design 

The F-15 Hydraulic System incorpo
rates some of the latest hydraulic 
design concepts from the standpoint 
of safety, survivability, and maintain
ability. McDonnell has been able to 
incorporate these many design 
rmprovements because of the high 
learning curve obtained from design 
and operation of the highly successful 
F-101 Voodoo and F-4 Phantom II. 

The Hydraulic Systems consist of 
three independent systems: Power 
Control 1 (PC-1), Power Control 2 
(PC-2), and Utility. PC-1 and PC-2 sys
tems power the primary flight controls 
and the Utility system supplies all 
other requirements, plus back-up for 
stabilator longitudinal and roll con
trol, aileron roll control, and rudder 
directional control. Hydraulic power 
is available to adequately and safely 
maintain control for flight and landing 
with any one of the three systems 
operational. 

INTERFACE OF SYSTEMS 
The block diagram shows the var

ious subsystems in the "A" and "B" 
circuitry of the PC-1, PC-2, and Utility 
systems. In the Utility system, the "A" 
circuit lines are primarily on the left 
side of the aircraft and the "B" circuit 
is primarily on the right-hand side. 
This improves survivability from a 
gunfire standpoint. 

Since any one of the three hydraulic 
systems can maintain a supply of 
hydraulic pressure to the control 
system, it is obvious, as you refer to 
the illustration, that the crisscross of 
hydraulic supply to the flight controls 
from left and right engine driven 
pumps, through RLS circuitry and 
switching valves, gives multiple re
dundancy of hydraulic supply to the 
F-15 primary flight control compo
nents. Here is what will happen during 
several emergency situations: 

• When all electrical power is lost, 
control is maintained with ailerons 
and differential stabilator for roll, 
stabilator for pitch, and two rudders. 

,, When either PC hydraulic system 
plus the Utility hydraulic system, and 
all electrical power are lost, control is 
maintained with ailerons on one wing 
and differential stabilator for roll, 

stabilator for pitch, and one rudder. (If 
PC-2 and Utility are lost, the Control 
Stick Boost and Pitch Compensator 
will be inoperative.) 

• When all mechanical controls are 
lost, control is maintained by the 
Control Augmentation System driving 
the differential stabilator for roll and 
pitch, and both rudders. 

• When both PC-1 and PC-2 hy
draulics are lost, control is maintained 
with the Utility hydraulic system 
supplying power to all primary flight 
controls 

HYDRAULIC PUMP 
for ease of maintenance, the F-15 

pump was designed as a plug-in type. 
The intake, outlet, and case drain fluid 
flows are directed to the spline-drive 
end of the pump where they pass 
through quick disconnect couplings. 
These connect the pump to an aircraft 
mounted manifold which has rigid 
tubing attached, allowing the pumps 
to be installed and removed without 
disconnecting hoses and tubes. Doing 
away with hoses eliminates the possi
bility of chafing and there are fewer 
leakage points. Self-sealing checks 
were incorporated to prevent line 
drainage during replacement. The 
pump also incorporates fast-response 
compensator shutoff to lower hydraul
ic system pressure spikes. Basic sys
tem accumulators found in most 
aircraft have been eliminated (these 
are high replacement items and can 
be responsible for introducing air into 
a hydraulic system). 

FILTER PACKAGE 
Each or the three systems (PC-1, 

PC-2, and Utility) has a single filter 
module which incorporates pressure 
and return filters, system relief valves, 
pressure switches, pressure transmit
ters, and pump outlet check valves. As 
a result, there is one module and one 
door per system, simplifying servicing. 
All pressure and return elements are 
non-collapsible at 4500 psi t.P and are 
in one size and type (15 micron 
absolute with an approximate 8 gram 
dirt capacity) for commonality and 
good logistics control. The filters have 
self-sealing checks incorporated to 
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prevent line drainage, and there are 
delta-P indicators at the bottom of the 
bowl to reveal a dirty element. The 
bowls must be removed to reset the 
indicator and the bowl cannot be 
replaced without an element inside. 
The bowls feature self-locking rat
chets, and are non-interchangeable 
pressure-to-return to assure murphy
proof maintenance. The relief valve is 
a fast-response type backing up the 
fast-response pump compensator 
allowing elimination of accumulators. 

The pressure filter is non-bypass 
while the return filters are dual pur
pose. They filter the system return oil 
(bypass) and the pump case drain 
(non-bypass). This allows the pump 
case drain (which carries particles 
from the hardest-working, most wear
producing component in the system) 
to have a large, high-dirt capacity 
filter with no danger of pa.rticle recir
culation to accelerate pump wear. 
This also prevents wear particles from 
a failing Utility pump from contami
nating the second Utility system pump. 

RESERVOIRS 
Each of the three F-15 bootstrap 

type reservoirs incorporates reservoir 
level sensing (RLS). RLS works on the 
principle that a leak developed in the 
aircraft will cause the reservoir level 
to sink. As the level decreases, RLS 
sensing mechanically operates a valve 
which shuts off half the system 
(designated "A"). If this stops the leak, 
the reservoir level will stop sinking 
and the other hdlf of the system 
(designated "B") will be retained. 

On the other hand, if the leak 
continues, the reservoir will continue 
to deplete until a second valve shuts 
off the "B" half of the system. When 
"B" shuts off, the "A" system returns, 
reactivating one-half of the 5ystem. 
This is accomplished by mechanical 
linkage between the "A" and "B" 
shutoff valves. Leaks in the pump or 
filter circuit are not protected by 
reseNoir level sensing. However, as 
you can see, RLS improves the surviv
ability of the aircraft 

The gaging system on the F-15 
reservoirs is also unique as the gaging 
is temperature compensating to allow 
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for volume increase or decrease due 
to oil l!emperature changes. Automatic 
overflew occurs if the reservoir is over
filled, preventing reservoir damage. 

SWITCHING VALVES 
Anak\er new type of hydraulic 

compenent found in the F-15 is a 
"switchi-ng valve." Four of these are 
used to further improve the survivabil
ity of the primary flight control sys-

terns. Two switching valves are in the 
aileron circuit; two others are in the 
tandem stabilator/rudder circuits. 

These valves allow the normal 
operating pressure from the "B" RLS 
circuits of both PC-1 and PC-2 to pass 
directly through the switching valves 
to the left and right ailerons, to one 
side of each tandem stabilator, and to 
each rudder. Should a "B" circuit lose 

pressure for any reason (leak, pump 
failure, etc.), the switching valves will 
move to a test position to assure that 
the system downstream of the switch
ing valve is intact. If system integrity 
is verified, the Utility system will be 
switched into the downstream flight 
control actuators. This test position 
prevents loss of Utility oil should the 
break be downstream of the valve 

----- PC·1A ---- U1ill"'A --•-- PC-2A 
------ PC-18 -•-•- U1ilitYB ---- PC-2B 

----- UlilitYEm..oo,,ncyCNor, Al.SJ 
••••n••n••••••• Em-v-nccy (Accumul•tor Prft1Ure) 

Preuu,e Sw,tch on R-...-o" 
1200!751»• 
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H'rORAULIC SELECTOR VALVE.i 
In the F-15, the hydraulic selector 

valves have a design feature called 
return pressure sensing (RPS) which 
was incorporated to improve hydraul
ic system reliability. Selector valves 
with RPS will not operate if there is a 
leak in the ·selected lines or in the 
return line to the first check valve. 
This prevents the pilot from switching 
into a failed hydraulic circuit where 
the oil would be directed overboard, 
thus losing the entire system, or half a 
system if the failure was in one of the 
RLS branches. 

Return pressure sensing blocks the 
pressure to the solenoid pilot
operated section of the selector valve. 1 

The block 1s achieved by sensing the 
loss of return line pressure in the sub-
system lines which have failed. Sub-
systems which must be operated after 
failure have emergency back-up 
provisions. 

In selector valves, care was also 
taken to design out "man traps" such 
as doors or surfaces that are hydraulic
ally positioned open or closed upon 
removal of electrical power. An ex
ample is the F-15 speed brake valve 
which remains in a full trail position 
(both selected lines become common 
to return if electric power is removed 
from the aircraft) 

F-15 check valves are designed so 
that they can be installed in only one 
direction. Therefore, it is impossible 

in event of a first st~e seal failure. 
The second stage atmospheric seal is 
normally subjected to r-eturn pressure 
but is capable of withstanding full 
pressure should the first st-age sea~ fail. 
This aHows increased seal life and 
component survivability as the first 
stage dynamic seal is lubricated on 
both sides. Should the first seal fail, 
the second seal can act as a back-up. 

FITTINGS 
The F-15 plumbing uses a new, 

permanently swedged fitting in some 
locations, eliminating many potential 
inline tube connector leak points. The 
tube connectors used at valves, and at 
remai-ning inline connectors, are of 
the latest design, stay tight, and 
require less maintenance. (The 
DIGEST took a closer look at the 
Dynatube fittings in Volume 22, 
Number 3, 1975.J 

.".!R :--·~::8u.:.,~.~ 
Air in hydraulic systems is an age-old 

problem. The F-15 components have 
been specially designed to eliminate 
this possibility. The canopy accumu
lator is the only unit in the hydraulic 
systems where pressurized air leaking 
by a seal can enter the hydraulic 
system. In this case, space dictated 
the use of a smaller standard accumu
lator with a single dynamic seal. 

Afr problems such as overflow or 
bursting of reservoirs, excessive bleed
ing after emergency operations, and 
cavitated pumps wit!:! rnon1entary loss 
of sys.teR'I pressure have been mini
mized during ffii,gFJ of the Eagle. 

Here are some of the applications 
that minimize on-board air problems. 

• Basic system accumulators have 
been eliminated. 

• Dual vented seals are used in 
components which have air chambers. 
Typical of these are jet fuel start 
accumulators, arresti.ng gear cylinder, 
anC canopy counterbalance actuators. 
Dual seals allow the air to be vented 
over~rd tFlstead of into the hydraul
ic 5.1/Stem sheukl air leak by a dYflami-c 
seal. 

• Emer~y air systems have beeA 
1 eliffliflated. The landtng gear, brakes, 

and steering emergency systems use 
0tl from the jet~ Sit-art accumulator. 
The aerial refueling emergency system 
uses a pyrotecRnically operated 
system. 

TO '""RAP '"!" L? 
With all these. new features, we f-eel 

that the F-15 exhibits a giant step 
ahead in hydraulic system design. The 
results - improved system mainte
nance, reliability, and aircraft surviv
ability. Things that Rlak-e a pr-oeJuct 
better, and a weai:aon more effective. 

~~~;~~~'. ~~= ~=~r~~~r~: ~u~~; ;~~~: ! I 
New Information Available 

ent size end fittings. 
The return check valves in each sub-

system have been installed as far 
downstream as possible, just prior to 
entering the main return trunk line. 
This gives the maximum line protec
tion against losing reservoir oil from 
back-flow into a leak in a return line. 

Hoses and most swivels have been 
eliminated in the F-15 through use of 
coil tubes. Some of the common 
problems of the past (including chaf
ing, installation in a twist which accel
erates failures, crosH:onnection which 
is dangerous, and weepage through 
hose liner imperfections) have been 
avoided. In addition, swivels with 
rotating dynamic seals are at a mini
mum in the Eagle. 

F-15 flight control and engine inlet 
components use dual external dy
namic shaft seals. This design utilizes 
two seals in series with the center area 
vented to return through a restrictor 
which reduces system internal leakage 

f..4 HYDRAULIC SYsrEM 
BI.HDING PROCBIURES 

---==---=-~ 

While you've just finished reading an 
introduction to the Eagle hydr-aulic sys
tem, we want to remind you that there 
ar-e still quite a few Phantom hydr-aulic 
systems out then, too! A rrd here ·s another
in our informal series of booklets on that 
system, this time co11ering USAF (only) 
F-4 hydraulic system bleeding procedures. 
MDC Fidd Service Reps already have 
copies, or you can write us direcSly. 
A.s:k for P.S. 927. 

VIDEO TAPE ON AIR IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 

For the pa.rt several years. our hydraulic design and test engineering staffs 
hlZve been engaged in studies of air in hydraulic systems - how to discover it, re
move it, and prevent it. Some interesting visual rechniques were developed during 
testing which have provided new insight into understanding this old problem. These 
Stu.dies apply to both the F-4 and F-15 models, and have been condensed into a 
"25-minute 3/4 inch color 11ideo cassette, prepared by our Training Group and 

available :.~~aini~=e==-~~~ing for ~~~:_-~2.~~- ·-----~. J 
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1000 HOURS-1st UOLD PRO" EAGLES 

(PUBLISHED 1979) 

For some reason, no doubt lost in 
aviation history, the accumulation of 
1COO hours of flight time has become 
the first significant milestone in the 
life of both aircraft and aircrew. To 
reach that plateau is an honored 
event, but to be the first to reach it is 
one of the highest honors. To date no 
pilot has flown 1000 hours in the Eagle, 
however, three Eagles have passed 
that mark. 

The first 1000-hour Eagle is Air Force 
serial number 71-291, or TF-2 (the Bi
centennial Eagle) as known to most 
MCAIR folks. The second two-place 
F-15 and the eighth preproduction 
Eagle to roll off the line, TF-2 passed 
the mark way back on 21 October 1977. 
As of 30 May. TF-2 has 1428 hours and 
1069 sorties and is still going strong. 

TF-2 has served in two primary roles: 

PAO DUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

As a world good will traveler and as a 
testbed for most of the air-to-ground 
development programs. These world 
travels have included trips to 15 coun
tries on four continents and numerous 
demonstration rides for dignitaries and 
military personnel. The less glamorous 
role is typified by the above photo 
taken during weapons release testing 
with the conformal tanks aboard. No
tice the cameras installed under both 
the wing tips and the tail section to 
record the release sequences 

The second Eagle to fly 1000 hours 
was also the first production aircraft 
to do so. 73-090, the 24th "A" model 
and the 30th F-15, reached the mark 
on 3 April 1979 at Luke AFB, Arizona 
Assigned to the 550th TFTS, 3090 is a 
real workhorse whose endurance was 
demonstrated during March when over 
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71 hours were flown while thundering 
down the stretch in the race for the 
F-15A 1000-hour honors. 

The third Eagle to pass the 10CO-hour 
mark was 71-285, doing so on 27 April 
at Edwards AFB. California. The s1\th 
preproduction airplane. this Eagle 
leads a unique life. As the first full\ 
avionics equipped F-15, it Is used b\ 
the Air Force as the Radar and \\.eap
ons Svstems evaluation aircraft. Dunng 
this testing, 285 has fired numerous 
AIM-7 /9 missiles against various tar
gets, shooting down a total of 16 
BQM-34, 14 Qf-102, and 2 Qf-86 
drones. For this exceptional prowess 
in the air, 285 is dubbed "Killer 

To a!I three Eagles their Keepers 
and their Drivers. the DICEST sends 
congratulations and ··Good luck ror 
the next several thousand hours' • 



The F-1 SA/B aircraft ''identification 
system" is composed of a transponder set and 
an inlffl'ogator set. Throtogh this s,ste,R, the Ea1le 
pilot can identify ether airborne aircraft and be himself 
identified to both ground and airborne loutions. The identifica-
tion system is not, electronically speakiAg, especiaUy complicated, but 
there is a lot going on inside several black boxes whenever it is activated. 
Seweral months ago, some USAFE pilot& expressed a desire for a little "chalk
boardinJ" to back up the T .O.'s OR the sabject, ""d we turned to Fred Mueller -
MCAIR's Comm/Nav/klent rep at 8itburg Ml, Germany. Fred outlines the IFF 
(ldentifiation FrieAd er Foe) sui..,,s- ill tllis mue, and covers the AAI (Air-to
Air Interrogation) tubsyslenl in the -. He writes prilllarily to aid system opera
Ion bat also offers illfomtation of i- 1e nNinleAance -le - his topics 
incltlde geaeNI information, naaal --• iAdications of system failure, and 
finally, built-in test (BIT) funcliens. 

(PUBLISHED 1978) 

''HEY, I'M A GOOD GUY!'' 
By FR ED C. MUE LLER/McDonnelJ Fidd Service Engtnur, Bttburg AB, Germany 

"Hey, I'm a good guy!" exclaimed 
Major Van Sickle. 

Major Lawrence J. Van Sickle is now 
Operations Officer of the 525th T acti
cal Fighter Squadron at Bitburg, but at 
the time of our conversation, he was 
commander of the 36th TFW Stan/Eval 
Group. At the time of our conversa
tion, he was also sort of unhappy with 
certain parts of our Eagle. Our discus
sion involved some of the unexplain
able problems the wing ~as encoun:
tering with the F-15 IFF/MI Systems. 

''That," the Major continued, "is 
what I would want to be absolutely 
certain I was telling the other friendly 
forces if we were at war and I was 
scrambled to fly an intercept mission. 
I would not like any of our people, 
either on the ground or in the air, 
not knowing I was one of them! I 
would also want to be able to pick 
out, with absolute certainty, other 
friendly aircraft." 

'Well," I said, "of course your 
identification systems should do just 
that for you. After all, the F-15 has 
some very sophisticated IFF gear 
aboard." 

"That's right, Fred, and they will if 
they are working correctly. Now, I 
realize these systems are almost 

always functioning as advertised. 
What I am really talking about are the 
problems we pilots face convincing 
ourselves before and during a flight 
that these systems are indeed working. 
We are confronted with a whole 
bunch of indicator lights, BIT lights, 
audio tones, and what have you, to 
say nothing of the switchology · 
involved." 

"You mean these systems are that 
complicated?" I asked, rather 
surprised. 

"No, no, I don't mean that at all. 
The problem, as I see it, is that most of 
us pilots don't really understand all 
that is happening when we do certain 
things. Most pilots aren't interested in 
getting involved in the technical 
intricacies of complex electronic 
systems, so I don't mean that. I am 
referring to understanding what par
ticular reaction should, or should not, 
occur when the pilot does something. 
For example, we may get a BIT light 
and then after an Initiated BIT is 
performed, the failure indication goes 
away. Is the system OK or not? Then 
there is this business of the Mode 4 
codes dumping. Just how does that 
darned HOLD switch work/ And Mode 
4, well, I could write a book on the 
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questions we have about that system. 
So all in all, I believe we pilots have 
developed a very low confidence level 
in these systems. That is the situation 
we are faced with." 

"I see what you mean and I 
understand the problem. How about 
me writing up a brief explanation of 
the systems. It could be distributed to 
all pilots." 

"Hey, that's a great idea! In fact we 
could print it in the BUSH RAC. That 
should really give it good coverage." 
(The BUSH RAG is a publication put 
out by the 36th TFW Stan/Eval Croup 
to provide aircrews with information 
related to flying operations.) 

Well, that's pretty much the way it 
happened. A quite similar conversa
tion did take place between Major 
Van Sickle and myself. (I have taken 
some advantage of "literary license" 
in reporting the conversation, and for 
that I must apologize to the Major.) I 
have revised the original BUSH RAG 
article for presentation here in that 
there were some omissions that I felt 
should be included and some new 
information had to be added due to a 
Radar software change. I also 
expanded the article to include some 
more general information that is, 
nevertheless, still pertinent to the F-15 
identification Systems. 
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IDENTIFICATION ' 

PART I 

IFF TRANSPONDER SET 
The I FF portion of the F-15 Identifi

cation System is usually referred to as 
the "Transponder" Set. This is because 
it automatically "transmits" or 
"responds" whenever it is acceptably 
interrogated. "Acceptably Interro
gated" means that the interrogation is 
correct and is in a mode that has been 
enabled by the pilot. If these condi
tions are met, the IFF Transponder will 
transmit a reply code that has been 
preset for that mode. The code con
tains intelligence pertinent to the 
aircraft's identity and position. This 
information is decoded and used by 
the interrogating station. 

OPERATIONAL MO~ 
SELECTIVE IDENTIFICATION 

SI F (Selective Identification Fea
ture) modes are used to identrfy an 
aircraft and its position. They are 
Modes 1, 2, and 3A, and are selected 
or enabled with the Mode ON/OUT 
switches. The pilot may enable any 
one or all modes and the Transponder 
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will reply in the mode that has been 
interrogated, providing the interroga
tion was valid. 

ALTITUDE REPORTING 
Mode C (sometimes called Mode 5) 

is the Altitude Reporting mode and is 
used to transmit aircraft altitude for 
use in air traffic control. This mode is 
enabled and functions the same as the 
SIFmodes. 

SPECIAL MODES 
The IP (Identification of Position) 

mode is selected by momentarily 
pressing the IP button. The IP function 
will be enabled for approximately 20 
seconds. An expanded reply will be 
transmitted in the SIF mode that has 
been interrogated. This provides a 
more positive identification of the 
aircraft position. 

The Emergency mode is enabled by 
means of the LOW /NORM/EMERG 
switch. When the Emergency ·mode is 
selected, all of the SIF modes are 
enabled and a special Emergency 
code will be transmitted in any SIF 
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mode that is interrogated. The Emer
gency mode will also be activated 
upon pilot ejection, provided any SI F 
mode has been selected. 

The other two positions of the 
LOW /NORM/EM ERG switch control 
the sensitivity of the receiver. The 
LOW position decreases the sensitivity 
of the receiver and is used when in a 
high interrogation environment. The 
Transponder can only handle a given 
number of interrogations so, when 
LOW sensitivity is selected, only 
close-in interrogations will be 
recognized. 

MODE4 
Mode 4 is a classified mode used for 

positive identification of an aircraft by 
a ground station or another aircraft. It 
is divided into two sub-modes or 
programs - Mode 4A and 4B. Mode 4 is 
selected with the A/B/OUT switch 
Selecting either A or B will enable 
Mode 4 operation. The correct A or B 
program must be selected. The Trans
ponder will then respond by trans
mitting a reply code when interro
gated. (The exception to this is a 
"listening" mode which will be more 
fully discussed later.) 

CODES 
The SIF mode codes are preset into 

the Transponder System by means of 
switches. The codes are discrete inputs 
and are not, normally, changed during 
a flight. Modes 1 and 3A are set into 
the system by the pilot and can be 
changed by him during flight. Mode 2 
is preset by ground personnel and 
these code switches are not available 
to the pilot. 

Mode C codes are generated in the 
Air Data Computer. The ADC trans
lates the aircraft altitude into a code 
which is transmitted by the Trans
ponder via Mode C. 

The Mode 4 code is preset into the 
Transponder Computer (KIT) and is 
ciassified crypto. Unless the pilot 
takes action to hold the code, auto
matic zeroization or cancellation of 
this code takes place at the end of 
each flight. The code will automatical
ly zeroize anytime electrical power is 
removed from the system once the 
Landing Gear handle has been in the 
UP position. In the event it is desirous 
to retain the code for another flight, 
the automatic zeroization can be by
passed. This is done by placing the 
Landing Gear handle in the OO'NN 
position and then placing the HOLD/ 
NORM/ZERO switch in the HOLD 
position. The switch is held in the 
HOLD position momentarily and then 
released. The pilot must wait 10 to 1S 
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seconds before removing electrical 
power from the system. The 10 to 15 
second pause is essential for the re
tention circuits in the KIT to set. 

The HOLD/NORM/ZERO switch is 
in the NORM position for normal 
operation. Placing the switch in the 
ZERO position will zeroize or cancel 
the Mode 4 code set into the KIT 
regardless of other switchology. 

It is sometimes necessary to cut 
electrical power during pre-taxi 
checks, etc. As long as the landing 
Gear handle has not been moved out 
of the DOWN ?Osition, electrical 
power can be applied, removed, and 
reapplied without zeroizing the Mode 
4 code. 

ANTENNAS 
The Antenna Select Switch selects 

either the upper, lower, or both of the 

IFF Antennas. When BOTH has been 
selected, the Transponder will receive 
interrogations on both antennas but 
will transmit a reply only on the 
antenna that received the strongest 
interrogation. 

NORMAL OPERATION 
The pilot has no indication resulting 

from the normal operation of the 
Transponder System in any of the SIF 
modes or Mode C. There is no indica
tion available to him to show that the 
Transponder has been interrogated or 
that it has responded. These modes 
function completely automatically. 
Although the pilot has indication 
available to him of Mode 4 activity 
and how his Transponder is operating, 
the actual functioning of the Trans
ponder System in Mode 4 is fully 
automatic as it is in the other modes. 

In Mode 4, the pilot has both aural 
and visual indication of IFF activity. 
An aural tone indicates the Trans
ponder System has been acceptably 
interrogated in Mode 4. The frequency 
of the aural tone is a function of the 
intensity of Mode 4 activity. An illumi
nated REPLY light indicates the Trans
ponder has transmitted a reply to an 
acceptable interrogation. The two 
indications can be utilized simultane
ously, separately, or not at all. 

The normal selection would be to 
place the LIGHT/ AUDIO REC switch 
in the AUDIO REC position and the 
A/B/OUT switch in A or B. This gives 
normal Mode 4 operation -and gives 
the pilot both aural tone and the reply 
light capability. Selecting the LIGHT 
position disables the aural tone but 
the system remains in full operation. 
Placing the switch in the AUDIO REC 
position and selecting Mode 4 OUT 

PRIMARY IFF CONTROL AND INDICATOR PANELS 

BIT Control Panel 
IFF Antmna Selert Switch 
IFF Control Panel 
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Main Comm Control Panel 
CeutioD Ligbts Display Panel 
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will disable the reply capability of the 
system but the receive capability will 
be retained. This is the "listening" 
mode we mentioned earlier. It pro
vides the pilot with a strictly passive 
system with which to "listen" for 
Mode 4 activity. 

Placing the LIGHT/ AUDIO REC/ 
OFF switch to the OFF position, with 
Mode 4 selected, will disable both the 
aural tone and the reply light but full 
system operation will be retained. The 
pilot will have full Mode 4 activity. 
With the LIGHT/AUDIO REC/OFF 
switch in the OFF position, the only 
indication of Mode 4 activity is the IFF 
Mode 4 Caution light. However, illu
mination of the caution light in this 
condition only warns the pilot that he 
has not replied to a number of valid 
Mode 4 interrogations. If at the same 
time the Transponder is also replying 
to valid interrogations (possible during 
marginal Transponder operating 
conditions), the pilot will not be 
aware of these replies. Had the LIGHT/ 
AUDIO REC/OFF switch been in the 
LIGHT or AUDIO REC position, the 
Reply light would have illuminated; 
and illumination of the Reply light 
inhibits illumination of the Mode 4 
Caution light. Therefore, with the 
switch in LIGHT or AUDIO REC, the 
pilot would have had an indication of 
proper Mode 4 operation instead of a 
warning that he was not replying. 
(Another aspect of this situation to 
consider is that, since illumination of 
any individual caution light - includ
ing the IFF Mode 4 light - also causes 
the MASTER Caution lighttocomeon, 
the pilot receives a "master alert" that 
the system doesn't really deserve.) To 
get the most complete indication of 
how the IFF system is operating in a 
Mode 4 environment, the LIGHT/ 
AUDIO REC/OFF switch should not be 
left in the OFF position. I hope the 
above discussion lays . to rest -any 
misconceptions among pilots and 
maintenance people concerning 
Mode 4 normal operations. 

E\lllJRE & WARNING 
INDICAJIONS 
IFF BIT LIGHT 

The IFF BIT light, on the BIT Control 
Panel, will come on when a failure 
occurs in the Transponder, the Trans
ponder Computer (KIT), either IFF 
Antenna, or the IFF Control Panel 
during normal system operation. 
These components are monitored by a 
continuous BIT (built-in test) which 
will cause the IFF BIT light to come on 
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steady when a failure occurs. When 
the IFF BIT light comes on, the AV BIT 
light will also illuminate. 

IFF MODE 4 LIGHT 

This light, sometimes referred to as 
the Mode 4 Caution light, will be illu
minated to warn the pilot he is not 
responding to valid Mode 4 interroga
tions. The light will also be illuminated 
if the Mode 4 code has been zeroized 
(or no code has been set into the KIT) 
or if the IFF System is tui-ned off (all 
mode switches to OUT). 

When the system is not replying to 
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valid Mode 4 interrogations, the Mode 
4 Caution light will be illuminated for 
a minimum of three seconds and 
should remain illuminated until thl:' 
missed reply condition is corrected. If 
interrogations are terminated, the 
light should go out after three seconds. 
The Mode 4 Caution light under 
certain conditions may appear to 
flash. This is due to the interrogation 
rate. This flashing or cycling on and 
off is particularly noticeable if the 
LIGHT/AUDIO REC/OFF switch is in 
OFF. 

Confusion arises at times between 
the indication given by the I FF Mode 4 
(Caution) light and the Reply light. 
The Reply light indicates the aircraft 
has replied to an accepted interroga
tion while the IFF Mode 4 light 
indicates it has not. So, why both indi
cators? Well, the Reply light is a 
normal system indicator, as explained 
earlier. Under certain operating condi
tions, it may even be turned off. The 
IFF Mode 4 light tells the pilot his 
system has been interrogated but has 
not replied. This warning indication 
will occur regardless of the operational 
capability of the Reply light or the 
Aural Tone. As I said earlier, the IFF 
Mode 4 light is strictly a warning 
indicator. 

In the event any of these failure or 
warning indicator lights are on, the 
first thing to do is check to make sure 
all switches are in the correct position. 
If the failure indication persists, the 
IFF System-Initiated BIT should be 
performed to further isolate the mal
function or remove the failure indica
tion. The performance of the BIT 
check often corrects or removes the 
fault that has caused the failure 
indication. 

INITIAJE BIT CIIF.CKS 
The IFF System-Initiated BIT checks 

out the entire I FF System except for 
Mode 4 operation. The Mode 4 BIT is 
performed in conjunction with the 
AAI System and will be discussed in 
the next article along with that system. 

To initiate IFF BIT, all SIF modes 
and Mode C should be ON. The IFF 
BIT test should be selected on the BIT 
Control panel and the BIT-Initiate 
button pressed and then released. The 
IFF BIT light should flash for approxi
mately 2 seconds and then go out 
This indicates a good system. If the 
system has a fault, the IFF BIT light 
will stop flashing and then stay on 
steady. 

It is possible to establish which 
mode {or modes) is malfunctioning b, 
placing the mode switches to the OFF 
position one at a time. ■ 



e\RT D - F-15 "IDIWfIFICA110N SYSTEM" 
By FRED C. MUE LLER/FJdd Servic~ Engineer, Bitllurg AB, Germany 

The AAI portion of the F-15 Identifi
cation System is usually referred to as 
the Interrogator Set. The system is 
used to interrogate another aircraft in 
order to establish its identity and 
position. The aircraft being inter
rogated automatically responds with a 
coded reply transmitted via its Tran
sponder. This coded reply is received 
and processed by the Ml System of 
the interrogating aircraft, and the 
intelligence thus derived is displayed 
to the pilot on the VSD (Vertical 
Situation Display). 

The AAI System operates in con-

junction with the Radar System, which 
must be turned on in order to activate 
the AAI System. While the IFF Tran
sponder System described in Part I of 
this series functions fully automatical
ly, AAI System interrogation must be 
initiated by the pilot. 

There are three possible "challenge" 
conditions for the AAI System. These 
challenge conditions are selected by 
positioning the AAI Control Panel 
Master switch to the AUTO, NORM, 

AAI CONTROL AND INDICATOR PANELS 

f70 

or CC position. All interrogation 
modes (1, 2, 3, and 4A and 4B) are 
available in each Of the above chal
lenge conditions. 

• AUTO - With the Master switch 
in AUTO, the AAI System is enabled 
to interrogate in a pre-determined 
"programmed sequence." In this cha~ 
lenge condition, the AAI System elec
tronically steps through a pre-set 
sequence of interrogation modes. 

• NORM - With the Master switch 
in NORM, the AAI System is enabled 
to interrogate in the system mode 
selected on the AAI Control Panel. 

1. Bit Control Panel 
2. AAJ Control Panel 
;l lf:F AnteM& Select SWitch 
4. IFF Control Panel 

. ·.i.·Radm-Comrol Pana! 
. .:-·verticalsttuaamDispayPael 

. :<-7;' IFF lnttrropt9 Swi1dl 
. ---: ·":· : CRight ThJottle Grip) 

. ·_a.:c'~Light:IDispl..,hnel 
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CC (Correct Code), the AAI System is SEARCH . :AND . ·TR~(,K/ . PUtS.E, . 
enab~ to interrogate tri the mode· GROUND.MAP, AND"SNJfEare com-
selected on the AAI Control Panel. In Patible with Ml operation. Iii '.~t 
SIF, only replies with thesamecode·-as -·other rad3.r' modes,' Ml. oper~iori:-:-_ii'-
the one set on the AAI Control Panel "inhibited. '. In the'. hybrid ~ .of 
will be decoded. PULSE, GRPUND MAP,· and SNiFF: 

The "programmed sequence" is the radar commands the AAI into the 
controlled by selection of two ten- ~oFrect code: Challenge condition·. 
position switches located on the front ··1n both Aln-0-and NORM;:_.the Slf. 
of the IFF Reply Evaluator (IRE). These reply code brackets only are decoded. 
switches determine the interrogation The actual· code.· Contained between 
mode sequence and the number of the brackets -is 'disregarded.. This 
antenna scans the mode is repeated merely establishes that the· reply is in 
when in the AUTO challenge. In the correct mode. Therefore, the- AAI 
Normal or Correct Code operation, target must c·orrelate with a radar 
these switches detennine the number target for positive position identifica-
of scans the selected mode is re- tion.lntheeventthatthereisnoradar 
peated. When the radar is in TRACK, target with which the AAI target can 
theseswitchescontroltheinterrogation be correlated, the Radar System co~ 
mode sequence during AUTO chal- mands the AA! System to check the 
lenge but each mode is repeated for a reply for a correct code. In other 
fixed time period. In Normal or CC, words, the AAI System is switched to 
this same fixed time period is used for CC mode of operation for that particu-
the selected interrogation mode. The lar target evaluation. If the reply has 
IRE program switches also set the the correct code it will be displayed. 
identification threshold during Mode In the CC challenge condition, all 
4 interrogation. replies must contain a correct code. In 

AAI interrogations are initiated by 
pressing the IFF Interrogate switch on 
the right throttle grip. The Interrogator 
transmits interrogations as long as the 
button is pressed or for the time 
period determined by the pro
grammed sequence code. When the 
Radar System is in TRACK mode, the 
programmed sequence is repeated as 
long as the Interrogate button is 
pressed. T..his provides for continuous 
interrogation in RADAR TRACK mode. 
It should be noted here that in RADAR 
TRACK, when the AAI and radar have 
determined that the tracked target is a 
confirmed AAI target (target identi
fied), AAI interrogation will be ter
minated. Further interrogation would 
obviously be pointless since you are 
only interested in identifying the 
target being radar tracked. With the 
new radar program, the interrogation 
cycle will be repeated approximately 
once a second. During each cycle 
when the target is identified, interro
gations will cease. The AAI target will, 
however, be displayed on the VSO as 
long as the interrogation switch is held 
depressed. An "I" symbol will be 
displayed on the VSD during the 
interrogation period. 

When the IFF Interrogate switch is 

li:}"• ~:::~:::t:1~~=ti~~~ tt!l . 
radar then coinmands the Ml System 

-~tI:.-~·into operation and interrogation be-:
<~~::._gins-in_~ selected cha11enge -condi
'<'i,:0,5-=C ticm. liiidar modes of LONG RANGE 
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the SIF modes, the reply codes ·-must 
match the code set on the AAI Control 
Panel. Only the replies with the 
correct code will be processed and 
displayed. No correlation with radar 
targets is necessary for positive identi
fication. Mode 4 replies are auto
matically subjected to a correct 
code evaluation. 

If acceptable responses are received 
from another aircraft, a diamond 
symbol will appear on the VSD. This 
symbol usually replaces a radar target. 
However, as we have stated, for 
correct code reply evaluation, a radar 
diamond symbol becomes a circle if, 
and only if, the AAI System accepts 
and identifies the response as a high 
confidence target. If, at any time, the 
reply evaluation circuits question the 
acceptability or confidence of a reply 
that has been accepted as high con
f idence, that target will immediately 
be down graded and the circle wiU be 
replaced with a diamond symbol. 

The "ID OFF" symbol will be 
displayed on the VSD if the AAI 
System is in the "overload" condition. 
This simply means that the target 
memory (storage), in the IRE, is full 
and there are more identified AAI 
targets than those displayed. 

AAI BIT LIGHT. 

T~e AAI BlT · light, : on .the . BIT 
Control Panel jOCP), will come on 
·steady when a-fa~lt occu~ ·in-the IFf 
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1. Radar target, (IFF undetected) 

2. IFF detected target (low confi
dence) 

3. IFF Identified target (high con-
fldence) 

4. Letter (I) displayed In charac
ter (1) position of Vertical 
Situation DJeplay control panel 
BIT window whenever the 
lntenogate switch Is pl'8$88cl 
or AAI BIT Is Initiated on BCP. 

AAI BIT DISPLAY WITH 
RADAR RANGE 40 SELECTED 
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Reply Evaluator, the Ml/Radar inter
face, or the Interrogator during nor
mal system operation. These compcr 
nents are monitored by a continuous 
BIT which will cause the AAI BJT light 
to come on when a failure occurs. 
When the AAI BIT light comes on, the 
AV BIT light will also iJluminate. 

MODE 4 BIT LICHT 

The Mode 4 BIT light on the BCP 
will come on steady when a fault 
occurs in the Interrogator Computer 
(KIR) or the IRE Mode 4 video circuits. 
This light should not be confused with 
the I FF Mode 4 Caution Panel light. 
The Mode 4 BIT light on the BCP 
monitors the AAI Mode 4 system for 
failures while the IFF Mode 4 
"Caution" light indicates the IFF 
System Transponder has not re
sponded to good interrogations. The 
IFF Mode4 Caution light tells the pilot 
the IFF Transponder System is not 
operating properly in Mode 4 and 
some action should be taken to 
determine why. The Mode 4 BIT light 
on the BCP is a more definite indica
tion of an AAI Mode 4 system failure. 

AAI 
for initiated Ml BIT check, the 

following conditions are required to 
be pre-set: 

I. RADAR 
1. System on 
2. Radar range set to40 
3. Azimuth scan set to 120 degrees 
4. Long Range Search mode 
(NOTE - If Radar Range is set to 
10 or 20 or mode is SRS, only two 
targets will be displayed.) 

II.Ml 
1. Master switch to AUTO, NORM, 

or CC 
2. Code switch to OClOO 
3. Mode switch to any position 

To initiate Ml BIT, select AAI BIT 
test on the BIT Control Panel and then 
press the BIT Initiate button. The AAI 
BIT light will flash for approximately 
five seconds and then go out. Four 
AAI target symbols (diamonds) are 
displayed on the VSD; two at 27.4 NM 
and two at 6.8 NM with an azimuth of 
+ 22.8 degrees. This indicates a good 
system. 

The AAI BIT light will remain on 
steady after the BIT check period if a 
fault has been detected in the system. 
Should the AAI targets not be dis
played, a failure is also indicated. 

Failure to properly preset the sys
tem (both Radar and AAI) before 
initiating AAI BIT can cause the AAI 
BIT light to indicate a failure or cause 

the BIT target presentation to be 
incorrect, which is also a failure 
indication. Such a fault can (and 
should) be eliminated by properly pre
setting the system and then repeating 
the Ml BIT. If the fault indication 
persists, there is a system failure. 

MODE4 

The Initiated Mode 4 BIT checks 
out the Mode 4 operation of both the 
IFF [Transponder) System and the AAI 
(Interrogator) system. This is done by 
a "loop" check of the two systems, 
which simply inhibits the Receiver 
blanking signals and then interrogates 
the Transponder. The Transponder 
automatically transmits replies which 
are picked up and evaluated by the 
Interrogator. The whole operation is 
basically the same as normal Mode 4 
activity; the only difference is that the 
Ml Mode 4 targets are not displayed 
on the VSD as they would be normally. 

During this check, the pilot should 
have both an aural tone and a Reply 
light as he would have normally. Also, 
the pilot should observe the IFF BIT 
light and the AAI BIT light for failure 
indications resulting from the con
tinuous BIT of these two systems. This 
is also a normal system function that 
becomes an integral part of the Mode 
4BIT. 

Now let's see what actually happens 
in an Initiated Mode 4 BJT check. First 
of all, the following conditions are 
required to be pre-set: 

I.RADAR 
1. System on 
2. Long Range Search Mode 
3. Azimuth scan set to 120 degrees 
4. Antenna Elevation centered or 

lower 
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(NOTE - It is possible for the 
interrogation signal transmitted 
through the AAI antennas 
mounted on the radar antenna to 
swamp the IFF Transponder re
ceiver. This can give a BIT fail 
indication. The indication will be 
either an IFF BIT light or no Reply 
light. Therefore, should the BIT 
fail, lower {droop) the radar 
antenna with the elevation wheel 
on the throttle grip, and then 
repeat the BIT.) 

II.Ml 
1. Master switch to AUTO, NORM, 

or CC 
2. Mode switch to the same Mode 

4 program (4A or 4B) that is set 
on the I FF Control Panel. 

3. Upper IFF Antenna selected 
111. IFF 

1. HOLD/NORM/ZERO switch in 
NORM 

2. A/8/OUT switch to program 4A 
or4B. 

3. LIGHT/ AUDIO REC switch in 
AUDIO REC 

To initiateMode4 BIT, select Mode 
4 BIT test on the BIT Control Panel 
and press the BIT Initiate button. The 
Mode 4 BIT light will flash for approxi
mately five seconds and then go out. 
The diamond target symbol will not be 
displayed in Mode4 BIT; however, the 
VSD may display the ID OFF symbol. 
This should be disregarded because it 
is not pertinent to Mode 4 BIT. The 
aural tone and the Reply light will 
indicate Mode 4 activity in normal 
manner. Finally, the pilot should 
observe the IFF BIT light and the AAI 
BIT light for any indication of Tran
sp0nder or Interrogator System faults 
through their respective continuous 
BIT monitor circuits. 
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If the Mode 4 BIT light remains on 
after the BIT sequence has been 
completed or lf it does not flash at all 
but stays on steady during and after 
the BIT, it is an indication of a failure. 
If either the IFF BIT light or the AAI 
BIT light comes on steady, it is also an 
indication of a failure. 

So there you have it, that's how the 
Identification System works on the 
Eagle. I think you pilots should now 
have a pretty good idea of how the 
system works and what you can 
expect from it. I hope you will have 
the confidence in the system that it 
deserves. It will do the job for you. 

NOTE: The radar contains a com
puter program (software) that i~ up
dated or changed periodically. Since 
these changes usually affect operation 
of the AAI System in some manner, 
some of the information contained in 
this article could change in the future. 

(PUBLISHED 1 980) 

see1nG IS BELIEUlnG ... 
lOOH AGAln! 

When we used the F-15 action photo from Bitburg AB, 
Germany for our 4/79 DIGEST front cover. and wondered 
whether the Eagles_ were on their way up or down. some re• 
sponse from you readers was expecied. but certainly not the 
volume received. 

It seems as though every opinion was backed by "indisput
able" evidence to prove that the Eagles were landing or taking 
off. We heard from military personnel. MCAIR employees, and 
even some of the vendors. Some "evidence" was scientific and 
some preposterous, (and half of it had to be wrong) but it was all 
interesting. Here are some of the more creative responses: 
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Intelligence Officer. U.S. Nc:;val Reserve • "Landing, the trees 
in the background have been blurred by the camera panning on 
the planes. It appears to be a slow pan. If it were a takeoff shot. 
the pa.~ would have to be faster since the planes would be going 
faster. 

Artist. MCAIR -"Takeoff. the nose wheel is rotating too fast to 
be a landing." (Individual claims he has an eye for derail.) 

District Manager. Vendor -"Takeoff." He sent along a photo 
from later in a takeoff sequence to support claim Good tri;.·. but 
it was a different Wing's aircraft. 

Field Service Engineer. MCAIR •"It's obvious they are landing 
by looking at the photo. I'm surprised those stick jocks didn't 
notice it. If you look close, you can see the LOX mdicator 
reflection in lead's canopy shows only 1,/2 liter left! .. 

(Another) Field Service Engineer• "The second F· 15 is takmg 
off. Eagle claw (forward righthand AIM-7 retainer) is still per 
pendicular to the airstream. Normally with no AlM-7 aboard. 
these will tend to swivel into the airstream during flight anci are 
turned back by the crew chief. Obvious to the most casual 
observer!" 

To resolve the matter once and for all, we contacted :he 
Bitburg folks. to find that the only person who could give us the 
answer was the photographer, SSGT Lopez. The sergeant con· 
firmed that it was a landing shot. We thought for sure the cas-e 
was closed until he added. "But I think they took nght off again. 
you know. a touch and go!" 

Enough is enough! One USAF Phantom Phl~•er neatl~· so!,.·ed 
the identification problem. at least for himself. "Who cares. 
they're only F-!Ss." 



ASIP and the Eagle 
F-15 Fatigue Tracking Program 

(PUBLISHED 1977) 
By A I CHARD E. PINCKERT/senior Technical Specialist and RONALD A. MELLI ERE/Lead Engirieer-Technotogy 

A lot of g's have clicked through the 
counters since the DIGEST first talked 
about structural fatigue, statistical 
accelerometers, and the f,4 Aircraft 
Structural Integrity Program(ASIP) 
back in 1973. During those four years 
a new Weapon System - the F-15 
Eagle - has been accepted by Air 
Force organizations in quantity. Be
cause the Eagle falls within the Aircraft 
Structural Integrity Program, and be
cause life projections of the aircraft are 
dependent upon the fatigue tracking 
program, we have been asked to up· 
date the 1973 coverage. We hope the 
following article will answer any ques
tions you might have about the ASJP / 
Eagle combination. 

The F-15 fatigue tracking program is 
an important part of the overall F-15 
ASIP. It is an on-going process for re
cording flight parameters for opera
tional aircraft, converting those param
eters into "airframe load forces" ap
plied to the aircraft during flight, and 
calculating the percentage of struc
tural fatigue life expended. Through 
ASIP, the customer can evaluate air
craft mission utilization and mainte
nance scheduling requirements. 

Specifically, the F-15 ASIP is a com-

prehensive plan centering around four 
important objectives: 

• To establish, evaluate, and sub
stantiate airframe strength and dura
bility (structural integrity). 

• To assess continuously the in
service integrity of individual airplanes 
by utilizing operational usage data. 

• To provide a basis to establish 
logistic support and aid in planning 
future aircraft utilization (mainte
nance, inspection, supplies, rotation 
of airplanes, and system phaseout). 

• To collect usage data to aid in 
development of improved structural 
criteria and methods of design, evalu
ation and substantiation for future 
aircraft systems. 

The first of the above objectives 
(structural integrity) was attained dur
ing the design, test, and development 
phase of the F-15. The F-15 Fatigue 
Tracking Program (as shown in the 
flow chart on page 23) contributes 
directly to the remaining three ob
jectives. 

The tracking program consists of 
four phases: data collection, data 
reduction, fatigue damage analysis, 
and fleet management and future 
aircraft design. 

DATA COLLECTION 

The data collection phase is a cru
cial part of the fatigue tracking pro
gram since the remaining phases are 
only as reliable as the data collected. 
The responsibilities and procedures 
for collecting and reporting F-15 ser
vice usage data have been spelled out 
in Technical Order 1F-15A-2-2-4. 

On the f-15, usage data are recorded 
automatically utilizing an Exceedance 
Counter Set, and a multichannel tape 
recorder/Signal Data Recording Set 
(SDRS). An Exceedance Counter Set is 
installed in every aircraft while the 
more sophisticated SDRS is factory 
installed in every fifth operational 
aircraft. 

The SDRS automatically records sig
nificant flight parameters on a cas
sette tape from transducers installed 
in the aircraft. The SDRS (pictured 
below in center) located in Door 47L, 
consists of a Signal Data Recorder and 
a tape cassette with a 25-hour record
ing capacity. A total of 21 flight 
parameters, including altitude, true 
airspeed, angle-of-attack, and vertical 
load factor, are recorded continuously 
to provide a basis for accurately deter
mining the damage accumulation rate. 

1:'=~t! -·-·- -·· 
• • 

Tape casseue (left) records twenty-one flight data points gathered by the multichannel Signal Data Recording Set/SDRS (center). The 
Exceedance Counter Ser (n"ght) records positive and negative ''g •· loads. 
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Documentary data (flight date, mission 
code, aircraft serial number, squadron 
number, and weapons identification) 
must be manually fed to the recorder 
tape at the beginnmg of each flight by 
the pilot and ground crew through the 
Navigational Control Indicator and 
Armament Control Panel. Proper inser
tion of the documentary data is 
mandatory if the data on the SDRS 
cassettes are to be usable. 

When the magnetic tape in a cas
sette has been expended, as indicated 
on the Avionics Status Panel, the cas
sette is removed by the using com
mand and shipped to Tinker AFB for 
data reduction. Since each aircraft 
containing an SDRS also contains an 
Exceedance Counter Set, an accurate 
determination of damage from SDRS 
data provides the means for determin
ing damage from exceedance counter 
data which are available for all aircraft. 

Each aircraft contains an Exceed
ance Counter Set (pictured to the right 
on page 22) to provide individual air
craft usage data. It consists of an accel
erometer transducer located in the 
right main landing gear wheel well 
and a counter display unit located in
side the aft end of Door 6R. The trans
ducer continuously measures the air
craft vertical load factor while the 
counter display unit automatically 
records and displays the number of 
times the aircraft has been subjected to 
each of seven load factor levels: three 
negative (-2G, -lG, 0G) and four posi
tive (+JG, +4.5G, +6G,and +7.SG). 

Exceedance counter readings, to
gether with flight log information, are 
recorded manually by the using com
mand after each flight on AFTO Form 
239 (as shown in the illustration on 
page 24). The forms have been designed 
in suchawaythattheycanberead auto
matically through the use of optical 
scanning equipment. Completed forms 
are sent to Robins AFB for data reduc
tion. 

The mission type and aircraft gross 
weight affect the amount of damage 
caused by a given load factor occur
rence. Therefore, flight log information 
recorded on the forms includes data 
necessary to associate load factor oc
currences with mission type and aver
age aircraft gross weight. The combina
tion of load factor occurrences, aircraft 
gross weight, and mission type for a 
given flight is converted to fatigue 
damage during the "fatigue damage 
analysis phase" of the fatigue tracking 
program. 

As major aircraft components are 
"changed" AFTO Form 238 is filled out 
(in accordance with Air Force Techni• 
cal Order 1f-15A-2-2-4) by the using 
command and forwarded to Robins 
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AFB for data reduction. The specific 
components for which AFTO Form 
238 should be filled out are wing 
assemblies, stabilators, and serialized 
landing gear parts. This provides a way 
to monitor the fatigue damage on indi
vidual serialized aircraft components 
which were removed for repair or over
haul and installed on a "different" air
craft or on the "opposite side" of the 
same aircraft. 

DATA REDUCTION 

SDRS data are reduced by Tinker 
AFB personnel using ground playback 
equipment and computer programs. 
This is a multistep process which 
includes: 

• Elimination of nonsignificant data 

' 

FATIGUE DAMAGE ANALYSIS 
The F-15 fatigue damage analysis in

volves determining how much aircraft 
fatigue life has been expended by the 
wear and tear of day-to-day maneuver
ing. The fraction of fatigue life ex• 
pended (the accumulated damage) Is 
expressed as a damage index less than 
or equal to 1. where the l1m1ting value 
of 1 indicates that fatigue cracks are 
predicted to have developed in the 
structure. 

Damage estimates for all arrcraft are 
made using a computer program 
which determines and totalizes the 
damage for each maneuver. The data 
fed into the program are a time se· 
quence of stresses applied to each of 
several fatigue-critical locations. For 
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F-15 Fatigue Tracking Program (ASIP) 

such as straight-and-level flying. 
• Deletion of erroneous data (for 

instance, from malfunctioning trans
ducers). 

• Conversion of remaining data to 
stress-time histories at fatigue-critical 
locations and to tables summarizing 
pertinent usage information. 

Exceedance counter/flight log data 
and component tracking data collect
ed on AFTO Forms 239 and 238 are re
duced by Robins AFB personnel. 
Optical scanning equipment is used to 
extract data automatically from the 
forms. The exceedance counter/flight 
log data are then checked for validity 
and arranged into a flight-by-flight 
time sequence using a computer 
technique 

Periodically the SDRS data reduced 
by Tinker AFB, and the exceedance 
counter/flight log data and component 
tracking data reduced by Robins AFB, 
are sent here to McDonnell Aircraft 
Company for fatigue damage analysis. 
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aircraft containing an SORS. the stress
time histories are directly available 
from data reduced bv Tinker AFB 

For those aircraft containing on!\ 
an Exceedance Counter Set, the se
quence of load factors Is determined 
on a flight-by-flight basis from the 
data reduced at Robins AFB Each 
recorded load factor is converted to a 
stress for each critical location. based 
on the mission type and aircraft gross 
weight for the mission. The conversion 
from load factor to stress is based on 
the tabulated load factors and stresses 
associated with similar maneuvers on 
aircraft which contain an SDRS. 

Damage for individual removable 
aircraft components is traded with 
the aid of component tracking inior
mation (AFTO Form 238) reduced b, 
Robins AFB Damage accumulation 
estimates are updated and reported 
quarterly to the Air Force b,.- McDon
nell Aircraft Company for each opera
tional F-15 aircraft ► 
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The primary objective of the F-15 
fatigue tracking program is to aid in 
fleet management. This will be accom
plished in two ways: 

• Usage data will provide the means 
to assess ettects on remaining fatigue 
life when a new mission is dictated for 
al! or part of the fleet. 

• The quarterly fatigue damage re
port will identify to the Wing Com
mander and the System Manager 
(Robins AFB} by tail number how much 
fatigue life has been consumed by 
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prior flight history. The Wing Com
mander, at his discretion, can schedule 
his aircraft missions to even out fatigue 
life consumpticn. This may involve re
assignment of an aircraft to missions 
where the usage is less strenuous. The 
Wing Commander will also be able to 
schedule major TCTO compliance 
more effectively. Similarly, the Sys
tem Manager can use the damage 
indices to schedule aircraft for Analyt
ical Condition Inspections (ACI). 

The usage data collected in the F-15 
fatigue tracking program will contrib
ute directly to the design of future air
craft systems. For instance, the speed, 
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UNDER 600 LB 
601 TO 1000 LS 

1001TO 1500 LB 
1501 T02000LS 
2001 TO 2500 LB 
2501 TO 3000 LS 
3001 TO3SOOLS 
3501 TO 4000 LB 
4001 TO 4500 LB 
4501 TO 5000 LB 

altitude, and gross weight at which 
load factor maneuvers are performed 
on the F-15 will provide a valuable 
data base for fatigue considerations in 
the design of future high performance 
fighter aircraft. 

IN SUMMARY ... The service usage 
data collected on the f.15 Eagle will 
not only contribute directly to the 
well•being of the "Eagles of today" but 
also to the design of future fighter air• 
craft. The lead role played by the using 
commands in collecting and reporting 
"valid" data is vital to the F-15 Aircraft 
Structural Integrity Program- ■ 

While flying and fighting are always the w11tclrwords of the USAF, e~e~.on the best of bases all work 11nd no play makes Sgt J11ckson 11 
dull N{:_O. Here are ~ f~w scenes from some recent extra-curricular acnvmes 111 Luke AFB which prol!I!: that there is always time for chil-
1ren, Wl~es,and music. We Could Make Sweet Music Together•· might bean apt rune for the Air Force &mi of the Southwest to play 11s 
If poses tnfront of a Luke AFB "Triple Nickel" Eagle. 
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FATIGUE 
TRACKING 
PROGRAf1 
By RICHARD E. PINCKERT/Secn·on Chief- Technology:and RONALD A. MELLIERE/Unit Chief - Technolog) 

More than three years have gone by 
since the DIGEST last published an 
article about the fatigue tracking 
program on the F-15. During that time, 
a considerable amount of usage data 
has been collected from the Signal 
Data Recorder Set (SDRS) and Ex
ceedance Counter Set located in the 
F-15 Eagles. Of the information collec
ted, approximately 50% of the SORS 
data and 90% of the Exceedance 
Counter data are valid. An improve
ment in the quantity of valid data is a 
goal that can be attained with your 
assistance. 

In June 1980, the first "Service 
Aircrah Fatigue Estimate" (SAFE) Re
port was written by McDonnell Air
craft Company to inform the Air Force 
how much fatigue life had been 
expended on each F-15 aircraft. SAFE 
reports are updated every three months 
and are sent to the F-15 SPO, Robins 
AFB, TAC, USAFE, PACAF, and Tinker 
AFB. We felt that now was an 
appropriate time to explain how the 
Signal Data Recorder and Exceedance 
Counter information that you have 
been providing is being used. 

The F-15 fatigue tracking program is 
a part of the F-15 "Aircraft Structural 
Integrity Program" {ASIP). In the 
fatigue tracking program, data are 
collected from F-15 airplanes and sent 
to Tinker AFB and Robins AFB for 
reduction (see Figure 1). From the 
reduced data, MCAIR then performs a 
fatigue damage analysis for each 

aircraft and publishes the results in 
quarterly SAFE reports. These reports 
aid in fleet management, and the 
usage information from the SDRS 
and Exceedance Counter Sets is valu
able for solving in-service problems 
and for designing future aircraft. 
Currently eleven F-15 critical locations 
are monitored in the fatigue tracking 
program, as illustrated in Figure 2 
The damage analysis approach em
ployed for the F-15 utilizes the SDRS 
and Exceedance Counter data to de-

termine the fraction of the crack 
initiation life expended (1.e fatigue 
damage) at each location for each 
F-15 aircraft in the fleet "Crack 
initiation life" is defined as the num
ber of flight hours required to develop 
a 0.01 inch deep crack 

SAFE REPORTS 

The fatigue damage values which 
are calculated for individual aircraft 
are presented as tables in the SAFE 
reports. The tables include the cumu-

FIGURE 1 • F-15 SERVICE AIRCRAFT FATIGUE PROGRAM 
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FIGURE Z • FATIGUE CRITICAL LOCATIONS MONITORED IN SAFE REPORTS 
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lative fatigue damage to date for each 
of the eleven critical locations for 
each aircraft, and a projection of 
fatigue damage into the future to 
assist in maintenance scheduling and 
aircraft rotation planning. The fatigue 
damage projection is reported as the 
date at which the most critical loca
tion on the aircraft will reach its next 
"quarter life." For example, the high 
time operational aircraft reported in 
the 1st SAFE report was 5/N 73-090. 
This aircraft had a cumulative damage 
of .09828 for the inner wing main spar 
lower lug, indicating that 9.8% of its 
crack initiation life had been ex
pended. The aircraft is projected to 
reach its next quarter life (i.e. fatigue 
damage of .25) in late 1983. When the 
quarter life is reached, an inspection 
of the critical location will be 
performed. A typical page from a 
SAFE report is shown in figure 3. 

SOLUTION OF 
IN-SERVICE PROBLEMS 

The SDRS data are also used 
frequently to assist in solving F-15 
structural problems that occur in 
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service. Based on SDRS data, engi
neering analyses can be performed to 
determine why cracking occurred in 
service, and to determine how a 
retrofit or design change should be 
implemented to prevent similar prob
lems in the future. 

The following examples of how 
SDRS data were used to solve in-serv
ice problems show how very impor
tant the information is in assessing 
fleet usage and in performing fatigue 
analyses of the f-15: 
• Upper Inner Wing Skin Buckles -
SDRS analyses of wing bending and 
torsion provided information to deter
mine the cause of upper inner wing 
skin buckling. As a result, skins were 
beefed-up on F· 15C/D models, and the 
USAF warned pilots about overloading 
the airplanes. An aural Overload 
Warning System has since been de
veloped to warn the pilot of an 
approaching overload condition. (See 
previous article for a discussion of this 
new system.) 
• Vertical Tail Buffet · SDRS data 
were used to define the high angle of 
attack buffet environment to which 
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the vertical tail is subjected. After 
performing vibration and fatigue an
alyses and conducting tests, changes 
in the upper vertical tail design were 
made to reduce the probability of 
structural cracking. 
• Upper Outer Wing Buffet - Analyses 
of upper outer wing skin cracking 
were performed using SDRS data as a 
basis. The primary cause appears to be 
buffet in the moderate angle of attack 
range. Design changes based on fa
tigue analyses and tests have since 
been made to the upper outer wing 
skin and some wing ribs. 

CONTINUED SUCCESS 
DEPENDS ON YOU! 

Continued success of the fatigue 
tracking program hinges on a reliable 
data collection effort. The quality and 
quantity of usage data incorporated in 
the tracking program are directly 
dependent on the USAF F-15 using 
commands. That is, a continuing and 
conscientious effort by USAF per
sonnel in the field is required to 
record the proper data and ensure its 
reliability through timely mainten-

► 
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ance of the SDRS and Exceedance 
Counter Systems. The following list, 
though not inclusive, represents some 
of the contributions you can make 
toward a reliable data collection 
effort: 

(1) Ensure that SDRS cassettes are 
replaced as soon as possible after 
they become filled. It is essential to 
continually record an adequate SDRS 
data sample from all types of usage, 
including data from special exercises 
A "biased'' (incomplete) data sample 
would lead to inaccurate fatigue 
predictions. 

(2) Perform necessary repairs/re
placements to malfunctioning SDRS 

and exceedance counter equipment as 
soon as possible so as to collect the 
largest possible amount of quality 
data. Repair and replacement delavs 
cause the loss of valid data and/or 
retention of invalid information 

(3) Record flight log and exceed
ance counter data for each aircraft 
after each flight on AFTO Form 239. 
Proper recording of aircraft hours at 
mission start, exceedance counter 
readings, mission code, gross weight 
information, etc., are essential to an 
accurate data record. 

(4) Document wing and stabilator 
changes as they occur on AFTO Form 
238, as specified in TO 1F-15A-2-2-4. 

Proper recording vi c0rnp0n':'r." 
changes is essential to an accura~':' 
fatigue prediction for wing and stab1· 
lator components on each and ever\ 
aircraft 

In summarv. the F-15 fatigue :rack
ing p;ogram has been succe~sful r.0 
date. It has helped both v1CAIR aa 
contractor and the Air Force as 
customer to ··know"' all or these Eagle5 
better. Contrnuea success i'\l\f--:1cr 
reallv means longer lasting_ more 
useful aircraft) depends to a great 
degree on vour continued contr1bu
tIons to a reliable data collection 
effort 

FOUR OF A l(IND/FOUR AT A TIME 

""Eagle Experts.·· On 2 March 1981. '"Cowboy I, 2. J, and 4·· took off from Luke AFB. Arizona. Some 1.3 hours iater. theJ11ght retu.m.ed. and al: 
four pilots hadjusr lagged their 1000th F-15 flight hour. From left. they are flight leader Major Mel £:ell and Captain .UoJrk Bet~s!ey of 550rh TFS 
and Captains Steve Knight and Ralph Aguirre of 461 st TFTS. 
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, ··;,.ight!.mg is o fo!"ce !o be reckonec! with, and aircraft and electrical engineers are constantly at work, trying to under
stand more fol!" ho"· this. phenomenon functions." This article, first in a series, is our way of telling "/OU wher~ we've been, 
where ~·e are no"", and wt.er~ we think we'r~ going in making aircraft ~ susceptible to lightning ciamage. 

The Eagle Looks 
at Lightning 

(PUBLISHED 1976) 
3y ROB:::RT ASTON/Senior Engineer - Electronics 

Ever since the F-15 was conceived, 
Eagle designers have "looked at light
ning" with the aircraft in mind. The in
evitable finally happened at 11:40 
a.m., 30 April 1976; F-!SA Serial Num
be, 71-0289, oiloted by Joint Task Force 
pilot Capt M·. E. Durbin, was struck by 
lightning as it was flying a routine mis
sion from Eglin AFB, Florida. 

In the process, the radar warning r~ 
ceiver (RWR] system became inopera
tive, and a:though the damage was 
rr.mor, the flight was quickly termi
nated. During the postflight inspec
tion, it was found that the radome 
5howed sigr:s of lightning damage and 
t:1ere was .;. hole in the let:: vertical 
elect~onic warfare wa~ning system 
r~WWS; ar,tenr:a raci<Jme r:ng. Ti':ere 
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also were apparent lightning effects 
upon the IFF dipole antenna, the total 
temperature probe, and the right aft 
AIM-7 dummy missile. 

This first F-15 incident reemphasized 
the unnerving and potentially destruc
tive power of lightning. Man has dis
covered noway, up to this day, to pre
vent lightning, but man does have the 
know!edge to design aircraft in such a 
way that lightning strikes will cause 
only minor damage. Our continuing 
job is to zssure that any skirmishes 
that Eagle pilots like Capt Durbin have 
with lightning remain in the "no" or 
"minor" damage category. There are 
many ways to provide this assurance, 
from fundamental shielding and bond
ing all the w~y to various sophisticated 
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means of restricting lightning current 
to the outside of the aircraft. But be
fore we look at ways to minimize its 
effects, let's take a look at lightning 
from a purely physicai point of view. 

(Incidentally, there have been many 
good articles published about light
ning in the past; it would be well worth 
your while to browse through back is
sues of AIRSCOOP/Headquarters 
USAFE, AEROSPACE SAFETY /Air Force 
Inspection and Safety Center, TAC 
ATTACK/Headquarters Tactical Air 
Command, and APPROACH/Naval 
Safety Center. These publications have 
"looked at lightning" many times over 
the years. And if you have a file of 
back issues of the DIGEST, you will 
want to read Jack Sheehan's article, 



FIGURE 1 - DEVELDPMENT DF A LIGHTNING STROKE 

from such things as static dischargers 
or points such as antennae or exhaust 
outlets, with possibility of attachment 
to them. However, the component 
itself will not trigger lightning. Static 
charges on an aircraft structure in
crease the lightning hazard but static 
dischargers tend to reduce the risks. 

RETURN 
STROKE 

l'IETUAN 
STROKE 

"The Phantom Looks atlightning"/3rd 
Quarter 1970; it provides an excellent 
introduction and background for what 
we will be talking about in this series 
of articles.) 

GETTING DOWN TO BASICS 

Before we consider lightning as it 
applies to aircraft, let's review a few 
basic facts about this natural phenom
enon. A lightning stroke begins with 
an invisible, downward--moving, travel
ing spark called a stepped leader (Fig
ure 1). The stepped leader moves to-
ward the ground in approximately SO 
yard steps. Time between steps is in 
the order of 50 microseconds. A typi
cal stepped leader has about five cou
lombs of charge distributed over its 
length. 

When a stepped leader readies the 
ground, the leader channel first ~ 
comes highly luminescent; this bright, 
visible channel is called the return 
stroke. The return stroke propagation 
time is approximately 100 microsec
onds. Additional charge can be made 
available to the channel top by the 
action of ~lectrical discharges which 
move upward from the top of the 
previous return stroke into higher 
areas of the cloud When this addi
tional charge is available, a contin
uous lead, known as the dart leader, 
moves down the defunct return stroke 
channel. The dart leader then sets the 
stage for the second ( or any subse-
quent) stroke. The dart leader takes a 
few milliseconds to reach the ground 
because of the time it takes the elec
trical field to break down the air 
(approximately 30,000 volts per 
centimeter at one atmosphere of 
pressure). 

Figure 2 is a typical current wave
form of a lightning strike which has 
two phases: a high current phase, and 
a heavy coulomb phase. 

• The high current phase has a fast 
rise-time in the order of a few micro-

seconds, lasting up to 100 micrc~ 
. seconds with average current ranging 

from 10-20 thousand amperes to as 
high as 200 thousand amperes (the 
Mil Spec value). One to ten coulombs 
of charge can be experienced. 

• The heavy coulomb phase offers 
one to five thousand amperes, in the 
millisecond range, with lower currents 
lasting up to one second. This phase 
develops from 100 to 200 coulombs of 
charge. 

LIGHTNING AND AIRCRAFT 

At this point, let's introduce an in
flight aircraft; what will this aircraft 
have to do with lightning? An aircraft 
cannot generate lightning but it can 
trigger a stroke while flying in a poten
tial source such as a charged cloud. 
Lightning not triggered by the aircraft 
would, at best, only be diverted; the 
total path of the lightning travel is not 
influenced by an aircraft.. The light
ning step leader attaches to some 
sharp extremity on the aircraft, leaving 
through another sharp extremity. 
When the step leader attaches to the 
aircraft, it may produce streamers 

It takes approximately one milli
second for a step leader to reach the 
earth. Assuming that an aircraft is at 
2500 feet, and is travelling at 300 
knots (approximately 440 feet per 
second), the plane travels just six 
inches in the one millisecond it takes 
for the step leader to reach the earth. 
When the step leader reaches the 
earth, the return stroke returns to the 
cloud, via the aircraft. As you can see, 
so far as lightning is concerned, the 
aircraft is almost stationary. 

VULNERABLE AREAS 

Assuming that the aircraft has been 
struck by lightning, what is the likeli
hood of damage? Five aircraft areas 
are vulnerable to lightning damage: 
fuel system, lights, canopy, probes, 
and radomes. let's consider each of 
these areas in some detai I. 

• There are four fuel areas which 
might be affected by lightning: ex
ternal tanks, internal wing tanks, fuel 
vents, and dump masts. A lightning 
strike on any of these could do 
damage which could range from a 
small hole to complete loss of an 
aircraft through ignition of fuel vapor. 
If a volatile mixture is available at a 
dump line when lightning attaches, 
the lightning could follow the line into 
the tank and explode. Obviously, this 
is an area of major concern, and one 
upon which industry focuses much 
study and work. The F-15 has been 
designed and tested to assure mini
mum damage from a lightning strike 

FIGURE 2- COMPOSITE NATURAL LIGHTNING STRIKE 
CURRENT WAVEFORM 

HEAVY COULOMB PHASE 

L...----~ :!00 ~MP 

1 SEC 
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to the fuel area. 
-,; lightning has the potential to 

blow a light apart; at best a lens might 
be cracked, or some of the metal 
might be burnt away. Lightning might 
be coupled back into aircraft power 
svstems through lights, causing other 
types ot failures. During the F-15 
program, tests were made using simu
lated lightning strikes to lights and no 
major damage was observed. 

;., It is believed that canopies can 
be punctured by lightning with the 
possibility of pilot shock; however, we 
have never seen reports of this being a 
problem. Figure 3 shows a laboratory 
experiment on a simulated canopy. In 
the F-15 program we have performed 
extensive tests on actual and simulat
ed canopies using artificial lightning. 
Neither a thin canopy mockup or the 
actual F-15 canopy could be punctur
ed with simulated canopy strikes using 
voltages as high as 1.4 megavolts and 
currents as high as 200 thousand 
amperes. There have been reports of 
flash-blindness from lightning (tem
porary in most cases). 

_ As sharp pointed objects, angle-
of-attack and pitot-static probes, and 
total temperature sensors, are prime 
targets of lightning which melts tips, 
deforms orifices, and freezes bearings. 
In addition, electrical currents can be 
coupled into the aircraft power sys
tem, causing additional problems. 
Figure 4 shows the melted tip of an 
angle-of-attack probe; when lightning 
hit this device the tip was melted and 
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Figure 3. Voltages as high as l.4 raegavolts and carrents as high as 200,0CK) amperes 

_ faile~.:._~_~:~n~u~ ... s~~~:~o~_s_. ·---~- •.r --~-- ___ J 
the internal bearings were frozen. 
Current moved from the tip, through 
the bearing, into the aircraft structure, 
disabling the ser.sing device. The F-15 
has lightning arrestors on items sue!, 
as these to prevent lightning currents 
from entering the aircraft. 

If a radome has a pitot tube, 
lightn!ng can attach itself to the tip. 
Electrical currer.!5 can then pass down 
the probe, through the pitot heater 
wiring, !nto the aircraft power system. 
This may or may not destroy the 
radome. Additionally, lightning can 
weaken smali pieces of the radome, or 
even blow them out. Where a radome 

does not have a pitot tube, lightning 
may attach to the tuning wire, attach
me:,t rings, or just go through the 
radome to the ;adar antenna. 

Ir. any case, lightning is a forr:e :o 
be reckoned with, :md aircraft and 
<=iectrical engineers are constantly at 
work ::rvi!"lg to understand more fully 
how this oh~r.omenon functiom. As 
we p;ogreSs in this series of articles, 
we'!I look more closely :at thil"!gs that 
have been done to make aircraft: iess 
vul:ierable to ligt":tning. In the process, 
we'I! be sharing what we have learned 
from the F-4, and what there is in the 
way of F-15 iightning protection . 

Figure 4. Evidence of a lightning strike is cleaiY shown on this F-4 ~gle-of-attacl transmitter. On the right is an illustration showing 
three points where lightning attached to the unit. The illustration to the left shows au ealarged view o! the damaged probe tip. 
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Part Ill (Part II of this series on F-4) (PUBLl~HED , 977) 

The Eagle Looks 
at Lightning 

By ROBERT ASTON/Semor Engineer. Electronics 

Having been introduced to the 
phenomena of lightning in the first 
article in this series, and having re
viewed some F-4 lightning strike his
tory in the second, let's look at how we 
determined what lightning protection 
was required for the F-15. 

SCAU MODEL 
The first thing we need to know is 

where lightning will attach on a new 
aircraft. Since this information can be 
obtained through use of model air
craft, we began F-15 tests with what is 
called the "attach point test" {once 
the "attach" points are known, we can 
design protection into the aircraft as 
required). Figure 1 shows a typical 
model mounted on a test stand as it 
was struck by simulated lightning (the 
mode! rs 1/16th scale and is copper-

plated to simulate the metal section of 
the aircraft). The test stand can be 
rotated through all axes, p:-oviding 
every possible strike point. The "light
ning" voltage and current are in the 
order of two-million volts and four
hundred 2.mperes and this power is 
produced by a Marx generator. 

The F-15 model tests were perform
ed at the lightning and Transient 
Research Institute, Miami, Florida, in 
1970. McDonnell Aircraft Company, 
since then, has developed its own 
lightning research facilities and the 
F-18 attach point tests were accom
plished in St. Louis. 

CAPTURE AREAS 
The lightning strike points {or cap

ture areas) identified during the tests 
in the vertical plane (zero vaw and 
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with model rotation about the pitch 
axis), are indicated m Figure ~ 

• The aircraft nose has the highest 
capture area (approximatelv - 135 
degrees) 

• The horizontal stabilator v,.as 
next, followed b,,. the \ertical rin. 
canop\'. and center fuselage engine 
area which had the smallest capture 
area (approximate],,, ten degrees) 

Attach point tests are performed 
many times, and the model is changed 
to meet projected flight conditions 
including clean aircraft. v,.1th and 
without stores. and upright and 1m ert
ed attitudes. until all strike points are 
known 

F-15 LIGHTNING PROTECTION 
Having determined v,.here the 

attach points are. lightning protec!ron 
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can be incorporated into the aircraft 
design. Let's look at some of the areas 
in the F-15 that received special atten
tion. 

• Lights - Since our primary light
ning protection goal is to keep current 
flow outside the aircraft, and since 
Mll-8-5087 "Bonding, Electrical, and 
Lightning Protection for Aerospace 
Svstems" states that "lightning dis
charge current carried between aircraft 
extremities shall not produce voltage 
within the vehicle in excess of 500 
volts," lightning arrestors were install-

FIGURE 1 -SCALE MODEL TEST 

ed on all the lights that might be 
struck and could couple currents into 
the aircraft. This requirement is based 
upon a lightning current-waveform of 
200 thousand amperes peak and a 
duration of 20 microseconds at the 50 
percent point. Arrestors for the lights 
were installed on the wingtip and 
forw-ard formacion lights. Lights which 
were adequately protected by modify
ing their mounting shell include the 
wing and tail position lights, the tail 
anti-collision lights, and the inflight 
refueling light. Lights which were 

FIGURE 2 - F-15 ATTACH POINTS 
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considered to be in a safe zone (that 
is, free from v:...ilr.e~abi:itv to lightning 
strokes) are the forr,,ction iights on the 
aft tuselage and the ,3.nti-coilision 
lights located on the leading edge of 
the wing near the root of the ,..,ing 
Figure 3 shows a test u;:-,or; !=-15 wing 
tip lights 

• Antennas - As i;"! the case of the 
lights, we want to keep the lightning 
current on the outside of the aircraft 
Because of this, the F-15 antennas 
were designed so that a strike to an 
antenna would be diverted to the air-

► 



t·amP r<1ther than through the coaxial 
(able-:- \\ lfhin the aircraft. One such 
anter-r.a the l:HF, is a grounded stub 
.. m!Pnna 

• Fuel System - In the original 
design, a flame arrestor was installed 
1n the fuel vent and dump line. Foam 
was installed in the wing fuel cells tor 
e\plosion suppression because it offer
ed the most effective ltghtning pro
tection when considering cost and 
weight. The external fuel tank was de
signed with adequate skin thickness 
and bonding to exclude internal spark
ing. When we got into the qualifica
tion tests we found that the previous
Iv instalied flame arrestor (Figure 4) 
had to be lengthened to suppress the 
high-veiocity flame front resulting 
from a lightning strike. In addition. we 
found sparking in the interface be
tween the aircraft and the tank (this 
was caused by an electrical path other 
than the designed lightning current 
path). To eliminate this. we investi
gated and put into use a plastic (Valox 
310) air inlet and fuel outlet probe 
which eliminated the tank-to-aircraft 
interface sparking. Figure 5 shows the 
metal probes and arc points (arrows) 
as well as the Valox probes now in use. 

• Prorn!s - Various aircraft probes 
offer enticing pomts of contact for 
lightning. The angie--of-attack probe, 
prtot tube, and total temperature 
sensor are especially vulnerable. For 
the most part, these devices are 
relatively safe from lightning; how
ever, there is a possibility that light
ning could burn through the relatively 
thin probe tips, attaching to the heater 
wires. Once it attaches to a heater wire 
it could be conducted into the aircraft 
and on into the generator system caus
ing greater damage. Because of this, 
lightning arrestors were installed on 
the heater lines of all probes. 

• Horizontal stabilator - The hori
zontal stabilator, with a boron com
posite center section, was initially 
thought to require a conductive 
material coating on the composite 
section. As a result of extensive model 
tests and analyses, we found that no 
protection was required for the boron 
composite center section since the 
stabilators are not in a swept stroke 
zone. The metal surrounding the 
composite section could carry the 
lightning current which could pass 
through the shaft and bearing without 
causing any damage. 

FIGURE 4 - FUEL VENT TEST SETUP 

• Electrical Svst1>m • ThP F-15 Pl,:;-< 
tr1cal system mcomr.Jr,1t~s a split hw, 
which provides gr"'at,c,r protection frJr 
the generators than could bi:: l:')(p~r:t.1:-d 

in a parallel-generator system Hr)w
ever, leak paths for lightning entrance 
into the aircraft do exist on the mold
lme. These include lights, prob':'s, and 
antennas for which protect1r.)n has 
been provided. Because of this pr0-
tection, we have eliminated all possi
ble entry points, doing away with an,.. 
requirement for protection within th': 
split-generator system 

• Radome - Another part of MIL-B-
5087, which establishes lightning pro
tection requirements, specifies that 
"performance characteristics shall 
take precedence over a lightning pro
tection requirement", therefore, a 
study was made to see if there might 
be any effective protection that would 
not detract from radar performance 
None was found that did not introduce 
some effect on the radar performance 
Since flight safety is paramount, an 
investigation into the safety aspect of 
the radome was conducted. It was de
termined that a small radome hole, 
such as might be produced by a light
ning strike, is not a flight safety item 
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IN CONCLUSION •. 
The F-15 lightning protection pro-

gram has been one of the first total 
programs relating to a fighter aircraft. 
That is, we considered lightning pro
tection from the very beginning (ir. 
the initial design} and then included 
necessary protection within qualifica
tion test and production aircraft. 

/ 

Though this article concludes the 
series by Bob Aston, you may want to 
see what Owen McBee says about 
lightning and advanced composites in 
the article beginning on page 22. 

The author of this serie: wishes to 
extend his appreciation for technical 
support and advice P."om the following 

Valox 

individuals: Mike Amason, Douglas 
Aircraft Company; Don Clifford, Section 
Chief Laboratory, and Ed Schulte, 
Senior Engineer - Laboratory {both of the 
McDonneli Lightning Laboratory}; Jim 
Ketterer, Lead Engineer - Electronics; 
and G. L. Weinstock, Section O.ief -
Electronics. • 

Conformal fuel ranks now scheduled.for delivery to USAF in June 1963, have received exten.siveevalualion and demonstration. Photograph above shows F-l!JB 
SIN 71-191 m 1974 duri'lg one of fi,sr test flights with tanks /flSlafled. Eagle improvement programs are continuous. and this partit:11/Qr au-plane ha.s bttn rhe 
··rest bed" for many of rhem. It isflymJ?. today as the first F-/5 converted to rhe "DRF" (Dual Rolt Fighrer) configuration (see a e 195) • 
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SOME THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR ► 
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~~~-.....~,..~~,.,.~,....~~,.. 
- F-15 ENGINE (PUBLISHED 1977) 

- EXTERNAL 
- EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN 
--" ----------

By JACK SHEEHAN/Flight Safety ErJgineering 

T.O. 00-105E-9 (USAF) and PS 952 (MCAIRJ present crash 
rescue and firefighting information fer the F-15A/B Eagie. 
However, neither of these documents indicates that there 
is an alternate way to shut down the F-100 engines in an 
emergency when access to the normal cockpit engine 
controls is prevented for some reason. This information is 
presented only in USAF T.O. 1F-1SA-2-2-1 {Basic Mainte
nance Information). Instructions on emergency engine 
shutdown from the cockpit - by moving engine throttles 
to cutoff; turning engine master switches off; or by pushing 
the engine fire extinguisher button(s) - are covered in all 
three manuals; but we think everybody ought to be aware 
of an external shutdown method also. This method is not 
easv but it is possible, and conceivably could be the or:!y 
way under certain circumstances, so it's well worth 
learning. 

When the F-100 engines are runr.ing on the ground, the 
leading edges of the inlet ramps drop down and the 
left-hand ramp interferes with the manual cockpit entry 
handle. ln a situation where the pilot (or engine operator) 
is not able to shut down, and where emergency rescue 
personnel cannot open the canopy to get at the cockpit 

controls, it's possible to shut the left-hand engine down 
with the UC (Unified Control) linkage lever which is 
located on the lower outboard side of the engine in the aft 
fuselage. 

Normal access to this control is through Door 113l on 
the bottom of the aircraft, but assuming the door is closed 
(70 fasteners to open) or the airplane has landed gear up 
with the door in the dirt, the only way to get at the UC lever 
is breaking or cutting through the fuselage at the approxi
mate spot circled on the photograph below. After gaining 
access, reach in, pull the finger tabs on the throttle torque 
shaft quick-disconnect toward you and turn upward to 
"open" (this disconnects the throttle shaft from the engine 
power lever spline shaft which allows the UC linkage to be 
moved). Then pull the UC linkage full aft and hold it there 
until the engine stops. 

Simple, right? No, but it can be done. This method is 
obviously for an emergency situation, but "in extremis" is 
no time to be locating this spot on the airplane. If you 
happen to have an Eagle handy, take a look now, and fix 
the exact chopping spot in your mind (it's 25 to 30 inches 
aft of Fire Access Door 99L and just above the aft tip of the 



_....._....,..._._.._. ______ _ 
SECTOR BOX 

ENGINE POWER 
LEVER SPLINE SHAFT 

I •NBDARi> 
IDLE/ OFF 

DWELL DWELL 
BAND BAND 

After cutting through faselilge in area colored below. this is what you 'fl find inside. 

LAU-106A guided missile launcher - the close-up photo 
shows it best). Then make a close check of where the finger 
tabs and the UC actually are with respect to where you'd 
have to feel for them - maybe in the dark and surely in a 
hurry. 

--·-~ 
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Incidentally, all these words hold equally well 1r vou 
need to shut down the right-hand engine. att oi Door 99R 
and inside Door 113R It's harder to get at the UC lrnkage 
though, because the linkage 1s inooard when the F-100 
engine is on the right side • 
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(PUBLISHED 1978) 

. ;)' 
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You te!1 u.s how that dangling dust cover could get a:p through tJris intricate network oflinhlge and aauo:toraJU!. then snuuh the fuel line in the area 
circled. That i.: did is obvWU.Sfrom tlte phow at righr, of the ac:tualfael line dsmuzged in this incident. Note that not only was the line moum:ing 
bra.cket brol:en.. the line was J"'.lptvred ir..tenuJ/Jy. 

Made to Prot o't Destroy 
A recent report from the field cited 

an f-15 returned fro:n flight with a fuel 
leak in the :-ight hand main landing 
gear Y.:heel we!:. Specialists investigat
!r.g the prob!ern found the 68A580983-
2003 gravity flow fuel line from the 
internal right h2.nd wing tank fuel cell 
3A damaged between the attaching 
flange and the coupling. The flange 
was fractured aP.d the iine itself was 
ruptllred (although this latter damage 
was not obvious until the part was 
removed from the airplane). 

A careful analysis of the problem 
pinpointed the cause as being the 
Power Control 11 hydraulic quick
disconnect suction line dust cover. 
The cover had not been reconnected 
after ground servicing and was forced 
into the fuel line during landing gear 
retraction. If you take a look in this 
area, you'll probably agree that the 
odds against a dangling cover being 
able to find its way up through the 
m2.ze of gear rods and plumbing in the 
few seconds it takes for the gear to 
retract and door to close are fantastic. 
But this dust cover beat the odds and 
broke the pipe, as proven by imprint 
marks from the cover on the self
sealing coating surrounding the line. 

A simi12.r incident occu!'red on an 
F-4 several months ago, resulting ir. 
replacement of a $1,475 inboard land
ing gear door (Product Support Digest 
N~mber 5/1g77). However. because 
tht:- i:idrlent on the F-15 produced a 
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fuel leak, it could have been much 
more cost!y. We're al! aware that fuel 
leaks can result in fires and inflight 
fires are the last thing a pilot needs. 

With two incidents caused by dang
ling hydraulic quick-disconnect dust 
covers in so short a period of time, we 
feel a few words abo~t these pro
tectors of your hydraulic systems are 
in order. There are several of them on 
the airplane and they are, as their 
name implies, designed to keep solid 
contaminants out of the hydraulic 
system whenever a hydraulic test 
stand (mule) is not hooked into the 
system. On the F-4, each is secured to 
the airframe by a chain covered with 
vinyl tubing; on the F-15's by a stain
less steel swedged cable. Purpose of 
the chain or cable is to prevent cover 
loss when disengaged from the dis
connect. When threaded onto the 
quick disconnect (using hand pressure 
only, no water-pump pliers please) 
self<ontained teeth on the cover 
engage with a spring-loaded self
locking device on the male portion of 
th~ disconnect. When properly secur
ed, the covers will not vibrate loose. 
However, if other than hand pressure 
is used to tighten the covers, the lock
ing device can be damaged to the 
poir.t where it becomes ineffective. 
(Note that this was not the case with 
the incident described here, in which 
somebody just p!ai!1 forgot to reattach 
the cover.) 
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As a preventive measure against re
currence of the incident that took 
place on the F-15, MCAIR has initiated 
a Class II Change (production oniy), 
effective ori Block 20 ar.d up aircraft. 
Holes securing the stainless steel 
cables to the airframe will be relocat
ed and cables will be shortened. 
For pressure cover cable, the hole will 
be .SO inch above horizontal web; for 
suction cover cable, .SO inch below 
horizontal web. Both holes wili be 
1.20 inches outboard of web wall; 
hole diameter is .116 plus .005 minus 
.OOl. Cable for the pressure cover is to 
be shortened from 14 to 8 inches; 
suction cover cable from 12 to 7 
inches. 

Notwithstanding any change, it is 
still your respo!1sibility - crew chiefs, 
quick<heck crews, and aircrews - to 
see that the dust covers are threaded 
cnto their quick disconnects prior 
to flight. 

Checking the wheel wells is part of 
the Preflight and Quick Check Inspec
tion. Aircrew members check the tires 
for condition and inflatior. and gear 
struts for extension during the Pre
flight Walkaround Inspection. While 
you're checking out the wheel well 
area, cast a quick glance up at the 
quick disconnects to assure the dust 
covers are not swinging in the breeze. 
That little giance could save you from 
headache and heartache. 



{PUBLISHED 1979) 

Boarding steps 

CAUTION 

LOWER BT HAND . 

STff IELfASE BUTTON 
FLUSH WHEJTCHED 

l!..J._ 

Con-ect step installation. Inset photo shows release button flush with moldh"nefor locked condi
tion. Larger photo ,·s internal view showing staked hinge pin, release button spring sandwiched 
between button and step housing. and button forced bru:t agains1 stop indil:atill.g an u,i/ocked 
condition. Compare with lower photo which shows all the problems mentioned in article. 

The aircraft internal mounted board
ing steps continue to give problems. 
In recent months, six inadvertent 
extensions have occurred, five inflight 
and one during taxi out for flight. 
These extensions have occurred with 
the steps modified in accordance with 
TCTO 1F-15-511, which was intended 
to assure a positive latching of the 
step assembly. Obviously there are 
still some gremlins in the system! 

The first reported problems with the 
new steps showed up shortly after 
delivery, when two step assemblies 
extended. These were written off by 
USAF as improper lock-up by mainte
nance personnel. A few months later, 
another inadvertent extension oc
curred during a return flight to an east 
coast base. During postflight inspec
tion, the release button hinge pin was 
discovered missing. Further investiga
tion revealed that the release button 
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was installed on the wrong side of the 
release spring. A one-time inspection 
at this location by USAF Quality 
Control personnel discovered one 
additional release button hinge pin 
not staked. This potential problem 
generated a check of all F-15s with 
new steps by MCAIR Field Service 
Engineers. A total of 25 improperly 
staked hinge pins and one improperly 
installed release button were discov
e-recL 

These deficiencies were corrected 
and everything looked good again for 
a few months, until suddenly three 
inflight extF!nsions were reported with
in a matter of weeks. Investigation of 
the first incident revealed that the hat
shaped release button spring was 
deformed (flattened), permitting the 
release button to remain flush with 
the exterior mold line at all times. The 
hazard here is that with the button 
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remaining flush, the steps would 
indicate up and locked even 1f they 
were not caught by the uplock hook 
Investigation of the other two inf light 
extensions showed that the release 
button springs were again on the 
wrong side of the release button and 
the hinge pins had backed out and 
were not staked. 

The latest reported problem is with 
cracked release button springs. The 
cracks are showing up in the radius of 
the hat section near the button. One 
base also reports numerous occasions 
when they could not get steps to 
extend without added force (added 
force being a screwdriver to pr.,- the 
steps out of the mold!ine we!l and 
then using the lower telescopic strut 
extension as a slide hammer to force 
remaining struts to full extension). 

As you can see there are four clear
cut problems with the boarding steps 
- (1) hinge pin not staked; (2) release 
button installed improperly; (3) release 
spring deformed and cracked; and (4) 
telescopic struts jammed. You are 
probably now saying to yourself, here 
come the design changes, but this will 
have to wait for a later installment of 
the DIGEST since MCAIR Engineering 
is in the process of a complete design 
review of the boarding steps. ln the 
meantime, we suggest careful atten
tion to the four problem areas during 
maintenance and inspection. 

A Final Reminder - A properly 
functioning spring and release button 
is the locked or unlocked indicator. ■ 



(PUBLISHED 1977) 

Anyway you look at ••• 

i 
cocHPIT 1n1,num1nr PAnEl DAfflAGE ! 

Look at repG.ir cost Look at repai ... time 

There are about a hundred different 
control panels on the side consoles of 
the F-15 cockpits. Most of them have 
knobs, switches, or buttons for ouera
tion; manv of them have glass cover 
plates for protection; and all of th~m 
appear to be suffering severely at the 
hands and feet - and test eqt.:ipment 
and tools - of Eagle Drivers and Eagle 
Keepers. 

We don't know ot a single panel 
that has totally escaped this destruc
tive dinging, although certain ones 
seem to ::ake more than their share. 
For an unhappy example, let's take a 
look at the Oxygen Regulator Panel. 
which 1s one of a tho...isand ~ornpo--
nents covered under "PROJECT PACER 
WEB." 

PACER WEB is a contract MCAIR 
has with the USAF to repair variou~ 
F-15 components determined to be 
not within the repair capabilities of 
the Air Force. It's a time and materials 
contract - we've got 30 days to fix 
the item and you provide the spare 
parts. Since the Oxygen Panel is one 

~,~, 
l 

This man is nor looking for work. 02 panei 
repair is tedious and time-consuming: his 
efforts cculd be be:ter used elsewhere. 

of the items covered under this 
contract, theoretically we should care 
less how many busted panels you send 
us. You break; we fix; you pay 

But we find it i:npossible to look at 
this situation from a purely theoretical 
viewpoint, and so should you. Because 
"you" is us and everybcdy el!::e !r. the 

.... it', apcn,ivc 
long list of American taxo2,·ers. Obv1-
ously, there is mcney to be made i:i 
the repair of reoairables. but we think 
there is far more money to be saved 
than made. And we'd rni.:ch r2ther se!I 
you more "whole" air;:>lanes than 
repaired "pieces" 

Take a good look at the four panels 
pictured on this page - pickc"d at 
random from the sorrv lot o;-; ha;;d 
during a typical :ecent week; two 
cracked face j:iiates, two brnken 
switches, and some damage at the 
corners. We're at a icss to figure how 
all this is happening - the ox.vgen 
panel is not in a console position 
subject to that much dail~, wear anc! 
tear. Can you tel: l!S? And then can 
you let up a little on all this assault 
and battery? There are no;mal and 
expected amounts of repair work on 
any airplane, and we're happy to do it, 
but nobody can afford this much. 

Look at remnvi:;.,'/remsta/f;:;.;,ior. cflan Loe,!; al packugir.glshipping expense 
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(PUBLISHED l 975) 

TO 1F-15A-1 cockpit console Damage 
An oxygen hose stowage fitting is provided above and outboard of the right 
console. The o•ygen hose should be stowed in this fitting at all times when not in 
use to prevent hose contamination t1nd DAMAGE TO THE CONSOLE BY A 
FLAILING HOSE. 

Accord.mg to my history boot. glass was 
first used as a protective cover on the 23rd of 
June, 575. King Anhur stuck a piece of it on 
top of an old round table in the great dining 
hall of hi.s castle. Early the nen morning, 
less than 24 hours after this historic moment. 
another historic moment took place - some 
knight propped his feet up on the table after 
breakfast, and busted the fragile piece of 
glistening material all to hell. Knights, 
swords, boots, belts, helmets, and other 
things have ever since been employed to 
reduce glass plate to glass shards on every 
type of vehicle from two-wheel carts to 
twin-engine jets. 

Today, founeen hundred years after our 
anonymous and heavy-footed knight broke 
the first glass cover. we are receiving 
discouragingly regular reports of instrument 
face glass being broken on the F-15 cockpit 
ooatrol consoles. Not so much now by a 
pilot's boots, bat by other items of 
equipment equally pccu.liar to his trade - by 
for i.ostance his o:rygen hose connector or his 

seat belt buckle. Prithee, goode knights of 
the rectangular cockpit, we beg thee - cease 
and desist this practyce most foul! (We beg 
the same of all those in liege to you knights, 
like ejection seat technicians. instrumenta
tion men, and anybody else whose daily duty 
takes him i.oto this knightly area.) 

Glass possesses two unique characteris
tics. one good and one not so good - You 
can see through it clearly and you can break 
through it easily. Nobody has yet found a 
way to let you do the fim without risking the 
second. On the Eagle, for example. various 
alternative materials - acrylics, polyc:ar
bons, laminates, specia.l tempers, overlays, 
et:c., have been evaluated i.o attempts to 
solve this long-standing and serious problem. 
For one good reason or another. visibility 
prime among them, nothing better than good 
old clear-viewing, easy-breaking fused silica 
has yet developed. 

The quotation from Dash One reminds 
everybody about damage the oxygen hose 
can do. The same applies to other 

(PUBLISHED 1979) 

equipment, gear, tools. feet. i:tc .• belonging 
to either air or ground crewmen. Legend has 
it that King Arthur wasn't too pleased about 
his brohn table glass. Repons have it that 
General Dil:on feels the same way about his 
cockpit glass. 

Eagle vs .,JA--1A 
Arresting Cea, 

Some inquiries have been received 
regarding compatibility of the F-15 
with the MA-1A barrier. There is con
cern over the problems an Eagle with 
full centerline tank might have when 
engaging this type barrier. 

The MA-1A is the old chain-dragging 
type gear and its design was conceived 
to arrest aircraft that are not equip
ped with an arresting hook. Arrestment 
is accomplished when the nose gear 
engages a nylon webbing which 
extends about four feet above the run
way. The arresting cable is attached to 
the lower ponion of the webbing and 
is propelled upward as the nose gear 
pulls the webbing forward. The cable 
will rise above the main wheel tires 
and engage the main gear struts to 
arrest the aircraft. 

partment conducted any analysis to 
determine the compatibility of the 
two. However, it does appear that en
gaging this barrier with a centerline 
tank could be hazardous. The arrest
ing cable would most likely strike the 
centerline tank, creating a Potential 
fire hazard. Also, the tank would not 
permit the cable to rise above the 
centerline of the wheels which means 
the cable would pass under the wheels 
and no engagement would take place. 
All in all, we would not recommend 
taking the Eagle into the MA-1A with 
centerline tank aboard. 

The F-15 has not used the MA· 1A 
barrier nor has our Engineering De-
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BINDINCi CONTROLS 
(PUBLISHED l 978) 

High among the worst feelings a pilot can experience is that which accompanies jammed flight controls or throttles. 
Pucker factors of 9+ {on a 10 point scale) are common along with the question, "Why did I ever take up flying in the first 
placer' 

Fortunately most of the problems will be only temporary and will rectify themselves. Others will require brute force to free 
t!.e stick, pedal, or throttle, while still others will defy all attempts to correct; those are the ones that make you sorry your 
seat preflight was not more thorough. 

Combat damage aside, maintenance/quality contro 1 is the leading cause of control/throttle binding problems. How many 
tir.ies :lave you heard of wayward screws, fasteners, or tools jammmg controls? How many loose dust covers have found 
their way into the control cables or linkages? "Murphy" will leave linkages unattached, cables unsecured, and forget safety 
wire ar:d cotter pins. The number of these situations that Quality Control uncover~ is unknown to us because the only ones 
that we ever hear of are the ones that were overlooked and produced an incident/accident. 

Oc:casionally we hear of new binding problems that could have had far more ominous consequences than the reported 
incidents themselves. The following two cases, the fast on an F-15, the second on an F-4, are provided as food for thought for 
both pilots z.nd rnechs to ponder. 

CASE I - FROZEN PEDAL 

"An inflight emergency was declared 
"Vhen binding of the left rudder pedal 
was experienced with approximately 
one-half inout." 

The culprit was the carrying handle 
from the RWR TEWS Display Unit; it 
was found lodged in the forward 
:.ockprt rudder pedal linkage. Vibra
tions had apparently caused the 
mounting screws to back out, as they 
were found inside t!ie case. The other 
aircraf1: in the unit were inspected and 
more loose handles were discovered. 
As you can Sf>e from the photograph, 
the path from the top of the display 
unit t:::i the rudder pedal linkage is a 
rather straight one . 

• l•e■ : -·· -••• F-15A cockpit, RWR TEWS display at top. 
n"ght rudder pedal at bonom. TEWS ca.se 
handle jammed rudder pedal linkage behind 
lower center instrument panel 

CASE II - FROZEN THROTTLE 

"The starboard throttle froze in full 
afterburner for about two minutes 
before the pilot could free it." 

The upper portion of the lower lever 
arm assembly of the right throttle had 
severely chafed the inboard engine 
control panel ide,1tification plate (see 
photos) and the castellated nut hung 
up under the identification plate 
flange at the point directly under the 
"P" in the word "panel." Other unit 
aircraft were inspected and similar, 
although not as severe, wear was 
noted on two-thirds of them. The 
MIM's/TO's require that during re
moval of the throttle quadrant, the 

Severe chafing of inboard engine control 
panel nameplate. Right thronle hung up 
under nameplate flange at point just below 
Jen er "P' · in the word · "Panel ·· 

number and position of the shims be 
recorded and the shims retained for 
reinstallation. Detailed installation/ 
reinstal\ation instructions call for 
specific clearances between the 
throttle lever arm assemblies and the 
engine control panels. These clear
ances are obtained by the careful 
shimming of the throttle quadrant. 
Obviously these instructions were not 
followed very carefully as these clear
ances were non-€xistent, thus the 
resulting wear. Apparently neither 
Quality Control r.or the pilots who 
flew the aircraft noticed anything 
strange about the throttles. Everyone 
had missed the error. 

Lower lever ann assembly showing severe 
chafing. Ca.stellated nut hung up under 
nameplate flange. (Also note poor co'tter 
key installation.) 

In both oi these cases, more severe problems were averted by aircrew skill and professionalism; however, the possibility of 
other aircraft presentiilg their aircrews with the same problems, but with less fortunate results, is very real. 

For you Cagle Keepers, TCTO 12P3-2ALR56-519 provided the fix for the TEWS Display Unit handle and directed the 
modification of the nameplate bv the addition of a 1/16-inch "M" to indicate compliance; check to see if that TCTO has 
be€n complied with on all your Eagles. 

'fou Phar.torn Phixe;s should visually inspect your birds for any signs of chafing in the throttle areas: clearance showid also 
be checked and if necessary, the quadrar.t may have to be reshimmed. • 
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While the era of the single-mission 
combat aircraft 1s fat from over. therf'.' 1s 
a recognized US Air Force need tor an 
aircraft which can fulfill equally well 
the distinct mission roles of air-tr_,.-.:111 
fighter and air-to-ground attack. While 
the McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle was 
originally designed for these dual 
capabilities, emphasis was placed dur
ing the 1970's upon its air-to-air mission 

and the aircraft became known 
as the free world"s 

premier air superiority 
fighter. Only recently 

because of its "designed-in· 
flexibility, have special attack 

modifications been underway for 
use in future Air Defense and Rapid 

Deployment Force missions. Arid look
ing std I fart her ahead as threats mount 
,n various areas of the world. USAF 
needs are emerging for improved ..... ays 
of destroying enemy armor and supply 
lines at night and ,n poor weather 

The combat proven F-15.enhanced 
with easily-incorporated improve
ments. is the quickest, best. and most 
cost~ffective way to meet these Air 
Force needs in the 1980's. Smee 1977. 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation and 
Hughes Aircraft Company have been 
working on new technology for an 
Eagle configuration which today car
ries the designation of F-15 "ORF" 
(Dual Role Fighter). With only minor 
modifications to the radar and a 
redesigned aft crew station, the m
herent range and payload capabilities 
of the current F-15 have been capital
ized into the "ORF." 

Known in the early stages of thi> 
development program as the ' Ad
vanced Fighter Capability Demonstra
tor," USAF F-15B S/N 71-291 contains 
the dual role improvements and has 
spent the past two yeaT'S-3in flight 

n.ia,y~of"D/l.r"/Jl'OIOIYPt!~ US.-(£ 

11-'291 J,as 1,eer~ dJmJ role~ for o'°"" 
_,,rw,o)'e:n.._" 
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evaluatior,s and demonstrations of 
DRF caoabi!ities. It has met all basic re
quirem~nts of the program, and is even 
now being used to explore significant 
additional options for the future. After 
an introductory look at some of the 
bc.:;ic characteristics of this newest 
Eagle configuration, we'il take you 
behind the scenes for an engineering 
surnmary of the design concepts and 
co;,siderations which governed MDC's 
approach to a dual-role USAF fighter, 
and then into the cockpits for an air
crew's evaluation of the F-15 "ORF" .. 

To begin with, the "DRf Eagle" pilot 
will not be flying alone - one of the 
primary features of this configuration is 
the two-seat design standard. Where 
only every ninth original F-15 contain
ed provisions for a two-man crew 
(primarily for training purposes, 
although the 8/D Eagle is completely 
combat-capable), the Dual Role Fighter 
is dual cockpit all the way. The aft 
cockpit includes four multi-purpose 
display screens and two hand con
trollers for improved navigation and 
weapons delivery. The four CRT's 
(cathrode ray tubes), integrally con
nected with the aircraft computer and 
modified APG-63 radar, allow the crew 
to simultaneously monitor aircraft 
weapon status and threat defenses 
while using sensors for navigation and 
target acquisition. The hand controllers 
permit the aft crewman to focus his at
tention on the visual display screens, 
which may be utilized in many dif
ferent ways. 

There are two four-inch and two 
seven-inch diameter CRT displays.* The 
left fou:--inch screen is a so-called 
"menu," from which the crewman can 
choose the displays desired on each 
screen. The left seven-inch screen of
fers an electronic moving map for 
navigational purposes, which provides 

aircraft orientation and threat 
status/location. This screen can also be 
used for system status and operation, 
weapons display, and electronic war
fare. The right seven-inch screen, used 
for targeting information, includes a 
ground moving-target detection mode 
and high resolution radar (McDonnell 
Douglas option), and a forward looking 
infrared sensor (FUR). The right four
inch screen provides a duplicate of the 
head-up display (HUD) in the forward 
cockpit 

Two additional features will enhance 
DRF capability for penetrating enemy 
territory and improve even more the 
already impressive survivability 
characteristics of the basic F-15 design. 
The terrain following/terrain avoidance 
system allows all-weather, low altitude 
penetration to avoid detection by the 
enemy; and internal countermeasures, 
such as a radar warning a!ld homing 
system, active jamming systems. and 
an automatic flare and chaff dispenser, 
further shield the aircraft. 

ORF precision air-to-ground radar 
modes provide continually updated, 
photographic-quality images of a target 
area from as far as 150 nautical miles 
and in any weather. As the aircraft 
nears the target site, the radar display 
has an 8.5 foot resolution which 
enables the crew to distinguish small 
tactical targets and even moving 
targets such as tanks and trucks. Also, 
in day/night. clear weather conditions, 
the FUR/laser designator pod provides 
a close-up video view of the target; and 
a cueing mode allows precise tracking 
of stationary and moving targets. 

The ORF configuration offers a 
greatly expanded bomb carrying 
capability for a wide variety . of 
ordnance, including guided weapons, 

-CKT display sc:reen siu:I" for production aircroft 
an five inches and six inches. 

F-B '"DRF' is SMtffl hoe in paintings rppf'f5!!1ttatiYe of air-lo-air 
· (below) and air-10-gnnmd (right) conf,guratiDns. OriginJZlfu/J-color ren

ditions Mff prodllotrJ by McDoMeD Dougills artist Kai KotiJ:. 
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general purpose and cluster munitions, 
and airfield attack weapons. A max
imum of five air-to-ground weapon sta
tions provides compatibility with any 
type of ordnance the Air Force re
quires. An advanced navigation/attack 
system and all-weather sensors permit 
weapon release comparable to aircraft 
which use only visual release systems. 

Ordna,ice is deliverable in three 
dimensional, high g maneuvers, en
abling straight and level approaches, 
dive approaches, and an optional 
maneuvering attack system (MAS) 
which permits weapon delivery while in 
a turn and quick exit from the target 
area without overflying the target. MAS 
provides an exact bomb drop even 
though the aircraft is banking and turn
ing away from the target. In addition, 
ORF has a full complement of manual 
and automatic release systems for 
weapons delivery throughout the 
envelope. 

Conformal fuel tanks provide an extra 
9750 pounds of fuel (with no increase 
in subsonic drag) for increased range 
and maneuverability. Mach 2 + speed, 
high thrust-to-weight ratio, and a 
1000-mile mission range demonstrate 
that the ORF configuration sacrifices 
none of the original Eagle's fighter 
capabilities. It retains all-aspect, look 
down/shoot down radar and beyond
visual range missiles (four Sparrow 
radar missiles and four Sidewinder in
frared missiles), and will also be com
patible with the AMRMM missile. It 
has the same internal growth capacity 
that characterized the basic F-15 
design, with potential for such mission 
possibilities as anti-satellite (program 
now underway), Reconnaissance, Wild 
Weasel, and Sea Lane Control. 

Because our dual role fighter pro
gram has been in existence for more 
than five years, the F-15 DRF offers ear-
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ly availability at minimal risk. And 
because its parentage is the well-tested 
A/B/C/O line of more than 750 produc
tion aircraft, there is demonstrated 
assurance of the same reliability and 
maintainability that produced the 
highest full mission capability rate for 
any US fighter in 1961. F-15 DRF sur-

vivability predictions are equally confi
dent; based upon the loss ratio figures 
currently tabulated for the twin-engine 
Eagles now flying - only 4.4 aircraft 
have been lost for each 100.0CK> flying 
hours, which establishes the F-15 series 
as the safest USAF fighter of all time. 

After five years of engineering and 

two years of testing. plus ten vear'., r-A 
precedent, it is our cons1den~d opinion 
that the F-15 Dual Role Fighter 1s rl:.'adv 
to meet current and future US Air Fore~ 
needs. For some facts behind this opi
nion, let's turn now to the individuals 
who have been closest to the 'DRF 
Eagle". 

Dual Role Fighter Engineering Program 

The F-15 might be considered as a 
"case history'' example in engineering 
evolution of a fighter aircraft design. 
When initially introduced, it offered 
superior performance to beat then cur
rent and expected threats. As threat 
performance improved, so did the Eagle 
through its A, B, C, and D configura
tions, and the F-15 "ORF" now offers a 
weapon system capability that pro
vides the same threat superiority as its 
predecessor configurations. Starting 
from the basic air superiority mission, 
we have added capabilities for a se
cond crew member and significant all
weather attack improvements to per
mit engagements of the enemy around 
the clock around the world. 

The "Dual Role Fighter" configura
tion is a logical yet significant step in 
the growth capability of the F-15 Eagle. 
When the US Air Force and McDonnell 
Aircraft Company were laying down 
the fundamental lines of this machine 
in the late 1960's, they were aiming ata 
very ambitious and immediate goal of 
a 40,000 pound fighter. At the same 
time, they also had the design foresight 
to include sufficient growth capability 
to allow an easy transition of the basic 
aircraft into other roles. That inherent 

By DON KOZLOWSKI/Chief Program Engineer 

growth is still being fully exploited. 
some ten years after the F-15 made its 
initial flight. What started out as a 
40,000 pound airplane is still in that 
weight class in its air superiority role. 
However, with avionic systems im
provements, addition of conformal fuel 
tanks, and external payload increases, 
we can now field takeoff gross weights 
approaching 75,000 pounds in the at
tack role! Even with 20,000 pounds of 
ordnance to deliver over high value 
enemy targets, the F-15 ORF is com
petitive in terms of takeoff and landing 
distance and maneuverability with the 
primary attack aircraft in the world to
day. 

The Eagle is being enhanced through 
"Pre-Planned Product Improvements" 
(P3I) to stay ahead of the threat in air
to-air and to expand capability for the 
attack role. Currently planned changes 
(all part of "MSIP" - Multi-Stage lm
prove men t Program) include: 

• Fire Control - Improved radar, 
new central computer, programmable 
armament control. 

• Countermeasures - Counter
measures dispenser. improved radar 
warning, updated internal counter
measures (internal countenneasures set 

F-15B SIN 71-19/ wm f,nt E:agle modified to thuri-role fighter con-
figuration. Program has since bttn e:qxmdffl lo include two more air
crrq, - F-J5C SIN 78-f>WJ ond "D" model 81-0063. 
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will be installed in the ammunition bay, 
with a reduction in ammo capacity). 

• Weapons - AMRAAM compati
bility, AIM-9/AIM-7 improvements, ad
ditional A/G weapons. 

MSIP changes are keyed to improved 
air superiority and to expand vital 
capabilities of the F-15 for utilization 
by the RDF (Rapid Deployment Forces) 
They also provide the foundation for 
the ORF configuration, which includes· 

• Missionized Cockpits - Improved 
displays, wide field-of-view HUD. up
front control improvements. 

• Navigation and Targeting - High 
resolution radar mapping, moving 
target indication, improved inertial 
navigation, LANTIRN (low altitude 
navigation targeting infrared night) pod 
compability. 

• Flight Controls - Automatic ter
rain following, fail-operate CAS, pilot 
relief modes, built-in test. 

• Weapon Delivery - Additional 
weapons. nuclear compatibility, 
maneuvering attack. 

For many years, the US Air Force has 
had an outstanding need for an aircraft 
offering these capabilities. The primarv 
system for this role today is the F-111 
which emphasizes attack against fixed 



high-value targets such as on a nuclear 
mission or relatively large tactical 
targets in a conventional role. Today 
with the F-15 Dual Role Fighter. we are 
capable of providing al!-weather elec
tronic eyes that pemiit detection of 
even small tactical targets at very long 
ranges. This capability, provided by 
high resolution radar mapping modes, 
1s not new technologically, but the 
capability of packaging it as a 
I ightweight, low-volume system for in
stallation in a high-performance fighter 
airframe is relatively new 

The APC-63 radar is being improved 
by Hughes Aircraft Company for its 
fundamental air superiority role, but 
those same improvements also provide 
the basic flexibility to do high resolu
tion mapping as well as moving target 
indication (MT/). Improvements are 
also being made in mission computer, 
communications. tactical electronic 
warfare systems, and ordnance
carrying capability, but let's use the 
radar system as an example. 

Evaluations of the high resolution 
mapping modes were completed in the 
., Advanced Fighter Capability (AFC) 
Demonstrator" program, under the 
direction of Ira Pope, MCAIR Chief 
Electronics Engineer. During this pro
gram, radar resolution of 81/2 feet was 
demonstrated at ranges of up to ten 
miles from the target Of equal 
significance is that the radar pictures 
are achievable from very low altitudes, 
or "grazing angles" as they are called. 
The radar can literally see where the 
eye cannot. For example, imagine 
yourself in an airplane looking out at 
the horizon toward something ten 
miles away while you are only a few 
hundred feet off the ground. It is ex
tremely difficult for the unaided eye to 
see anything, even on a clear day, at 
those ranges. The F-15 radar not only 
sees at those ranges, but 1t presents a 
picture, a true picture, of the target 
area to the crew. The scale and resolu
tion of the picture are constant 
regardless of the range. Obviously, 
when you can see from long ranges, 
you have sufficient time to locate and 
designate targets - and most impor
tant - make a successful first-pass at
tack. Direct target attack flying over 
target defenses can be avoided. 

The high resolution radar modes go 
far beyond the ten miles. Major target 
areas can be located with pinpoint 
precision from 100 miles away. This is a 
great advantage compared to current 
systems in terms of both accuracy and 
range with today's modern ordnance 
that provides long range standoff 
delivery. The F-15 ORF can accurately 

Same approximate areas of lanJJiey 4FB, Virg:ma as seen by no~ aerUJ[ camera from di~(ly over base 
(above} and by F-15 DRF high resoiution rada: from five miles away al ~.4(./.J Jeer ,a;;/111de fri;?h:.1, Object 
resolution is 8.5 feet. Sample radr:r image on page 5 is printed approximately the same size as 'l1£wed by o!.--::re-...· 
du/Ulg flight, but neither quality or color of reprcduclion matches acrual c::;ckp,r .?r~n<al!OltS. 

attack targets deep in enemy territory 
without ever approaching target area 
defenses. The series of maps shown 
here are of Lailgiey AFB. Va .. at va,ic-us 
resolutions 3n,j ranges. The 8.3 ft 
resolution map provides sufficient 
dP.tail to count aircraft on the ramp (in 
this case, most cf them are Eagles frcr.: 
the 1st TFW}. The image shown is 
comparable to the actual display in the 
cockpit. Image maps of an armored 
target arrav and a tank column are alsc 
shown to illustrate low graz:ng ar.gle 
capability of the ORF radar. r--.:othing 
can produce this quality of data .at such 
low grazing angles exceot radar, and 
staying low means survival. 

Weapon deiiverv accur:Jc., 1s the 

ultimate measve ot 2..rcraf~ at~ack 
caoabiiity. :..c,!"1~-rc.nge :oc2.tion. 
specific 1de;;tif;-::at:.ion. ar.a least-risk 
z.pprcach to a ~arget are vital t;;.,if 

preiilT'inary to ~r:~ ,:nol purpose d a~ 
attack aircraft - c!isper:sir.g ordnance 
w;th a r.iinimur.-: CEP The ::.7 5 DRF 
;irovides night.:'acivf>rse we~:ri~~ Oo~b
ing accuracies '::-quai to or ~e:ter than 
:::ar.v Drevious dav-v;~uai o:--iv svste:i;s. 
as indicat~d in ~he c;-ta~~ ;:ielov.-. ihe 
F-111 does we:l ~oaav ,~~2:ilst <rg"'r 
targets. b:Jt th'? F-15 \·-·1th ~;gr: resolu
cio:i :adar 8r::,•.-ides 2.ccuracv. ·n 
w<?ather. 3.gair:s! tactical size :argets. 
Weaoc,ri de!ive'"\-· dCC"Jracies of ies.; 
~:iar. 100 feet were derrivr.5~,-;,_:ed with 
the A!=C airu~f~. and !:,e ~.;,:::!ar car, -:ii50 

23 r.m; 9,900 /I 1.1!: .~." fl .-!".S1Ji.:tion 
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f--.- ..;sed with the FUR for ever. better 
f·""'7ormance, weather permi!ting. 

The res~!ts of the engineerir.g pro
gre:m or: the Deal Roi,; fighter are most 
0:lvious ii! the cockpits, where im
or-::>veme:.ts to the crew stations have 
beer: made to perm:t max;:71um utility 
2.r:d minimum work loads. lmp;oved 
displays have been added to both front 
ar.d back cockpits; ar.d all DRF oper2.
t;cn is either by hands on stick and 
throttle or with a very limited number 
of c0ntrols. Imagery from the high 
resoiution sensors or a variety of other 
commar.d and control communication 
links can be preseni.~O (O th2 front seat 
crewman on any of three cathode ray 
tubes (CRT) and a wide fieid-of-view 
!lead-up display or to the back seat 
uewman on any of four CR T's. 

Currer.t oositio!1 and target loca
tions. sensOr footprints, threat ioca
~ions, etc., are all portrayed on a digital 
moving mao displav presentable ir. 
eithe, cockpit at a variety of scales. 
The crew can instantly appraise the 
tactica! situation, see the coverage of 
the sensors, select a run-in heading, 
iocate other aircraft fonnations, etc., 
,:.:i in the context of a "map" 
background_ When a11 image of a 
selected area is wanted, a point is simp
ly des:gnated on the tactical situation 
display, the radar or FUR (forward 
lookin?. hfrared) is commanded. and 
the im;ge is brought up on an adjacent 
displav. A target can then be 
designated on that display for subse-
que:.t attack. There is also an option on 
the radar to designate a point and 
select c FLIR image of that ooint and 
then compare the radar and the FUR 
images side--by-side. This :s extremely 
useful on critical targets where visual 
confirmation is required or for such 
things as bomb damage assessment. 

The same ~apabilities also have an 
obvious application to real-time recon
naissance and inflight targeting in sup
port operations for other aircraft. We 
have also been -demonstrating the 
capability to hold a frame of imagery, 
designate a selected area, and ther. 
transmit that image to another aircraft 
or to a grour.d station. Eventually, 
these systems will have the capability 
to both transmit and receive - either 
betwe:!n ai~craft or betweeri ground 
stctions and aircraft, thus permitting 
rapid dissemination oi t2rgeting infor
f:"!ation throughout the force 

For !he Dual Role Fighter, we will 
a!~o be adding terrain following 
capcbility and a high resolution FLI R 
sensor for clear day/night operations. 
Ter~ain following radar and the FLIR 
sense~ are ::;rovided bv the LANTIR~ 
prvgra!"71. Two oods are mounted on 
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dedicated hard points on the under side 
of the fuselage, for the low altitude 
penetration mission. The high resolu
tion radar comclements the FLIR in 
that precise targ~t areas can be locate~ 
from long ranges and the FLIR is 
automatically cued to look at the same 
target. As the aircraft reacheS cioser 
:anges, the high resolution infrared im
age orovides suffident detail for target 
recognition. The targ:eting pod al5o 
contains a laser desii'!l'l3tor/ranger for 
marking targets and for providing 
precise guidance for laser-guided 
bombs. While the technology is still a 
few years away, the LANTIRN system 
will eventually have an automati_c 
target recognition system that will 
detect tactical targets and 
automatically h211c: off their locaticr.s 
to Maverick missiles 

This article has stressed the air-to-

F-40/E 
A•7D!E .... 
F-1~1 D/F 

! I ~ ! 
FUR SEHSOFi 

F-1SCID A!""C DC:~O 
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ground side of the r.~w F-15 dual ro:e 
configuration, but I war,t !o ,:onciude 
bv emphasizing tha:: these a-::!va:iced 
.:apabilities have come at no degrada
tion of the air superiority missicr.. Con
formal iuel tanks are a standard part of 
the ORF, but !:!"!e expa!1ding roies for 
this aircraft are all accomplished 
without majo; ch2.:12!es to the airframe 
or the proouls!on system. We even re
tain the "one-man operability" in the 
fron! seat for air-t0--air. And the Dual 
Role Fighter configuration provides the 
foundation for future growth into the 
Reconnaissar:ce and Wild Weasel 
roles. \'Ve are working !:oward that 
cacabil:ry now. 

Gary Jennini~ and Wayne Wigh!, the 
primary MCA.IX flight test aircrew for 
the p .. ograms described by Mr. 
koz!owski. will continue this presenta
tion in the next issue of the DIGEST. 
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f,_,J,E Dual Role Eagle 
On February 24. 1984. the U.S. 
Air Force announced plans to 
procure the F-1 SE Dual Role 
Fighter for the deep interdiction 
and air superiority missions. In 
an evaluation. the F-1 SE Dual 
Role Eagle demonstrated its 
excellent survivability, ai, 
superiority performance, 
rangeipayload capability and 
ability to detect and attack 
tactical size grouc,d targets at 
night and in bad weather. 

The F-1 SE will have a crew of 
two; its missionized cockpits 

feature cathode ray tube multr
purpose disp1ays, a wide field-of
view HUD and up-front controls. 
It also has hiah resolution radar 
ground mapping capability. the 
LANT/RN system. survivability 
enhancements, flight control 
improvements, and the capability 
to carry and deliver an extensive 
arr;ay of weapons. The addition 
of conformal fuel tanks fitted 
WiLh low drag tar:gential 
weapons carriage pylons gives 
the F-1 SE excellent range and 
payload capabilities. 

PLUS LANTIRN for Automatic Terrain Following and Precision night at:ack. 
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Part! of this special two-p"llrt series on 
McDonnell Aircraft Company's F-15 
Dual ~ole Fighter discussed foe engi
neering design and technology require
ments associated with "lomorrow's" 
USAF multi-mission ai!plane. Mr. 
Kozlowski's presentation z::na.lyzed the 
basic F-1S configuration as an appro
priate starting point for enhancement 
and described the minimum· changes 
and additions implemented to satisfy 
the following Air force tactical mission 
requir~ments: 

• Air-to-air mission - An aircraft 
with long range and high combat per
formance, long range/look-do'"Vn radar, 
and all-environment shoot-dol"1n 
missiie capability. 

• Air-~o-ground mission - An air
craft with long range, la;ge oayload, a{:
curate and automated all-weather 
systems, h;gh speeci at low altitude, 
adequate avionics volume, high com
bat perform_ance, vnd tYJerplace mis
sionized cockpits. 

The F-1 S Eagle as it exists today has 
demonstrated many of tnese character
istics, and with the enhancements 
described in these two articles, the F-1S 
"DRf" ;;an achieve all of them. The 
con;;ept of and configuration for our 
dual role fighter has evolved through 
an extensive company-funded program 
and USAF evaluations which have 
utilized four F-1S aircraft and two 
simulators; and required more than 
2200 simulator hours, 600 flight hours, 
and 400 flights from St. Lo:.si~ and Air 
force bases around the cau:dry. 
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As a !'esul! of these efforts. and in 
terms of original L:s Air Force obje-c
tives, the McDonnell Dual Role fighter 
has successfolly demonstrate~ ail re
quirements. It is a two-place, multi
mission aircraft with lor?g range/all
environme:1! radar; e:w;tended flying 
range and increased payloaC; hii;.;h 
speedHow-altitude missieon capabilities; 
improved survivai:,,!litv; anci accurate 
weapons release. The F-15 aRF h;,,.s 
demonstrated real-time, high re!';olu
tion !6.5 fee~). long-range (1 SS rim) 
rada!" mapping capability, with grazing 
angles as low as 0.3°. The cockpits pro
vide th"! cr~w with highly inteJi?!";:ted 
control and display concepts, including 
an electronic moving map and :::olor 
displays, front and back seat display 
compatibility and i:1terchan111:eability, 
and ezsy-to-learn, logicail'(-arranged 
controls. In i! recently conch.ided USAf 
flight evaluaticn at Ed~·uds Ar"B, 
California, airc!aft t.akeoH gross 
wei@hts up to 75,COO ;,oi..:nds, with si:-
teen different paylcad coniif!uraticm 

l\r1CDC-"-",\JE '...!.. ,!.: RC'R.C!.F": COl'v'P:···": Y 



F-15 ''DRF'' 
Dual Role Fighter 

on nine store stations, were 
demonstrated. 

Here, in the concluding portion of our 
special presentation on the F-15 ORF, 
MCAIR project pilot Gary Jennings and 
weapon systems operator Wayne Wight 
take you "inside" the cockpits for a 
look at the controls and displays, the 
actual simulator and flight programs, 
and the tactical refinements which 
have resulted in a configuration which 
~tisfies future USAF Air Defense and 
Rapid Deployment force mission re
quirements. 

PRODUCT SUP?ORT D!CiESI 

Part II 
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By GA RY L. JENN I NGS/ Senior E.xpen·menral Test Pilot 

Fighter units that I have belonged to 
1n the past considered "night flying" an 
unnecessary evil, and "night weather 
flying" an emergency procedure No 
more! The F-15 Dual Role Fighter will 
Join the gallant ranks of F-111 units in 
the ability to deny an enemy the sanc
tuary of moving under the cover of 
poor weather. day or night 

The ORF Eagle is designed to func
tion and ~urvive in an arena of high 
speed, very low altitude, and more 
often than not. in weather where the 
driver cannot see ten feet. Sure. you 
say 1 Well, take a look at the illustra
tions herein. which show the primary 
new equipment which is to be installed 
in the front and back offices of the F-15 
ORF. Look closely, for they provide the 
capability for doing all of those things 

- high speedtlow altitude/all-weather 
operations through MCAIR redesigned 
crew stations with advanced controls 
and displays. We are in the unique posi
tion of having the most advanced 
avionics-equipped fighter in produc
tion today - the F/A-18 Hornet, plus a 
large ~imulation facility to study new 
concepts. Thus the F-15 ORF has arriv
ed by way of Hornet avionics through 
the MACS (Manned Air Combat 
Simulator) V. Simple, and simply 
beautiful capabilities 

let's take a quick tour through the 
forward cockpit. Note first the obvious· 
CRT (cathode ray tube) displays, WFOV 
(wide field of view) HUD (head-up 
d;splay), and expanded UFC (up front 
control) Note also the absence oi a 
basic mechanical attitude indicator 
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The new HUD will be ·'holographic."' 
which gives it the capab1litv of d1spl2.y
ing infrared video. Basics tor the flight 
instruments (airspeed. altitude, and at
titude) are presented m an easy-to-read 
and interpret format {Figure 1 ). 
Airspeed and altitude are large alpha
numerics which allow both to be read 
quickly to one knot and ten feet 
respectively. The pitch attitude 
reference lines are tilted toward the 
horizon, with the magnitude of the tilt 
angle one-half the pitch attitude. These 
changes qualify the HUD as the 
primary flight instrument. If the HUD 
fails, the display can be called up on 
any of the CRTs; and for you old 
diehards, an electronic ADI can also be 
displaved on any CRT. Basic HUD sym
bology for A/A and A/G weapons 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 



delivery remains unchanged 
The front seat will have two six-inch 

monochromatic (green) and one five
inch color CRTs; the back seat two six
inch monochromatic and two five-inch 
color. CRTs are interchangeable front 
and back. (Incidentally, the question 
often comes up at program briefings as 
to "how big and how many displays 
does the aircrew need?" My answer is 
that you need as large a display as can 
be arranged within the physical con
straints!) The DRF CRTs add a dynamic 
dimension to the display of aircrew in
formation in that all displays now are 
free of mechanical devices and can be 
programmed for direct reading, easy
to-interpret sources of information. 
Figure 2 presents a menu display that 
shows all the options which can be call
ed up on any of the CRTs in either 
cockpit. 

■ BIT - Built-in test for all sub
systems. 

■ OTM - Data transfer module con
trol. 

■ ENG - Engine parameter readout. 
With digital electronic fuel control 
in the near future. the parameter 
list can match the maintenance 
trim stand. 

■ VTRS - Video tape recorder 
system. Will allow programming of 
which CRTs are recorder and on
board playback. 

■ RDR - Radar (A/A and A/G). 
■ TEWS - Tactical electronic war

fare system. 
■ TF - Terrain following. 
■ TGT IR - Lantirn target pod in

frared. Video and system control. 
■ WPN - Weapon video and control 

for TV and IR type weapons. 
■ ADI - Electronic attitude director 

indicator. 
■ ARMT - Armament control set for 

A/A and A/G weapon programming. 
■ HSI - Electronic horizontal situta

tion display. Now Tacan and INS in
formation can be displayed 
simultaneously in real world, Cod's 
eye view perspective. 

■ HUD - Head-up display sym
bology and TV video of the pilot's 
view out the front windscreen. 

■ TSO - Tactical situation display. 
Projected moving map with sym
bology overlay. The potential for 
this display is limited only by im
agination and computer capacity. 
An example is threat environment 
that is dynamic with your flight 
conditions 

■ PROG - Program display option. 
This feature has two separate pro
gramming functions: 

(a) With PROG selected, three op
tions can be programmed. Note 
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Figure J - Wide field-of-view HUD with improved graphics 

@D □ □ □ □ @ ON 

BIT BIT DTM '" VTRS ~ 0 Off 

□ "' ' RDR □ 
ARMT TEWS □ 
HSI [D TF □ 

□ HUD ~ TGT IR □ 

□ TSD WPM □ 
PROG A/A A/G NAV 

BRT 2 CTRS 

E @ □ □ □ @ E 
F,gure 2 - Menu disp/(ly ;howing subs),$tem optioru 

that RDR, HSI, and TGT IR pushbut
tons have the numerals 1, 2, and 3 
nex:t to the display options respec
tively. This allows each 
crewmember to cycle the display 
on that CRT through these three<'!)
tions without taking hands off the 
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stick and throttle or hand con
trollers. 

(b) Across the bottom of the 
display are the master modes with 
associated program options. In this 
case, if A.IA master mode is 
selected, RDR will automatically be . 



displaved on this CRT: HSI with 
NA\' master mode; and TCT JR with 
,-\.'C master mode. This will allow 
each crewmember to program each 
CRT prior to takeoff for each major 
phase of flight 

The up front control shown rn 
J:igure 3 1s the major interface unit 
for control of subsvstems through 
digital avionics. If that sounds too 
much like engineer talk. here is a 
11st of systems at your fingertips· 

■ JNS - All NCJ functions, including 
UT1\.\ coordinate entry 

■ TACAN 
■ Autopilot - Altitude hold; com

mand altitude; ground track hold; 
command ground track: heading 
set; Tacan. INS, !LS, and course line 
steering; and airborne JlS. 

■ TF 
■ iFF/Slf 
■ AAI 
■ lJHF radios - Including ADF and 

KY-58 
■ ILS 

: ]~~ }- (fu_ture growth associated 
wrth )TIDS.) 

■ Laser Code 

All these systems are controlled by 
pushbuttons on the UFC status display. 
Operation 1s straightforward and quick
ly learned with hands-on experience 
Flight safety will be greatly enhanced 
since the pilot now has on!y two con
trol heads on the left console that wil I 
require occasional switch activation 
during flight - the automatic terrain 
following (ATF) engage and EW quick 
reaction 

A question that comes to every
body's mind is, "what if the UFC fails?" 
Well, there are two UFC's, and either 
controls all systems and each is driven 
by its own processor with paths to the 
other UFC. This arrangement provides 
a back-up to a UFC or processor failure. 

Before discussing the new throttle 
and stick grips, let me reassure the 
fighter jocks that all the air superiority 
functions are being retained, including 
one-man operability. With the master 
arm switch in arm, the gun is still hot 
through the trigger. The weapon select 
5witch on the throttle has not been 
changed. Switch aft to guns puts the 
radar into the A/A mode and the CRT 
d1s~lays change automatically_ Subse
quent movement to either missile posi
tion prepares the fire control for the ap
propriate shot 

Now what happens to the WSO when 
thE- fron! seater sets his fangs? For
tunately, his act1v1ty to that point in 
t1rr.E- will not be lost, i.e., his high 
rE-solution map will be retained and 
5tf:'E-ring information to the last 

Figure 3 - (./FC • advanced digital mterjactt with avionics subsystems 

Speed Brake Switc~ 

Display Program 
FUR Look into Turn 

Weapon Mode Selec: 

Target Des1gr,atcr1 
c~rsor Coniro1 
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Figure 4 - Front seal throttle.:: 
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designation will stay active. WSO 
operation of other sensors will not be 
affected. 

The front seat throttles {Figure 4) are 
identical to the MSIP F-15 throttles and 
have the same number of switches as 
the current design. However, if you 
look a little closer, a few switches have 
added functions. The radio and IFF in
terrogate switches are both now four
position switches, and the EWWS 
enable button is now a position switch. 

The front seat stick grip was adopted 
from the F-18; and as you can see in 
Figure 5, a four-position switch has 
been added. With four displays (three 
CRTs and the HUD), this switch tells 
the computer which display/system is 
to aC'.:ept commands generated by the 
thrott,e switches. 

The back seat hand controllers 
(Figure 6) are mirror images of each 
other. The left hand controller is tied to 
the left two CRTs; and obviously. the 
right controller works with the right 
two CRTs. 

The front seat throttles and back 
seat hand controllers switch functions 
first appear to be complicated, but in 
general the switches do the same ac
tion on the display, and their function 
is then dependent on the system being 
controlled by that display. (After the 
ORF selection process is completed 
and controls and display integration 
finalized, a follow-up article will cover 
this subject.) 

During the demonstration program 
and development of the high resolution 
ground mapping radar, it became ap
parent that synthetic aperture 
technology has changed the basic con
cept and use of radar as a sensor. In ad
dition to in-the-weather capability, the 
HRR mode presents a totally different 
perspective to the operator. Those of 
you who have seen photographs or 
movies of high resolution radar can at
test to the radar map appearing as 
though the picture was taken from 
directly above the target area 
regardless of actual distance. This 
startling capability gives the crew ex
cellent target area orientation and 
long-range high resolution sensor video 
for accurate target designation. The 
high stress task of finding and attacking 
a target can now be accomplished 
much more effectively while at the 
same time allowing the crew to con
centrate more on tactics and threat en
vironment. All of this equates to a very 
effective weapon system that will 
enhance getting to, finding, and attack
ing the target on the first pass with a 
high probability of kill ... which is the 
basic purpose of it all. 

The rapidly expanding technology 
of programmable displays such as 
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Figure S - Fron1 sear stick grip 

IFF Interrogate - Left 
EWW Enable/ 

ECM Dispense - Righi 

Figure 6 - &ck set1t hand rontrol~rs 

UFC's, and high speed digital com
puters will allow well designed weapon 
systems to stay current and capable of 
meeting new threats. Our current Eagle 

is unmatched in airframe capabilit). 
but needs the new ORF digital avionics 
and display CRTs to me-et toda~ ·s and 
future requirements 
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\\'eapon Svstem o-.veration 
"" ... 

The F-15 Dual Role Fighter develop
ment and test program has been an ex
cepti-:inally interesting one from the 
standpoints of operational capabilities 
expansion and advancement. and the 
roles of the people in the cockpits 
Therefore, l'd like to talk about where 
we started in this effort and how we got 
to where we are today, as illustrated in 
the aft cockpit simulator configuration 
shown above 

There have been a lot of lessons 
learned along the way of special 
relevance to WSO's. so if that's your 
particular field of interest, please stick 
with me. The Weapon Systems Oper
ator may be considered as the air-to
ground expert in this dual-role/dual
cockpit airplane, whde the pilot would 
continue to be the air-to-air expert. 1'11 
finish by proiecting what has been 
!earned into what we visualize as the 
best package for handling t.he all-

By WAYNE WIGHT/Chief Systems Operator 

weather attack requirement. 
While there have been a few twists 

and turns plus a dead end or two, as the 
individual responsible for much of the 
twizzling and tweaking that has gone 
on in the aft cockpit of this investiga
tion into tomorrow I have been most 
impressed with the ~eneral continuity 
of our progress to~ard a true all
weather attack capability. The base 
F-15, the MACS 1V simulator studies, 
the AFCD and ORF configurations in
stalled in F-15 S/N 71-291, and the cur
rent MACS V simulator work have all 
been vital and informative steps in this 
cooperative engineering/operational 
effort. 

PROGRAM REVIEW 
It was back in 1977 when we first saw 

dual-role cockpit hardware emerge 
from paper, installed in a McDonnell 
sirr.ulator called the MACS {Manned 
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Air Combat Simulator) JV. The new 
hardware consisted primarily oi four 
dlsplay tubes, t:-No hand controls, and a 
keyboard installed in the aft cockpit of 
an F-158 simulation. The front cockpit 
was essentiallv unchanged from the 
production configuration. 

This aft cockpit was a multi-mission 
configuration, able to handle any mis
sion then envisioned for the F-15. The 
primary missions then under considera
tion were Reconnaissance, All-Weather 
Attac!~. and Wild Weasel, but initial 
simulation efforts were directed 
toward solving the real-time recce 
problem. We thought there was a 
definite need in TAC for real-time 
reconnaissance, and that the F-15 con
figured as such would be the best solu• 
tion. We talked to operational RF-4C 
crews to get a feel for their needs a-id 
began to put together a package in 
MACS IV that included all capability 
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technically feasible at that time. The 
biggest player in this package was real
time "SAR" - synthetic aperture 
radar. 

SAR itself was nothing new; in the 
early 60's, I was involved in flight 
testing of side looking radar (SLR) using 
the principles of SAR in RF-4B/C air
craft. However, SAR, up to now, was 
not "real time." Side looking radars, 
using SAR principles, stored the infor
mation needed to construct the image 
on film. This film then had to be 
transported to a ground correlator for 
processing which took several hours at 
best. Around 1972, MCA IR began 
delivering the RF-4E, which carried a 
side looking radar pod that could data 
link SLR information to a ground sta
tion. The ground station processed this 
information and put the image out on 
film in about five to ten minutes. It was 
still not possible to display SLR im
agery in the cockpit. 

By 1977, we were ready to move SAR 
into the near real-time world by con
structing a map and displaying it in the 
cockpit in five to ten seconds, depend
ing on conditions during map construc
tion. This was not real time, like real
beam mapping, but close to it. Map 
construction time would vary, depend
ing on ground speed, antenna azimuth 
angle, range, patch size, and number of 
looks for a given map. We also added 
simulated ground moving target detect 
& track and terrain following/terrain 
avoidance modes to the radar. This was 
all integrated with a targeting FUR and 
a camera package to round out the sen
sor suite necessary to handle the com
plete recce mission. (Incidentally, 
when integration progressed to the. 
point where we could "fly" profiles of 
various scenarios, it seemed that my 
box time began to exceed my flying 
time!) 

We have a simulated terrain board 
which incorporates the types of targets 
expected to be encountered in a typical 
European land or sea conflict. We flew 
profiles against all types of targets to 
determine when we could detect, iden
tify, and photograph them. More im
portantly, we also found out when we 
could not detect targets due to 
shadows from trees, structures, terrain, 
etc. All sensors that I know of are "line-
of-sight"; that is, they don't see through 
rocks, trees, or anything else that's be
tween you and the target. Radar is the 
only sensor that looks through clouds. 
We found out in a hurry that the low 
altitude environment is a tough situa
tion to handle because you're dealing 
with a world out there that is obscured 
by shadows. 

As simulation efforts continued, TAC 
indicated a need to solve the all-
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Figure J - El~Cl~oriic map of Scorr AFB, liliriois area 

weather attack problem and the deci
sion was made at MCAIR to proceed 
with a contractor-funded program in 
response to this need. The result was 
the "AFC Demo" program, and our 
multi-mission F-15 made its first change 
of role. F-lSB No. 2 (USAF SIN 71-291) 
was selected for modification into the 
"Advanced Fighter Capability Demon
strator" configuration. and the back 
cockpit used in MACS IV was installed 
in 82 with very few changes. 

The intent of the demonstrator pro
gram was to investigate t~e capabilities 
of synthetic aperture radar by using its 
imagery to detect tactical size targets, 
deliver dumb t>ombs on operator
selected targets, cue narrow field-of
view sensors (Pilve Tack system), and to 
deliver dumb bombs using that system. 
Sensors necessary for in- and under-the
weather penetration. such as NAV FLIR 
and TF/T A radar, were beyond the 
scope of this demonstration. We did 
the program in VFR conditions with the 
pilot looking out the window. 

As one might expect, progress came 
painfully slow in the beginning. Quite a 
few flights were made before we saw 
any eye-watering high resolution maps, 
but when this finally did occur, we 
began to call the SAR a "high resolu
tion" radar (HRR) and certain facts of 
life began to emerge 

HRR maps are displayed to the 
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operator as if he were observmg the 
scene from directly above. even though 
the actual aircraft pos1t1on mav be 
miles away. While this is no different 
than it was 20 years ago with the SLR 
when the image is presented in real 
time this characteristic really jumps 
out and grabs you! Orientation is 
simplified because of this feature. and 
that's a very important consideration 
when you're going warp nine on the 
deck over :.miamiliar territorv. No other 
sensor does this. including !he eveball 
looKing through the canopy at lo,,.. 
grazing angles. The shadows presented 
on a low grazing angle map tend to 
give it a third dimension of depth 
These characteristics of radar hold 
true, regardless of range to the target, 
as long as the grazing angle is suffi
cient. Non-ranging sensors, such as 
eyeballs-out-at-the-cockpit and in
frared sensors. approach the ty.·o 
dimensional (azimuth and elevation) 
when range increases to the point 
where grazing angle becomes small 
We made HRR maps at less than 1 ° 
grazing angle. in some cases as low as 
0.3°, and still had sufficient video to 
detect tactical size targets 

We did not need to tly this radar to 
find out whether it could determine it a 
vehicle was tracked or wheeled; ,,.,, e 
knew it would take higher resolution 
than 10 feet for that. \\'e did, hc,-.-.e\ er 
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want to determine just what could be 
identified. The answer in general terms 
is this - any fixed. man-made object 
larger than a vehicle can be identified 
with a high probability of success if 
some prior knowledge such as maps or 
photos is available. Large man-made 
objects and prominent natural terrain 
features can be identified with no prior 
knowledge by simply referring to the 
tactical situation display (TSO) on 
board the aircraft. 

We verified once again that radar is 
truly an around-th~lock sensor. It 
looks through any kind of air, with the 
exception of heavy rain, with no 
noticeable degradation. A large 
thunderstorm, which an aircrew would 
not penetrate if they had the option, 
appears on an HRR map with a shadow 
behind it. Small showers caused some 
attenuation on the highest resolution 
maps, but only slightly degraded the 
map quality. 

The HRR map also turned out to be 
an excellent cueing device. HRR itself 
may be considered a narrow field-of
view (NFOV) sensor in the highest 
resolution modes. Narrow FOV sensors 
such as targeting IR can identify tac
tical size targets in favorable weather 
conditions, but require cueing from an 
external source to initially bring the 
target into the field of view. The object 
(target) is detected on the HRR map, 
the map is frozen, then a narrow FOV 
sensor is cued from the map for identi
fication or we;_pon delivery. 

It became evident early in the pro
gram that high quality radar maps and 
accurate blind weapon delivery require 
an accurate and reliable inertial 
navigation system (INS). You have to 
know where you are within one mile, 
preferably a half mile, and onboard 
velocity error needs to be a half knot or 
less if you're going to be very effective 
in this business. Excessive velocity 
errors mean the radar will have to be 
used in its precision velocity update 
(PVU) mode to correct for I NS velocity 
errors. If the INS position drift is ex
cessive, frequent updates will be re
quired to enable the WSO to find plan
ned targets. When INS errors are small, 
maps can be frozen for long periods of 
time before another is required for a 
position update. This capability 
enables the crew to minimize RF 
transmissions when they are in bad guy 
country or to dedicate more time to the 
air-to-air mode before they need to 
rPturn to HRR for an update map. 

A TSO is required to keep the crew 
aware of the tactical situation. We 
used an in-house invention called an 
electronic (digital) map (Figure 1 ). 
Operating areas where we operated 
were digitized from aeronautical charts 

and the information stored in a map 
storage unit. The capacity of this map 
storage unit was less than desired, so 
the electronic map suffered from a 
lack of detail. However, it exhibited no 
noticeable registration error, a feature 
important in this business and an area 
where other types of TSD's, such as 
projected maps or remote map readers, 
don't do as well. When INS position 
errors were small, the electronic map 
proved to be an excellent cueing 
device. Unfortunately, the data base 
required for electronic map coverage 
of the world will not be available until 
many years after the ORF hits the 
squadron. The ORF will most likely 
leave the factory with a TSO that is a 
remote map reader. 

ADVANCEMENTS 
As you can tell, I am beginning to 

talk about the future now. We definite
ly learned some things that we would 
do differently the next time around. 

• Doppler mapping is tough to do 
near your ground track, and it's im
possible right on your ground track. 
The first time around, we did not at
tempt map construction closer than 8° 
from the ground track and left this area 
black if maps were commanded there. 
In the production ORF, we are going to 
fill in this zone with the best map 
available. Obviously, you still won't 
see much where you are ·going so you 
will still have to map territory offset 
from your track or deviate from your 
course occasionally to get that good 
quality map. We did not find this short
coming to be much of a problem dur
ing our program and feel that the 
operational crew can also live with it. 

• We flew this program with the 
real-beam PP! mode disabled. In the 
ORF, there will be a real-beam mode 
with its quality improved over that now 
in production F-15's. A real-beam map 
can give the crew an idea of the 
shadows present over a point of in
terest and whether or not they should 
attempt a high resolution map there. 
We are going to display inertial points 
such as steer points, aim points, and 
target points on the PP! map to give the 
crew added situational awareness and 
a means from which to cue high resolu
tion maps. 

• The ORF will have the inherent 
capability to extend the maximum 
range of its high resolution maps. This 
feature will enable the operational 
crew to obtain their map, freeze it, and 
get down in the weeds farther from the 
target. Which brings up another point; 
if you are going to drive into a target 
with a frozen map constructed a long 
way out, you had better have very 
small onboard velocity errors or you 
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won't do much of a job delivering a 
weapon or cueing a NFOV sensor. The 
ORF will have a more accurate and 
reliable lf'JS than we had in our pro
gram. It will also have a continuous 
PVU interleaved with high resolution 
mapping and display the velocity error 
to the crew so they can update their 
velocity if they think the error is ex
cessive. 

• In the demonstration program, we 
could detect ground moving targets on 
a high resolution map, but their posi
tion was displaced due to their doppler 
shift compared to that of the fixed ter
rain comprising the rest of the map. In 
the ORF, we are going to develop a 
ground moving target (GMT) mode 
which shows only "movers" and not 
the rest of the map. These movers 
would be displayed in their correct 
position. The ORF will also have closed 
loop track capability on these movers. 

• We looked at ships at sea with the 
HRR mode. Detection of the ships was 
no problem, but ships out in the open 
water are generally moving along at a 
pretty good clip. The same problem oc
curs in this case as it does with ground 
movers in that their position is displac
ed due to their doppler shift. The ORF 
will have the inherent capability, by 
developing the appropriate software, 
of providing a mode optimized for Sea 
Surface Search (SSS). This would be a 
real-beam mode (non--doppler) in which 
ships would be presented as synthetic 
targets and in their correct position. 
Closed loop track on ships could also 
be mechanized. 

There were some other interesting 
capabilities that we experimented 
briefly with during the later stages of 
the program. For example, we flew a 
couple of flights with the capability of 
zooming in with a 3X magnification on 
any point of interest on a frozen map. 
Figure 2 shows a frozen "mother" 
map of the Rolla (Missouri) National 
airport area. Figure 3 shows a zoom on 
a point of interest on that map. The 
magnification shows some detail not 
obvious on the mother map. The frozen 
mother map can be recalled after the 
zoom and another point of interest 
selected for a second zoom. This 
feature looks like it would have some 
potential for medium resolution maps 
and could be included in the ORF. 

Figure 4 shows a down-linked map 
of a portion of Lambert St. Louis Air
port. This map was viewed by people in 
the ground station seconds after it was 
seen by the aircrew. This map was also 
stored in an onboard bubble memory 
for retrieval after landing. A bit-by-bit 
comparison of the two maps showed 
them to be identical. Once map data is 
stored onboard or is down linked, all 
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i- 1nrls r,f computer enhancement games 
can be plaved to increase the utility of 
the original map data. 

Detailed charts and photos are great. 
but ttlev !JSuallv don·t show the scene 
like radar does Can you irnaeme how 
much easier 1t would be rf vo~ carried 
onboard. in bubble memory, high 
resolution maps of your target area 
taken from previous flights? Visualize 
taking off with 20 stored high resolu
tion maps of your IP(s) and target{s), 
with some taken at three hour intervals 
to show movement. Overlayed on the 
map would be symbology produced by 
photo interoreters and intelligence per
sor.nel. This svmbology would identify 

likely targets or other points of interest. 
When you've got your real-time map of 
the target displaved on one six-inch 
tube. you can call up a stored map of 
the target to be displayed on the adja
cent six-inch tube for comparison! 

If up-link capability is added along 
with the down-link. we have a whole 
new ballgame. The process mentioned 
in the previous paragraph could be ac
complished in just a few minutes. 
Besides the two-way data link with the 
ground station, we could then send and 
receive high resolution maps to and 
from similarly equipped aircraft in the 
area. This same process could be done 
with lR video 

After reading this far, you jocks out 
there are probably wondering just how 
old or how long out of the service you 
will be when all of these fancy things 
come to pass. Well, let me assure you 
that the technology is here now; we 
could start flight development tomor
row! 

F-15 B2. m its present back seat con
figuration. can do a creditable job in 
the All-Weather Attack role as far as 
the WSO's contribution goes. We have 
learned a great deal during these pro
grams, and if this knowledge is applied. 
the F-15 will be just as capable in the 
air-to-ground role as it already is in the 
air-to-air role. ■ 
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FAMOUS AIRPLA.'IE OVER A FAMOUS SKYLINE 

F-15C Eagle No. 1 during a production test flight early in 1979 over downtown 
St. Louis. Among the many historic and civic structures visible in this 
striking photograph are the Saarinen Arch ("Gateway to the West"); Busch Sta
dium (home of the baseball and football Cardinals); Old St. Louis Cathedral 
(1831 - first church west of the Mississippi); Old Courthouse (begun in 1839 
and scene of the famous Dred Scott trials in the late 1840's); and several 
city, state, and federdl government buildings. Arch reflects in the }lissis
sippi River, between some of the old-time paddlewheelers that still ply the 
river and maintain the spirit of an earlier St. Louis. Photograph was taken 
by MCAIR company photographer Bob Williams from another F-15. 
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"EAGLE TALK" ... a crewman's multi-volume history of the McDonnell F-15 airplane 

(reprints from the MCAIR PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST) 

The F-15 Eagle became operational on the 14th of November 1974, at Luke Air Force Base. Arizona As of this point m tim':' 
{1983). more than 800 F-15A. B, C. and D model aircraft have been produced for the air forces of the United States. Japan. lsral:'I 
and Saudi Arabia. Only speculation is possible regarding an ultimate number ot aircraft and the Eagle"s ultimate posItIon in the 
history of aviation and the world. but its position thus far is both secure and spectacular The McDonnell technical support 
publication - PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST - has documented this "progress of the Eagle" from the very beginning In articles 
and reports by flight test and engineering personnel. Prep"ared exclusively for our military customers. these articles ofrer both a 

fascinating, informal history of the F-15 program and contemporary technical d1scuSS1ons of aircrew techniques and procedures 
Regardless of one·~ level of experience with or degree of exposure to the Eagle. information of the type published in PSD Is 
worth reading and preserving. However, it is the nature of magazines to be temporary and disposable. to "disappear" in time 
with the consequent loss of valuable data to personnel newly assigned to our airplane. Therefore. as on previous aircraft such as 
the Demon, Voodoo, and Phantom, MCAIR preserves this hard-won expertise in the form of periodic collections of previously
printed articles. This is Volume I of the Eagle collection and is composed of general-interest material arranged in chronological 
order; if you are interested in how the F-15 got to where it is today - test programs. simulators. milestone events. et,; .. it's al! 
here in this volume, in authoritative articles written by the pilots as they were performing the tests. Volume 11 contains the more 
technically-oriented aircrew articles, arranged by subject, from the past 10 years. Volumes Ill and up will be published as the 
accumulated information warrants. 

There is a tremendous amount of information packed into these slender volumes of talk about Eagles. but there are hvo 
points to bear in mind when reading, one concerning the "currency" of the material; one its "applicability"" -

• Articles published herein were up-to-date and valid technically as of the time of original publication (indicated in the table 
of contents and on each article). However, the F-15 Eagle as it is coming off the assembly line today contains manv differences 
from the earlier (and earliest) configurations. Ship No. 1 and Ship No. XXX (latest to fly) may look alike on the outside but. from 
both system and operational standpoints, they are not alike. If you read something in these articles that does not resemble the 
cockpit or system as you know it today, please "check six" to see where the informat,on is coming from - its date of 
publication. It would have been too difficult and time consuming on the part of our pilot/authors to review every past article for 
current validity (especially since some crewmen are no longer flying or are flying other airplanes). Therefore. we suggest you use 
these volumes for background and general information on aircraft systems, techniques, and procedures. EAGLE TALK contains 
a we.al th of wise words, but only your DASH ONE is guaranteed to have the latest and the officiai. ones. Which leads direct!\ 
into the second point. 

• Please be sure you understand the "type" of information provided in these volumes (and in the PRODUCT SUPPORT 
DIGEST from which they were reprinted) so you won't be looking for advice that isn't there and thus get disappointed Our 
publications do not discuss F-15 ''tactics." How to utilize the aircraft in combat is the subject of official military 
documentation; our only objective is to inform you about F-15 "capabilities." The theory behind this is that the more 
information 1/ou learn in our publications, the better you should be able to apply the information in yours. 

Since this page deals with the "philosophy" behind EAGLE TALK and the PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST, it would be 
appropriate to end with a quote from an individual who has provided much of the information in both In one of his articles on 
Eagle driving, Pat Henry, (current) MCAIR Chief Experimental Test Pilot, wrote ... "As with most philosophical discussions, no 
decisions are made for you, so the monkey is still on your back to handle any given (soggy) situation. That's the responsibility 
that accompanies the pride of professional flying." 

Thus, on behalf of the people at McDonnell Aircraft Company who have contributed to these publications, our wish is that, 
when the monkeys begin to climb up your back in some future (soggy) situation, you will recall some of the discussions herein 
and that all of your Eagle flying will be responsible, proud, and professional! 
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The before-takeoff engine runups 
are normally uneventful; however, it 
is important that the pilot pay close 
attention to the nozzle actions. Proper 
nozzle operation during an idle to 
military throttle slam on the ground 
goes like this: The nozzle closes rapid
ly to around 10% open as the N2 and 
FTIT are climbing rapidly toward 
representative military power num
bers. As the EEC puts a final trim on 
the engine, the nozzle will stabilize 
somewhere between O and 10%. If the 
nozzle appears to be opening rapidly 
and is in fact opening past 30%, the 
throttle should be reduced to idle 
immediately, since the engine may 
overspeed, overtemp, and self
destruct. History, so far, is that three 
engines have failed by this route. The 
problem has been traced to faulty 
EEC's, which have since been 
modified. 

When the engines pass the run-up 
checks, the ensuing takeoff with two 
of these hummers in max A/8 is best 
described as fun! With the blessing of 
the local air traffic controllers, we 
take the new Eagles almost straight up 
and out of the airport traffic area. 

We rarely see engine problems in 
cruise or in the landing pattern. About 
the only interesting items in cruise 
and landing are the nozzles. In cruise, 
the nozzles are normally controlled to 
about 10% open at military power and 
below. The nozzles do open up at high 
speed/low altitude even though at mil 
power in the later engines. In the 
landing configuration, the nozzles are 
program med with throttle angle and 
are nearly closed at mil and are open 
at idle. That's why the nozzles go 
open when you put the gear down in 
the pitch out. 

We make engine checks aloft as you 
would on an FCF. Specifically, we 
check idle to max A/B slams, mil to 
max A/B slams, airstarts, and engine 
operation throughout the airplane 
envelope. 

Guess where we have the most 
engine-related problems? You're right -
A/B lighting anomalies in the high 
altitude/low speed regime. The 
"funnies" we see include A/8 no
lights, early segment (1-3) A/B blow
outs, late segment (4-5) A/B blowouts, 
fan stalls that recover with no pilot 
action, and fan stalls that recover only 
if the pilot places the throttle in 
cut-off. That's the bad news. The good 
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news is that the engine-related 
problems we see are less frequent now 
than in the past, and that the new 
airplanes are being delivered with 
engines that pass the required tests. 

Reports from the field indicate that 
some of the same problems exist with 
you operators. About once every 200 
aircraft flight hours, a stall/stagnation 
is reported. About 80 percent of the 
stall/stagnations occur as a result of 
A/B operation; the rest are caused by 
mistrim or hardware failure. The 
mechanics of a stall/stagnation 
usually go something like this: 
1. The A/B blows out and relights. 
2. A pressure pulse travels up the fan 

duct and stalls the fan. 
3. The distorted fan flow stalls the 

compressor of the core engine. 
4. The combustor blows out. 
5. The core engine spools down rap

idly (N2) to subidle speed. 
6. The engine restarts and tries to 

accelerate, but is in a low stall 
margin subidle speed range. 

7. The engine either restarts and 
accelerates or degenerates into a 
low N2/high FTIT condition that 
will eventually overtemp the 
engine. 

This is what we see on the data 
printouts after a typical stall/ 
stagnation test flight. If watching the 
engine gages, the pilot may notice one 
of the following sequences of events: 
1. If A/B is selected from below mil, 

the engine accelerates toward mil 
and then allows the A/B to light in 
segments. If the A/B lights/blows 
out/relights hard enough to cause a 
pressure pulse sufficientto stall the 
fan, the fan stall is usually noticed 
by the pilot as a pretty loud pop. 
N2 and FTIT will start down at the 
stall; but as the core relights, FTIT 
will level off and then start to climb 
as N2 continues downward. This is 
an example of a stall that stagnates 
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and must be cleared by shutting 
the throttle off and then restarting 
when in the airstart envelope. 

2. Whether the engine goes into a 
stagnation after a stall seems to 
depend on the rate of decay of N2 
at the stall. Some stalls recover if 
the N2 hasn't dropped more than 
about8% following the stall. Some 
end up in a steady state "rotating 
air hammer-sounding" stall that 
probably will result in a shutdown 
and restart for clearing. These can 
be in the N2 65%, FTIT S00°C 
range and seem to last forever. 

3. If you don't hear the noise of the 
fan stall or if the engine stalls due 
to a problem not associated with 
an A/B anomaly, your first clue 
may be a master caution plus a 
generator-off light on the telelight 
panel. In this case, shutdown and 
restart are usually required. (Note 
the max FTIT for engine disposition 
purposes. A momentary overtemp 
may only require a borescope 
whereas a serious overtemp will 
require an engine replacement and 
teardown.) 

The engine manufacturing company 
thinks it has fixes to the stall/ 
stagnation problem. The fixes attempt 
to eliminate the stagnation part at any 
rate. One change opens the nozzle at 
stall; another selects minimum seg
ment one A/Bwhen a stall is detected. 
The pilot must cycle throttle to below 
mil to relight the A/B. Testing and 
service use will be the final judge of 
these modifications. The stall/stagna
tion testing did clear the airframe of 
any contributory fault; the inlets, ECS, 
and fuel system were instrumented 
and operated on design. 

That about brings you up-to-date on 
F100 engine activities here at the 
balloon factory. We'll continue to give 
you status reports on new and interest
ing developments as they occur. ■ 



of f-15 airstarts and things ... (PUBLISHED 1976) 

LIGHTING THE FIRES 
After the traditional {but not con

sidered mandatory by Stan-Eval) prer 
cedure of kicking the tire, further 
progress toward flight is in no small 
measure dependent upon success
fully lighting the fire. With the Eagle, 
this lighting of the fires ceremony 
may require manipulation of a couple 
switches tucked way back on the rear 
corner of the right console, on a panel 
labeled ENGINE START FUEL. 

The photograph shown at right 
proves that in some cases one picture 
is definitely not as good as a thousand 
words. In fact, the nomenclature on 
the Engine Start Fuel Panel fairly 
screams for further explanation. In a 
few more than 1,000 words from now, 
you'I I have your explanation. 

Granted, there's not a whole lot the 
pilot can do about immediately in
creasing his jet time when he's stuck 
with a bad starting engine on the 
ground; but understanding the system 
could help troubleshoot the problem 
and might even extend his jet time if 
an airstart is needed. Let's have a look. 

Back in the Good Old (!) Days 
For openers, how about a little 

history? The F100 engine has many 
good points - high thrust to weight, 
compact size, good response (for a 
fanjet), etc; but let's face it - starting is 
just not one of them. It's a problem 
that has been with us since before first 
flight; and although considerable 
progress has been made, it is recog
nized still as an area of desired 
improvement. 

For what it's worth, the prototype 
engines were horrible at starting. We 
used a manually controlled bypass 
valve, either open or closed, and the 
amount of fuel bypassed was approx
imately 350 pph. Since this represent
ed over half the total starting fuel 
flow, the potential for either no light 
at one setting or stagnated start at the 
other was tremendous. It was often 
necessary to close the bypass just to 
get a light-off, open it right back up to 

By PAT HENRY/Project Experimental Pilot 

avoid stagnation, then cycle it as 
required to walk the line between a 
hung and a hot start. The exact 
amount of fuel bypassed had to be 
tailored to individual engines, in some 
cases by varying the bypass orifice 
size. Even P&W admitted this was not 
operationally suitable. Once at idle, 
opening the start fuel bypass would 
cause an N2 rollback of from 3%-5%, 
which could put you in a su~idle 
condition and looking at a potential 
off-idle stall if airborne. 

The problem was not as straight
forward as we mere mortal pilots tried 
to assume, due to the many variables 
involved. Furthermore, changing one 
variable for improved starting, such as 
fuel nozzles, could well lead to 
degraded performance elsewhere in 
the envelope. Among the key items to 
be juggled were fuel nozzles, com
bustor design, bypass ratio, JFS per
formance, start fuel flow schedule and 
repeatability, start bleed air volume, 
and start bleed strap closing point. 

Rule 1: Set Attainable Goals 
From day one, our design goal has 

been to build an engine that could be 
ground started under a wide range of 
ambient conditions without special 
starting techniques or devices. This 
ground starting envelope is bounded 
by sea level starts from -40°F to 

FIGURE 1 

Panel Name Engine Start Engine Start 
Fuel Fuel Flow 

Sw;,"' l Sea Level High 
Off Auto 

Position 
Altitude Low 

Engine Start Fuel Panel Nomencll1ture -
Old and New 
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+ 125°F at one extreme to 10,(X)() feet 
field elevation starts at temperatures 
of - 15°F to -1-as°F at the other 
While testing the various engineering 
changes during the Category I pro
gram, it became apparent that we 
would still need some level of starting 
fuel derichment/enrichment in the 
production engines. for the time being 
anyway. 

Having bitten this bullet, the next 
logical step was to make as simple and 
reliable a starting derichment system 
as possible. Early analvs1s indicated 
that three different fuel flow rates 
would be required to assure successful 
starts throughout the envelope de
scribed above: 285 pph for extreme 
high altitude/hot dav starts, 350 pph 
for most ambient conditions. and 450 
pph for extreme low altitude/cold day 
starts. One mechanization considered 
would have made the middle fuel flow 
rate the base setting, with a manual 
pilot selection to either increase or 
decrease flow if necessary. Another 
consideration, which was also met 
with underwhelming enthusiasm. 
would have made the switchovers 
automatically as a function at ambient 
pressure and temperature. What final
ly evolved was a compromise - a rea• 
sonably uncomplicated two [vs three) 
flow rate system which can automatic
ally handle the vast majority of starts. 
Giv·en up in exchange was the upper 
right hand corner - extreme high field 
elevation, hot day starts. 

The Mysterious Engine Start Fuel 
Panel 

Referring again to the photo, you 
might ask, "Why did thev label the 
switch positions that way?'' Don't ask. 
The exact history of that nomenclature 
evolution has been mercifully lost. 
Suffice it to sav that improved (,,.,-e 
think) labeling is coming, presentl) 
scheduled to be effective with .£..ir
craft F-120;TF·21 and up. plus provi
sions for retrofitting all earlier ships 
Figure 1 compares the old and the 
new. 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPAN'i 



mum glide. That, in turn, has three 
distinct advantages over the con
tinued high speed descent: time, 
range, and maintenance of good (i.e., 
slow) ejection speed. The time exten
sion gives you a better chance to 
collect your thoughts, read the gauges, 
and hopefully make some of the best 
decisions of your aviation life. The 
differences between 220 kt and 350 kt 
glides are dramatic; as illustrated in 
Figure 2, descent rate at 350 kts is 
more than 2-1/2 times that at 220 kts. 

Now or Later 
As you approach the JFS altitude 

envelope, you're faced with the next 
big decision - whether to go for a JFS 
start at 25K, or delay until some given 
lower altitude, but with a higher 
restart probability. While it is our 
belief that the JFS should be good up 
to at least 25K, there doesn't appear to 
be much to gain by pushing the upper 
JFS altitude limit; and an initial try at 
20,000 feet would seem to be a 
reasonable compromise, based upon 
the following facts -

• First, even if you get a good JFS 
start somewhere above 20,000 feet, 
the JFS may stay at idle due to 
insufficient control pressure to reset 
the fuel control. This will probably 
limit the engaged cranking speed to 
about 3%. Furthermore, there is prob
ably inadequate JFS/Central Gear Box 
lubrication and cooling in this high 
altitude case, but you won't be in the 
area long enough to create any new 
problems. finally, the JFS may have 
insufficient torque up there to provide 
adequate spool-up anyway. As you 
descend, the JFS fuel control will be 
able to reset to 100% speed, the 
torque will progressively increase, and 
the engine will spool-up accordingly. 

• If the initial JFS start attempt is 
not successful, you'll have to give up 
5000 feet or more waiting for the 
accumulator to recharge, based upon 
a nominal recharge time of 1-1/2 
minutes. Since you don't know the 
status of the accumulator unless it's 
full up (no JFS Low Light) or totally 
depleted (handle just pulled), your 
best bet for a good light-off is to be 
inside the envelope, and then if the 
light~ff is missed, wait out the re
charge time. By trying the first start 
around 20,000 feet, you have a good 
chance of being ready for another 
first-bottle try around 15,000 feet, and 
a first and second bottle try around 
10,000 feet. 

• At very low altitudes, when you 
are well inside the envelope and 
Mother Earth is becoming a distrac
tion, you could find yourself with an 
in-between situation: it's now or never 
for the JFS, but the JFS Low Light is 

PFIOOUCT SUPPOFIT DIGEST 

still on. My recommendation here is 
to try the first bottle. If the partial 
charge was insufficient, which you'll 
know in 10 seconds (:::::: 500 feet), you 
have at least cleared the first bottle 
and can proceed to the second with
out fear of over-accelerating the JFS. 
While you're counting out the 10 
second start window, why not peek at 
the J FS switch to make sure some 
gremlin hasn't turned it off. Personally, 
I fly with the switch on at all times. 

We've talked about the altitude 
considerations of JFS operation; now 
let's look briefly at airspeed. You'll 
notice from Figures 1a and 1b that at 
20,000 feet the 350 knot glide is inside 
the demonstrated envelope (for a new, 
prime condition JFS) but just outside 

other, just turn off that engine master 
switch to disengage the JFS. Of 
course, all of this has assumed a good 
Utility B circuit; you can quickly see 
the risks generated by ignoring a 
Utility B Light. 

BACK TO BASICS 
Without inflight JFS, of course, 

you've got no choice but to go for a 
high speed dive (350 knots minimum) 
to prevent the first airstart candidate 
from winding down below 12%. I 
have seen successful airstarts with as 
low as 9% indicated, but there is no. 
guarantee down there. While you're 
screaming downhill with both engines 
out, having a hard time believing this 
is really happening to you, it's impor
tant to have an understanding of the 

FIGURE 3 -WINDMILL RPM AT 350 KCAS 
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the recommended envelope. Ther~ 
fore, don't rush the JFS - let your 
transition to the 220 knot profile bring 
you toward the heart of the JFS speed 
envelope before the first handle pull. 

3Y THE WAY. 
One final thought concerning the 

early spooldown airstart you may have 
had a chance to try on the way to the 
JFS envelope; if you were able to give 
it an honest 1~ 15 second try from the 
time the throttle goes to idle or above 
(and RPM =s 12%), with no apparent 
light-off, chances are it's down for the 
count. In this special case, I feel the 
best bet would be to go for a JFS 
assisted start on the backup engine 
{the one in stagnation) once the JFS is 
giving the green light. Here's the real 
moment of truth: you'll have to shut 
down that hydraulic power source -
the stagnated engine - on faith that 
the JFS will engage and motor the 
engine of your choice. I think that's a 
reasonable assumption. Remember 
also that any time during a JFS assisted 
restart you need to discontinue crank
ing one engine in order to crank the 
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utility hydraulic load-sharing between 
the engines. As you know, the l/H 
engine has the higher utility pressure 
output, as can be seen during start-up. 
If the L/H engine is shut down with 
the R/H running, you may notice an 
approximate switchover point as the 
L/H winds down, but don't be misled. 
In actual practice, the major utility 
load is progressively passed from left 
engine to right engine as the L/H 
spools down below approximately 
20%. In the range between 20% and 
somewhere below minimum useable 
RPM (10%-12%), the utility load is 
shared by the two engines. So how 
does this affect your recovery 
technique? 

First, the R/H engine spooldown 
rate is lower than the L/H for any 
given flight condition, and the differ
ence is particularly noticeable in the 
airstart RPM range. This equates to 
more i:ool-down time, more time to 
accel the aircraft if approaching the 
restart from the slow side, and possibly 
lower torque required to achieve 
spool-up. Thus, the handbook guid-

► 



ance to go for the R/H restart first, 
other factors being equal. (If the R/H 
stagnation is significantly hotter, we 
sav then to attempt the L/H start first 
- an apparent contradiction. The 
assumption in that case is that the 
lower FTIT stagnation has the lower 
probability of internal damage, there
fore the higher probability of restart ... 
if you have to sacrifice one engine to 
save the airplane, so be it.) 

Second, at approximately 13%-14% 
windmill RPM on the L/H, and the 
R/H at this RPM or higher, the utility 
load is being shared almost equally. 
So, if your glide speed is sufficient to 
maintain the L/H in windmill at or 
above this RPM, you no longer need 
to keep the R/H in stagnation; you 
may as well shut it down and let it 
start cooling off for its restart. Since 
both engines are supporting their own 
PC system, plus half the Utility, the 
R/H shou Id then spool down no lower 
than the L/H. A possible key point to 
remember: a reasonably steady glide 
has been assumed, i.e., no large 
and/or rapid control inputs at this 
point. These RPMs are rock bottom for 
maintaining system pressures and 
normal flow demands; increased con
trol inputs at this point will probably 
result in pressure drops and, therefore, 
slower than normal control surface 
movement. Also, as you descend to 
denser atmosphere, it will take slightly 
increasing airspeed to support a given 
windmill RPM, as shown in Figure 3. 

Third, be aware that either engine 
alone must be windmilling at 20% or 
higher to totally support the flow 
demands of the Utility system. This 1s 
directly applicable to the R/H wind
mill, L/H in stagnation scenario. If the 
R/H has stabilized at or near this RPM, 
I would not glide along keeping the 
L/H cooking while waiting for the R/H 
to relight. 

The big plus I see in all this 
knowledge is that it may give you a 
shot at starting both engines some
what simultaneously, rather than 
hanging your hat on only one, possibly 
failed, engine. 

I'm the first to admit that the 
situation can become painfully com
plex, and I hope that this article 
provides you with some insight to the 
possible solutions. The only real 
answer I see is a thorough under
standing of the systems, combined 
with practice. If a realistic dual engine 
failure scenario is not available at 
your local training simulator, the only 
viable alternative is mental rehearsal 
- when you draw the short straw, 
you've got to be ready. 

Until they manage to build the 
perfect airplane and engine, remem
ber that you don't pick the failures -
the emergency finds you. If you take 
the bird too much for granted, even 
the world's easiest flying and most 
forgiving airplane may find you 
unprepared. 

t.•>~I.I'\:~, ;~ ...• ·,~-

. On the subject of airstarts, both Pratt and Whitney and McDonnell are 
continually studying the problem; and some improved guidance will reach you 
early next year via Revision D to the Dash One. In the meantime, the new 
theories are being verified by flight test, so are still subject to minor revisions. 
The sort of things we're looking at are the optimum and minimum RPM's at which 
to attempt a spooldown start; the maximum recommended FTIT at restart 
initiation (presently 500°(); and the best throttle position for stall free and rapid 
thrust recovery. 

-~~:-'.')"!"}-;~··· ,5fTL.":. :'.;'-,' 

Since the following use of the JFS didn't really fit the scenario above, I've 
included it as a footnote. In some single engine-emergency situations, you may 
want to utilize the JFS as a backup source of hydraulic power, assuming the dead 
engine will turn but not start. If the good engine generator and utility pump were 
inoperative - admittedly a remote failure combination - this could also return 
some electricity via the dead engine utility pump and the emergency generator. 
You folks have probably already thought about these back-up uses, but I wanted 
to pass along a caution. Extended use, either at idle or motoring an engine, and 
particularly at high altitude, could result in damage to, and loss of, the JFS. 
Therefore, it is advisable to use it sparingly, such as during final approach and 
landing only. 

;~s OPf.RAT!O" v; A~_,,;,!/~~ l"-..! r-:1: ... 
Under present guidance, the AN./ALQ 119 pod is carried on the centerline 

station and jettison is prohibited, in fact jettison cartridges are not even installed. 
Until such time as this restriction is removed, the presence of the pod will lower 
the JFS envelope to< 200 knots at 20,000 feet and < 300 knots at 15,000 feet, as 
indicated in figure 1a. • 
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F-15 EAGLE 
J P-4 is the primary fuel used in the 

F-15 F100-PW (Pratt & Whitney) 
engines. JP-5. JP-8. NATO F-43. or com
mercial JET A-1 and JET-B can be used 
as alternate fuels, which can be inter
mixed ir: any proportion with the 
primary fuel. However, before filling 
the Eagle with any alternate fuel, make 
sure you know its "additive content" 
Depending upon suppliers, alternate 
fuels may or may not contain corrosion 
and ice inhibitors {corrosion inhibitors 
provide added lubricity to the fuel) 
Operation of the fl 00 engine without a 
fuel system icing inhibitor is restricted 
to one flight. Operation without a cor
rosion inhibitor is restricted to ten con
secutive hours. An alternate fuel may 
have a slower vaporizing rate than JP-4. 
and small leaks that might not be ob
vious when using J P-4 could show up 
when using an alternate fuel. 

When using an alternate fuel it is not 
necessary to retrim the engine, and 
throttle handling limitations are the 
same as when operating with the 
primary fuel. Also. there is no si~nifi
cant change in engine operatrons. 
However, ground starts with a tempera
ture below 6°F (-14°() may produce 
more smoke and require a longer time 
for engine light-off. Ground starts 
should not be attempted with fuel 
temperature below -40°F (-40°() 
Hot starts may occur during spooldown 
airstarts at airspeeds less than 350 
knots at altitudes above 30,000 feet 
Because freeze points vary according 
to the alternate fuel used. fuel in exter
nal tanks may not transfer after sustain
ed operation (5 minutes or longer) 
below 200 knots above 25.000 feet or 
250 knots above 45,000 feet. 

At the present time there is no ap
proved emergency fuel ior the F100 
engine. However. two fuels - JP-7 and 
JET-A - have been qualified by ground 
tests, and flight testing has been ~ro
posed. If successful. the engine 
manufacturer will propose changes to 
the flight manual to allow one flight 
with no postflight action required 



(PUBLISHED 1978) 

fflORE on BAlD EAGIES 
Well, we've been out conducting 

some more investigations of Eagle 
canopy incidents this past month and 
have come up with what we hope are 
some more helpful suggestions. (We 
promise to run out of suggestions just 
as soon as you run out of incidents!) 
Let's look at two of the most recent 
situations -

• An F-15A departed for a cross
country flight with a compacted load 
of cargo in Equipment Bay 5. The pilot 
noticed the canopy moving back just 
after liftoff and by the time he 
reached 180 knots it was gone. After 
dumping fuel he made an uneventful 
landing. 

• Three days later, a pilot closed 
the canopy on another F-1SA and 
attempted to taxi, but was unable to 
see due to frost on the windshield and 
canopy. He had to open the canopy 
back up to taxi and close it before 
takeoff. Not too long after takeoff, the 
canopy moved back .50-.75 inch. The 

By DAN OR APP/ Senior Engineer- Ik:stgn 

pilot aborted the mission and returned 
to base. 

What the investigations revealed -
1 The first canopy loss was caused 

by cargo crammed into Equipment 
Bay 5, which activated the canopy 
jettison mechanism. There are no 
position switches on this part of the 
mechanism; hence no canopy un
locked light to warn the pilot that the 
linkage had been tripped. 

1 The near canopy loss on the 
second Eagle could not be duplicated 
on the ground. The canopy and 
locking mechanism were rig checked, 
and although minor discrepancies 
existed, no contributing factors were 
found. Both manual and hydraulic 
operation of the system were at
tempted and the system worked 
normally. Try as we may, it was not 
possible to defeat the interlock or 
warning light systems. The only con
clusion possible is that the mechanism 
was not ..overcenter when the pilot 

.-.ft/ 
~-. ,:,,.: ")i.'. 

selected lock and took off. The 
question remains whether or not he 
had a canopy unlocked light. The 
canopy lock position switch is now 
being analyzed for possible intermit
tent failure. 

Our Suggestions -
t Extreme care should be taken if 

Equipment Bay 5 must be used as a 
cargo hold. The bay was not designed 
to carry uncontained cargo, and 
exposed areas where damage can 
occur are numerous: 

1. Relays, circuit breakers, and 
electronic equipment on the side 
panels. 
2. Control cables, control rods, 
hydraulic lines, and air supply 
lines routed across the floor. 
3. Canopy jettison mechanism 
on the under side of the canopy 
deck. 
4. Canopy mechanism on the 
forward and aft bulkheads. 

• When closing the F-15A canopy, 

..,_ 
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moving the handle from down to lock 
shuts off hydraulic power to the 
locking mechanism at the selector 
valve; rotates an interlock into place; 
and opens the canopy lock position 
switch to turn out the canopy 
unlocked light. It is very important to 
observe what the -1 has written 
concerning this sequence: 

1. "Ensure canopy has completed 
movement and wait 10 sec
onds before moving handle to 
LOCKEDposition."This allows 
the hydraulics sufficient time 
to lock the mechanism over
center. 

2. "Ensure canopy unlocked light 
is on with handle in DOWN 
and goes out with handle in 
LOCKED." This checks the 
canopy lock position switch 
and interlock for proper 
function. 

• Ground crews can help pilots 
avoid the possibility of mistakes 
caused by breaks in a normal routine. 
Anytime one is forced to do things out 
of the ordinary or to alter a normal 
pattern, he may not get back into the 
pattern right away. It's possible that 
the pilot in the second incident may 
have become so accustomed to the 
red light being on (it was illuminated 
the whole time he was taxiing) that he 
missed its warning on takeoff. If the 
frost had been cleared from his 
windshield and canopy, he would not 
have had to open the canopy to see; 
would not have had to alter his normal 
takeoff routine; would probably not 
have had to incur a mission abort. 

We hope you can put this informa
tion to use; any one of the items 
discussed can rise up to bite the F-15 
pilot. Let's see if we can't stamp out 
"Bald Eagles." ■ 

b, tile F-1SB. it's Me aft cockpit are1101Ul U 
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nMrn)' seriou.r pro/,le,,u can ooeur if IQICOII• 

Utinedand ,mseCllttlJ cargoU caually st,rJfr,d 
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7he Breat.fi of Life 
The oxygen system 1n the Eagle or Phantom 15 your 

"breath of li_fe." Without it, your mission profile would be 
severely limited. Whi.le this limit could be due to a system 
malfunction o~er which you have no control, it could also 

~~i~~e ytiua ;~i1~::etoc~~~~~f!ht the system correctly, over 

BIT _{Built~ln Test) is now a ~av of lite in oxygen system 
analysis, as m so many other aircraft systems. The CRU-73 
oxygen regulator has a BIT that will allow vou to test the 
sy~tem for_ ~orr.ect operation, and wh,le we've referred to 
this capabilrty rn past articles, we want to make sure you 
are aware of and using the test 

Yes, "P-R-1-C-E" is a part of 1t, and in every visit to the 
altitude chamber you are reminded that PRICE stands for 

P - Pressure gage or quantity gage check to determine 1f 
adequate supply of oxygen 1s aboard aircraft 

R - Regulator - Check regulator supply switch is ON 
~i;f~~~ "blow back" check; pressure check mask 

I - Indicator (Blinker)-Check for flow indication 
C - Connectors - Check all connections 
E - Emergen_cy -Check emergency cylinder pressure and 

connections. 
However, the BIT capability of the CRU-73 can be 

utilized before you make a PRICE check. A complete 
oxygen system ~reflight should begin by connectrng the 
CRU--60/P and aircraft delivery hose to the mask. Then with 
the regulator in the "Off" position, test for leaks rn the 
delivery system hoses and tubing by attemptrng to inhale. 
You should not be able to, first because there is no oxygen 
turned on and second, because the oxygen mixture toggle 
sho~l_d have been automatically selected to the 100% 
pos1t1on whenever. the regulator is OFF. Internal valving 
isolates ambient air "normal oxygen" input anci the crew
memb~r cannot get a breath. This is your "BIT" check - if 
br~athmg is possible, a leak in the delivery system is 
evident and corrective steps are indicated prior to flight 
Th~ cause of the leak may be your mask, the oxyge~ 
delivery hose, or the regulator itself 

Duri~g production acceptance testing. we have 
deter~med malfunctions _often enough using this 
techn1q~e that we thought rt may be helpful to you in 
prev~ntmg a case of hypoxia. Remember, "BIT" now 
applies to the oxygen system, too, use it and assure 
your5elf that "breath of life!" r------~~GEN REGULATOR ,,,t:) . 

PRESSURE DEMAND ~ .,. 

® .;.~ ,e,.~~ --- - -
FLOW J~t:~t: • -{~::-

-- - 100¾ - - -
·-~ •EHERGENCV I OXYGEN ON 

~?9 • •NORHAL t SUPPLY 4 • ~ 
. 'C ■ TEST " NORHAL t 

-. HASK . OXYGEN OFF 

Two manufacturers produce CR U- 73 Oxygen Regulators. Both 
offer same BIT capability, but accomplish i• i11 slightly d1fja,mt 
ways. With Bendix regulator (shown here}, only a porrion oj 
OXYGEN mixture toggle moves to JOO'"'.: oxygen when you turn 
SUPPLY toggle OFF. With ARO regulator. entire toggle moi-c·s. 
/ncidenrally. you can identif,· CRfJ-73 Regulator through the· tH."o 
test ports o,z either side of the pressure gage {CR U-68 does not ha~•c· 
test porrs. and SUPPLY toggle is safery-H-"ired ro O:\' position!. 

By JACK SHEEHAN/FlighrS.JJay £11gm~cri11g 
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